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Maddox Speaks. 
DAC's make the difference in displays. 

Some really clear, sharp pictures 
are being generated for demanding 
computer CRT Display jobs like Air 
Traffic Control, Avionic Heads-Up, 
and others. 

To get sharp, clean output on 
high speed X-Y deflection displays you 
have to start with good spot definition 
and intensity and then drive it with a 
clean deflection .signal. And that's 
where high-speed display DAC's 
come in. 

Here's how. 
Display DAC's convert digital 

position commands to analog voltage 
levels which will position the spot on 
the CRT face. New commands are 
usually clocked in at a steady update 
rate. The spot is positioned to the start 
of a line or character and then moved by 
progressive commands to draw the line. 

If the DAC's behave, all is well, 
but often lines wiggle, and show 
intensity variations. 

Who's the culprit? 
Glitch, (transient spike or bump 

in the DAC output) and differential 
non-linearity, (a wrong size step in a 
series of steps). 

Ed Maddox, Sr. Engineer 

Display DAC's are "de-glitched-
to achieve very low output glitch values, 
and are designed to have damn good 
differential linearity. 

How to define spec limits? 
First, determine maximum allow-

able glitch voltage as measured through 
a test filter which simulates your deflec-
tion circuit's passband. The test filter 
is the key. You can even lump together 
the effects of glitch and differential non-
linearity. Then, ramping the DAC and 
comparing its band-limited output to an 

I  
eieretes... 
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ideal ramp, you can check the errors. 
And after limits are set for intensity 
variation and wiggle, you can grªphically 
arrive at ramp error limits for the DAC's. 

Among other things. 
You can also have an inherent lack 

of line fidelity due to the staircase-like 
DAC output. Smaller steps through 
greater DAC resolution will help. But 
beware, for the limits of maximum avail-
able update rate and minimum picture 
refresh rate set a resolution limit for line 
drawing. We can show you some filter 
techniques that can improve ramp fidel-
ity by 10 to 1 or more, solving this 
staircase problem. 

Settling is really important, too, 
and long settling tails must be absent so 
that line starting points will land where 
you planned. 

Things like large-signal settling 
time, slew rate, zero offset, large scale 
linearity, and scale factor can normally 
be obtained much better than available 
deflection circuits, so use care; don't 
over-specify the DAC's. Save your-
self some money. 
Talk to the experts. 

There are a lot more parameters to 
be considered in specifying high-speed 
display DAC's, so if you are into this, 
or going to be, probably the best 
approach is to consult us. After all, we 
have standard products such as our 
12 or 13 bit DAC's (Models 4014 
and 4017), and a lot of display knowl-
edge and real experience. We've built 
and shipped more high-speed display 
DAC's than anybody else in the world. 

Telephone, toll-free (800) 
225-7883, in Mass.(617) 329-1600. 
Or write us, Dedham, Mass. 02026. In 
Europe, Tel. 73.99.88, Telex: 25881. 
Or write, 1170 Brussels, Belgium. 

irTELEDYNE 
' PHILBRICK 
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IIPIItSIE ! 

HP's new 5082-7750 series 5082-7730 series 

lip displays are bigger than ever! 
Now you can get a big, readable 0.43 inch LED display without 

sacrificing the simplicity and economy of single chip per segment design. 
Bright enough to clearly see 20 feet away. HP's 5082-7750 series 

display features the same wide viewing angle, excellent readability and the 
same pin configuration as our 0.3 inch 5082-7730 series displays. 

Just $3.50 each in 100 quantities* 
Contact Schweber, Hall-Mark or the Wyle Distribution Group for 

immediate delivery. Or, write us for more details. This is one 
display you won't want to miss. 

01403A *Domestic USA price only. 

HEWLETT â PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page 94.11 Rood Ra10 Alt0 Ca1.1o,n• 94304 
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r FOR NEW STANDARDS IN POWER METERS -THINK HP   

4354 POWER METER 

Measuring microwave power? Here's a big step forward. 

With the new HP 435A Power Meter you get high 
accuracy plus convenience. A major error source, 
mismatch uncertainty, is virtually eliminated 
because the thermocouple Power Sensor (HP 8481A) 
has extremely low SWR (1.2 from 30 MHz to 12.4 
GHz: 1.3 from 12.4 Gliz to 18 GHz). This brings signi-
cant improvement in overall measurement accuracy. 

This low SWR is achieved through the use of a 
unique silicon-integrated thermocouple element. 
The thermocouple is minute, yet dimensionally 
precise, resulting in good match over a wide fre-
quency range (10 MHz to 18 GHz). And this same 
silicon technology produces a thermocouple that is 
sensitive, yet rugged. You can measure over a wide 
dynamic range (0.3 r.W to 100 mW). with a sub-
stantial safety margin against burnout from 
inadvertent overload. Such broad frequency and 
power coverage in a single unit means real 
operating convenience. 

To confirm that the sensor/meter calibration is 

7,1 30;_' 

accurate, a precision RF power reference is built 
into the 435A. 

The 435A is ideal for field use as well as lab and 
production. An FET chopper circuit in the power 
sensor permits it to be operated up to 200 feet from 
the meter. The meter can be operated from an 
optional internal rechargeable battery. 

HP 435A Power Meter, $550; HP 8481A Sensor, S350. 

Get the full story on this big advance in power 
measuring. Give your local 11P field engineer a call 
or write for complete data. 

Domestic USA prices only. 

HEWLETT dri PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page M,11 Road 04,0 Alto Cal.forn.a 94304 
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Cover: Versatility is microprocessor's bag, 81 

Microprocessors clear the way to extremely 
low-cost computer-controlled systems. In 
the first of the set of three technical micro-
processing articles in this issue, rules are 
given on where and when to use these as-
yet unfamiliar devices and how to choose 
from the variety now available. Paper sculp-
ture on the cover is by Leo Monahan of 
Group West, Los Angeles. 

A microcomputer In many a 1980 car, 65 

The news from Detroit is that micro-
processors now being developed for au-
tomobile engine control could be in volume 
production by the early 1980s. 

Microprocessors push on faster with n-MOS, 88 
The new n-channel metal-oxide-semicon-
ductor devices outdo the first generation of 
p-channel microprocessors in speed and in-
struction power. Needing fewer memory 
and peripheral support chips, they also 
economize on space and assembly costs, 
as Motorola's latest chip set proves. 

Processor on a chip has 2-bis cycle time, 95 
N-channel MOS technology is also crucial 
to Intel's latest 8-bit device. As a result, the 
microprocessor is 10 times faster than its 
p-channel predecessor and is easy to inter-
face, since it fits in a standard 40-pin pack-
age. 

And In the next issue. . . 

A line of minicomputers bred from the new 
4k semiconductor RAMs. . . a special re-
port on computer networks. . . preview of 
the National Computer Conference. 
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Publisher's letter 

M icroprocessors, the long-awaited 
computer on a chip, are begin-

ning to roll off the assembly lines. 
The single-chip microprocessing 
units, or MPUs, "together with a 
handful of matched memory and 
logic circuits, provide equipment de-
signers with the full power of com-
puter hierarchy at unprecedentedly 
low cost." That's how Solid State 
Editor Larry Altman, in the report 
starting on page 81, describes the 
impact of these tiny devices that 
pack a lot of computing power. 

Originally, we planned to run Al-
tman's microprocessor round-up as 
the second part of his logic-design 
report [Electronics, Feb. 21, p. 81]. 
But with the MPU emerging at such 
a fast clip as a major product in its 
own right—fast becoming a rival 
technology to conventional logic— 
we decided that these up-and-com-
ing devices merited the separate 
treatment given them in this issue. 
And included in the micro-

processor report are detailed articles 
on two of the second-generation 
mPus. You'll find the story behind 
Motorola's M6800 family and In-
tel's 8-bit 8080 MPU on page 88 and 
page 95, respectively. 

T he design of microprocessors, 
fascinating as it is, is only part of 

the story. The other part is appli-
cations. On page 65, you'll find a 
Probing the News article on the 
move by automakers to equip cars 
with computer control—an evolu-
tionary step that can be made only 
because of microprocessor-based 
cost breakthroughs. 

Larry Armstrong, who heads our 
Midwest bureau, in interviewing 
user and producer alike, found that 
mPus will be designed into Detroit's 
products by the time 1980 rolls 

around. Moreover, they will make 
possible a number of safety, econ-
omy, and convenience features that 
are just too expensive now. 
Although the kind of mass market 

represented by Detroit is still a few 
years off, the microprocessor has 
been designed into a host of sophis-
ticated products. So, we plan to start 
a new series called "Microprocessors 
in Action." An analog of our well-
received "Minicomputers in Ac-
tion," the series will bring you the 
case histories of a number of suc-
cessful microprocessor applications. 
Watch for it in upcoming issues. 

M anpower is one of the limits 
on how fast the electronics in-

dustries can grow. In the days when 
we were racing the Russians to the 
moon, engineering schools couldn't 
turn out EEs fast enough, even 
though the glamour of the space 
race drew a large number of stu-
dents into engineering. 
Under the depressing effects of 

the last few years—cutbacks in Gov-
ernment research and development, 
economic recession, widespread un-
deremployment of engineers—EE 
enrollment fell off. Now, though, 
things are definitely looking up. 
The immediate prospects are for 

another round of manpower short-
age as EEs from the smaller, reces-
sion-hit classes enter the job market. 
On page 75, you'll find the heart-
ening story about the engineering 
schools' efforts to recruit more stu-
dents in the wake of a marked up-
ward swing in job prospects. 
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When you've got to power noise sensitive logic, 

what do you want for the job? 

_ru-u-L 

When your system draws a pulsating load current, 

what do you want for the job? 

When your specs call for adjustable voltage, 

what do you want for the job? 

When your programmed level must be accurately reproduced, when the current 
limit must be adjustable and square (not folded back), when you want a power 
supply that doesn't lose half its current rating at +71 °C (or at 20 C).... 

the power supply you want for your job is the 

Quarter-rack 
100 watts 

lelefeeiN-
\ 

"fflbi. 

Half-rack 
250 and 
500 watts 

••••WM, — 

-"=•••••• 
-••••••.-.1..,.. war.. 

KEPCO JOE 

JOE Power Supplies are linear voltage stabilizers (not complex 

switching units). They can be adjusted or remotely program-

med from true zero to maximum output with better than 

0.01% linearity. They vary less than 0.0005% for 105-125V 

a-c source changes and have such low output impedance that a 

zero to full load change influences the stabilized output by less 

than 0.005%. Ripple and noise is well under 200 microvolts 

rms, 1 millivolt p-p. 

31 JOE linear voltage stabilizers are manufactured in 4 sizes: 

100 Watts, 250 Watts, 500 Watts and 1000 Watts in voltage 

ranges from 0-6V to 0-150V. Metered bench and rack-panel 
style and unmetered modular form for the OEM. Adjustable 

overvoltage protection available. 

If your job needs a linear voltage stabilizer, call Kepco for the 

details on the JOE, or write Dept. V-14 

Full-rack 
1000 watts 

TM 

KEPCD®  

KEPCO, INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING. N.Y. 11352 • (212) 461-7000 • TWX =710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK 
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Reduce Your Power Supply Size 
and Weight By 70% for $49 

A new way has been found to sub-
stantially reduce power supply size 
and weight. Consider the large 
power supply shown at left in the 
above photo — it uses an input 
transformer, into a bridge rectifier, 
to convert 60 Hz to 5 volts DC at 
5 amperes. This unit measures 
63‘"x4"x7B.1" and weighs 13 pounds. 
It sells for $170 in small quantities. 
For just $49.00 more, Abbott's new 
model Z5T10, shown at right, pro-
vides the same performance with 
707 less weight and volume. It 
measures only 21.Vx4"x6" and 
weighs just 3 pounds. 

This size reduction in the Model 
Z5T10 is primarily accomplished 
by eliminating the large input 
transformer and instead using high 
voltage, high efficiency, DC to DC 
conversion circuits. Abbott engi-
neers have been able to control the 
output ripple to less than 0.027 
EMS or 50 millivolts peak-to-peak 

maximum. This design approach 
also allows the unit to operate from 
100 to 132 Volts RMS and 47 to 440 
Hertz. Close regulation of 0.157 and 
a typical temperature coefficient of 
0.017 per degree Centigrade are 
some .of its many outstanding fea-
tures. This new Model "Z" series is 
available in output voltages of 2.7 
to 31 VDC in 9 days from receipt 
of order. 

Abbott also manufacturers 3,000 
other models of power supplies 
with output voltages from 5 to 740 
VDC and with output currents from 
2 milliamps to 20 amps. They are 
all listed with prices in the new 
Abbott catalog with various inputs: 

60 fk)to DC, Regulated 

400%to DC, Regulated 

28 VDC to DC, Regulated 

28 VDC to 400 e1/4fr , 1 

24 VDC to 60 Pte, 

Please see pages 581-593 of your 1973-74 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog) 
for complete information on Abbott Modules. 

Send for our new 56 page FREE catalog. 

abbott transistor 

LABORATORIES. 
gene ra I ..11, •••• 

5200 W. Jefferson Blvd. Los Angeles 90016 
(213) 936-8185 Telex: 69-1398 

INCORPORATED 
ennteria of f 

1224 Anderson Ave./Fort Lee, N.J. 07024 
(201) 224-6900 Telex: 13-5332 

Readers comment 

Making honest dice 

To the Editor: The circuit described 
by Per J. Johnsen in Readers com-
ment [Electronics, Dec. 6, 1973, p.6] 
on "Electronic dice ease tough deci-
sions" [Aug. 16, 1973, p.118] will re-
sult in loaded dice. 
The decoder input he gave was 2, 

3, 6, 7, 10, 11. This depends upon a 
straight binary-count output from 
the B, C, D outputs of the 7492A. In 
fact, the outputs are not straight 
binary, and the decoder input code 
would be 2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 14. The dice 
would show a 6 twice per sequence 
and one undefined output. 

R. M. Stitt 
Burr-Brown Research Corp. 

Tucson, Ariz. 
mullr. Johnsen replies: I was surprised 
to see that there was an error in the 
circuit because when I built it origi-
nally, it worked nicely. The difference 
then, however, was that I had put the 
A section of the counter in front. 

When I recorded the circuit, I got 
the bright idea that the A section of 
SN7492 could be omitted, since the 
rest was an independent divide-by-6 
counter. Unfortunately, I was un-
aware that this section did not count 
in a straight binary way. With the A 
section included, the table stated in 
my note is correct, since 0-5 is a 
straight binary sequence. 

Correcting UGLI equation 

To the Editor: I wish to point out an 
error in the equation of the figure 
for "UGLI may scare off large cus-
tom ics" [Electronics, Feb. 7, p. 42]. 
It should read: 

(A +jB)(C+jD) = (AC - BD) 
+j(BC+AD) = X +jY 

G. Victor Wintriss, Comdr., USN 
Fleet Combat Direction 

Systems Support Activity 
San Diego, Calif. 

`Pong' belongs to Atari 

To the Editor: Your article, "Any-
one for tennis—via color Tv" [Elec-
tronics, March 7, p.32] refers to an-
other supplier's game as "Fong." 
The word "Pong" is a very valued 
trade mark of Atari Inc. 

Tony Seidel 
Atari Inc. 

Los Gatos, Calif. 
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TRW LVA diode... 
the sharpest knee 
below 10 Volts. 

(•241th 
FOCUS INTENSITY ASTIGMATISM 

dab& 
The current saver. 
No other zener can approach TRW's LVA perform-
ance below 10 volts. Available for operation down 
to 4.3 volts, TRW LVA diodes minimize power con-
sumption in portable-battery operated equipment. 
They're also ideal for instrumentation, where, as 
reference elements, they draw as little as 50 ,Amps. 

TRW LVA's are available in various package config-
urations, including passivated chip form for hybrid-

OOP 

SCALE ILIUM. 

• 

compatible packages. If you have a need for a low 
current voltage regulator or any other product that 
demands low current consumption, you should 
check out TRW LVA zeners. When it comes to cur-
rent, they're really misers! 

For product information and applications assistance 
write TRW Semiconductors, an Electronic Compo-
nent Division of TRW Inc.,14520 Aviation Boulevard, 
Lawndale, California 90260. Phone (213) 679-4561. 

Almo Electronics 
Bell Industries 

Cramer Electronics Inc. 
De Mambro Electronics 

These products are available through the following authorized distributors: 

Eastern Radio Corp. 
Electronics Marketing Corp. 
Elmar Electronics Inc. 

Hall-Mark Electronics Corp. 

Harvey-Michigan Inc. 
Liberty Electronics 
Powell Electronics 
Pyttronics 

Semiconductor Concepts Inc. 
Summit Distributor 
R. V. Weatherford Co. 
Westates Electronics Corp. 

TRW SEMICONDUCTORS 
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Another Sprague Breakthrough! 

Solid flame-retardant 
epoxy with precise 
dimensions for 
automatic insertion. 
Completely shock and 
vibration resistant. 

Flat surface permits 
clear easy-to-read 
marking. 

No rundown to interfere 
with seating of capacitors 
on printed wiring board. 

Rugged 0.025" dia. tinned —111. 
leads maintain alignment. 
0.100" lead spacing for 
standard PWB grids. 

ACTUAL SIZE 

PRODUCTION-ORIENTED 
SOLID TANTALUM 
CAPACITORS 

Top flat for easy 
identification of 

positive lead either 
visually or by touch. 

Standoff feet on base 
to eliminate moisture 

entrapment and 
facilitate cleaning of 

wiring boards. 

Formed leads with either 
0.200" or 0.250" spacing 

to permit 
Interchangeability with 

dipped capacitors. 

Type 198D Low-cost 
Econoline* Tantalum Capacitors 

Lead in Performance! 
When it comes to low-cost solid 
Type 198D Econoline Capacitors 
some additional advantages: 

e Low d-c leakage 

• Low dissipation factor 

- Wide voltage range, 
4 to 50 VDC 

,0 Capacitance range from 
0.1 to 100p.F 

tantalum capacitors, the new Sprague 
outperform all other designs. Here are 

çe Withstand severe 
temperature cycling and 
temperature shock over 
—55 C to +85 C 

• Speedier handling for insertion 

• Easier-to-read markings 

The new Sprague Type 198D epoxy-encased Econoline Capacitor is tooled 
for mass production and priced competitively with imported dipped units. 
Investigate this new Sprague breakthrough without delay. 

Call your nearest Sprague district office or sales representative, or 
write for Engineering Bulletin 3546 to: Technical Literature Serv-
ice, Sprague Electric Co., 35 Marshall Street, North Adams, 
Mass. 01247. 

*Trademark 

THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 

4514•2110 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

40 years ago 
From the pages of Electronics. April. 1934 

Technical employees organize 

For several years past, while the 
unemployment problem has been at 
its worst, thoughtful observers of the 
conservative course of the "regular" 
engineering societies have felt that 
the social and economic situation of 
technical men would have to be 
given more attention and help, or 
else new organizations of engineer-
ing employees, built on wage issues 
alone, would arise to claim the in-
terest and membership of employed 
engineers and younger men. Al-
ready such movements have come 
in several quarters. One trade union 
of "technicians" has obtained 2,000 
members in New York, and has 
3,000 more in Buffalo, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Chicago, and 
St. Louis. At first the membership of 
the new "Federation" was drawn 
-chiefly from the unemployed, but 
later accessions have come 75 per 
cent from among men with jobs, 
who seek to better their conditions. 

Mental courage 

Mental courage may not receive any 
acclaim because most frequently it 
isn't even observed. 
This mental courage demands, how-
ever, certain assistance. 
In the first place, it demands 
DETERMINATION to face the situ-
ation at whatever cost. 
Then it demands a STUDY of the 
situation, its conditions, its neces-
sities, the means to meet it, the pos-
sible help to be obtained, the coop-
eration to be had, an analysis of 
what must be done, and planning 
along proper and essential lines. 
Usually it demands considerable 
SACRIFICES. 
It demands a FIGHT to put the right 
methods across. 
Finally it demands a FAITH and 
belief in plans and people. 
But happily it MOST ALWAYS 
BRINGS succEss where failure 
might have ensued. 
There has not been for a long period 
such a time as now when such men-
tal courage is needed, for the rich 
and the poor, the worker and the 
executive are in some distress. 
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you can see why... 

the time is tigliC 

with PANAPLEX" 
clock panel displays 
PANAPLEX clock panels are designed 
to be read. These large, bright, easy-
to-see, pleasing numerals are easily read 
in any light — even bright sunlight. 

These four- and six-digit clock panels 
are compatible with MOS clock chips, 
and have the high reliability and quality 
that has made the PANAPLEX family 
of displays the choice of calculator 
manufacturers. 

PANAPLEX clock panels can dis-
play either 12- or 24-hour time systems 
and have integral AM/PM indicators 
and colons. 

Available in two standard sizes (0.5 
and 0.7 inch), these thin panels (0.2 
inch excluding tubulation) offer design 
flexibility that's hard to beat 

The soft, neon-orange color is easy 
to read at a glance: — no magnifier 

needed, no eyestrain, no LED-red fa-
tigue factor. 

For additional information, on the 
PANAPLEX clock panels, write 
Burroughs Corporation, Electronic 
Components Division, P. 0. Box 1226, 
Plainfield, New Jersey 07061, or call 
(201) 757-3400 or (714) 835-7335. 

You can see the difference 

AM I/LI • n  Fi • n n 

PM I- 1 • I- , I-7 • Ft I- 1 Burroughs 
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AMD/MOS/APRIL ONE 
Am1002 

Dual 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am1101A 
256-Bit Random Access Memory 

Am1101,6d 
256-Bit Random Access Memory 

Am1402Á 
Quad 256-Bit Dynamic Shift Register 

Am1403A 
Dual 512-Bit Dynamic Shift Register 

Am1404A 
Single 1024-Bit Dynamic Shift 
Register 

Ám1405A 
512-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am1406/1506 
Dual 100-Bit Dynamic Shift Register 

Am1407/1507 
Dual 100-Bit Dynamic Shift Register 

Am2102 
1024-Bit Static Random Access 
Memory 

Am2505 
512-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2512 
1024-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2802 
10 MHz Quad 256-Bit Dynamic Shift 
Register 

Am2803 
10 MHz Dual 512-Bit Dynamic Shift 
Register 

Am2804 
10 MHz Single 1024-Bit Dynamic 
Shift Register 

Am2805 
512-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2806 
1024-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2807 
512-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2808 
1024-Bit Dynamic Recirculating Shift 
Register 

Am2810 
Dual 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am2814 
Dual 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am2841 
64 x 4-Bit FIFO Memory 

Am2855 
Quad 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am2856 
Dual 256-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am2857 
512-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am3114 
Dual 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am3341 
64 x 4-Bit FIFO Memory 

Am4055/5055 
Quad 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am4056/5056 
Quad 128-Bit Static Shift Register 

Am4057/5057 
512-Bit Static Shift Register 

(lb be continued...) 

More than two dozen mainstream 
MOS parts, all in one place: 
Advanced Micro Devices. 

Every one is silicon gate. Every 
one is available in military 
temperature range. Every one is built 
to MIL-STD-883 at no extra charge. 

And one is N-Channel. The 2102. 
A 1024-bit Static Random Access 
Memory. 

Every MOS part we make is 
guaranteed to be as good or 
better than the original. Every 
part is available for immediate 
delivery. 

If you're getting into MOS, if you 
want spec sheets or app notes or a 
thousand parts, talk to Advanced 
Micro Devices, the next giant. 

Advanced Micro Devices 
Corporate aides are at 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Telephone (408) 

732-2400/Southern California office: Beverly Hills (213) 278-9700/Mid-America: Des 
Plaines, Illinois (312) 297-4115/Edina, Minnesota (612) 835-4445/Eastern United States: 
Roslyn Heights, New York (516) 484-4990/Baltimore, Maryland (301) 744-8233/Lexington, 

Massachusetts (617) 861-0606/Britain: Advanced Micro Devices, Telephone Maidstone 52004/ 
West Germany: Advanced Micro Devices, Munich, Telephone (089) 53 95 88. 

Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet and Cramer Electronics. 
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INTRODUCING 
MONO-GLASS 



A JEWEL OF A 
CAPACITOR 
LEAD  \  END SLUGS 

GLASS SLEEVE 

U.S. Capacitor Corp. has done some-
thing elegant for high volume capaci-
tor users . . . MONO-GLASS. 

This glass encapsulated monolithic 
ceramic capacitor offers something 
special: for the Design Engineer 
looking for cost reduction and de-
pendability; for the purchasing agent 
looking for low price with fast deliv-
ery; for the incoming Q.C. inspector 
who is looking for reliability. 

AUTOMATIC INSERTION: 
If you use it, you know the sub-
stantial savings in time and cost. 
MONO-GLASS is designed for au-
tomatic insertion with the same 
equipment used for diodes and re-
sistors. Reel packed and ready for 
your machines. 

DURABILITY: 
Our hermetically sealed, glass-to-
metal construction offers these ad-
vantages: solderless internal contacts 
that won't reflow in your wave-
soldering process; no glass fracturing 
during lead forming—stress is trans-
ferred to the end slugs rather than 
the glass sleeve. 

HIGH VOLUME; LOW PRICE 
USCC's production capability for 
chip capacitors is second to none. 
MONO-GLASS is produced by a 
simple assembly technique. Combine 
these two and you get the best possi-
ble delivery for high quantity re-
quirements, at a budget price. 

WIDE SELECTION: 
Four case sizes are available . . . 
.200 x 100; .250 x .100; .300 x 
.150 and .400 x .150. The 50 and 
100 WVDC units offer up to .01 
mfd in COG dielectric, to .18 in 
X7R and up to 1.0 mfd in the Y5V 
dielectric. 

CHIP CAPACITOR 

RELIABILITY: 
uscc is the proven leader in state-
of-the-art, demonstrated on N.A.S.A. 
life support and guidance systems. 
Commercial as well as military aero-
space applications benefit from the 
high reliability features of our prod-
ucts—the best available. 
MONO-GLASS is our lowest priced 
ceramic axial lead capacitor, offering 
a new quality capability for com-
munications, navigation and guid-
ance, computer business machines 
or anywhere that high volume, low 
price is required. 

Write or call for an evaluation sam-
ple, more technical data or applica-
tions help for your special require-
ments. Remember, USCC-Centralab. 

USCC/Centralab efi 
ElectronIcs Dnnsion • Globe-Unlon, Inc 

2151 North Lincoln Street • Burbank, California 91504 
(213) 843-4222 • TWX: 910-498-2222 
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RL 
SWITCH 
ENGINEERING 

HANDBOOK 

, 

rmniature rotarY leti•C•021 

AN aSY-TO-READ 
NEWLY EXPANDED 

TECHNICAL CATALOG OF 
INDUSTRY'S MOST 

COMPLETE SELECTION 
OF 

MINIATURE 
ROTARY 

SWITCHES 
INCLUDING MILLIMETER 

CONVERSION DRAWINGS OF 
EVERY RCL SWITCH! 

RL 
General Sales Office 

RCL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
700 South 21st Street 
Irvington, New Jersey 07111 

People 

Lyndes to tap market 

for paper-tape readers 

In the past five years, Horace C. 
Lyndes has faced a recession and 
blindness, but had an idea he would 
not abandon. Now his own com-
pany, Teleterminal Corp., Bur-
lington, Mass., is incorporated, and 
the first 50 units of his photoelectric 
paper-tape reader are nearing com-
pletion. Lyndes' product, the Fly 
Reader 45, has a maximum reading 
speed of 450 characters per second— 
higher than most on the market— 
and its price of $625 for 1 to 10 units 
places it in the lower-priced range. 
Lyndes started out as a mechani-

cal engineer with a degree from the 
University of New Hampshire, and 
became interested in paper-tape 
readers while with DI/AN Controls 
Co. and later with Adar Associates. 
He felt he could improve on the 
product and by the beginning of 
1970 he had a working prototype. 
But due to the recession he wasn't 
able to find any venture capital, so 
he turned to consulting work to 
keep afloat. By 1971, he was back 
working on his device, redesigning 
and tooling it. 
He completed development in 

1972 and actually had some units in 
the field when he was forced once 
again to stop business, this time due 
to cataracts. He was blind for a year 
before an operation restored his 
sight. 
Moving up. With his sight re-

stored, he is now ready to enter the 
marketplace, this time financed pri-
vately. He tried his luck in the ven-
ture capital market, but with no suc-
cess. "Venture capital people are 
looking for another Viatron or an-
other Ism," he complains, "but I 
think they will find more Viatrons. 
They are looking for the big break, 
not for the guy in a cellar with a 
good product in a modest market." 
Lyndes is out of the cellar and into 
an office, but Teleterminal is still es-
sentially a two-man operation. 
He admits that paper-tape read-

ers aren't exactly a glamorous prod-
uct. "They're kind of a staple," he 
says. "But paper tape is still the 
cheapest way of keying in data, and 

Set to go. Horace C. Lyndes has his first 

50 paper-tape readers in production. 

as long as there are teletypewriter 
terminals around there is a need for 
readers. It is not a boom market, but 
it has consistently shown 10% to 
15% growth." He estimates the total 
market is $40 million, with the Tele-
type Corp, Skokie, Ill, holding half 
of it. Mechanical readers hold half 
of the rest of the market, but Lyndes 
feels photoelectric readers will grad-
ually take over that share. 

National's Landrum 

homes in on consumers 

Novus Electronic Products "has 
only true consumer products in the 
offing," says Gene Landrum, 
recently named general manager of 
the division. Novus was formed just 
last October by National Semicon-
ductor to penetrate the consumer 
products market through retail out-
lets such as drug, department, and 
hardware stores. 
Landrum's working philosophy is 

that consumer products must be just 
that. "Many calculators are de-
signed for engineers by engineers," 
he points out. "Those people know 
too much about calculators and 
aren't consumer-oriented." 
The latest example of the Novus 

approach to consumer marketing is 
its planned deal with Scott Paper 
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., to sell calcu-
lators through coupons on Scott 
products. 

Currently, the Novus division 
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Get the drop on 
redrawing drudgery 

Shortcuts with Kodagraph materials 
can turn drafting hours into minutes. 

Nobody likes to retrace a whole drawing 
just because a few revisions are necessary. 
You don't have to if you make a second 
original on Kodagraph wash-off film. 
Simply wet-erase what you don't want— 
using plain water and a soft eraser—draw 
in the new details and the job is done. 

If on the other hand, you're faced with 
repetitive details, draw them once. And then 
order as many Kodagraph film or paper 
reproductions as you need. Cut them out, 

tape down on drawing form, rephotograph 
and you have a new original. 
When you need to restore a battered, old 

drawing, have a reproduction made on 
Kodagraph film. Stains virtually disappear. 
Weak lines come back strong. And you end 
up with a crisp, legible black-on-white print. 

Get the details. 

Write for information on how you can 
reduce drafting time with photoreproduc-
tion techniques. Eastman Kodak Company, 
Business Systems Markets Division, 
Dept. DP760, Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

Kodak products for engineering data systems. Kodak 
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Pulse withstand 
Riders 
11It colour T.V. 

0.15 

1000- 
u-

Write for our new catalogue 

WIMA FKP 1 
Polypropylene film and extended 
foil electrode capacitors 
encapsulated in cast resin. 
Self-healing properties. 
Suitable for sharp-edged or 
short rise time pulses in 
thyristor deflection circuits. 

WIMA MKC 10 
Metallized polycarbonate capac-
itors. Particularly suitable for 
stringent pulse and surge condi-
tions. Low power factor at high 
frequencies. Self-healing 
properties. Plastic case design. 

WIMA MKP 10 
Metallized polypropylene 
capacitors in plastic cases. 
Self-healing properties. Suitable 
for both high current and pulse 
circuits owing to low dielectric 
losses. 

• Other special capacitors 
in metal cases. 

• One year successful field 
experience in equipment by 
leading manufacturers. 

• Suitable for advanced solid-
state equipment. 

• For professional 
electronics. 

WILHELM 
WESTERMANN 
Spezialfabrik 
für Kondensatoren 
D-68 Mannheim 1 
Fed. Rep. of Germany 
Augusta-Anlage 56 
P. O. Box 2345 
Tel.: (621) 40 80 12 

People 

markets low-cost calculators aimed 
at housewives and students. Land-
rum wants to keep those customers 
while adding such products as 
clocks with LED displays, electronic 
slide rules along the lines of the HP-
35, low-cost electronic printers, elec-
tronic scales for the home, and 
maybe an electronic chess game. 

Looking at the market. "Anything 
that can sell" is a possible Novus 
item, says Landrum, with the quali-
fication that "I believe in looking at 
the marketplace first. If the volume 
to be produced will allow us to do it 
at a profit, then we'll take steps to 
pursue" that product line. 

Supermarket sales. National's Landrum 

manages new consumer products division. 

This approach, says Landrum, 
will help put National in the num-
ber two slot of worldwide calculator 
manufacturers, and will also con-
tribute to National's "dominant" 
position in the general electronics 
market. To succeed, Landrum de-
pends on Novus' "very success-ori-
ented" sales team and National's ca-
pacity to produce 70% of its own 
components. 
A native of Florida, Landrum 

graduated from Tulane University 
with a B. A. in business adminis-
tration and went to California to 
join the Singer Friden Co., where he 
became national sales manager. 
He co-founded two companies— 

Unicorn Systems Inc., Cupertino, 
Calif., and Eldorado Computer Co., 
Concord, Calif. before joining the 
Novus division of National Semi-
conductor. 
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Carborundum works on 
the frontiers of high 
temperature materials 
technology. And 
exciting plastics happen. 
Like EkkcelTM 

Ekkcel's exciting performance is a 
direct outgrowth of the Carborundum 
high temperature technology. An 
aromatic copolyester, Ekkcel has 
long-term thermal stability and 
strength at temperatures in excess 
of 550°F. Plus extremely low mois-
ture absorption, excellent friction 
and wear properties, outstanding 
dielectric characteristics, and 
superior flammability resistance — 
Ekkcel satisfies Underwriters 
Laboratory specification VE-0. All 
of which are excellent reasons why 
designers like Ekkcel. 

What about moldability? 
Ekkcel can be processed in stan-
dard injection molding equipment. 
And it runs like a dream for fast 
de times and minimal rejects. 
processors like Ekkcel, too. 

Go tell Tracy... 
If you have an application 
requiring performance at high 
temperatures, tell us about it. Write 
or call: Tracy O'Rourke, General 
Manager, Engineered Plastics Group, 
The Carborundum Company, P. 0. 
Box 337, Niagara Falls, New York 
14302. (716) 278-2441. 
Carborundum Ekkcel. It lives up 

to its name. 

9) CARBORUNDUM 



When we say Brand-Rex Vylink wires 

Vylink is the Brand-Rex trade name 
for its tough irradiated PVC insu-
lated wire and cable. A thermoset-
ting material, it has superior heat 
resistance, is unaffected when 
accidentally touched by a solder 
iron and has outstanding cut-
through, abrasion and chemical 
resistance — all in addition to vinyl's 
inherent non-flammability (it meets 
UL's FR-1 requirements), high 
dielectric strength and insulation 
resistance. 

Five important processing and 
operating characteristics of Vylink 
and conventional PVC insulated 
wires are compared in the follow-
ing panels. Test procedures and 
Vylink's properties are detailed in 
Brand-Rex specification BR-790. 
Write for your copy to Brand-Rex 
Company, Willimantic, Conn. 
06226. Tel. (203) 423-7771. 

Heat Resistance 
After 96 hours at 350°F, Vylink is 
unaffected, conventional PVC 
flows. Vylink wire provides far 
greater protection against current 
overloads and high temperature 
environments. It is recommended 
for shrink-tubing and wave solder 
cable terminations where wires are 
exposed to heat guns or solder 
baths — an excellent low-cost sub-
stitute for the premium-priced 
"high temperature" wires usually 
used in.this application. 

Solder Resistance 
When a weighted solder iron 
(1 1/2 lbs. force) is applied to the 
wire surface, conventional PVC 
insulation melts almost instantly; 
Vylink, though it may exhibit slight 
surface discoloration, shows no 
substantial change — even after 
several minutes. Regardless of 
method — hand gun, solder dip, 
wave soldering — Vylink insulation 
will neither shrink back nor melt. 
Shorts dueto soldering are avoided. 
Circuit integrity is assured. 



Cut-through Resistance 
The relative resistance of Vylink 
and conventional PVC insulated 
wires to penetration may be dem-
onstrated by applying a 90° V cut-
ting edge attached to a weighted 
plunger perpendicularly to sam-
ples of each. To have the speci-
mens cut through in the same 
length of time, Vylink wire must be 
subjected to at least 5 times the 
weight. This extra toughness 
makes thinner insulation walls 
possible without compromising 
physical properties. The result— 
lighter weight, smaller diameter, 
but equally reliable, cable. 

Abrasion Resistance 
In this test, a predetermined weight 
presses a conventional PVC wire 
sample against a moving 400 grit, 
aluminum oxide abrasive tape until 
the insulation has been worn away 
and conductor exposed. By com-
parison, more than half the insula-
tion remains when the same 
amount of tape abrades Vylink 
insulated wire under identical con-
ditions. This toughness permits 
the use of thinner insulation which 
UL recognizes by rating 61/2 mil 
wall Vylink wire at 125 volts (UL 
Style 1472). 

Chemical Resistance 
Electronic bombardment of the 
specially formulated Vylink com-
pound causes a change in the 
molecular structure and trans-
forms this PVC material from a 
thermoplastic to a thermosetting 
plastic. Vylink, like all thermosets 
is generally inert to chemicals and 
solvents. When Vylink and conven-
tional PVC are boiled for two hours 
in MEK (methyl ethyl ketone), a 
good solvent for vinyls, Vylink is 
virtually unaffected; conventional 
PVC is completely dissolved. 

BRAND-REX 

Tests were conducted on 16 (26/30) AWG with 1 /32" insulation. 

4,000 solutions in search of a problem 

8RAND-REx CO A PART OF Akzona INCORPOFtA 
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Meetings 

THE LINE 
PRINTER 
FOR THE 
LONG RUN 

OEMs select it 
because users prefer it. 

This line printer is designed for the 
long runs—applications where printing is 
measured in hours instead of minutes. 
It's a line printer. Full 132 columns, 200 
lines per minute. That means 200 Ipm 
regardless of line length! 

It's reliable. Quiet. Quality print. No 
duty cycle limitations. A one year 
warranty to back it up. 

Drive it as hard as you want. Over a 
thousand Tally Line Printers in the field 
and not a single mechanical failure! As 
an OEM, that means Tally printers won't 
eat you alive in service calls. 

Tally has the data processing printer. 
A printer with all the data processing 
features your user expects. Eight channel 
VFL.I. 64 character set. 96 character 
upper and lower case option. Various 
fonts. Foreign languages. 

Enhance your computer system with 
this super reliable, long run line printer. 
Find out all the features. Write or call 
Tally Corporation, 8301 So. 180th Street, 
Kent, Washington 98031. (206)251-5647. 

TALLY 

Electronic Components Conference, 
IEEE, EIA, Statler Hilton Hotel, 
Washington, D.C., May 13-15. 

Pittsburgh Conference on Modeling 
and Simulation: ISA, University of 
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 24-26. 

National Computer Conference, 
AFIPS / IEEE Computer Society, 
McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill., 
May 6-10. 

International Instruments, Electron-
ics, and Automation Exhibition, 
Olympia, London, England, May 
13-17. 

International Magnetics Conference 
(Intermag) '74, IEEE, Four Seasons 
Sheraton Hotel, Toronto, Canada, 
May 14-17. 

Society for Information Display In-
ternational Symposium, Town and 
Country Hotel, San Diego, Calif., 
May 21-23. 

International Instrumentation Sym-
posium, Instrument Society of 
America, Hilton Inn, Albuquerque, 
N. M., May 21-23. 

Semicon/West '74, SEMI, San Mateo 
Fairgrounds, San Mateo, Calif., 
May 21-23. 

International Symposium and Tech-
nical Exhibition on Electromagnetic 
Compatibility, Swiss Federal Tele-
communications Authority, Mon-
treux, Switzerland, May 23-29. 

Microwave Power Symposium, In-
ternational Microwave Power Insti-
tute, Marquette University, Mil-
waukee, Wis., May 28-31. 

Power Electronics Specialists Con-
ference, IEEE, Bell Laboratories, 
Murray Hill, N. J., June 10-12 

Quantum Electronics International 
Conference, IEEE, Hyatt Regency 
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif., June 
10-13. 

Utilities Telecommunications Coun-
cil Annual Meeting, UTC, Chalfonte-
Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic City, 
N. J., June 16-20. 

Your closest SIGNETICS distributor is... 
Phoenix . Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (602) 275-7851 
Phoenix- KieruItt Electronics (602) 273-7331 

Culver City. Hamilton Electro Sales (213) 870-7171 
El Segundo- Libeoy Electronics (213) 322-8100 
Los Angeles, 'Geoid! Electronics (213) 685-9525 
Mountain View: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (415) 961.7000 
Palo Alto: Kierulft Electronics (415) 968.6292 
San Diego Cramer Electronics (714) 565-1881 
San Diego- HannIton/Mmet Electronics (714) 279-2421 
San Diego: Kierultt Electronics (714) 278-2112 
Sunnyvale: Cramer Electronics (408) 739-30 11 

Downsview . Cerco Electronics (416) 661-0220 
Downsview. Cramer Electronics (416) 661-9222 
Montreal Cerco Electronics (514) 735-5511 
Montreal Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (514) 735-6393 
Ottawa Cosco Electronics (613) 729-5118 
Ottawa Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (613) 725-3071 
Quebec: Cesco Electronics (418) 524-3518 
Vancouver Govitek Electric Co Ltd (604) 736.7677 

Denver Cramer Electronics (303) 758-2100 
Denver: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (303) 534-1212 

Hamden . Arrow Electronics (203) 248-3801 
Georgetown Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (203) 762-0361 
North Haven - Cramer Electronics (203) 239-5641 

Hollywoon Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (305) 925-5401 
Hollywood Schweber Electronics (305) 927-0511 
Orlando' Hammond Electronics (305) 241.6601 

Atlanta Schweber Electronics (404) 449- 9170 
Norcross Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (404) 448.0800 

Elk Grove. Schweber Electronics (312) 593-2740 
Elmhurst Semiconductor Specialists (312) 279-1000 
Schiller Park Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (312) 678-6310 

Indianapolis: Semiconductor Specialists (317) 243-8271 

Lenexa: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (913) 888-8900 

Hanover: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (301) 796-5000 
Rockville: Pioneer Washington Electronics (301) 424.3300 
Rockville: Schweber Electronics (301) 881-2970 

Burlington: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (617) 273.2120 
Newton- Cramer Electronics (6171 969-7700 
Waltham . Schweber Electronics (617) 890-8484 

Detroit, Semiconductor Specialists. Inc (313) 255-0300 
Livonia, Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (313) 522-4700 
Troy . Schweber Electronics (313) 583.9242 

Edina' Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (612) 941- 3801 
Minneapolis- Semiconductor Specialists (612) 854-8844 

Hazelwood: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (314) 731-1144 

Albuquerque: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (505) 765-1500 

Buffalo . Summit Distributors (716) 884-3450 
Farmingdale, L I.: Arrow Electronics (516) 694-6800 
Rochester: Schweber Electronics (716) 328-4180 
Syracuse, Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (315) 437-2642 
Westbury Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (516) 333-5800 
Westbury: Schweber Electronics (516) 334-7474 

Cedar Grove: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (201) 239-0800 
Saddlebrook Arrow Electronics (201) 797-5800 

Cherry Hill. N.J.: MiIgray-Delaware Valley (609) 424-1300 
Moorestown . Arrow/Angus Electronics (609) 235-1900 
Mt Laurel, N.J.: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (609) 234-2)33 

Somerset, N.J.: Schweber Electron'Cs (201) 469-6008 

Greensboro: Hammond Electronics (919) 275-6391 

Beechwood Schweber Electronics (216) 464.2970 
Dayton- Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (513) 433.0610 
Cleveland Arrow Electronics (2161464-2000 
Cleveland: Pioneer Standard Electronics (216) 587-3600 
Kettering . Arrow Electronics (513) 253.9176 

Dallas: Cramer Electronics (214) 350-1355 
Dallas Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (214) 661-8661 
Houston . Component Specialties (713) 771-7237 
Houston: Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (713) 526.4661 

Salt Lake City: Alta Electronics (801) 486-7227 
Salt Lake City. Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (801) 262-8451 

Bellevue Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (2061 746-8750 
Seattle Cramer Electronics (206) 762-5722 
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Now, a 576-bit RAM for men of few words. 

Target-designed 64 x 9 for 45ns buffers and scratch pads. 
Making small talk just got easier. With still another 
world's first from Signetics. Our 82S09 RAM of 576 bits: 
the largest bit count ever put into a bipolar RAM with 
more than one bit per word. This 64 x 9 is available now 
in volume, and multiple-sourced. 

What's in it for you? Say you've got a scratch pad 
or buffer that only calls for 16 to 128 words. Till now 
your choices were all bad news. Either you wasted 
memory capacity with oversized organization and 
gadgety multiplexing schemes, or you strung together 
a lot of little RAMs. Either way, you lost. In terms of 
high tabs for extra circuitry, bigger boards, and the 
power to keep them going. Not to mention penalties 
in memory speed. 

BEFORE 

For small, dense memory applications, the 
unique 82S09 RAM—with new cell design and 
enhanced 64 x 9 organization—shrinks board space 
requirements, lowers component count and power 
cost, but slams out all the speed you can handle. 
(Schottky technology delivers 45ns, worst case.) With 
all the traditional bipolar RAM features in the bargain. 
Full decoding. Chip enable. Open collector. And a vital 
bonus, the ninth bit for parity. 

If the picture still needs a little focussing, take a 
minute to scan our Comparison Chart, based on 
production of 200 systems. 

82S09 
64x9 

AFTER 

82809 
64x9 

"Before" "After" 

Parts Cost' Decoder 
8225/7489 

$ 2.80 
96.00 

$-98.80 

$ 0.00 
85.20 

$85.20 

Board Space 1.5 1.0 

Access Time (I) Decoder 
8225/7489 

2Ons 
5Ons 
7Ons 

0 
45ns 
4s 

Power 
Dissipation 

Decoder 
8225/7489 

0.1 Watt 
6.4 Watts 
6.5 Watts 

0 
1.7 Watts 
1.7 Watts 

Solder 

Connections 
Decoder 
8225/7489 

16 
256 
272 

0 
56 
56 

(1) Even with 3101A (35ns), the total 64 x 16 array access time is 55ns. 
-Signetics 100-up published price. 

Okay, talk may be cheap. So make us lay it on the line. 
Today, from your local distributor. 

CLIP THIS COUPON AND ATTACH TO LETTERHEAD FOR FAST ACTION 

Signetics— RAMS 
P.O. Box 3004-16 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

Spec sheets first, please, on the 82S09, the new bipolar 45ns 
Schottky RAM you've raved about and said is available now. 

Name 

Title Mail Stop 

Signallos Corporatron. • subsidiary of Corning Glass Works 

signuties 
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When it comes 
to breadth 
of product 
line, certain 
names are 
standouts. 

11/ 

In growing numbers, electronic designers are realizing 
they needn't look further than the Beckman catalog for 
thousands of standard, highest-quality components. 

They look to us for more than 1,000 standard trimmers. 
Or our full line of precision potentiometers delivered in 
literally millions of versions since 1943. Or our array of 
turns-counting dials. And hundreds of basic micro-
circuit products—everything from DIA and A/D 
converters to ladder networks, hybrid amplifiers and 
regulators, ECL terminators and more. 

Standards aren't the whole story, either. What backs up 
our catalog is as important as the hardware:excellence 
of custom service. 

In custom microcircuit hybrids, for example, we pro-
duce on time schedules few others could meet. We 
build to customer design and specifications, or we 
supply the design help when needed. And practically 
any of our products can be custom-altered and 

produced fast. 

So extensive is our entire line, in fact, that we're the 
second largest user of semiconductor chips in the 
nation. 

Then, Beckman distributors across the country are 
kept stockpiled with the full standard line. So that de-
livery is as fast as any in the industry, and usually 
faster. We even maintain an express system that gets 

ELECTRONIf 

requested literature to customers in a few days—not 
weeks, or months. Call toll-free (800) 437-4677. 

Yet with all the broad line, top quality, fast delivery and 
thorough service, there's no catch to the cost. Our 
prices are definitely competitive. 

As we see it, it's no wonder 
the Beckman catalog is 
something of a standard itself. 

Beckman. 

10 
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Be?me a ne' 

COMPONENTS 

PRECISION 

POTENTIOMETERS 

DIALS 

TRIMMERS 

VOLTAGE 

REGULATORS 

AMPLIFIERS 

RESISTOB 

NE Teromm 

EC.. 
TERMINATORS 

MOTOR-POTS 

SWITCHES 

CUSTOM HYBRID 

MICROCIRCUITS 

Beckman Electronic Component Distributors 

EASTERN REGION 

Arrow/Angus 
P.O. Box 126 
Moorestown, N.J. 
(609) 235-1900 
(215) 928-1800 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
5207 East Dr. 
Baltimore, Md. 
(202) 737-1700 
(301) 247-5200 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
900 Route 110 
Farmingdale, N.Y. 
(516) 694-6800 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
295 Treadwell St. 
Hamden. Conn. 
(203) 248-3801 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
No. 15 A Street 
Burlington. Mass. 
(617) 273-0100 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
285 Midland Ave. 
Saddle Brook, N. J. 
(201) 797-5800 

Harvey R 8« D Electronics 
44 Hartwell Ave. 
Lexington. Mass. 
(617) 861-9200 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
49 Bestpage Rd. 
Hicksville, N.Y. 
(516) 433-5530 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
5 Industrial Dr. 
Rutherford, N.J. 
(201) 935-2120 

Lynch-Gentry Associates, Inc. 
1932 Drew Street 
Clearwater, Fla. 
(813) 443-2697 

Lynch-Gentry Associates, Inc. 
3470 Bowman Dr. 
Winter Park, Fla. 
(305) 671-7649 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshal Products Group 
88 Needham St. 
Newton Highlands. Mass 
(617) 965-5115 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshal Products Group 
230 Sherwood Ave. 
Farmingdale, L.1.. New York 
(516) 293-4141 

M & C Sales 
1106 Burke St. 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 
(919) 723-1001 

M & C Sales 
904 Bob Wallace Ave. 
Huntsville, Ala. 
(205) 539-8476 

Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp. 
395 Cleveland Dr. 
Buffalo, N.Y. 
(716) 832-4271 

Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp. 
411 Washington Ave. 
Kingston, N.Y. 
(914) 338-5505 

Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp. 
280 Metro Park 
Rochester. N.Y. 
(716) 442-3290 

Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp. 
132 Pickard Building 
Syracuse. N.Y. 
(315) 454-4477 

Ossmann Component 
Sales Corp. 
1911 Vestal Parkway East 
Vestal, N.Y. 
(607) 785-9949 

CENTRAL REGION 
Magnuson Electronics 
2420 Oakton St 
P.O. Box 130 
Mount Prospect. Ill. 
(312) 956-0700 

Magnuson Electronics 
1246 West 7th St. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
(612) 227-8495 

Norvell Electronics 
10210 Monroe Dr. 
Dallas, Tex. 
(214) 350-6771 

Norvell Electronics 
6440 Hillcroft Ave. 
Houston. Tex. 
(713) 774-2568 

Norvell Electronics 
3340 S. Memorial Dr. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
(918) 663-1247 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
Box 37826 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
(513) 761-5432 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
Box 4457 
Cleveland, Ohio 
(216) 524-8120 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
Box 423 
Dayton, Ohio 
(513) 277-8911 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
33708 Grand River Ave. 
Farmington, Mich. 
(313) 477-3800 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
P.O. Box 677 
Florissant. Mo. 
(314) 837-5200 

Sheridan Sales Co. 
Suite 5009 
1717 Penn Ave. 
Wilkinsburg, Penn. 
(412) 244-1640 

WESTERN REGION 
Almac/Stroum Electronics 
8888 S.W. Canyon Rd. 
Portland, Ore. 
(503) 292-3534 

Almac/Stroum Electronics 
5811 Sixth Ave. South 
Seattle, Wash. 
(206) 763-2300 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshall Products Group 
5633 Kendall Court 
Arvada. Colo. 
(303) 423-9670 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshall Products Group 
835 W. 22nd Street 
Tempe. Ariz. 
(602) 968-6181 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshall Products Group 
9674 Telstar Ave. 
El Monte, Ca. 
(213) 686-0141 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshall Products Group 
8057 Raytheon Rd. 
San Diego. Ca. 
(714) 278-6350 

Marshall Industries 
G. S. Marshall Products Group 
788 Palomar Ave. 
Sunnyvale, Ca. 
(408) 732-1100 

Wyle Distribution Group: 
Elmer Electronics 
6777 East 50th Avenue 
Commerce City, Colo. 
(303) 287-9611 

Elmer Electronics 
2288 Charleston Road 
Mt. View, Ca. 
(415) 961-3611 

Liberty Electronics 
124 Maryland Street 
El Segundo. Ca. 
(213) 322-8100 

Liberty Electronics 
3130 North 27th Avenue 
Phoenix. Ariz. 
(602) 257-1272 

Liberty Electronics 
8248 Mercury Court 
San Diego, Ca. 
(714) 565-9171 

Liberty Electronics 
5305 Second Avenue South 
Seattle, Wash. 
(206) 763-8200 
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There's more 
to resistors 

than 
resistance 

If you're really 
serious about cost, 

be serious about quality. 
If you think all resistive components 
are the same, listen to what these 
users have to say about Allen-
Bradley fixed composition resistors: 
Buyer —"A-B has shipped nearly four 
million parts without a single reject 
or problem. The quality is superb. 
I've spent 12 years in production 
control and purchasing. I've seen 
the amount of down-time, rework 
and field retrofit caused by others:' 

President—"We have used many mil-
lions of Allen-Bradley hot-molded 
resistors. The uniformity of quality 
from one shipment to the next is 
truly outstanding:' 
Engineer—When we use A-B resist-
ors instead of some other make, it's 
one less component we have to 
worry about' 
"We learned the hard way. The subtle 
things make the difference. They all 

add up to the top quality we want in 
our products:' 
Purchasing Agent—"We wish we had 
more Allen-Bradleys:' 
Write for Publication RD. Allen-
Bradley Electronics Division, 1201 
South Second Street, Milwaukee, WI 
53204. Export: Bloomfield, NJ 07003. 
Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Limit-
ed, Cambridge, Ontario. United King= 
dom: Jarrow, Co. Durham NE32 3EN. 

AB Allen-Bradley 
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Electronics newsletter 

Realm of 4k 

is divided into 

three parts . . . 

. as AMS reports 

surging interest 

for p-channel 

Dual isolator 

to feature 

gated outputs 

H-P is developing 

C-MOS on sapphire 

A measure of stability is surfacing in the 4,096-bit random-access-
memory business. Despite recent delays in Texas Instruments' produc-
tion schedules [Electronics, March 7, p. 25], RAM suppliers are increas-
ingly committing to the TI pinout for their product introductions over 
the next 12 months. Three camps have been formed on the pinout 
question—the 22-pin TI version, the different 22-pin Motorola/Ami ver-
sion, and the 16-pin multiplex- design from Mostek, which Fairchild 
also will supply. 

But the number of suppliers designing their 4k RAms with TI'S pinout 
indicates that it could become the industry standard. Among them are 
Intel, National, Signetics, Intersil, Microsystems International Ltd., 
and Western Digital. Some are one-transistor designs, others use three-
transistor cells. Intel, one of the earliest with a three-transistor, 22-pin 
design, claims to be shipping already in small volumes its fast 300-na-
nosecond 2107A version. And according to Mike Marklcula, North 
American marketing manager, "We will be shipping tens of thousands 
of the 2107As by July." 

In a related 4k memory development, Advanced Memory Systems' 
7004—the industry's only 4,096-bit p-channel RAM design—is drawing 
added interest because of start-up n-channel production problems. Ac-
cording to Herbert Woo, international marketing manager, "Designers 
are building memory boards using the 2k model 7002 memory, but in-
cluding an extra address line to accommodate future update to 4k." 
Woo says that, although the 7004 is slower than the n-channel prod-

ucts, "it uses an established p process that's highly reproducible in 
large quantities." 

To meet the growing demand for high-speed optical isolators, Hewlett-
Packard will introduce next month the industry's first dual optical isola-
tor with gated outputs. The device, which is TrL-compatible and oper-
ates from a 5-volt supply, offers high common-mode rejection (20 V at 
1 megahertz) with typical delay times of 40 nanoseconds. 
Rick Nis, marketing manager for optoelectronics, says that the new 

device's two channels will offer the same high isolation and high speed— 
in the same size package—as the popular single-channel device. The 
new isolator is attractive for high-speed digital applications such as line 
receivers, digital programing of floating power supplies, motors, and 
other machine-control systems. 

National Semiconductor also is cranking up its optoelectronics capa-
bility with plans to introduce within a few months its first optical isola-
tor, a six-lead transistor output device. 

An indication of how fast silicon-on-sapphire technology is moving 
into the real world of digital processing is Hewlett-Packard's decision 
to develop its own complementary-MOs-on-sapphire circuits for a new 
generation of minicomputers. H-P is also in a major development pro-
gram to identify the minicomputer design that best utilizes this tech-
nology. 
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Paul Ely, general manager of H-P's Data Systems division, Santa 
Clara, Calif., says in-house c-mos-on-sapphire technology, which H-P 
hopes will provide input/output, processor, and memory, offers "the 
most attractive speed-power-cost trade-offs for minicomputer appli-
cations." 

Another manufacturer, General Automation, has developed a mini-
computer with custom C-mos-on-sapphire CPU chips built by Rock-
well International's Microelectronic Device division. [Electronics, Dec. 
6, 1973, p. 39]. 

Macrodata delivers 1c tester maker Macrodata, which has been expanding from memory 
testing to other lc test areas during the last year, has delivered five low-

inexpensive testers cost systems for the fast-growing microprocessor market, and will 
for microprocessors shortly introduce a system to the market. The under-$50,000 MD-1041, 

based on the MD-104 memory exerciser, will check the Intel 8008, 8080, 
and 4004 microprocessor CPUs, plus new designs coming from National, 
Motorola, and other firms. The system will check the processors from 
function rather than just logic, an important consideration since the 
powerful chips have shown sequence sensitivity. The system is oriented 
toward incoming inspection, R&D, and wafer-probe uses. 

Fast MNOS Electronic Memories will introduce at the National Computer Confer-
ence, May 6 to 10, an MNOS memory system with a cycle time as fast as 

memory coming 80 nanoseconds. Access time is 150 ns. This compares with a 650-ns 
from SEMI cycle for core versions. The system, to be made at the company's Phoe-

nix SEMI semiconductor operation, is interchangeable physically and 
electrically with Electronic Memories' Micro-3000 core-memory sys-
tems. The price will be about 1 cent a bit in quantities of 100, slightly 
more than the core, and boards laid out 16,384 bits by 20 as well as 
8,192 bits by 20 will be offered. 

Electrolytic cell Researchers at Thomson-CSF's Corbeville, France, laboratories may 
put a new lease on life for a display device proposed and then dis-

shows promise as carded in the 1930s—the electrolytic cell. Thomson's experimental dis-
display with memory play, on the company's stand at the recent Paris Components Show, 

has seven segments—actually tin oxide electrodes deposited on a glass 
plate. A metal plate forms the other electrode for the cell and the space 
between the two is filled with an electrolyte. When 5 volts or so are ap-
plied across the electrodes, cathode metal plates out onto the energized 
front electrodes in about 200 milliseconds and stays plated for about 15 
days unless erased by a reverse potential. The power requirement for 
the plating is 100 microwatts for each square centimeter of the display. 
Thomson-CSF won't say what metal and what electrolyte it uses for 

these experimental cells, but the developers think the new devices 
could turn out to be cheaper to produce than liquid-crystal displays. 
Spacing between the cathode and anode is a relatively large 200 mi-
crometers, compared to something like 10 micrometers for liquid crys-
tal. 
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Better than 
any IC or 
UP' for low 
cost timing 
circuits. 
Unitrode PUTs provide design freedom unobtainable with conven-
tional UJTs— at a fraction of the cost of comparable ICs or mechanical 
timing circuits. 

By varying the external resistor values you can program turn-on 
voltage, turn-on current and turn-off current to meet your needs ... in 

timing circuits, oscillators, sensing Unitrode Programmable cviarcr ivai tbsl eo vr oa lnt ay gaep 1pelvicealttihorneswhhoeldrei sa 

required. 

Unijsunction Transistors Simple, versatile, low cost Unitrode 
PUTs meet the performance require-

ments of any timing circuit in frequencies from 50 KHz to .001 Hz, from 
microseconds to hours. 

Millions of Unitrode PUTs have already cut costs in thousands of appli-
cations from smoke detectors and television sets to office machines 
and industrial processing systems. In fact, Unitrode produces a larger 
selection of PUTs than all other manufacturers combined. Fully planar 
passivated ... low nano-amp leakage for long interval timing ... in 
the plastic TO-92 and TO-98 package, and the hermetically sealed 
TO-18 package. 

Send for a free sample. We'll also include data sheets and application 
notes to help you breadboard the lowest cost timing circuits ever. 

Or, for faster action, call John Upton at (617) 926-0404. Unitrode 
Corporation. 580 Pleasant Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172. 

(PUTs) 
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When you've made static card readers for as 
long as we have, you've learned how to tailor 
them to your customer's specific needs. 
For 16 years we've been a static card reader specialist. 

Since we're an electronics company, we understand the 
electrical and mechanical aspects of card readers. 
Our 22 tab and 80 column card readers are known for 

their rugged reliability and accuracy. We owe that to the 
multistrand continuous brush design. This design elimi-

nates reading errors caused by contaminants on the 
card or misalignment. Cards are locked into place 

and released only when the scan is completed. 
You can select from a variety of electronic 
packages to interface the reader to your 
system. There are packages like TTL-com-
patible scanners with two operating 
modes, sequential scanning and addres-
sable by column number. 
Many of our competitors do not want 

to be bothered with the reader modi-
fications customers ask for. Not us. 
This is one of the major advantages of 
specifying a Hickok static card reader. 
In the sixty years we've been in the 
electronics business, we've learned 
how to work closely with our cus-

tomers. We have years of experience in 
tailoring our card readers to meet our 
customer's specific needs. 
Put our 16 years of card reader experi-

ence to work on your data input and col-
lection problems. Find out how we can 
solve your card reader problems. Call 

our application engineers today. 

HICKOK 
the value innovator 

Instrumentation & Controls Division 
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. 

10514 Dupont Avenue—Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
(216) 541-8060 —TWX : 810-421-8286 
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Electronics review  
Significant developments in technology and business 

Double-junction LED 
emits bright, clear colors 
over broad spectrum 
Developed at Siemens, the 

double diode changes 

color by varying the drive 

at the two junctions 

Researchers at Siemens AG have de-
signed a new kind of variable-color 
light-emitting diode. The LED shines 
with a distinct red, green, or yellow, 
or any color in between, and has a 
wide spectral range. Siemens re-
searchers have achieved these re-
sults by putting two differently 
doped gallium-phosphide layers 
with integrated pn junctions on the 
same crystal. 
Up to now, most LEDS that pro-

duce three colors in a single device 
have used one pn junction, with the 
n and p layers doped to give green 
and red. Yellow is obtained by mix-
ing these two colors. According to 
Siemens researchers, however, with 
single-junction LEDs, traces of red 
creep into the green and vice versa. 
What's more, the spectral range of 
single-junction LEDs is usually quite 
narrow. 
Two is better. To solve these 

problems, Siemens turned to a 
double-junction LED—a double-
diode structure on a single crystal— 
even though it is more complicated 
to produce. Either junction can be 
separately driven to give a clear red 
or a clear green. If both junctions 
are driven simultaneously, the light 
emitted is yellow. By using different 
drive currents at the two junctions, 
the color varies from greenish-yel-
low to reddish-yellow. 

In the Siemens LED, the drive cur-
rents applied to the junctions are 
from 10 to 20 milliamperes at about 

2 volts. The emission efficiency for 
the green is from 0.5% to 0.1% and 
for the red around 1%. 
Not all parameters—for example, 

life expectancy and brightness— 
have been determined for the de-
vice. As for the brightness of the 
red, green and yellow colors, Man-
fred Plihal, a researcher involved in 
the development of the variable 
LED, expects it to be about the same 
as that of the single-color LEDs Sie-
mens is offering. 

Applications. Siemens sees a wide 
range of possible applications for a 
variable-color LED. It could be used 
as an indicator lamp for showing 
four operating states of a system: 
red, green, yellow, and off (no light). 
Another potential application is as a 
warning light on a car dashboard, 
where the LED would go from green 
to red when a certain speed limit 
was exceeded. An experimental 
multicolor indicator with several 
dozen LEDS on tachometer and ther-

mometer scales will be demon-
strated next week on the Siemens 
stands at the Hanover Fair in West 
Germany. 
The new LED consists of an n-

doped gallium-phosphide substrate, 
with a gallium-phosphide layer 
grown by a Siemens-developed liq-
uid-phase epitaxial process on both 
substrate surfaces. 
The two layers— one nitrogen-

doped for green and the other zinc-
oxygen-doped for red— contain the 
respective light-emitting pn junc-
tions. Then, p contacts are mounted 
on the upper and lower surfaces. 
The common n contact is made by 
etching away part of the substrate's 
upper p layer. 
The variable LED measures about 

0.4 millimeters on each side and 300 
micrometers thick, with the sub-
strate taking up about 160 µm and 
each of the two layers around 70 
tim. The experimental three-lead 
device comes in a TO-18 header, 

Glowing results. The Siemens color LED consists of two layers on an n-doped gallium-phos-

phide substrate: one is nitrogen-doped for green light, the other zinc-doped for red. 
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but a commercial one may come in 
a different package. Because of the 
low power dissipation-40 milliwatts 
maximum—there is no need for a 
heat sink. [1] 

Communications 

Millimeter waves to 

carry intracity data? 

Even though the Federal Communi-
cations Commission has not for-
mally opened up new millimeter-
wave frequencies, the Norden divi-
sion of United Aircraft Corp. is off 
and running with a low-cost trans-
ceiver intended to carry short-haul 
intracity voice and data messages in 
digital form. 
Anticipating a large market 

among common carriers and private 
businesses with large data-trans-
mission needs, the Hartford, Conn., 
company has developed a system 
that operates at 1.544 megabits per 
second and 6.312 Mb/s at carrier 
frequencies of 22 or 39 gigahertz. 
And it has already found at least 

For IntracIty calls. Norden's new trans-
ceivers are designed for rooftop mountings 

one customer—Datran, a common 
carrier specializing in data trans-
mission—that says it has already 
proposed using it for a customer in 
the Houston area. 
The Norden system consists of 30-

pound roof-top installation compris-
ing an antenna 21 inches in diame-
ter and a transceiver mounted on a 
3-inch-diameter antenna mast. A re-
mote power supply is mounted in-
side the building. The system uses a 
Gunn diode as the millimeter-wave 
signal source (with 50 milliwatts 
output), and digital information is 
applied to the diode by frequency-
shift keying, directly at the output 
frequency. A simple twisted pair 
carries power and digital signals 
from digital processing equipment, 
such as a multiplexer, inside the 
building. The system costs $8,250. 
Norden uses a pulse-cancellation 

technique borrowed from radar 
technology to allow the system to 
both send and receive simulta-
neously in the same 50-megahertz 
channel. Although the receiver 
"sees" both the transmitted and re-
ceived pulses, digital manipulations 
help it recognize the transmitted 
pulses and ignore them (the com-

pany says it has applied for a patent 
on the technique). 
The range of the system (between 

line-of-sight installations), accord-
ing to Norden's Lou Ebrel, design 
engineer in charge of applications, is 
about two and a half to five miles, 
depending on the intensity of rain-
fall in the path. (The system cuts off 
completely at about 2.3 inches of 
rain per hour over the entire path, 
but this is a relatively rare occur-
ence, Ebrel says.) 

Datran, Vienna, Va., says it 
would like to use the system later 
this year for the Houston customer, 
who will transmit data at 56 kilobits 
per second. The Norden system will 
carry the customer's data from his 
building to Datran's building, about 
three miles away, where it will be 
applied to Datran's microwave net-
work. 

Datran also points out that the 
system could prove valuable in in-
dustrial-park complexes, where in-
dividual millimeter-wave units 
could be scattered throughout the 
complex. Each unit could send sig-
nals to a central location where mes-
sages could be brought down to the 
normal 6-GIiz band for transmission 

Datran files interstate tariffs 

Following hard on the heels of AT&T's filings for interstate digital data-
transmission tariffs [Electronics, April 4, p. 75], Datran, Vienna, Va.—the 
only common carrier specializing in digital data transmission—has filed its 
own interstate tariffs with the Federal Communications Commission. At the 
same time, the company asked the FCC to delay approval of AT&T's tariffs 
for at least four months, to prevent AT&T from preempting the market. 

Datran's tariffs cover the company's links between Houston and St. 
Louis., which include Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and Kansas City. Datran has 
filed for service speeds of 2,400, 4,800, and 9,600 bits per second. Its rates 
are based on airline distance and speed of transmission, and users will also 
pay a monthly charge for the local distribution channel, a one-time installa-
tion charge, and a monthly charge for use of Datran's customer interface 
unit. 

Monthly rates for Datran's long-haul channels are 75 cents per mile for 
2,400 b/s and 4,800 b/s and 90 cents per mile for 9,600 b/s. AT&T's filing 
with the FCC was: 40 cents per mile for 2,400 b/s, 60 cents for 4,800 b/s, 
90 cents for 9,600 b/s, and $4.00 for 56 kilobits/s (and a monthly charge 
for local distribution channels, interface units and a one-time installation 
charge). 

Datran, however, is hoping to one-up AT&T with a money-back perform-
ance guarantee-99.95% of all 1-second intervals will be free of error, the 
company says, or the subscriber's bill will be credited for the period of sub-
standard performance. AT&T, in filing for its Dataphone Digital Service, said 
its objective was to provide at least 99.5% error-free seconds, but that bet-
ter performance has been achieved in trials between New York and Boston. 
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via a microwave relay. 
The FCC, however, has yet to ap-

prove the use of the frequencies. A 
Commission spokesman says that 
the docket (18920) which covers 18, 
22, 25, 27, and 39 GHz, is not contro-
versial, but it still may be a couple 
of months before there is any action. 
However, Norden says that the 
equipment can be operated now un-
der a developmental license, pend-
ing the final ruling. 

Navigation 

C-LAD steers ship 

via computer 

After several years of development, 
the Coast Guard is ready to release 
to manufacturers the design of its 
Loran-Assist Device (c-LAD) [Elec-
tronics, Sept. 11, 1972, p. 32]. Devel-
oped by Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory, C-LAD 
is a navigation and autopilot system 
used with a Loran-C receiver. Once 
in production, the Coast Guard esti-
mates, the units can be sold for 
about $3,000 each. 
C-LAD is connected to the outputs 

of the Loran-C receiver that pro-
vides a ship's latitude and longitude. 
The coordinates of the ship's desti-
nation are input to C-LAD by means 
of thumbwheel switches. Loran-C 
uses hyperbolic coordinates speci-
fied in microseconds and mathemat-
ically transformed into a grid on a 
chart specified in yards. 
C-LAD provides a reading of the 

ship's course and its distance from 
its present position to its destination 
in thousands of yards. The same 
mathematical solution to the dis-
tance to be traveled also gives the 
bearing angle from the ship's posi-
tion to its destination. C-LAD up-
dates its course information every 8 
seconds, and errors in the calcu-
lation converge to zero as the ship 
approaches its destination. 

Autopilot. The ability to deter-
mine the present position-destina-
tion bearing also allows C-LAD to act 
as an autopilot. In that mode, a user 
dials in the bearing angle to the des-

Are the Russians really coming, 

Or: the missing metal-film resistors 
Last month's IEEE Intercon 74 
seemed like an auspicious kick-off 
for the first trade-show appearance 
in the U.S. of electronic-component 
marketers from the Soviet Union. 
That very week, in a quiet conversa-
tion at the Russian exhibit booth, J. 
Guchin, an Electronorgtechnica of-
ficial, said that General Electric had 
just signed a million-dollar order 
with Electronorgtechnica, the 
USSR's trading organization that 
handles exports of metal-film resis-
tors, vacuum tubes, and semicon-
ductors. 
What is smooth? By the Rus-

sians' indications, all was going 
smoothly and as planned. Not so, 
say sources within General Electric. 
And herein lies a tale of what it 
could be like to do business with the 
Soviet Union. 

Destined for GES television-re-
ceiver-assembly plant in Ports-
mouth, Va., the resistors would be-
gin arriving late in 1974, according 
to Guchin, with most of the ship-
ment to come next year. But the 
agreement, which was actually 
signed seven months ago, specified 
that delivery was to have started five 
months ago, says one GE man in a 
position to know. 
So far, no production quantities 

have been received. Engineering 
samples were acceptable, he con-
tinues, but promised preproduction 

samples have never showed up. 
The next shipment commitment is 
due in another few months, he con-
tinues, but, "I'll believe it when I see 
it." 
Dealing with the Russians. In 

placing its order with the Russians, 
General lectric, which maintains a 
sales office in Moscow, apparently 
wanted to open a two-way trading 
avenue. 

Moreover, the price quoted for 
the resistors was a very good one, 
according to a GE source, even with 
the American tariff added on. But 
while promises apparently come 
quite cheaply, delivery and actual 
business dealings with the Russians 
are other matters. 

It was extremely difficult to main-
tain working relationships with the 
Russians, says another GE man. Let-
ters and telegrams went unan-
swered for months at a time. And in 
face-to-face talks, it seemed to be 
the practice never to meet the same 
men twice. "There was a brand new 
crew of faces every time," he con-
tinues. And this seemed to be by 
design, so that no rapport could be 
established between the negotia-
tors. 

Is there any advice for others 
counting on Soviet suppliers? Yes, 
replies one GE man dryly, "Back up 
your program with regular 
sources." 

tination and C-LAD compares it with 
the bearing determined by the Lo-
ran-C coordinates. The user can also 
set up a maximum course deviation, 
or corridor width. When a ship 
leaves the corridor, a C-LAD relay is 
closed, turning on a light that indi-
cates drift to left or right. This out-
put can be used to drive simple ser-
vomechanisms on the rudder to 
keep the ship on course. When the 
ship returns to the corridor, rudder 
correction ceases. 
At the heart of C-LAD is Intel's 

MCS-4 microprocessor chip, which 
contains an arithmetic unit, logic 
control address, and address to con-

trol subroutine handling. It is a 4-bit 
parallel microprocessor with 16 gen-
eral-purpose and index registers and 
a cycle time of 10.8 microseconds 
[Electronics, April 24, 1972, p. 112]. 
The microprocessor supports two 
types of memory: six Intel 4002 
read/write chips for a scratchpad 
that can store four 20-digit numbers 
each, and Intel's 1702 programable-
read-only memory instruction 
memory—when in production, this 
would be replaced by a read-only 
memory. There are also chips to in-
terface to the receiver and a clock to 
drive the logic. 

Charles R. Edwards of Johns 
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Hopkins lab says: "We program C-
LAD as though it is a mini, but it's 
really a microprocessor." Subrout-
ines have been developed for the 
system; the labs have invented an 
intermediate language that min-
imizes the amount of data in store. 

Prototypes of C-LAD have been in 
the field for about six months, and 
development plans for its manufac-
ture are expected to be released next 
month. But companies are already 
beginning to express interest in the 
product. Navigation Systems Inc., 
Silver Spring, Md., a subsidiary of 
Decca Navigator Co. Ltd. of Eng-
land, which makes Loran-C receiv-
ers, is "taking a look at the market 
[for C-LAD]" a spokesman says. "We 
want to see what it will do and at 
what price." But he feels it can offer 
the shortest route to a particular 
point, and that it offers potential to 
fishermen. E 

Commercial electronics 

Vehicle-tracking unit 

could cost only $500 

A simple vehicle-tracking system 
developed by an avocational rock-
hound and mapmaker for $5,000 
appears to do much the same job as 
the $1.8 million position-and-azi-
muth-determining system (PADS) 

that Litton Industries designed for 
the U.S. Army [Electronics, July 31, 
1972, p. 22]. 
But being somewhat less accurate 

and reliable, the unit—which its in-
ventor says could be produced to 
sell for $500—is not suitable for mili-
tary use. It does, however, permit 
dead reckoning to within 6%, or a 
few hundred feet for a trip of sev-
eral miles. 
As an on-board tracking system, 

it looks promising for locating police 
cars, fire engines, and taxicabs in a 
city. The system was conceived by 
Dale Hileman of Topanga, Calif., 
and developed into a working, all-
digital model with help from Bob 
Phillips, president of the consulting 
firm, Fundamental Products, North 
Hollywood, Calif. 

On the trail. Tracings from Hileman's vehicle-tracking system superimp6sed on a map. 

It derives distance information 
from a pulse pickup from the ve-
hicle's odometer-speedometer. To 
determine heading, Hileman devel-
oped a magnetic compass using a 
constantly rotating pickup coil, and 
the sine-wave output generated by it 
is processed to give any of 32 posi-
tion headings. 
The data from the distance and 

heading sensors are combined in a 
small "computer," for display on a 
specially made digital X-Y plotter 
that uses pulse-operated motors. 
The computer, built mainly with 
discrete components, measures 12 
by 6 by 6 inches. Hileman, though 
working on converting it to c-mos 
and reducing its size, is mainly in-
terested in selling the concept. 

Magnetic effects. The system is 
independent of the car's motion and 
of any externals other than the 
earth's magnetic field. The compass 
sensor is mounted on a gimbal that 
allows front-back motion, and travel 
over hills produces relatively minor 
errors, about 1% for a very steep 
slope. The biggest error is caused by 
the large magnetic mass of the car. 

The big market, he feels, is in ve-
hicle location. "Our system could 
store locations digitally, then trans-
mit them over the existing radios in 
a vehicle. To correct for the cumula-
tive error, it could be checked auto-
matically and corrected by passing 
near a proximity detector—which 
could be passive lines in the street 
every few miles." 

This combination of dead reckon-
ing plus proximity could be built for 
less than $500 in quantity, he says. 
It would overcome the problems 
with proximity, dead-reckoning, 
and triangulation systems. 

Materials 

Recycling of silicon 

found to be practical 

Silicon-wafer reclamation, consid-
ered an "R&D wonder for seven 
years," according to the president of 
Silicon Valley's six-month-old Sili-
con Material Inc., is beginning to 
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Capture hose 
Hard to View Signals 

at Low Cost 
Single shot events; high speed, low 
repetition rate signals; changes in 
successive sweeps, very slow signals; 
repetitive signals obscured by random 
noise—all of those hard to display 
waveforms are easy to view using the 
new 5403/D41 Variable Persistence 
Storage Oscilloscope from Tektronix. 

You vary waveform storage time for 
the 5403/D41 simply by turning a dial. 
Normal intensity viewing time ranges 
from milliseconds up to 5 minutes and 
a waveform can be saved for up to an 
hour by simply pushing a button. 

With a writing speed of 5 div/ils, 
60 MHz bandwidth and the added 
convenience of a 3 plug-in mainframe, 
the 5403/D41 saves you hundreds of 
dollars over the price of other variable 
persistence storage oscilloscopes. 
Complete with 60 MHz vertical ampli-
fier and 10 ns/div time base, the 
5403/D41 is priced from only $2450. 
What's more; with the flexible, easy-
to-use 5403/D41 you can add unique 

convenience features: CRT readout of 
deflection factors, and user program-
mable CRT readout of test identifica-
tion data. 

Versatile, Modular Family. The 
5403/D41 Variable Persistence Stor-
age Oscilloscope is the latest addition 
to the versatile, modular 5000 Series. 
With this flexible family you can tailor 
the oscilloscope best suited to your 
measurement needs by choosing from 
2 mainframes (60 MHz or 2 MHz 
bandwidth), 7 display modules, and 
21 diverse plug-ins. 5000 Series 
measurement flexibility includes a 
60 MHz dual trace amplifier, a 
10 ns/div sweep rate delayed time 
base, an easy-to-use dc to 1 GHz 
sampler, a dc to 100 kHz spectrum 
analyzer, a 10 r.V/div differential 
amplifier, a differential comparator 
accurate to 0.20%, a four trace ampli-
fier (8 traces with two amplifiers), and 
a semiconductor curve tracer. 

The flexible 5000 Series is designed 
to handle your present measurements 
and is expanding to meet your future 
needs. 

To learn more about the new 
5403/D41 Variable Persistence Stor-
age Oscilloscope and how this low 
cost instrument can make difficult 
signals easy to measure, contact your 
local Tektronix Field Engineer or 
write Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005. In Europe 
write Tektronix, Ltd., P.O. Box 36, 
St. Peters Port, Guernsey, Cl., 
United Kingdom. 
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pay off as a result of the silicon 
shortage. 

smi president John E. Lawrence, 
opened his Mountain View, Calif., 
shop after estimating that the 
weekly supply of "virgin" silicon is 
about 800,000 wafers but the de-
mand is 1 million wafers. Lawrence 
is looking at that 20% gap, urging 
semiconductor firms to have their 
defective wafers reclaimed at smi. 

So far, smi has rung up $70,000 in 
orders, and Lawrence expects that 
figure to jump to $1 million by the 
end of the year. The firm's present 
processing capacity is 30,000 wafers 
a week, and this will reach 50,000 a 

Recycler. John Lawrence, president of SMI, devel-
oped means of recycling silicon. 

week in June, Lawrence says. A re-
claimed silicon wafer costs 35% as 
much as a virgin wafer—$2.50 for a 
3-inch wafer that originally cost $7. 

In-house facilities. Even though 
he believes "there will be adequate 
supplies of silicon by the fourth 
quarter, smi's "lower cost will al-
ways keep us in business." Law-
rence does admit that "every semi-
conductor company with sales over 
$50 million a year will develop its 
own in-house" reclamation facility. 

Such firms as Signetics, Tektro-
nix, Fairchild, Ami, National, Intel, 
and Sprague, which have sent in ex-
perimental wafer batches, will use 
the firm for six months, says Law-
rence, and then develop their own 

wafer-processing facilities. 
But Lawrence, in fact, hopes to 

work with companies that wish to 
set up their own facilities. smi would 
set up the facility and work with 
that firm's employees for two years, 
when the facility and all rights to 
the process would be sold. 
The process. smt uses a pro-

prietary gettering process to neutral-
ize contaminants electrically. Next, 
oxides, metals, nitrides, polysilicons, 
and other surface impurities are re-
moved chemically. The diffused im-
purities are removed by diffusing 
phosphorus into the wafer to a 
depth of 1 micrometer. The phos-

phorus attracts the impu-
rities, and the phosphorus 
layer is then removed 
chemically and mechani-
cally. Moreover, as the 
phosphorus is diffused, the 
silicon substrate heats up, 
creating dislocations in the 
crystal lattice that absorb 
any remaining contami-
nants. 
The process will not work 

with wafers with diffusions 
less than 0.7 gm deep, since 
these wafers have no space 
left to absorb impurities 
from below. Nor can gold-
doped wafers undergo rec-
lamation because gold pre-
cipitates into dislocations in 
the bulk silicon and affects 
device performance nega-
tively. 
While it is true that the 

few other contaminants—not ab-
sorbed by the phosphorus—are also 
drawn into dislocations in the bulk 
silicon, these do not affect the per-
formance of a device, Lawrence 
says. This leaves the surface, where 
most semiconductor activity occurs, 
free of impurities. "We're taking ad-
vantage of bulk defects to absorb 
surface defects in the wafer," Law-
rence says. 

smi is reclaiming wafers for 34 
companies, mostly on an experi-
mental basis. Stanley G. Billingsley, 
materials control manager at Hew-
lett-Packard Co.'s Santa Clara, 
Calif., integrated circuit depart-
ment, says that the several hundred 
wafers smi sent to H-P were "at least 

equivalent to virgin materials and 
worked as well with no more prob-
lems than with new material." H-P 
previously scrapped its defective 
wafers, says Billingsley, because 
"historically, there was nothing you 
could do with a bad IC." H-P now 
has an order for several hundred at 
smi and awaits the test runs to de-
termine whether or not the wafers 
can be used for new products, as 
well as test wafers. 

Economics. Financial considera-
tions seem to be the impetus for 
smi's growing list of customers. "It's 
a very attractive process economi-
cally," says Electronic Arrays' direc-
tor of processing techniques, Joseph 
J. Curry. The Mountain View, 
Calif., firm went to smi, says Curry, 
"because manufacturers can't pro-
vide the volume [of wafers] we need. 
This process provides us with a good 
measure of protection against any 
further shortage." EA has already 
made products with the reclaimed 
wafers, finding them "no better or 
worse" than virgin wafers. 

Production 

How phosphorus 

abets IC destruction 

If the silicon dioxide used to passi-
vate a plastic-encapsulated semicon-
ductor device contains excessive 
amounts of phosphorus, this mate-
rial, laid down to protect the chip, 
may actually hasten its destruction. 
This is the finding of Motorola re-
searchers—senior engineers Wayne 
Paulson and Ralph W. Kirk, who 
was formerly of Motorola, but now 
with Hewlett-Packard. Their results 
were presented at an IEEE Reliabil-
ity Physics Symposium early this 
month. Since silicon dioxide is a 
glass and extremely brittle, phos-
phorus is often added to the silicon 
dioxide to reduce the microscopic 
cracks that might otherwise form. 

Paulson and Kirk point out, how-
ever, that there is an optimum per-
centage by weight that can be 
added—between 2% and 6%. They 
say that raising the phosphorus level 
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New! A 600-watt, 5V, 100 amps switching regulated 
power supply that has four outputs, measures 

just 3.9"x 7.5"x 16.12'; weighs only 14 lbs., 
is 75% efficient and costs only $493: 

And LH has 84 other 
equally exciting models to 
choose from — all of them smaller. 
lighter, more efficient and priced 
lower than competitive switchers. 

250 to 1500 watts 

LH offers 7 standard 
wattage ratings — 250, 300, 
500, 600, 1000, 1200 and 

1500** watts. This is the most 
comprehensive line of high-

efficiency switchers available 
anywhere. 

4 outputs 

Standard LH switchers are available 
with single, dual, triple or quad DC 
outputs. 

Low DC voltage, high power outputs 

Primary voltages are at 5 VDC; 50, 

100, 200 and 300 amps**. 2nd and 3rd 
voltages are standard ± 12, ± 15 and 

± 18V at 8 amps each; 4th voltage is 
24V at 2 amps. Other voltages available. 

Input voltages externally selectable 

110/220 VAC, 47 to 440 Hz, can be 
selected by simply changing a jumper 

on the front terminal strip. DC input,24 
to 300 VDC, also available. 

6 case configurations 

Al! LH switchers use one basic 
proven design and package it in six 

*1000 pc. qty. 
**Available Sept. '74 

different case shapes — wide and short 
or narrow and long — for customer con-

venience. With a nominal power density 
of 1.37 watt/cu. in.. LH switchers pack 
more power into a smaller package than 
any other switchers you can buy. 

80% efficient 

On single output models, over 80% 
of the primary input power is delivered 
to the output terminal. On models with 
dual, triple and quad outputs, efficiency 
averages 75%. 

Lighter weights 

For example, LH's 250-watt single 
output model weighs only 7 lbs.; the 
1200-watt, quad output unit, just 30 lbs. 

RESEARCH 

A number 
of options 

Over-voltage protection, 
power fail detection, remote 

on-off, thermal cutoff, DC input, 
paralleling, master-slave parallel-

ing (up to 10 units) —all are avail-
able to adapt LH switchers to a wide 

range of applications. 

Easy maintenance 

True modular construction—all com-
ponents are mounted on just three cir-
cuit boards — make servicing easy. The 

entire switcher can be disassembled in 
less than five minutes. 

Priced as low as 63e/watt 

Watt-for-watt, LH units are the 

lowest priced switching regulated power 
supplies you can buy. In 1 to 24 quan-

tity, a 250-watt single output model sells 

for $360; a 1200-watt quad goes for 
$1245. 

Ask for full-line folder 

The LH rep in your area has a new 
six-page folder that fully describes the 
85 standard LH switchers, and discusses 
possible options and modifications to 
meet specific requirements. 
Ask him for a copy today. 

LH RESEARCH, INC, 2052 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • (714) 546-5279 
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PHOSPHOROUS 

Just a pinch. The quantity of phosphorus 

added to passivation is critical. 

above this range speeds corrosion of 
aluminum metalization. 
The studies were performed on a 

silicon-dioxide glass 15,000 to 
17,000 kiloangstroms thick, depos-
ited on a 10,000-kiloangstrom-thick 
aluminum substrate. The corrosion 
product was aluminum hydroxide, 
which forms at a negative electrode 
in the presence of an applied electri-
cal bias. 
The aluminum hydroxide ap-

peared first at the glass-aluminum 
interface, cracking the glass, and 
then spread out over the metalized 
pad area. Although the corrosion 
rate was difficult to determine, it 
was speeded by raising the tempera-
ture and the humidity. 
The two researchers explain the 

failure mechanism this way: phos-
phorus from the glass reacts with 
water vapor to form acids. These 
acids provide hydrogen ions, which 
combine in a two-step chemical re-
action to form the aluminum hy-
droxide. 

Trade 

Multinational views 

dominate hearings 

Organized labor appears to be fight-
ing a losing battle against U.S. mul-
tinational electronics companies and 
aerospace exporters who are driving 

to expand the American share of the 
world's technology markets. 

Recognizing the increasingly 
global nature of the electronics and 
aerospace businesses, members of 
the Senate Finance Committee 
showed far more interest in indus-
try's support of the Trade Reform 
Act of 1973 than they did to the 
strong opposition of the AFL-00 as 
the committee began April hearings. 
The Administration bill, H.R. 
10710, already passed by the House, 
is now before the Senate. 

Opposing views. Opposition by 
the AFL-CIO to the bill by George 
Collins, assistant to the president of 
the International Union of Electrical, 
Radio, and Machine Workers, was 
particularly strong against re-impor-
tation of electronics under tarriff 
schedule categories 806.30 and 807, 
in which duties are charged only on 
value-added by off-shore assembly. 
Views of manufacturers differed 

significantly on some specifics of the 
bill, however, and in at least one 
case, were opposed. For example, 
the Aerospace Industries Associ-
ation of America, the Electronics In-
dustries Association, and were solid 
in their support of provisions that 
permit importation of U.S. compo-
nents exported for offshore assem-
bly with duty only on the value 
added by labor. But they were di-
vided on the issue of assessment of 
countervailing duties against foreign 
products dumped in the U.S. mar-
ket at prices lower than those of 
their home market. 

Option. Where the EIA opposes 
the bill's option that would permit 
the Secretary of the Treasury to 
waive countervailing duties for up 
to four years for trade negotiation 
purposes, both the AIAA and Wema 
support the provision. AIAA's presi-
dent, Karl G. Harr Jr., offered un-
qualified support of the provision, 
while Wema urged deletion of the 
one-year limitation on a counter-
vailing duty waiver on products pro-
duced "in foreign-government-
owned or controlled facilities." That 
limit, according to William R. Hew-
lett, "may be much too short to per-
mit negotiation of a satisfactory 
agreement on subsidies" by foreign 
governments to their exporters. 

Hewlett, president and chief 
executive of Hewlett-Packard Co., 
testified on behalf of Wema with C. 
Lester Hogan, president and chief 
executive of Fairchild Camera & In-
strument Corp. Hogan addressed 
himself to the value-added provi-
sions and non-tariff trade barriers— 
such as the new European Rules of 
Origin for products sold in EEC. 

Strong industry support for trade 
negotiations on an industry-by-in-
dustry basis was questioned by 
some senators, who asked how this 
could be accomplished with coun-
tries that buy such U.S. products as 
commercial aircraft or farm goods 
but have no comparable domestic 
industries available to to export. 
An inhibitor. The White House 

Office of the Special Trade Repre-
sentative believes mandatory sector 
bargaining would inhibit its flexibil-
ity. Similarly, the Special Trade 
Representative is uneasy with in-
dustry demands that the section of 
the bill calling for consultation with 
industry prior to trade negotiations 
be further strengthened. 

EIA president V.J. Adduci urged 
expanding the role of the 26 indus-
try advisory committees to give 
them responsibility for policy rec-
ommendations as well as for devel-
oping technical information to be 
used by U.S. negotiator.. 

All of the industry groups urged 
the elimination of the requirement 
that minutes of meetings of the ad-
visory groups be made publicly 
available. "Without this change," 
EIA's Adduci noted, "any spokes-
man of any foreign country or in-
dustry will be made fully privy to 
the recommendations of these com-
mittees." 

Automotive 

Indicator shows 

miles per gallon 

Imagine jamming your foot down 
on the accelerator of your car and 
immediately being able to see that 
you're using four times as much 
gasoline as you do in normal accel-
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Give Us Your Problems... 

MC T ishallem 

111128:11% 

Everything you wanted to know about 
filtering and EMC is in the book... 
Your's for the asking! 

There's a good chance that a standard ODE filter.., or one of the 
thousands of designs on file will solve your EMI problem. If not, our 
EMI/ EMC Systems Engineering Group will design one to meet your 
exact parameters. They're backed by the most comprehensive lab-
oratories in the country, both east and west coast, with manufactur-
ing and engineering services available to...evaluate the threshold 
levels of virtually any product, sub-system or system.. establish 
the protective action to take in controlling the emission and sus-
ceptibility levels to comply with domestic and international EMI 
specifications limits...produce the appropriate filter or filter sys-
tem. Write for this new 44 page brochure which details EMI Control 
Techniques, Shielding, Cabinet Design, Definitions, Filter Design, 
Safety requirements and the full line of ODE stock filters with sche-
matics, insertion loss curves dimensional drawings, and complete 
specifications. 

cDE'. CORNELL-
 DUBILIER CDC — The People to People Company 

— the mark of guellty le on everything ere make. 
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The Crystal 
Filter 
with a 
Pedigree 

Every crystal filter created 
by Damon is 100% perform-
ance tested. Ten to twelve 
critical parameters (includ-
ing temperature perform-
ance) are measured and 
recorded. You get a certified 
performance report, param-
eter by parameter, with 
each Damon filter. No 
extra charge. 

You may think of Damon 
filters as high-reliability, 
high-quality, high-price for 
aerospace and defense 
applications. You're only 
half right. New production 
capabilities, competitive 
prices and prompt delivery 
are making us a lot of indus-
trial friends too—without 
compromising our high 
standards. 

Damon: The economical 
crystal filter with aerospace 
blood lines. 

Damon also manufactures a 
full line of VCXO's. 

To receive a complete new 
Crystal Filter Catalog, write 
or call Ed Doherty, ext. 666. 

Ce) DAMON 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
80 WILSON WAY WESTWC)00 MASS 02090 TEL 1617) 449-0800 
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Mlles-per-gallon meter. Key to the system is a hybrid pressure transducer with a vacuum 

reference etched on a silicon chip and a Wheatstone bridge composed of four resistors. 

eration. Well, two National Semi-
conductor engineers, Duane Tan-
deske and Richard Billette, are 
showing auto makers and accessory 
makers a system that tells a driver 
how many miles per gallon he's get-
ting. One version of the indicator 
may be installed on next year's cars. 
Tandeske and Billette developed 

a breadboard system which has 
been inspected by two of the Big 
Three automakers. 
Key to the system is a hybrid-ic 

pressure transducer, the National 
LX3700D, which has a vacuum ref-
erence etched out of a silicon chip, 
and a Wheatstone bridge arrange-
ment of four piezoelectric resistors 
diffused into the same chip [Elec-
tronics, Dec. 4, 1972, p. 83]. Two 
National op amps serve as buffer 
amplifier and output amplifier. 
The system operates by sensing 

the instantaneous rate of fuel con-
sumption and the instantaneous 
speed of the car and finding their ra-
tio by feeding the sensed data into a 
tracking ratiomeric analog-to-digital 
converter. Fuel is sensed by using 
the LX3700D to measure a pressure 
drop across the wide and narrow 
parts of a venturi tube in the gas 
line between the fuel pump and the 
carburetor. The voltage increases as 
the gas flowing through the line in-
creases. Speed is measured by 
sensing the voltage produced by a 

tiny generator at the end of the 
speedometer cable. The tracking ra-
tiometric a-d converter is one that 
has its internal reference-voltage 
source replaced by one of these two 
inputs. 

Essentially, the circuit tries to 
make the flow-rate input match the 
speed input. If the flow rate goes up 
while speed remains constant, the 
counters will count down until their 
input to the d-a converter equalizes 
the inputs to the comparator. If the 
speed goes up while the flow rate is 
constant, the counters count up. 

In practice, both variables will 
move. The results displayed, accord-
ing to Billette, are startling. Jam-
ming the foot down on the accelera-
tor causes the miles-per-gallon 
reading to drop by a factor of four 
or five—from 19 to four miles per 
gallon, for example—in seconds. 
One representative of the "spe-

cialty" market (auto stores) esti-
mates that the average driver will 
save $100 a year watching a miles-
per-gallon indicator. But how much 
he will have to spend for such a de-
vice in the first place is problema-
tical. As an accessory, the system 
will probably cost around $70. As a 
hybrid ic sold to the automakers to 
put in their own packages, with 
shared display (possibly a digital 
clock) and speed pickup, usage-rate 
indicator might add $10 to the cost 
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FILTER NETWORK... 
Provided by Unique Construction Assures 
Low Inductance at high frequencies 

DESIGNER'S KIT =1 — for those really serious 
about designing power supplies. Here's what you 
get: 12 pg. brochure, Designing Switching Regu-
lators, giving theory of operation, detailed descrip-
tion, schematics, curves and component selection 
... Application and Designers notes ...Engineer-
ing Inquiry and Sample Request Form ... a Library 
of Article Reprints of recent technical articles de-
scribing power supply design...Construction fea-
tures of the UFT...detailed specification brochure 
...and more! 

YOURS ON LETTERHEAD REQUEST ONLY!!! 

CEE 

ODE leads the way again...with the development of the most 
advanced aluminum electrolytic capacitor, the UFT. This 4 
leaded construction offers new design freedom ... with low 
transfer impedance at high frequencies. Applications are grow-
ing. However, one of the most significant is switching regulators. 
These high efficiency power supplies have typically been plagued 
with noise problems. The UFT offers great isolation from ground 
loops, excellent noise filtering for both source and output voltage 
... with a transfer impedance that actually decreases above 10 
KHz. There's an 8 page data sheet that details all the specs, 
yours by circling the reader service number. BUT, if you're really 
serious about designing power supplies, we'll send you our 
DESIGNER'S KIT J±1... yours on letterhead request only. 

CORNELL-
DUBILIER ODE — The People to People Company 

— Ma mark of qualify on everything tr• mete. _ 
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GRAM 
for everything 
you've always 
wanted in 

DPMS 

L3 9 

(WWI( 1 

+1,293 

..«•1•11«111= 

+1..95 -17 

• 21/2,31/2 and 41/2-digit models 

• Right-on-spec performance 

II Easy-to-read displays 

• Off-the-shelf interchangeability 
(tor replacement of most other 
DPMs —panel cut-outs. connectors, 
wiring, specs, etc.) 

la Down-to-earth prices 

• Right-on-time deliveries 

• Keep-on-working reliability 
(backed up by our 1-year full warranty 
on parts and labor') 

oFial_Ex 
INDUSTRIES 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MICROWAVE CORP 
155 Manne St., Farmingdale, N.Y. • 516-694-3607 

of making a car. It's not clear how 
much that would add to the price. 

There is nothing to stop anyone 
else from buying the same parts and 

packaging them for automakers. 

That's fine with National because 
the firm is the only manufacturer of 
the LX3700D, and without an IC 

News briefs 
Matsushita-Motorola deal challenged 
The prospect of antitrust-law violation in Motorola's proposed sale of its 
home-TV-receiver business to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. has been 
raised by Sen. Birch Bayh. The Indiana Democrat, voicing concern for the 
eventual loss of U.S. jobs, has asked Attorney General William Saxbe to de-
termine if the acquisition by the world's largest maker of TV receivers [Elec-
tronics, March 21, p. 41] would violate Federal guidelines on horizontal 
mergers. Bayh also asked for a similar investigation by Sen. Philip Hart's 
subcommittee on antitrust and monopoly in the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee. 
Meanwhile Matsushita and Motorola have issued a joint statement that 

the proposed transaction is not anticompetitive, since the combined pene-
tration of the U.S. color-TV market by the two firms totals less than 10%. 

Collins' Wilson moves to aid Memorex 
With a lure of a salary guarantee in addition to the usual stock options, the 
Bank Of America has induced Robert C. Wilson, savior of Collins Radio Co., 
to try some of his magic on the troubled Memorex Corp., which lost $119 
million on sales of $177 million in 1973 and whose current president and 
founder, Laurence L. Spitters, has resigned, effective April 26. 
The Bank Of America will accept Memorex preferred stock in place of 

$40 million of current Memorex debt, reduce the interest rate on the bal-
ance to 4% for a 31/2 -year period, and extend the company a $35 million line 
of credit—all contingent on Wilson's taking over. He's scheduled to arrive 
May 15, when Collins will move executive vice president Donald R. Beall to 
its presidency. 

Decibels go digital in multimeter 
United Systems Corp., Dayton, Ohio, has introduced what appears to be 
the first inexpensive general-purpose digital multimeter with a decibel scale. 
The DMM is for use in the installation and maintenance of data-communi-
cations equipment. Called the Digitec 2180, the 31/2 -digit instrument sells 
for $395, which is about half the price of comparable DMMs. 

MCI charged with monopoly 
Giant AT&T and two Illinois Bell companies filed a triple damage, antitrust 
countersuit against MCI Communications Corp. on April 1, charging the 
small specialized common carrier with attempting to monopolize the pri-
vate-line market and the business of other specialized common carriers. 

Cassette recorders may explode 
Cassette tape recorders manufactured by Norelco, Voice of Music, Sharp, 
and Wollensak may explode, says Kenneth Komoski, director of the Edu-
cational Products Information Exchange Institute. Komoski says the use 
of long-life alkaline batteries when connected to ac power lines for built-in 
recharging can result in battery leakage or explosion. The Institute is filing a 
charge of hazardous practice against these manufactures to the Federal 
Trade Commission. 

Western Electric cuts staff by 3,000 
Because of a flattening of parent company AT&T's telephone sales, manu-
facturing division Western Electric has cut its staff by 3,000 people. The 
company attributes two thirds of the cut to attrition. Thirty engineers and 
about 1,000 production workers are involved. A spokesman says the cuts 
don't portend a drop in AT&T sales. 
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HE PROGRAMS WHILE SHE TESTS. ONLY WITH CATSystems. 

S-D's ATE system 
saves you $75,000/year* 

But ihe 
best reason for 
buying is 
MI 'SIDRA Si 
What's MUSDBASIC? It's the only ATE software system in 
existence that allows you to write and de-bug programs while 
performing actual testing of PC boards and instruments. We 
call it Multi-User S-D BASIC. It's an English test language that 
took two years to perfect. 

The beauty of all this is that only one 3600 series CATSystem 
is needed to write programs and test simultaneously. That's 
because S-D's multi-user BASIC provides two terminals for 
time-sharing the entire system, including the instruments. 
Also, up to 6 more terminals can be added with this time-
sharing feature. 

It's no secret that many ATE systems take a 
year to put into operation because programs 
can't be written while testing goes on. Who 
wants to write programs at night or on week-
ends? 

State-of-the-art S-D CATSystems feature off-
the-shelf test instruments and the powerful 
PDP-11 computer for field-proven reliability. 
Every CATSystem has a wide bandwidth in-
put adaptor system with quick, easy discon-
nect—and with zero force. 

In fact, you'll save more than the $75,000 we 
propose. The $75,000 is just the amount you 
save on a CATSystem without MUSDBASIC! 

For full details on CATSystems, contact your 
Scientific Devices office or Bob LaPointe at 
S-D, 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518. 
Phone (415) 676-5000. In Europe; Munich, W. 
Germany; Leamington Spa, U.K.; Paris (Le 
Port Marly) France. Australia: Melbourne. 

• Based on manual vs. CATS testing of 60,000 PC boards 
(200 types). Manual testing costs $99,800. CATS $25,000. 
Price of CATSystem used in this study (yours for the 
asking) $97,500. 

SYSTRON DONNER 
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transducer that is insensitive to vi-
bration and fail-safe, the system is 
not workable. 

Computers 

Super 
Cop 

dt•e/ 

1/111111% 

Super protection with the unique adjustable growbar Qvervoltage 
Protector. Makes the Sorensen SRL a great supply for lab/system uses. 
Fast front panel adjustment of overvoltage level without removing the 
load... instant front panel meter monitoring of set point, plus these 
additional SRL features: resistance and signal programmability; fast 
response time-70 to 150 µsec.—through full load range; low— 31/2 " to 
7"— rack panel height; high power-density... in 14 models with outputs 
from 250 to 2000 watts. SRL—the super choice for maximum reliability, 
stability and value in medium power, low voltage applications. For 
complete data, contact the Marketing Manager at Sorensen Company, a 
unit of Raytheon Company, Manchester, N.H. (603) 668-4500. 

Representative Specifications —SRL 
• Voltage Mode 

Regulation (combined line & load) 01% 
Ripple (PARD) mis: 350 µv. 
p-p. 20 mv. 

Temperature Coefficient .1PC 
.01% + 200 µv. 

• Current Mode 
Regulation (combined line & load) 
.02% + 4 ma. 

Ripple (PARD) rms: 0.5 to 30 ma. 

Temperature Coefficient APC 
.01% + 1 ma 

• Voltage Ranges • Price Range 
0-10 volts to 0-60 volts (14 models) $500-1025 

SEWS! 

CDC expands 

network capabilities 

To capitalize on the increasing im-
portance of computer networks as a 
means of boosting performance and 
reliability, Control Data Corp. has 
developed a family of four large-
scale computer systems, called the 
Cyber 170, designed specifically for 
such applications. The family in-
cludes the models 172, 173, 174 and 
175, all compatible with the com-
pany's older Cyber 70 and 6000 
series systems. 

Included with the family is a 
host communications processor, part 
of a network-communications sys-
tem, including both hardware and 
software that provide an interface 
between communications channels 
and the associated computers and 
terminals. This processor performs 
packet switching and other func-
tions similar to those of the interface 
message processors in the Depart-
ment of Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency Network 
(Arpanet). 
CDC will add this capability to its 

existing Cybernet computer network, 
and enable non-CDC computers to tie 
into the net. 

Monolithic. Cyber 170 also dis-
plays a number of other character-
istics, some of which are more sig-
nificant as a first for CDC than they 
are for the industry. For example, 
the line is the company's first built 
wholly with off-the-shelf IC's. 

All models of the Cyber 170 also 
have metal-oxide semiconductor 
memories, assembled from 1,024-bit 
chips. They have 400 nanoseconds 
access time and come in modules of 
4,096 words, expandable to 262,144 
words, each with 60 bits plus 8 re-
dundant bits coded for single-error 
correction and double-error detec-
tion. The new machines will lease 
for $18,000 to $75,000 a month. LI 
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For the National Oceanic 
& Atmospheric Administration 

NOAA's new SMS/GOES Synchronous 
Meteorological Satellite will usher in a new era 
in satellite borne weather instrumentation. Once 
in orbit NOAA will commence processing and 

distributing weather data from the new Visible/ 
Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSA), which 
produces improved pictures of the earth's cloud 
cover. At the heart of VISSA are eight EMR 
Integrated Photoelectric Sensors. On earth the 
data from VISSA is processed by EMR Digital 
Interface Electronics using the latest PSK demodu-
lation and bit synchronization techniques. 

For NASA 

NASA is responsible for launching SMS/GOES 
into orbit. EMR-Telemetry systems at the Kennedy 
Space Center and various tracking stations through-
out the world will gather vitally needed data. 

Philco-Ford's WDL Division is building this 
advanced meteorological satellite. Critical data 
is being processed through EMR PCM Bit Syn-

Electronlcs/April 18, 1974 

France is typical of the many world-

wide users of SMS/GOES who will use EMR 
Digital Interface Electronics to process vital 
weather data. 
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MEW VALUES 
HIGH ENERGY 

TYPE Ic(nlax•) VcE0 VcE)/ NICE° (sus.) VCE (sat.) 
(a lc, IB 

Power 
Dissipation (max.) 

h„ min./max. 
(9 I c, VCE 

DTS-701 1.0 A 800V — 600V 50W 
20/ — 

(a, 150mA, 5V 

DTS-708 3.0 A 900V 900V 600V 2.CV max. ® 
1.0A, 250mA 50W — 

DTS-709 3.0 A 900V 900V 600V 1.0V max. ® 
2.0A, 800mA 50W — 

DTS-710 3.0 A 900V — 600V — 50W 10/50 
® 150mA, 5V 

DTS-712 3.0 A 900V 1200V 700V — 50W 
2.5/ — 

® 2.0A, 5V 

DTS-714 3.0 A 900V 1400V 700V — 50W 
2.5/ — 

® 2.0A, 5V 

DTS-723 3.0 A 1000V 1200V 750V 0.8V max. @ 
1.0A, 250mA 50W 

10/ — 
@ 500mA, 5V 

DTS-801 2.0 A 800V — 700V — 100W 20/ — 
® 200mA, 5V 

DTS-812 5.0 A 900V 1200V 700V — 100W 2.2/ — 
® 3.5A, 5V 

DTS-814 5.0 A 900V 1400V 700V — 100W 2.2/ — 
@ 3.5A, 5V 

APPLICATION NOTE 46 

Delco Electronics has made it possible for 
your Delco distributor to offer you better 
values than ever on these ten silicon high-
power transistors. What's more, he has them 
in stock now and there's a healthy factory 
inventory to back him up. 

These high quality, high voltage devices 
are all NPN, triple diffused, and packaged in 
Delco's solid-copper TO-204MA (TO-3) case. 

Some are specifically designed for use in 
high voltage switching circuits where 
inductive loads or fault conditions pose 
problems. Some are ideal for linear regulators 
and power amplifiers. 

In fact, all the devices share Delco's 
reputation for being ideal where circuit 
conditions and high energy requirements are 
a concern. And because they're 100 percent 
pulse energy tested, you know they're rugged. 

The circuit diagrams in this ad will give 
you a quick reading of how these ten 
transistors can meet your needs. 

Applications literature and complete 
device data are available from your 
Delco distributor. 

Give him a call for the information you 
need and the delivery promises and prices 
you'll like. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM THESE DISTRIBUTORS 
IN PRODUCTION QUANTITIES. 

ALABAMA, Birmingham 
Forbes Distributing Co., Inc. 
(205) 251-4104 

ALABAMA, Huntsville 
Powell Electronics 
(205) 539-2731 
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ON DEMO'S 
TRANSISTORS. 

APPLICATION NOTE 54 

ARIZONA, Phoenix 
Sterling Electronics, Inc. 
(602) 258-4531 

CALIFORNIA, Goleta 
R.P.S. Electronics, Inc. 
(805) 964-6823 

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(213) 685-5511 

CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles 
R.P.S. Electronics, Inc. 
(213) 748-1271 

CALIFORNIA, Palo Alto 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(415) 968-6292 

CALIFORNIA, San Diego 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(714) 278-2112 

CALIFORNIA, San Diego 
R.P.S. Electronics, Inc. 
(714) 292-5611 

COLORADO, Denver 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(303) 371-6500 

CONNECTICUT, Norwalk 
Harvey Electronics 
(203) 853-1515 

FLORIDA, Miami Springs 
Powell Electronics/Florida 
(305) 592-3260 

FLORIDA, Orlando 
Powell Electronics/Florida 
(305) 859-1450 

ILLINOIS, Rosemont 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(312) 678-8560 

ILLINOIS, Skokie 
Bell Industries 
Electronics Distributors Div. 
(312) 282-5400 

INDIANA, Indianapolis 
Graham Electronics Supply, Inc. 
(317) 634-8202 

INDIANA, Indianapolis 
Harvey-Indiana 
(317) 297-4910 

MARYLAND, Baltimore 
Radio Electric Service Co. 
(301) 823-0070 

MASSACHUSETTS, 
Needham Heights 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(617) 449-3600 

MASSACHUSETTS, Newton 
The Greene-Shaw Co., Inc. 
(617) 969-8900 

MICHIGAN, Farmington 
Harvey-Michigan 
(313) 477-1650 

MINNESOTA, Minneapolis 
Stark Electronics Supply Co. 
(612) 332-1325 

MISSOURI, Kansas City 
Walters Radio Supply, Inc. 
(816) 531-7015 

MISSOURI, North Kansas City 
LCOMP-Kansas City 
(816) 221-2400 

MISSOURI, St. Louis 
LCOMP-St. Louis 
(314) 647-5505 

NEW JERSEY, Clifton 
Wilshire Electronics/New Jersey 
(201) 365-2600 (212) 244-8930 

NEW YORK, Binghamton 
Harvey Electronics 
(607) 748-8211 

NEW YORK, Farmingdale 
Wilshire Electronics/Long Island 
(516) 293-5775 

NEW YORK, Woodbury 
Harvey Electronics 
(516) 921-8700 (212) 895-9260 

OHIO, Cincinnati 
United Radio, Inc. 
(513) 761-4030 

OHIO, Cleveland 
Pattison Supply Co. 
Industrial Electronics Division 
(216) 441-3000 

PENNSYLVANIA, Philadelphia 
Almo Electronics 
(215) 676-6000 

PENNSYLVANIA, Pittsburgh 
RPC Electronics 
(412) 782-3770 

SOUTH CAROLINA, Columbia 
Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc. 
(803) 253-5333 

TEXAS, Dallas 
Adleta Electronics Company 
(214) 741-3151 

TEXAS, Fort Worth 
Adleta Electronics Company 
(817) 336-7446 

TEXAS, Garland 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(214) 271-2471 

TEXAS, Houston 
Harrison Equipment Co., Inc. 
(713) 224-9131 

Delco 

Electronics 

VIRGINIA, Richmond 
Meridian Electronics, Inc. 
(804) 353-6648 

WASHINGTON, Seattle 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
(206) 763-1550 

IN CANADA 

ONTARIO, Scarborough 

Lake Engineering Co., Ltd. 
(416) 751-5980 

ALL OVERSEAS INQUIRIES: 
General Motors Overseas Operations 
Power and Industrial Products Dept., 
767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
10022. Phone: (212)-486-3723. 

Delco Electronics 

Regional Sales Offices 

Union, New Jersey 07083 
Box 1018 Chestnut Station 
(201) 687-3770 

Van Nuys, California 91404 
Box 2968 
(213) 988-7550 

General Sales Office 
700 E. Firmin, Kokomo, Ind. 46901 
(317) 459-2175 
Operator (317) 457-8461 

GM 

Delco Electronics, Division of General Motors. 
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This chip 
is the world's first 
SOS processor. 

• 
It makes all the 

stuff on the next page 
possible. 
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Silicon-on-sapphire isn't new. 
The aerospace industry and the 

military have recognized its high-
speed, high-density and high-relia-
bility characteristics for years. 

But no one was ever able to use it 
in a computer processor. 

Until now. 
Now General Automation design-

ers have built the world's first com-
mercial processor using SOS tech-
nology. 

The SOS chip 
magnified 16 times 

They've placed 
2000 gates or the equivalent of 4000 
to 5000 transistors on a single 
semiconductor chip. 
An 800 times size reduction from 

its predecessor product, the SPC-12. 

The world's first microcomputer. 

That tiny SOS chip has made it 
possible to bring you the LSI-12/16. 
A complete digital automation micro-
computer with from 1K to 32K bytes 
of semiconductor memory. 
We call it the world's first micro-

computer because it's the only 

microproduct available that gives 
you the performance, the systems 
features, the reliability and the 
applications support you would 
normally expect from a minicomputer. 

More work, less money. 

In the past this kind of size reduction 

always meant you had to make major 
concessions in performance. 

With SOS you make none. 
The LSI-12/16 has an instruction 

execution cycle time of 2.64 micro-
seconds. 

It's faster than any 
microprocessor on 
the market. 

It's more 
powerful. And 

lower in cost. In 
board-only configur-

ation with 1K memory, it 
costs only $495 in minimum 
OEM quantities of 1000 per 
year. In short, we offer all the 
performance of a minicompu-
ter at microprocessor prices. 

Breakthroughs 
across the board. 

The LSI-12/16 is the first micro-
product to successfully put all 
of the following on a single board: 
A processor, power fail/auto 

restart, remote cold start, 16 bit 
parallel I/O interface and up to 2K 
bytes of semiconductor memory. 

But we didn't stop there. 
GA engineering has also over-

come the problems associated with 
semiconductor memory. Like loss of 
data in the event of power failure. 

We handled that by developing 
an auxiliary battery backup 
system that will activate 
immediately upon loss of 
power and will retain the 
contents of memory for up 

to 15 hours. 
In case you're interested 

in more memory, we've designed a 
piggyback board that will give you 
an additional 2K of RAM or 8K 
of ROM. 
And if there's ever an error in 

ROM programming, it can be 
corrected. The LSI-12/16 has a 

unique built-in ROM patch that lets 
the user retrofit new instructions to 
any ROM. 

Custom tailoring. 

There's one more advantage 
the LSI-12/16 has that no 

other microproduct can offer. 
It's the systems backup and 

application expertise that General 
Automation gives you. Helping 
solve customer problems has always 
been our long suit. It still is. 
We can customize I/O boards 

and match the LSI-12/16 exactly to 
your requirement. 
Our microcomputer is available 

in one of two different configurations: 
As a board-only system, packaged 

with memory, control console and 
processor on a single 7-3/4 by 
10 inch printed circuit board. 
Or the same board packaged 

in an enclosure with power supply, 
battery backup for semiconductor 
memory and card slots for 
additional I/O boards. 
For more information, write 

The LSI-12/16 with enclosure 

General Automation, 1055 South 
East Street, Anaheim, California 
92805. Or call us at (714) 778-4800. 
Our European headquarters is at 

Centre Silic, Cidex L242, 94533 
Rungis, Paris, France. Call 686-7431. 

GENE ML 
AUTOMATION 

A new generation of 
computer processors is beginning. 

All because of this. 

See the LSI-12/16 
in the Computerworld Caravan 

—and at the 
National Computer Conference. 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• THE NEW XR-2201 IS A PRECI-

SION VOLTAGE CONTROLLED 
OSCILLATOR WITH SIMULTANEOUS 

SQUARE AND TRIANGULAR 
WAVE OUTPUTS, EXCELLENT 

FREQUENCY STABILITY,SUPER-
WIDE SWEEP RANGE, MINIMAL 

FREQUENCY DRIFT, AND 
ULTRA-LINEAR SWEEP DRIVE. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

By providing 30 ppm/°C frequency stability, 
3000:1 sweep range, and 0.15% /V frequency drift in 
the XR-2207, Exar produced a precision VCO that can 
easily do those tough FSK, FM generation jobs. With 
a minimum of external circuitry, you can use the 
XR-2207 in applications such as two-channel FSK 
generation for modems, as the VCO portion of phase-
locked loop systems, and voltage to frequency 
conversion that formerly required crystal controlled 
oscillators. 

With only one capacitor and four resistors, four 
discrete precision frequencies are generated; two 
TTL keying inputs enable selection between frequen-
cies. You can also sweep your frequency over a wide 
3000:1 range with the use of one extra resistor and a 
little voltage. 

So, if you've been putting together lots of parts 

WoW 

ifq,‘?q 
for tough waveform generation, the XR-2207 can save 
you time and money. It's the easy way to generate 
variable-frequency square and triangular waves 
(pulse and sawtooth too!) for every application. 

The XR-2207 oper-
ates with either single or 
dual supplies from -..L-4V to 
-±-13V over a 0.1 to 1 MHz 
frequency range. Seven L 
device types are available r 
in 14 pin ceramic and plas- , 
tic packages for both corn-
mercial and military appli- "°"°":, 
cations. Call or write for 
the XR-2207 data sheet 
and application notes. 

EXAR SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE 

IOU 

014.1. 

EXAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS Products of R ohm Corp. 16931 Milliken Ave., Irvine, CA 92705 (714) 546-8780 TWX 910-595-1721 

EXAR REPRESENTATIVES: Anzona/Colorado/New Mexico BARNHILL FIVE (602) 947-7841 California - North LOGAN SALES (415) 369-6726 California - South DE ANGELO 
ROTHMAN CO. (213) 398-6239 Washington/Oregon SOR SQUARED (206) 747-9424 Illinois/Wisconsin M & S SALES (312) 992-1053 Ohio/Indiana/Kentucky MC FADDEN 

SALES (614) 221-3363 New York City M. O. S. ASSOCIATES (516) 694-5923 Pennsylvania/Southern New Jersey HARRY NASH ASSOCIATES (215) 657-2213 
Oklahoma/Texas/Louisiana/Arkansas EVANS & MC DOWELL (214) 238-7157 Michigan D E M ASSOCIATES (313) 755-6660 North Carolina/South CarolinaNirginia/Maryland 
COMPONENT SALES (301) 484-3647 Maine/New Hampshire/Vermont/Massachusetts/Connecticut COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (617) 667-4181 Minnesota ELECTRONICS 

INNOVATORS (612) 884-7471 
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Washington newsletter  

Trade groups resist Government electronics and aerospace contractors are set to oppose 

threat to IR&D another congressional challenge to Federal reimbursement of com-
panies' independent research and development costs by releasing an in-

reimbursement depth study calling for a uniform Federal policy on IR&D as well as bid 
and proposal (R&F) costs. The comprehensive study, a joint effort of the 
Electronics Industries Association, the National Security Industrial As-
sociation, and the Aerospace Industries Association of America, is de-
signed to counter an investigation of IR&D now in progress at the Gen-
eral Accounting Office. \ 
The GAO study was initiated last year at the request of Sen. William 

Proxmire (D., Wis.) and Sen. Thomas McIntyre (D., N.H.), chairman 
of the research and development subcommittee of the Armed Services 
Committee. While calling for a Government-wide policy for "reason-
able" reimbursement of IR&D and B&P costs, the industry associations 
will resist establishment of a new agency to administer or oversee the 
policy while urging that individual companies retain the right to set the 
amount and type of effort each undertakes in these two areas. 

Army RFPs set Army requests for proposals are expected to be issued no later than 
for Shorads; early May for the Short Range Air Defense System (Shorads) using one 

of three European missiles licensed for U.S. production—the Crotale 
$61 million available (France), the Rapier (U.K.), or the Roland (FRG-France). The fiscal 

1975 defense budget calls for $61 million to develop Shorads, with $35 
million earmarked for five systems and 100 test missiles. The remaining 
$26 million calls for upgrading 1,500 Chaparral missiles. 

NASA struggles Contractors selected to perform systems definition studies for the $100 

to save Earth million Earth Observatory Satellite (E0S) program have an added m is-
sion: helping the National Aeronautics and Space Administration save 

Observatory program the embattled program from budget cutting by the White House Office 
of Management and Budget. NASA will use the studies by General Elec-
tric, Grumman, and TRW to justify the program as a fiscal 1976 new 
start. It might be tough, as OMB has already frozen some funds and de-
layed EOS more than a year. 
The $600,000 six-month design studies are due in the fall, just in 

time for a confrontation with OMB. But even if NASA wins, it won't be 
able to select a spacecraft contractor until April 1976. 

Mitre to install Minicomputers could boost computer-assisted instruction (Cm), ac-
minicomputer cording to Mitre Corp., which is installing prototype systems late this 

spring in two community colleges, Northern Virginia Community Col-
instruction system lege in Alexandria and Phoenix College, Phoenix, Ariz. Developed un-

der a $5.5 million National Science Foundation project, Mitre's system 
is called Ticcit, for time-shared, interactive, computer-controlled, in-
formation television. Ticcit's pair of Data General Nova 840 mini-
computers, backed by disk drives, feed 128 keyboard terminals, 
equipped with Sony 12-inch Trinitron color TV sets. Estimated produc-
tion cost would be $500,000 to $1 million per system. The military might 
be one market, since the Navy is acquiring one Ticcit system and could 
buy more, says a Mitre project officer. 
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Washington commentary   

Can Congress reform trade? 

"It's a special interest bill," argues the AFL-
CIO'S George Collins of the Trade Reform Act 
of 1973. "It does nothing about industry's mas-
sive investment abroad, about tax loopholes on 
overseas profits, about the shifting production 
beyond our shores or the export of taxpayer-
subsidized technology." 

But the complaints of Collins, assistant to the 
president of the International Union of Electri-
cal, Radio, and Machine Workers, on behalf of 
his own union, as well as two other AFL-CIO af-
filiates, produced little interest and less sympa-
thy at the Senate Finance Committee's hear-
ings on the trade bill. Already voted by the 
House, H.R. 10710 seems certain of passage in 
some form this session, barring an impeach-
ment of the President that could bring Senate 
action to a halt in this election year. 

Collins' testimony on behalf of "more than 
two million members who have been prime vic-
tims of the decline in this nation's international 
trade position and the lack of a comprehensive 
foreign trade policy" began with Arizona's con-
servative Republican Paul Fannin the only 
member present and concluded with Fannin 
gone and a committee staffer listening politely 
from the chairman's seat. 

Industry's opposing view 

Manufacturers of electronics and aerospace 
hardware got a lot more mileage out of their 
presentations, which contrasted sharply with 
those of labor (see p. 36). Beyond their agree-
ment with labor that the U.S. has long lacked a 
national foreign trade policy, officials of the 
electronics and aerospace industries associ-
ations offered nothing that agreed with the AFL-
CIO perspective. 
The differences are of long standing, of 

course. Fundamentally, they turn on the issue 
of multinational corporate expansion. Labor is 
naturally interested in jobs being created and 
maintained within the U.S. Manufacturers are 
naturally interested in sales and the profits they 
create, contending that the markets for elec-
tronics must be viewed globally. 

Specific issues that derive from this funda-
mental dispute are much more complex and 
have economic and legal ramifications of no 
appeal to the general public. One typical ex-
ample involves Items 806.30/807 of the U.S. 
Tariff Schedule, under which products assem-
bled from U.S. components in offshore plants 
may be re-imported with tariffs payable only 
on the value added by foreign labor and any 
non-U.S. components. 

As expected, organized labor calls 806/807 
"a loophole" that has become a $1 billion an-
nual business for U.S. multinational electronics 
companies at the expense of American jobs. 
But manufacturers, to no one's surprise, argue 
that repeal or suspension of 806/807 would 
"cause a decline in U.S. production and U.S. 
employment" and "make worse the U.S. net 
trade balance and the balance-of-payments 
deficit," according to V. J. Adduci, president of 
the Electronic Industries Association. 

Is anyone listening? 

The problems for the Congress in resolving 
these and other conflicting positions in the cur-
rent trade legislation in the country's favor 
seem to be that few—and sometimes none—of 
the members are listening during the public 
hearings process. And, as one Senate com-
mittee staffer conceded, few members "read the 
published testimony. Either they don't care, or 
they don't have the time." 

Neither industry nor labor can do much 
about those senators and congressmen who 
don't care about legislation affecting their fu-
ture success or failure. But for those legislators 
who don't have the time—and they are increas-
ing in number as congressional staffs and budg-
ets have failed to expand proportionately with 
the executive branch—there is an option avail-
able. Simply put, it would consist of making the 
public hearings process an adversary proceed-
ing, pitting proponents of a given bill against 
their opposition during the questioning period 
subsequent to formal testimony. 
Such an approach would have obliged EIA 

president Adduci to rebut the charge of the 
AFL-CIO'S Collins that offshore operations are 
costing jobs in the American economy. And 
Collins, similarly, would have been required to 
respond to EIA'S contention that Items 806/807 
are "essential if U.S. manufacturers are to com-
pete in U.S. electronics markets." 
As the congressional hearings process now 

operates, members of the Senate and the Con-
gress get more data and less useful information 
than they need to make an informed judgment. 
This could prove disastrous for the U.S. elec-
tronics industries and their workers as the Con-
gress pushes to develop the nation's first com-
prehensive foreign trade policy. At a time when 
foreign managements and labor are working 
closely with their governments to compete in 
the world's marketplace, neither U.S. labor nor 
management is being well served by the 
present legislative system. —Ray Connolly 
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Some data generators 
can do only one thing. 
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But SlYs Model 229 
offers all these capabilities: 

32/16 bits with variable word length. Variable 

1. Single 1)ual Channels delay between channels. Data rate to 10 Mbps. 
Output formats: RZ (with variable width) 
and NRZ. Adjustable output levels. 

2. l'suedo-random sequence generator with word lengths 
from 15 to 32,767 bits per word. 

3 
• d omparator bit-by-bit error check simultaneous with data generation for full duplex operation with either pseudo-random or programmable data patterns. 

All of this capability comes standard on Systron-Donner's 
Model 229 for $2,025.00. Remote programming and error 
display are optional. Applications include testing of tape/ 
disc memory systems and high speed digital communica-
tion systems. Get in touch with us and we'll tell you about 
others especially suited for the 229. 

Contact your Scientific Devices office or Systron-Donner at 
10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518. For immediate details, 
call our Quick Reaction line (415) 682-6471 collect. 

SYSTRON DONNER 
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Electronics international  
SignMcant developments n technology and busIness 

Negative resistance shown 
in dual FET device 

A new negative-resistance device, 
based on the functional integration 
of two complementary field-effect 
transistors, has been developed by 
researchers at Matsushita Electron-
ics Corp.'s research laboratory. 
The device, which has voltage-

controlled negative resistance, dif-
fers from the tunnel diode and other 
such devices in having a valley cur-

rent that is essentially zero—in the 
order of nanoamperes—over a wide 
range of voltages in excess of the 
valley threshold voltage. Matsushita 
thus chracterizes its devices as hav-
ing lambda characteristics, in con-
trast to the N-shaped characteristics 
of the tunnel diode, and proposes to 
call the new device the lambda 
diode. 

Curves. By integrating two field-effect transistors, workers at Matsushita Electronics have 

come up with negative-resistance device, which they call a lambda diode. A third FET gives a 
"lambda transistor" where current peak depends on gate voltage. 

Peak-to-valley current ratios are 
in the order of 105 for practical de-
vices, about 104 times greater than 
those for tunnel diodes. Peak volt-
ages run in the range of 0.5 to 5 
volts, and valley voltage thresholds 
in the range of 2.5 to 12 v, making 
for easy interface with other devices. 
A number of the new devices can 

be integrated on a single chip, and 
they can also be integrated on the 
same chip with bipolar devices. 
What's more, they can be fabricated 
to have predetermined character-
istics—unlike the tunnel diode, 
which often had to undergo succes-
sive etching and testing until the 
characteristics were trimmed to fit 
specifications. Fabrication is easier 
because operation depends on feed-
back in a circuit equivalent to two 
FETS and not on exotic physics. 
The device is fabricated in two 

epitaxial n-type isolation regions in 
p-type material. The n-channel de-
pletion-type J-FET is fabricated with 
two diffusions, the p2 diffusion for 
the gate and the n+ diffusion for the 
source and drain. The same p2 dif-
fusion forms the source and drain of 
the p-channel depletion type J-FET, 
while the n+ diffusion forms the 
gate and also the "substrate" con-
nection. In between these two diffu-
sions there is a pi diffusion to form 
the p channel. With this structure, 
the source and drain extend com-
pletely through the p-well and into 
the p-type material, but this has 
negligible effect on the transistor 
characteristics. 
The sources of the two transistors 

are connected together, and the 
gates of each are connected to the 
drain of the other transistor. Be-
cause channels of these depletion 
transistors are normally conducting, 
current increases as voltage across 
the composite device is increased 
from zero. But the voltage drop 
across the individual transistors 
biases the gate of the other transis-
tor in a manner that tends to reduce 
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the current flowing through the 
transistor. 

Therefore, device current goes 
through a peak, typically a fraction 
of a milliampere to 1 milliampere. 
Current through the device then de-
creases until it reaches the valley-
current threshold, where both tran-
sistors are pinched off, and leakage 
current through the device is in the 
nanoampere order. Terminal cur-
rent remains at this low value for 
further increases in terminal voltage 
until zener breakdown occurs at one 
of the gates. 

Applications for which the lamb-
da diode can be used include dis-
crete and integrated memories, 
switches, oscillators, and amplifiers. 
Initial applications will be for 
consumer products produced by 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. 
Matsushita Electronics, a joint ven-
ture of Matsushita Electric and Phil-
ips Gloeilampenfabrieken, is a sub-
sidiary of Matsushita Electric. 

Great Britain 

After quad sound, 

it's ambisonics 

With quadraphonic sound still re-
verberating in the consumer mar-
ketplace along comes ambisonics. 
According to the British academics 
who have invented it, ambisonic 
sound is fundamentally different 
from quadraphonic. 
Quadraphonic sound is essen-

tially the pure sound of, say, an or-
chestra divided up into four por-
tions according to rules, which may 
be pretty arbitrary, and pumped at 
the listener from the four corners of 
a room. Ambisonics, on the other 
hand, is the sound made by the or-
chestra as heard at one point in the 
concert hall, determined by where 
the microphone complex is placed, 
and including all the reverberations 
and other effects that are heard at 
that point. 

Crosstalk. The ambisonic devel-
opers say that the defect of stereo 
and quadraphonic reproduction is 
that too often the listener is aware 

Around the world 
BP0 Is still at work on analog systems 
Eventually, all telephone traffic and a good portion of television video traffic 
is likely to travel in digital form, but that doesn't mean no new analog trans-
mission systems will be developed and installed. For one thing, there al-
ways will be circumstances in which economics favor analog trans-
mission— short, lightly used links, for instance. For another thing, 
digitization won't be widespread tomorrow, allowing ample time to get the 
investment back on new and improved analog systems. For both these rea-
sons, the British Post Office is investing in new analog systems. 
One development is for high-capacity telephone-trunk transmission using 

an 18-tube coaxial cable and frequency-division multiplexing in each tube 
over the 4-60-megahertz band. This gives a capacity of 10,800 telephone 
circuits per pair of tubes, or 86,400 circuits in the 16 tubes that will be in 
operation. The other pairs of tubes are for standby; they're switched into 
operation within milliseconds in the event of trouble. The first 100 miles of 
cable will be installed this year between Birmingham and Manchester. 
The GPO is considering using the same types of coaxial pairs and line re-

peaters to carry television signals. In that case, four Tv channels, each with 
a 5.5-mHz bandwidth will be double-sidebanded onto carriers at approxi-
mately 12.6, 26.2, 39.7, and 53.2 MHZ. Long-distance Tv transmission is al-
ready well taken care of by microwave links. 

that the total sound is emanating 
from two or four discrete points in 
the room. They say that this draw-
back has been largely eliminated, in 
normal circumstances, by dividing 
up the total sound for transmission 
to four or more separate speakers 
rather differently than has so far 
been done in quadraphonics. How 
it's divided up the inventors won't 
say, except, that it has been done af-
ter a lot of study on how acoustics 
can be used to achieve different psy-
chological effects. In other words, 
the crosstalk between the speakers 
creates the right illusion. 

Point source. Peter Felgett, pro-
fessor at Reading University, who 
worked out the encoding and decod-
ing technique, says the ambisonic 
approach started in the 1930s with a 
British patent for using a directional 
microphone for stereo sound repro-
duction. The microphone complex 
that Felgett is using at present has 
four separate cardioid mikes. They 
are only fractions of an inch apart, 
with their faces aligned to form an 
upside-down equilateral tetrahe-
dron— an inverted three-sided pyra-
mid and its base. 

Felgett says that microphone ar-
rangement provides all necessary in-
formation to identify the direction 
of incoming sounds, including re-
verberations, and the height of the 
mike in relation to the sounds. For 

the normal speaker layout, where 
they are all on the floor, the height 
data is redundant, but it could be 
used in expensive layouts that have 
some speakers on the wall. 
The psycho-acoustics work was 

done by Michael Gerzon, a math-
ematician at Oxford University. An 
important part of it is mapping the 
total ambient sound so that a lis-
tener sitting in the middle of the 
speaker complex hears everything 
coming from the right direction. Be-
cause there's a limit on the number 
of speakers that people will use, the 
map has to be modified, using the 
directional information to create an 
illusion of directionality for points 
between the speakers. Though the 
height data isn't used with four 
ground-level speakers, Felgett says 
that some illusion of height can be 
obtained. 

Felgett and the company he's 
working with, IMF Ltd. of High Wy-
combe, have built their experi-
mental systems for two information 
channels and four speakers because 
that's the established configuration 
and will interest most people. How-
ever, three channels and four speak-
ers will enhance psycho-acoustic ac-
curacy higher up the frequency 
range. If four channels are available 
six speakers can be used, three high 
and three low, and the recorded 
height information can be used. E 
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Why square ferrite cores? 
save up to 40% in space 
save up to 40% in assembly time 
save up to 30% in inventory 
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Ferroxcube's new RM Series square cores save up to 
40% in pc board space over round pot cores. Further-
more, RM Series saves up to 40% in assembly and mount-
ing time. Two simple, gold-plated clips 
hold them together and readily snap 
them into place on the pc board. 
Your parts inventory is reduced since 

the economical mounting clips replace 
more expensive pot core mounting as-
semblies. 
Ferroxcube's RM cores are available 

with a choice of ferrite material: choice of ungapped, 
fixed-gap or adjustable-gap types, with smooth precise 
tuning of inductance to an accuracy of better than 0.03% 

in adjustable models. 
RM cores now in stock. For complete 

information call 914.246-2811, TWX 
510-247-5410 or write Ferroxcube, 
Saugerties, N.Y. 12477. 
Ferroxcube linear ferrites—made in 

Saugerties, N.Y. and stocked in seven 
U.S. locations. 

FERROXCUBE CORPORATION, SAUGERTIES, N.Y. 12477 
A NOR1EI AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

Distributed through North American Philips Electronic Components Corporation with warehouses in Boston 617.449-1406. New York. 516.538-2300. 
Saugerties. 914.246-5861, Philadelphia, 215.927-6262. Chicago. 312.593-8220. Santa Clara. 408.249-1134. San Diego. 714.453-9250 
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International newsletter   

Siemens, Philips 

plan cooperation 

in IC development 

Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands and West Germany's 
Siemens AG have agreed to expand their cooperation in semiconduct-
ors. The two firms had worked together in developing discrete semi-
conductor devices under an agreement existing since 1959. Now the 
deal has been extended to cover integrated circuits as well. Both firms 
will exchange lc licenses and patents and will make available their 
knowhow in IC development and fabrication. However, establishment 
of joint ic production and sales facilities have not been negotiated. 
The deal puts together two firms with considerable expertise in their 

respective 1c specialties. While Eindhoven-based Philips is unquestion-
ably Europe's leader in integrated circuits for consumer applications, 
Siemens, of Munich, has a strong hand in ICs for industrial uses be-
cause of its involvement in professional electronics and computers. 

With new color tube, GTE-Sylvania figures it will wind up with a respectable market share 

GTE-Sylvania aims to among independent setmakers when its "new generation" color-Tv re-
ceivers start reaching the market starting in late summer next year. The 

increase market share company figures it can win customers because its new in-line color tube 
can be fitted to current chassis designs with practically no changes in 
circuitry. 

Sylvania unveiled the tube for Europeans at the Paris Components 
Show earlier this month and expects to get it into pilot production at its 
Belgian plant by early next year. Like Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, 
Sylvania has opted for a 110° design with a large neck, in-line gun, 
large striped screen, and slotted shadow mask. Philips bills its tube as 
self-converging: the saddle-yoke deflection system takes care of conver-
gence except for some small dispersions corrected dynamically. Syl-
vania uses a low-gradient magnetic deflection yoke—either saddle or to-
roidal—and pairs it with a quadripole winding to handle dynamic 
convergence. Combined with the in-line gun arrangement, Sylvania 
claims, the design simplifies convergence setups so that a maximum of 
six to eight adjustments will do. There are also savings in copper for 
neck hardware and no power penalty in the deflection circuits. 

Mullard material may Mullard Ltd. hopes to get the price of acoustic surface-wave inter-
cut surface-wave mediate-frequency filters for TV sets down by making the substrate out 

of bismuth silicon oxide instead of lithium niobate, which is the usual 
acoustic filter costs ASW substrate material. The complicated specification of Tv i-f filters 

makes them a natural for surface waves because it means a bulky elec-
tronic module can be replaced by a single, simple, plug-in microdevice. 
But so far, no component maker has got the ASW filter price down to 
the $2 or so that the electronic filter costs. 
The wave-propagation velocity on bismuth silicon oxide is half that 

on lithium niobate, and the slower speed means substrate area can be 
halved. Mullard engineers think that area saving should be sufficient to 
bring down the cost to electronic filter levels, even though the bismuth 
silicon oxide crystals have to be grown specially because there's no 
other market. The company plans to make a large evaluation batch at 
its Southampton plant to check out the economics, but there'll be no 
decision for a year to two. 
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International newsletter   

Japan's electronics Japan's electronics output will grow 11.6% in 1974, according to a fore-

production should cast by the Electronic Industries Association of Japan. Production 
value during the year is estimated at $15.7 billion. Consumer electron-

climb 1 1.6% this year ics production is expected to rise 6.2%, totaling $6.5 billion, while in-
dustrial electronics equipment output is figured to rise 19.8%, hitting $4 
billion. Electron tubes, semiconductors, and integrated circuits should 
gain 11.7% over 1973, with value estimated at $2.3 billion. 

Tv-set output is expected to decline 11.5% although only dropping 
1.7% in value during 1974, with production hitting 12,760,000 sets. 
Computer output, on the other hand, is expected to gain 24.9% in 1974, 
with 590,000 units to be produced. Electronic measuring equipment 
will be up an estimated 22.4%, with 194,800 units to be manufactured. 

Asian imports 

are increasing 

headache to France 

The French government is finding it hard to stem the flow of consumer 
electronics into France from Southeast Asia in general and from Japan 
in particular. Franco-Japanese trade in products like radios, television 
sets, and tape recorders is producing a deficit twice as large as that pre-
dicted by government planners four years ago. In addition, European 
economic community rules prohibit new protectionist measures. 
From now on, that deficit is likely to grow larger. An agreement cov-

ering the most sensitive products ran out at the end of March and even 
though import quotas will stay for radio and Tv sets, the French will 
have to depend on Japanese goodwill for other products. If pocket cal-
culators are any measure of that goodwill, the French can not hope for 
much. Imports of those products jumped 50% last year to reach $26 
million—about the same as last year's imports of all Japanese radios, Tv 
sets, and tape recorders put together. 

Demand in West Germany Market researchers at Valvo GmbH, a Philips subsidiary and West 
for components Germany's largest electronic components supplier, see the country's 

components demand continuing strong for the rest of this decade. Gert 
shows no let-up Lorenz, a managing director at Valvo, expects demand to rise from last 

year's $1.5 billion level to more than $2.6 billion in 1980. Scoring the 
biggest gains, Lorenz says, will be semi-conductors, with a share of the 
total components volume growing from 26% now to 34% within the 
next six years. The Valvo director puts the one for Western European 
components market at $4.3 billion. That, he says, compares with $5.4 
billion for the U.S. Of note is the different structure of the American 
and West European markets, Lorenz points out. While the volume for 
tubes, including picture tubes, is roughly the same on both continents— 
$1.2 billion—semiconductors account for twice as much volume in the 
U.S. as in Western Europe—$2 billion versus $1 billion. 

Matsushita is Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. leads the list of top corporate in-
come earners in Japan for 1973, according to government tax author-

Japan's top ities, with approximately $394 million on sales of about $4.15 billion. 
money maker Matsushita edged out Toyota Motor Co. to regain the top spot after 

four years. Consolidated sales by Matsushita in 1973 were up 20% with 
gains of 38% in home appliances, sales, and 37% each in industrial 
equipment and in lighting equipment, tubes, and semiconductors. 
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WIN is Coming 
gunning on Szpoge ad 
on its components, 

now, during-the worst 
componen1 shortage 

since 19112? 



To our customers—We know your production and design plans 
depend on a clear and accurate picture of component availability. 
And since Corning's components represent such a large percentage 
of total supply, we'd like to show you where we stand today... 
and tell you what you can expect from us in the future. 

To our  prospects—We believe we're the first component supplier to emerge from a backlog 
situation. We'd like to update you on our new capacity, expanded lines, and developments. 

That's why we're running this 8-page report. 

The metal film resistor 
shortage and what we're 
doing to end it-
Demand for our metal film resistors soared 
during the past 18 months. There were two 
reasons ... 

First, designers continued their move away 
from carbon comps and wirewounds to metal 
films as they recognized the superior price/ 
performance value that metal film resistors offer. 
The effect of lower metal film prices combined 
with the tighter tolerance needs of upgraded cir-
cuits suddenly created demands far beyond 
the industry's most optimistic forecasts. 

And second, we were deluged with larger 
metal film resistor orders because other suppliers 
couldn't deliver as fast as we could. Demand 
was heaviest for the Y4 and 1/2 -watt styles. 
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The growth in metal film 
came faster than anyone predicted: 

........ 

carbon comp actual 

..._ carbon comp forecast ..... 

metal film actual 

....................... .. ..... 

metal film forecast 
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Industry demand vs. 
Corning production. 

81 '83 

At its worst, order lead times ranged from 24 
to 60 weeks and longer—compared to 6-week 
deliveries that were normal for us the year before. 

But fortunately we had already begun 
a major metal film resistor expansion program. 
As such, we were able to meet an exceptionally 
high percentage of all promised shipments, 
and then gradually reduce lead times to a current 

Our engineering staff developed many new techniques in all 
phases of resistor production. 

average of 12 weeks—with 6-week delivery 
on several styles. 

Our expansion program came in three 
phases, which let us move faster than the "brick 
and mortar" route to expansion. 

Immediately, we moved to a full 3-shift-
per-day 7-day-per-week production schedule. 
Our production and quality control staff was 
expanded quickly by transferring many experi-
enced people back to our plants. And many more 
were hired and trained. 

Secondly, we designed, tested and installed 
new high speed automated equipment and 
improved techniques in practically every stage 
of manufacturing. More than 18 state-of-the-art 
devices were developed by our engineering staff 
in this program. 

Thirdly, we significantly expanded our basic 
resistor manufacturing operations at both 
Wilmington, N.C. and Bradford, Pa. This included 
a doubling of our resistor substrate capacity 
to keep us free from shortages in basic raw 
materials. 

Just these last two stages required a multi-
million dollar investment in capital equipment 
and facilities—all geared to increase output. 

Throughout, our chief concern was keeping 
absolute control on product quality. More 
resistors—but bad resistors —is no progress 
at all! So we moved quickly —but at a pace and 
on a plan that would not risk quality problems 
that could cancel out production gains. 



Corning is a major supplier 
of metal film resistors. 
As a result of this expansion, we're now shipping 
more than twice as many metal film resistors 
as we did in 1970. We supply more metal film 
resistors than anyone else in the U.S. today. 
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Corning metal film resistor production 
has more than doubled since 1970: 

1970 

1972 

1974 

New additions you con 
expect to see this year. 
Our current resistor line includes precision, semi-
precision and general purpose parts—in a wide 
range of sizes and styles including ER and 
our flame-proof resistor line. 

We are adding substantially increased 
capacity for precision parts with temperature 
coefficients of 5Oppm/°C. And 25ppm/°C. 
parts are in the final stages of development. This 
will extend the range of our metal film per-
formance capabilities significantly. As soon as 
samples of our 25 ppm resistors are available for 
evaluation, we'll let you know. 

What to expect in the 
next 3 to 5 years. 
We believe the metal film resistor supply situation 
will greatly improve in the second half of this 
year. But we also expect metal films to continue 

to be the fastest growing segment of the discrete 
resistor market. 

As the lower power requirements of new 
designs make wirewounds less popular, and the 
needs for greater precision (particularly in 
automotive and instrumentation applications) 
make carbon comps less suitable—we expect to 
see an annual demand growth of at least 10 
to 12 percent. And we've geared our production 
to meet this demand. 

Keeping tabs on our 
progress. 
Throughout the shortage, we've regularly sur-
veyed our customers to measure how we're doing 
versus other suppliers. 

The result of the latest reading is shown 
below... 

How users rate Corning's 
metal film resistors 

Buyers' ranking of 

Corning FirmA Firm B Firm C 

#1 #3* #3* #2 —best quality 

—best value 
for cost 

—best distributor 
availability 

#1 #4 #3 #2 

#1 #4 #3 #2 

Engineers' ranking of 

#1 #4 #2 #3 —best quality 

—best value 
for cost #1 #4 #2 #3 

*tie 
We're pleased—but not totally. 
Obviously, we're still having to say "no" too often 
to new orders from new customers. 

We hope we can change that soon. We're 
working at it. And we'll keep you posted as our 
metal film resistor supply backlogs further ease. 



The 
Capacitor 
Shortage: 

And what we're 
doing to end that too-

Corning has begun a major expansion into the 
ceramic capacitor market. And we're gearing our 
initial operations to very large volume produc-
tion of a relatively tight line of low cost parts. 

For the past three years we've been supply-
ing a major portion of the computer industry's 
axial monolithic ceramic capacitor needs. And 
have initially concentrated on miniature size, 
epoxy-cased ceramic capacitors for automatic 
insertion applications. 

Now, with a number of new product develop-
ments nearing completion, we are planning 
the introduction of a high volume low cost com-
mercial axial ceramic line and an expansion 
into commercial radials in a major way. 

Corning's expansion into 
ceramic capacitors. 
During the past year, we've more than doubled 
our capacitor production. And because capacitor 
production is far more labor-intensive than 
resistor production, this has required a signifi-
cantly enlarged technical and manufacturing staff, 
plus facilities expansion at our Raleigh, N.C. plant. 
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Corning's capacitor production 
has been increased significantly: 

1971 

1973 

1974 

But 1973 increases will be eclipsed by the 
size of our expansion schedule this year and 
beyond. 

1975 production will triple 1973 levels. 
1978 production will have tripled again. And 
1980 production will be 70 percent over 1978 
levels. 

But our expansion program is just begin-
ning. 

And the impact on longer term ceramic 
capacitor supply will go far in precluding another 
ceramic capacitor shortage. 

Ceramic chip inventories are being built at this very minute. 

Gloss and Glass-KTM Capacitors. 
Our glass-dielectric capacitors have been in strong 
demand for applications where high stability 



over a wide temperature range is required. In the 
fall of '73, delivery lead times rose to 30 weeks, 
but 8- to 10-week schedules are now more 
typical and distributor stocks are being rapidly 
replenished. Soon availability will be back 
to normal. 

The same holds true for our Glass-K glass. 
ceramic capacitors—which combine the vol-
umetric efficiency of a monolithic ceramic with 
the stability of a glass-dielectric. 

New developments nearing 
completion. 
Our new "spin-seal" conformal-coated axial 
could be the industry's long-term answer to a truly 
low cost automatically insertable ceramic 
capacitor. 

Using techniques we originally developed 
for—and currently use in producing—our 
resistor line, this epoxy-jacketed series has the 
uniformity and handling characteristics nec-
essary for automatic insertion. But at lower cost 
in larger volume production. The "spin-seal" 
technology permits us to manufacture axials at 
much higher speeds than are possible with 
molded case styles. Throughout, coating thick-
ness is automatically gauged and controlled 
to keep uniformity and performance exact. 

As soon as evaluation samples are available 
in quantity, we'll announce their availability. 

Industry demand forecasts: 
Currently, molded axials represent 25 percent 
of the leaded ceramic capacitor market. Through 
1980 they'll continue to move in on radials 
based on current trends to automatic insertion. 
As such, axials will remain a prime area of 
concentration for us. 

When our "spin-seal" axials are ready, we 
expect to be able to supply axials at prices that 
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U.S. Ceramic Capacitor 
Demand Forecast 

millions of pieces 
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encourage a switch away from radials. This 
should push axial growth even faster. 

But we'll also be ready with our radial line, 
to provide whichever types of ceramic capacitors 
your production requires. 

In short, Corning plans to become a major 
factor in all types of ceramic capacitors in the 
years ahead. 



The Tantalum 
Capacitor 
Shortage: 
And what's available now-
During 1973, we concentrated on keeping our 
distributors supplied as fully as possible with 
tantalum capacitors from our Components 
Incorporated subsidiary. 

By year end, this meant that a major per-
centage of the tantalum capacitors being sold 
through distribution were ours. 

Distributor Sales of 
Corning Tantalum Capacitors 

1972 

1973 

Recently, we introduced two more tantalum 
lines into distribution and availability on both 
should be excellent soon in most areas of the 
country. 

1. Our TK line: 
These low cost, radial leaded, epoxy dipped 
solid tantalum capacitors have capacitance values 
in the 0.1 to 330MFD range—with working 
voltages of 6 to 50VDC and tolerances of ±10% 
and ±20%. Their low-profile configurations 

and availability with a choice of lead bends make 
them well suited for convenient insertion and 
assembly. 

Incidentally, our companion line of 
DIPATAN TD series epoxy-coated radials are 
now in fairly good availability in most areas, too. 

2. Our MINITAN" line: 

These microminiature solid tantalum capacitors 
are epoxy-sealed in a polyester sleeve. They're 
available in both cylindrical cordwood and 
rectangular modular form, with a choice of axial 
or radial leads. Capacitance values are 0.001 
to 220MFD, working voltages are 2 to 50VDC, 
and tolerances are ±-10% and ±20%. They're 
in excellent supply. We can meet your needs now. 

Supply problems exist 
elsewhere. 
Industry wide, supply problems are still enormous 
for axial-leaded, metal-can-enclosed solid tan-
talum capacitors. These parts have soared 
in demand because of their wide use in high 
volume machine-insertion applications. 

Corning, like other suppliers, has been 
unable to gear up quickly to new demand levels 
for these metal-cased parts, because their 
fabrication is labor intensive and the very skilled 
workmanship required cannot be expanded 
rapidly without risk of quality. 

We are in the process of training additional 
personnel and have supplemented existing 
facilities, but frankly it will take months to catch 
up with current demand levels for both our 
MILITAN hermetically sealed ER line and our 
ECONOTAN'. epoxy-sealed consumer and 
industrial line. 

In the meantime... 
In the meantime, we suggest you take a closer 
look at our MINITAN and TK series as good 
alternatives to your immediate needs. 



Our distributors 
have assumed 
a pivotal role: 
Corning component availability-
In spite of shortages, we've made significant gains 
in distributor availability across all three Corning 
component lines. Progress here can be seen 
in the chart below. 
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Corning components in distribution 
have been increased dramatically. 

Tantalum 
capacitors 

Metal film 
resistors 

Glass and 
ceramic 

capacitors 
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We bel eve that a strong, well supplied 
authorized distributor network is the only way 
a component supplier can responsively meet 
the large and growing needs of the thousands of 
firms across the electronics marketplace. 

That's why our distributors are now our 
largest "customer," and why they'll be assuming 
an even more pivotal role in Corning's future 
marketing and supply plans. 

An expanded distributor 
supply center. 
To make this work, we've added a major new 
distributor supply center at a location separate 
from our plants. This supply center literally 
buys Corning components from all locations in 
anticipation of future distributor needs. In the full-
est sense, it's become a "Distributor's distribu-
tor." And it operates under a strict policy that 
prevents our OEM sales group from tapping into 
distribution supplies. 

Frankly, it will take a few months before our 
new distributor supply center builds inventory to 
levels where we can once again meet our goals 
of shipping distributor orders directly from 
off-the-shelf stocks. 

But each week we're making progress. For 
example, our lead time on RN55D metal film 
resistors has dropped from 22 to 11 weeks. 
CK12, 13, 14 BX ceramic capacitors are now 
available for off-the-shelf delivery from your local 
distributor. 

Strong emphasis on distribution means more 
firms will be introduced to Corning components 
than ever before. Engineers and buyers who've 
never used our resistors and capacitors will be 
buying them in future months. 

We'll keep you posted. 
By being first to ease component 
supply, Corning hopes to make new 
friends and win new long-term users. This 
in turn will let us keep expanding in 
increments large enough to achieve low 
cost pricing for our parts. 

We'll keep you posted. 



What Comino makes: 
Metal film resistors-precision, semi-precision 
and general purpose-including ER and flame-
proof types. Precision resistors with TC's down to 
5Oppm/°C.-with 25ppm/°C. parts coming on 
later in the year. 
Ceramic capacitors-miniature, precision multi-
layer axials with molded epoxy cases have been 
our main area of emphasis. Lower cost com-
mercial axials and commercial radials will be our 
major area of expansion in future months. 
Solid tantalum capacitors-axials in metal cans 
(in both hermetically sealed and epoxy-sealed 

types). Low cost, low profile epoxy-dipped radials 
in a range of types and sizes. Microminiature 
axials and radials-epoxy-sealed in both cylindri-
cal and rectangular cases. 
Glass capacitors-a complete line of precision, 
fused monolithic glass-dielectric capacitors. 
Introduced 30 years ago and still the ultimate 
in stability. 
Glass-KTM capacitors-miniature, multilayer, 
molded-case axials that combine the volumetric 
efficiency of ceramics with the stability that only 
a glass dielectric can provide. 

Our Distributor Network: 
ALABAMA: Huntsville; Cramer/EW (205)539-5722. ARIZONA: Phoenix; Liberty Electronics (602)257-1272. CALIFORNIA: Culver City; 
Avnet* (714)522-8220/(213)836-7200. Gardena; Bell Industries Electronics Corp. (213)321-5802. Los Angeles; Liberty Electronics 
(213)322-8100. MountaInview; Elmer Electronics (415)961-3611. San Diego; Liberty Electronics (714)565-9171. Sunnyvale; Acacia 
Sales* (408)735-0100. COLORADO: Commerce City; Elmer Electronics (303)287-9611. Denver; Cramer Electronics (303)758-2100. 
CONNECTICUT: North Haven; Cramer Electronics (203)239-5641. FLORIDA: Hollywood; Cramer/EW (305)923-8181. Hamilton/Avnet 
Electronics (305)925-5401. Orlando; Cramer/ EW (305)894-1511. ILLINOIS: Chicago; Bell Industries (312)282-5400. Schweber 
Electronics (312)593-2740. INDIANA: Indianapolis; Graham Electronics Supply (317)634-8202. MARYLAND: Baltimore; Radio Elec-
tronics Service Company (301)823-0070. MASSACHUSETTS: Watertown; Sterling Electronics (617)926-9720. Newton Centre; Cramer 
Electronics (617)969-7700. MINNESOTA: St. Paul; Ragon Electronics (612)488-0201. NEW JERSEY: Cherry Hill; Cramer Electronics 
(609)424-5993. NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque; Cramer Electronics (505)265-5767. NEW YORK: Freeport; Milgray Electronics 
(516)546-6000. Hauppauge; Cramer/Long Island (516)231-5600. Rochester; Cramer/Rochester (716)275-0300. Syracuse; Cramer/ 
Eastern (315)437-6671. Westbury; Schweber Electronics (516)334-7474. Woodbury; Harvey Electronics (516)921-8700. NORTH 
CAROLINA: Winston-Salem; Cramer/EW (919)725-8711. OHIO: Cincinnati; Sheridan Associates (513)761-5432. Cleveland; Schweber 
Electronics (216)464-2970. Columbus; Hughes-Peters (614)294-5351. PENNSYLVANIA: Philadelphia; Almo Electronics (215)676-6000. 
TEXAS: Dallas; Solid State Electronics (214)352-2601. Houston; Hamilton/Avnet Electronics (713)526-4661. UTAH: Salt Lake City; 
Cramer Electronics (801)487-4131. WASHINGTON, D.C.: Cramer/ EW (301)948-0110. Milgray/Washington (301)864-1111. WASHING-
TON: Seattle; Liberty Electronics/NW (206)763-8200. Almac/Stroum* (206)763-2300. CANADA: Montreal; Cesco Electronics, Ltd. 
(514)735-5511. Toronto; Cesco Electronics, Ltd. (416)661-0220. •Tantalum Capacitors only. 
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Probing the news   
Analysis of technology arid business develop ,,, er,ts 

Microprocessors steer to Detroit 
Car makers testing devices for sensing and control applications, 

but obstacles are unreliability, input/output interfaces 

by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager 

The concept of computers to control 
functions in automobiles has been 
bandied about Detroit for at least 
five years without becoming a real-
ity. But with increasing volumes and 
varieties of microprocessors becom-
ing available, the Big Three auto 
makers are now finding ways to 
cost-effectively implement the so-
phisticated and glamorous concept 
that they now regard as inevitable 
as death, taxes—and, of course, in-
creasing Government pollution and 
safety legislation. 
To date, all on-board micro-

processor work has been limited to 
each company's advanced-develop-
ment projects, which is to say that 
production volumes are still a way 
down the road. With traditional 
caution, the auto makers peg vol-
ume introductions to the early-1980 
time frame; more enthusiastic semi-
conductor vendors tend to place it 
in the 1978 or 1979 model years. 
The major obstacles now are device 
unreliability and the need for in-
put/output devices and interfaces. 
"Knowing the lead time to de-

velop an automotive product, I can 
say with quite a bit of confidence 
that there will not be any significant 
usage in the 1970s," says John L. 
Webster, manager of electronic-
product development at Chrysler 
Corp.'s Huntsville (Ala.) division, 
which has an impressive track 
record for automotive electronic 
firsts. "But I think we'll have a few 
hundred thousand of them in cars in 
the early '80s." 
Auto makers say they are now 

learning to program and use micro-
processors, as well as trying to deter-
mine optimum system configura-
tions. Potential applications for 
engine management include spark 

timing, combustion control, emis-
sion control, automatic-transmission 
control, and cruise control—all of 
which manufacturers say could be 
controlled by a single micro-
processor. 

Detroit watchers, on the other 
hand, are betting that the Big Three 
will take the more traditional ap-
proach: individual functions based 
on dedicated custom MOS LSI, each 
justified in terms of cost, consumer 
value, and reliability, and intro-
duced one by one. A second-gener-
ation system would combine the 
separate engine-control functions 
into a subsystem under the control 
of a single microprocessor, perhaps 
tied to a central processor that 
coordinates other satellite micro-
processors for safety functions (in-
cluding antiskid braking), driver-as-
sistance features (such as diagnostic 
and fuel economy readouts), and in-
terior-temperature control. 
"Whether it should be done in 

one microprocessor or many is still 
an open issue," says Shaun S. Dev-

lin of Ford's Vehicle Control de-
partment in Dearborn, Mich. And, 
mirroring his counterparts at GM 
and Chrysler, he adds, "It really 
comes down in the final analysis to 
economics." 

Ideally, the manufacturers would 
like to see a single box that could be 
applied, regardless of the options a 
customer chooses. Variability could 
be built into the software and iso-
lated to a section of a read-only 
memory that would be plugged into 
a standard CPU. 

Solutions. Detroit agrees that mi-
croprocessors, along with custom LSI 
and probably programable logic ar-
rays, are an inevitable solution to 
future electronic-applications prob-
lems. And while certain specifica-
tions—noise immunity, wide-tem-
perature operation, and the ability 
to tolerate some aberrations in 
power supply—will have to be stan-
dard on microprocessors shipped to 
Detroit, the auto makers haven't de-
cided on, and currently don't agree 
on, other parameters of the device 

Actuators have them worried 

Talk to automobile manufacturers about the use of microprocessors, and 
they'll agree on two things: the device will inevitably appear under the 
hoods of their products, and some of the biggest problems they have to 
solve concern the input/output electronics associated with micro-
processors. 

Perhaps the greatest interface problem is the one presented by the ac-
tuators. The starter solenoid, for example, produces transients on the order 
of 70 volts, and window-lift motors, windshield-wiper motors, and fuel-injec-
tion solenoids all require sizable starting-current surges. 

"All these things were made to operate with pieces of metal that come to-
gether, and now we've got to find better ways to do the work—ways that are 
compatible with semiconductor driving," says John T. Auman, a General 
Motors executive engineer. "If you look at that very critically, you realize 
that it's the tail tending to wag the dog." 
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Probing the news 

that would provide the best per-
formance. Vendors report that the 
auto people have adaptions of every 
available product on the road. 
General Motors pioneered com-

puters in cars with minicomputers in 
the trunks of its highly publicized 
Alpha series auto of the future. The 
microprocessor, an early 4-bit build-
ing block from Intel Corp., made its 
debut in thé Alpha IV. While GM 
officials aren't saying what the de-
vices are being used for, they're 
pretty well satisfied with what's 
commercially available. "We know 
exactly what we want in a micro-
processor, and we think that micro-
processors, for the most part, to take 
care of our requirements are avail-
able," notes John T. Auman, an 
executive engineer on GM's ad-
vance-roduct-engineering staff. 
No injection. In a less splashy 

progràm, Ford used a Digital 
Equipment Corp. PDP-1 1 to control 
spark timing, exhaust-gas recircula-
tion, and fuel injection. Ford has 
since evolved that program into a 
microprbcessor and custom-Lsi sys-
tem for timing spark ignition and 
positioning the exhaust-gas-recircu-
lation valve. The fuel-injection por-
tion of the earlier attempt has been 
abandoned as too complex to justify 
its benefits. 

"It's a very classic control prob-
lem," reports Devlin, "but it's 
higher-speed than most, in a terrible 
environment, and we don't know 
enough about the car to cast any-
thing in the concrete of a hard-
wired system." 

Ford, unlike GM, opted for the 
custom route with a 12-bit micro-
processor, because the auto maker 
didn't see anything on the market 
that could do the job. "There's no 
such thing as a general-purpose, in-
dustrial-control microprocessor," 
says Ron H. Temple, Devlin's co-re-
searcher at Ford. "Standard micro-
processors are not fast enough, nor 
are they accurate enough at the 
speed we need to carry our nu-
merical calculations," Devlin adds. 
Wants 12 bits. "We need inter-

rupts—we've got to relate to asyn-
chronous things happening in the 
engine, and we can't afford the 
memory consumption to do status-

checking," Temple explains. "And 
we need 12 bits, at least; otherwise, 
we end up doing double precision 
all the time to get the accuracy we 
need. We need signed multiply and 
divide: we're using formulas involv-
ing square roots, for example, to 
compensate for things in the engine 
that we correct for temperature and 
flows." 

Settles for 8. Chrysler, on the 
other hand, disagrees with the need 
for a 12-bit machine. "Admittedly, 
there are a few instances that re-
quire this precision, but not enough 
to need a 12-bit format in a micro-
processor," Webster comments. "An 
8-bit device may miss on a few of 
the informations you're processing 
but all you do is stick in another 
word and you've got it. A processor 
of higher order would be wasteful," 
he says. 

Chrysler is developing micro-
processors in three applications—en-
tertainment, engine electrical, and 
body electrical, or instrument panel. 
Its first work was with the MCS-4 
chip set from Intel, and it's now 
studying larger processors, including 
General Automation's LS! 12/16 
silicon-on-sapphire chip (see p. 72). 
"We're looking to sos for speed, pri-
marily," Webster says. 

Engine functions, especially those 
that maximize fuel economy at min-
imum emissions, are getting the 
bulk of the auto makers' attention. 
"Because of the increasing amount 
of legislation on emissions and fuel 
economy, we'll be forced into more 
and more precise and more sophis-
ticated control of the engine," says 
Ford's Temple. 
Economy. And even putting aside 

the potential threat of legislated en-
gine control, Detroit will probably 
find consumers willing to pay for a 
fuel-economy option as they see fuel 
costs pushing toward a dollar a gal-
lon. Using 1973 Environmental Pro-
tection Agency figures on gasoline 
consumption, Robert B. Hood, man-
ager of Fairchild's Advanced Au-
tomotive Products department, esti-
mates that using microprocessors for 
engine control could yield a factor 
of 1.8 to 2.0 improvement in econ-
omy. 

Barring the way to speedier im-
plementation of microprocessor-
based systems in autos are Detroit's 
doubts about reliability, and a lack 

of input and output interfaces. 
"The electronics industry has a long 
ways to go to supply something as 
complicated as a microprocessor 
chip," comments one automobile of-
ficial. "It's still learning how to sell 
us a simple transistor that meets our 
reliability needs. Microprocessors 
have a heck of a lot more wire 
bonds, and I hope they beat the wire 
bonds by the time we get around to 
using them. Today's devices just 
aren't going to make it through the 
thermal cycles we have to live 
through. 
When it comes to obstacles, at 

least one, system reliability, will 
have to be worked out between De-
troit and its vendors. "They want to 
understand all a microprocessor's 
failure modes," says Floyd 
Kvamme, vice president and direc-
tor of marketing for National Semi-
conductor. "Most things they've 
used to date have degraded grace-
fully. With most of the things elec-
tronics companies have proposed, 
when the system blows, the car stops 
running." 

Interconnects. Auto manufac-
turers emphasize, and some semi-
conductor manufacturers recognize, 
that only a small percentage of the 
cost and problems of eventual on-
board microprocessor systems are in 
the microprocessors themselves. 
"Microprocessors are here; what 
we're waiting for are the input and 
output devices," Webster says, "and 
frequently the people in the elec-
tronics side of the house ignore that 
problem." 
Adds Gm's Auman: "The prob-

lems of reliability and cost as they 
associate themselves with the inter-
connect, with the sensors, and with 
the actuators are really the first-or-
der problems that have to be 
solved." 
"The bulk of the problem really 

lies in the interfacing elements— 
both the input and the output," ech-
oes Fairchild's Hood. "For instance, 
using an inductive pickup for wheel 
positioning or crankshaft position-
ing requires fairly good signal pro-
cessing to get a digital signal that 
can be fed to a microprocessor," he 
explains. 

"We're trying to come up with 
good digital sensors that that don't 
need a lot of analog-to-digital con-
verters for," Auman says. E 
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It may not be sexy. 
But to an engineer, it's dynamite. 
Finally, someone has put its 

family of High Rel products 
between the covers of a book. 

That someone is RCA Solid State. 
The people who created an entire 
organization exclusively to tackle 
your IC High Rel problems. And 
this High Rel Data Book is a good 
place to start. 

Almost 600 pages of problem-

International 

solving facts including application 
notes, design features, operating 
considerations. Even a cross index 
to the other RCA Solid State Data 
Books. 

To an engineer searching for 
High Rel digital CMOS building 
blocks; linear IC's for military or 
industrial applications; RF devices 
or power transistors, this is the 

RCA, Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K., or Fuji Buildmg, 7.4 Kosurnigosekl, 3.Chorne, Chiyodo.Ku,Tokyo, Japan. 

In Canada: RCA Liniited, Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada. State 

place to look. The first place. 
So if you've always wanted to 

know about High Rel products, but 
didn't know where to go, you do 
now. Available from your RCA 
distributor, your nearest RCA sales 
office or direct from us (send $2.00). 

Write: RCA Solid State, Section 
70D18, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 
08876. 

Solid 
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Probing the news 

Communications 

Police are buying digital systems 
Cleveland is about to announce winner of $600,000 contract, Los Angeles 

plans to equip 200 cars, and many other departments get in line 

by William A. Arnold, Aerospace Editor 

Police cars are starting to respond 
to a different kind of call: digital 
communications. Although far from 
being universal, digital electronics is 
being bought or considered for 
scores of law-enforcement units be-
cause digital technology speeds re-
sponse time, makes better use of 
available frequencies, and otherwise 
improves communications between 
cars and with headquarters. 

Cleveland is expected soon to an-
nounce a contract to equip 125 cars 
with mobile digital-communications 
terminals. The $600,000 award for 
an initial system will go either to the 
tiny Kustom Electronics Inc. Data 
Communications division in Chan-
ute, Kan., or IBM's Data Processing 
division, White Plains, N.Y. Other 
police departments talking or buy-
ing digital communications include 
Las Vegas; Seattle; San Francisco; 
Minneapolis; Boston; Rochester, 
N.Y.; New York City; Chicago; 
Palm Beach, Fla.; and the states of 
Massachusetts and North Carolina. 
A potentially big purchase will be 

made by the Los Angeles police de-
partment, which plans to outfit 200 
cars within the next year. William 
A. Shand, marketing manager for 
Atlantic Research Corp., Alexan-
dria, Va., predicts that the special-
ized Los Angeles system will be ex-
panded eventually to include 
approximately 1,000 cars. 
Shand adds that he's sold 15 units 

to Dearborn Heights, Mich., and is 
awaiting an order for another 15 
from Hampton, Va. Other manufac-
turers include the big and the small 
in mobile communications: Coded 
Communications Corp., E-Systems 
Inc. (which bought GTE Sylvania's 
system), Motorola Inc., RCA Corp., 
Sunrise Electro-Service Corp., Tele-
type Corp., and Xerox Corp. 

Giving impetus to digital gear is 
the Justice Department's Law En-
forcement Assistance Adminis-
tration. LEAA provides funds for 
demonstration systems, such as 
those in Kansas City and Cleveland, 
where departments can test and get 
used to the idea. The well-heeled 

agency also can pump a great deal 
of money into new police equip-
ment, often with the police depart-
ments paying only 10% of the cost of 
the gear. 

Furthermore, LEAA has prac-
tically endorsed digital electronics in 
the report of a survey of depart-
ments using digital gear. The study 
was performed by Urban Sciences 
Inc. of Wellesley, Mass., a subsidi-
ary of Sentor Security group of New 
York City. It was done for the Law 
Enforcement Standards Laboratory 
of the Commerce Department's Na-
tional Bureau of Standards, which 
performs services for LEAA'S re-
search arm, the National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Jus-
tice. 

But the market isn't just lying 
there, ripe for the picking. IBM 
spokesmen concede that the giant 
computer corporation hasn't sold 
any equipment and has no potential 
business at the moment. Atlantic 
Research's Shand says, "Everything 
is LEAA money." Companies "won't 

Keeping In touch. This sample digital police communication system uses phone lines (in white below) and d links (zigzag lines). 
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An 
Industry first. 

RCA Solid State's CA3097E Thyristor/Transistor IC Array 
There are so many ways to use — DC Current 25 mA (max.) 

it that we can't even begin to describe D p-n-p/n-p-n transistor pair 
them to you. — beta —_—__- 8000 (typ) 

We've put a programmable uni- @ lc = 10 mA 
junction transistor (PUT), sensitive O n-p-n transistor 
gate SCR, zener diode, p-n-p/n-p-n — VCEO — 30 V (min.) 
transistor pair and an n-p-n transistor — lc = 100 mA (max.) 
...all together in the 100 times D Thermal and electrical component 
improved plastic package system — tracking with the design flexibility of 
RCA's new E-55 (16 lead DIP). discrete components 

Check these characteristics and D Improved product reliability with 
decide for yourself how to use the the E-55 plastic packaging system, 
CA3097E in your system. which demonstrates two orders of 

Characteristics magnitude improvement in reliability 
D Programmable unijunction over previous industry average. 
transistor (PUT) D Operation over a temperature 
— peak-point current = range of —55 to +125°C. 

15 mA (typ) at AG -= 1 M If the CA3097E can work for 
— VAK = Li-- 30 V you, order now. It is available in 
— DC Anode Current =150 mA quantity—at a price that will stop you 

El Sensitive-gate silicon controlled in your tracks: $1.35 (1K price). 
rectifier (SCR) Want to know more about the 
— 150 mA forward current (max.) CA3097E? Write: RCA Solid State. 

D Zener diode Section 70D18, Box 3200, 
— 8 V -± 10% Somerville, New Jersey 08876. 
— Zz = 15 1-/ (typ.) Or phone: (201) 722-3200, Ext. 3144. 

Rell Solid State 
products that make products pay oft 

International' RCA. Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K /RCA. Fuji Building, 7-4 Kasumigaseki, 3-Cnome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Japan/RCA, 103 Nanking E. Road, Sect 2. 2nd Floor, Taipei, Taiwan. In Canada: RCA Limited, Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada 
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Probing the news 

sell if cities have to buy units them-
selves." The real problem, he avers, 
"is that the equipment isn't as cheap 
as the real market wants." 
Even a 20-unit system costs 

$120,000, "a big chunk for a city to 
bite off," Shand says. And, if a com-
pany has to produce 15 at a time, 
there's no way to get the price down. 
He advocates changing the designs 
to reduce the price, largely by inte-
grating circuits on chips. But, the 
"chip manufacturers aren't inter-
ested unless you can order 5,000 
chips," Shand concludes. 

Developing standards. The Gov-
ernment's next step is to contract 
with Urban Sciences to develop 
minimum performance require-
ments for units, says Marshall J. 
Treado, program manager for com-
munications systems at the NBS 
standards laboratory. While he em-
phasizes that the Government will 
do no compliance testing and that 
the standards will be voluntary, it is 
obvious that a set of standards will 
make it easier for departments to 
buy equipment with Government 
help. 
The Urban Sciences study [Elec-

tronics, Feb. 7, p. 59] cites the ad-
vantages of increased speed, ability 
to handle a greater volume of com-
munications, and inherent security 
of digital signaling. 
The report concludes that "digital 

communications represents one of 
the most useful means that tech-
nology can offer for improving com-
munications operations for law en-
forcement." 
The study surveyed 16 law-en-

forcement agencies using digital 
communications ranging from 
status-only to fuller, more comput-
erized, communications, and it eval-
uated 15 car terminals from 10 man-
ufacturers. 
The available equipment from 

manufacturers will meet user needs 
and provide a "flexible choice of 
system configurations," the report 
states, but "operating experience 
with these equipments is limited, so 
no quantitative conclusions can be 
made with regard to maintenance 
and service performance." 

Marketing managers will be glad 
to learn that two-way digital com-

munications is a definite require-
ment, according to the law-enforce-
ment agencies surveyed, as is a 
system that provides "full-text" and 
"status" capability. Half of the de-
partments indicated that they plan 
to equip all of their vehicles with 
digital gear, while the other half 
would equip according to varying 
work loads. For the base station, 
about half want both visual and 
hard-copy terminals, while the rest 
specify visual information displays 
only. 

For the vehicles, about 40% re-
quire CRT-type displays with print-
ers added in selected cars, about 
35% want both for all cars, approxi-
mately 20% had no definite opinion, 
and only 5% wanted only a two-way 
printer. More than half of the de-
partments said they wanted auto-
matic polling of mobile units for 
status updating. 

For the future, companies should 
reduce the size of their car termi-
nals. All police agencies surveyed 
"voiced considerable concern over 
the bulk" of many of the digital ter-
minals available, the study says. 
Front-seat space is limited, and 
most police departments would like 
as much of the digital gear as pos-
sible to fit in the trunk of their cruis-
ers. 
The agencies also think that sys-

tems should be compatible with 
automatic vehicle-monitoring net-
works and with computer-aided dis-
patch systems. Also, among other 
objectives, displays should be read-
able in direct sunlight, messages 
should not be displayed while no of-
ficer is in the vehicle, multiple-chan-

nel systems should have channel-
switching controls, and these sys-
tems should provide digital identi-
fication of which radio channels are 
in use. 

Overall, departments like using 
digital communications. About 80% 
mention security and improved re-
sponse time, while 55% like the re-
duction in channel utilization, con-
firms Treado. Using a digital 
system, one police department re-
ports a 140-fold increase in patrol 
queries and a 15-second response 
time from the patrol car to the FBI's 
National Computer Information 
Center and other computerized data 
banks. 

During slow nights, some patrol-
men swing around motels and check 
license plates, which has brought 
about an astonishing increase in the 
number of hits, or identifications of 
cars sought as stolen or in connec-
tion with crimes. "The hits per time 
on the air go up drastically," says 
Treado. "If you can check 100 times 
more license plates, you'll probably 
get 100 times more hits." 
How big is the market? "I think 

there's a very large potential mar-
ket," says John L. Aker, Kustom's 
data-communications manager. He 
lists Motorola and IBM as formi-
dable competitors, even though 
Kustom beat out IBM in Kansas City 
[Electronics, Dec. 6, 1971, p. 391. 
Sunrise, which has sold a digital sys-
tem for a New York City taxi fleet 
[Electronics, Feb. 7, p. 39] and offers 
the highest transmission rate of any 
system, also is interested in the po-
lice market, says William Smith, 
president. 

Cutting congestion, but not traffic 
Police-communications systems are using the proven advantages of digital 
technology to update law-enforcement electronics. Instead of slow voice 
transmission with its inherent delays, garbles, and relays, digital gear will let 
a patrolman in a squad car quickly query a base station or a central data 
bank for the desired response. One great advantage of digital communi-
cations is that it dramatically lessens frequency congestion while allowing 
for an increase in traffic volume. 
A typical terminal in a squad car can weigh up to 45 pounds, use CRT, 

light-emitting diode, plasma, or hard-copy display for the digital information, 
and have a keyboard with numerical keys for codes and other keys for spe-
cial functions. One bugaboo has been the allegation that digital systems are 
less secure than voice, even though they need no voice-scrambling appa-
ratus. However, if one is stolen, that unit can be left out of the network be-
cause, since the unit is selectively addressed, it can also be selectively 
"deaddressed." 
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rhE MACPODATA MD-107i? 
Memory System Analyzer! 714u, 

Imagine a tester that can handle plated-wire, 
core, or semiconductor memories ... that can 
test complete computer memory systems, mem-
ory boards, or memory chips ... that can oper-
ate at 10 MHz and compare up to 160 data bits 
at any of 16,000,000 addresses. 

The Macrodata MD-107 Memory System Ana-
lyzer does it all. 
• Macrodata's Cascaded Computer Control 
Testing Concept • Minicomputer, Micropro-
grammable Processor, and CRT Display • Key-

..... 
.... .e-

IlibeLe"....gred1011 
• 

Line Printer 
(Option) 

board Entry of Test Programs • Split Cycle 
Timing Capability • Sophisticated Address 
Manipulation Capability • Simple Software Lan-
guage with Display of Directive Action for 
Operator Based on Test Results • Extensive 
Sync Capability • CRT Display of Device 
Inputs/Outputs for Test Monitoring • CRT Mes-
sage Display for Easy Program Debug • Com-
plete system under $50,000. 

For the full story, send for the MD-107 brochure, 
or call us directly. 
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Macrodata Corporation, 6203 Varlet Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91364, Phone: (213) 887-5550, Telex: 65-1345 
Sales Offices: Northern California Area Tel. (408) 735-9560 • Southwestern Area Tel. (213) 644-3611 • Scottsdale Tel. (602) 947-7841 • Minneapolis Area 

Tel. (612) 636-1770 • Chicago Area Tel. (312) 455-5100 • Cleveland Area Tel. (216) 461-8333 • East Coast Tel. (516) 343-8600 international: West Germany 
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-y 272-2171 • Buckinghamshire, England Tel. High Wycombe (0494) 36 3 81 Telex: (851)837236 
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Probing the news 

Companies 

GA moves to meet new competition 
Maker of minicomputers and automated systems, which grossed $30 million 

in 1973, faces squeeze from mini, semiconductor firms 

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager 

At its inception in 1967, General 
Automation Inc., the Anaheim, 
Calif., maker of minicomputers and 
computer-based automation sys-
tems, placed itself in a growth 
arena—the industrial-automation 
business. The company's 1973 sales 
of $30 million are largely derived 
from that business, which was cho-
sen because one of GA manage-
ment's basic tenets was to go after 
industries that were ready to turn to 
computer-based automation. 

But the still-young company faces 
some of its most serious challenges 
as it sets its sights on sales of $200 
million by 1978. It is offering more 
visible competition to such larger 
minicomputer manufacturers as 
Digital Equipment Corp. and Data 
General Corp., and it has to con-
tend with possible inroads into its 

Competitor. GA's SOS processor chip, 
the 12/16, is designed to battle se:nicon-

ductor companies in the market. 

business from semiconductor micro-
processor manufacturers. 
GA has made some moves to 

counter the technology thrust of the 
semiconductor community. It has 
developed its own silicon-on-sap-
phire microprocessor CPU for use in 
its minicomputers, and it has in-
vested in an mos supplier in Moun-
tain View, Calif. 
On the business-strategy side, GA 

is even more aggressively exploiting 
the automotive industry's readiness 
to automate, as well making acquisi-
tions that have positioned it in other 
growth markets. 
Founder and chairman Lawrence 

A. Goshorn was the main architect 
of the firm's strategy in choosing its 
markets, but he admits to at least 
one miscalculation. Fortunately, 
that market remains promising. His 
criteria were four: Go after fields in 
which the leaders "had a minimum 
amount of energy; when the timing 
was right to position GA as the 
leader; where the industry was 
ready to turn to computer-based au-
tomation; and where the market 
size was right—"large enough, but 
not too large." 

'Mistake' in timing. The "mis-
take" he admits was to under-
estimate the automotive market. 
"Through 1985, $10 billion will be 
spent on automation." Yet GA has 
done well, both because it was well 
positioned, and because it concen-
trated on some 200 submarkets—for 
example, carburetor manufacturing 
and testing, and transmissions, tires, 
and diagnostic centers. 
General Automation has concen-

trated right from the start on three 
major markets for both OEMs and 
end users: industrial automation, 
communications, and scientific sys-

tems. The industrial segment in-
cludes the lucrative automotive 
market, which accounts for about 
11% of its business, with many test, 
alignment, and assembly systems 
used worldwide on automobile pro-
duction lines. , 
The industrial-automation busi-

ness accounts for about 13% of sales, 
and special systems are used in elec-
trical and electronic production for 
coil winders, parts inserters, printed-
circuit-board drilling machines, and 
wire wrapping. 
Data communications, a major 

growth market, accounts for about 
16% of business, with about a quar-
ter of GA's sales in the business and 
scientific arena. Here GA 18/30 sys-
tems compete with mm 1130s in disk 
monitoring systems, and with Ism 
1800s in supervisory control. 

In all these markets, GA is up 
against stiff competition from the 
biggest and the most successful 
firms in the electronics industries— 
though, perhaps fortunately, none is 
a competitor across the board. 
Chip makers threaten. But for the 

future—a future that may already be 
here—president Raymond J. Noorda 
says the semiconductor companies 
are the most serious threats to mini-
computer makers. However, Gosh-
orn says, "I do believe that we're go-
ing to see more companies inte-
grating semiconductor capacity into 
their companies, particularly as we 
see the rampant semiconductor 
companies try to become everything 
to everyone." 

GA'S response has been two-fold. 
First, there is the silicon-on-sap-
phire microcomputer; second, GA is 
investing in a semi-captive mos 
house, Synertek of Mountain View, 
Calif. Noorda feels that GA is in bet-
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ter shape than rivals whose micro-
processors, say, have been devel-
oped by semiconductor houses. "We 
feel that we have something pro-
prietary to offer our customers." He 
adds, "the OEM customer wants to 
put you out of his business and do 
as much as possible himself. If he 
can make the fundamental product 
himself more cheaply by buying a 
few chips, he will. If you expect him 
to keep you, he has to know you will 
continue to have something to offer. 
We will have very low-cost, high-
performance 'iron' product for the 
OEMs." 
GA has delivered sample sos mi-

crocomputers to a number of cus-
tomers, including RCA Corp., but 
doesn't expect product flow to start 
until late summer, says marketing 
vice president Michael Ford. "It 
takes three to nine months for cus-
tomers to need the flow. We have 40 
customers that could turn into big 
buyers, with a dozen already com-
mitted." He estimates that require-
ments could be 15,000 to 17,000 or 
30,000, depending on acceptance of 
the customers' products. 
sOS deal. In view of GA's sour at-

titude toward the semiconductors 
suppliers that are now competitors, 
the firm's relationship with sos sup-
plier Rockwell Microelectronics is 
interesting. Noorda points out that 
both companies have contributed a 
lot to the development of the 12/16. 
GA has exclusive use of its parts, of 
course, but "we're anxious for Rock-
well to develop the sos technology 
and sell it to others. We don't want 
to have the only SOS products; it's a 
very lonely position." 

General Automation also has 
made a number of significant moves 
toward vertical integration through 
acquisitions and investments in sup-
pliers, customer-marketing arms, 
and a new venture in Japan. Last 
year, the firm acquired Dynamil 
Inc., a manufacturer of multilayer 
circuit boards. 
A significant GA investment is in 

Silicon Valley. There, Synertek ex-
pects to start supplying GA with 
1103 and 2102 mos random-access 
memories later this year and even-
tually to supply a major part of its 
memory needs. Other Synertek in-
vestors are Victor Comptometer and 
American Telecommunications. At 
present, GA buys these mos prod-

Hands on the tiller 
Although Lawrence A. Goshorn has relinquished the presidency and day-
to-day management of General Automation Inc. to Raymond J. Noorda, no 
one should conclude that Goshorn is moving out of the picture in the com-
pany he founded and shaped. He remains chairman of the board and chief 
operating officer, and he intends to concentrate on product planning, fi-
nancing, acquisitions, and executive hiring, plus technology, an area of 
great interest. The 38-year old Goshorn, who contends that he can serve 
better outside of the hectic daily routine, states, "Ray is a much better ad-
ministrator than I am." 
Goshorn is a soft-spoken but emphatic Kentuckian (he moved to Arizona 

when he was 11), with a BS in computer engineering and MS in control en-
gineering from Arizona State University. He served five years in the Navy 
and has been director of engineering at Decision Control (now Varian Data 
Machines), manager of technical marketing at Computer Control Co. (now 
part of Honeywell Information Systems), and he started out at General Elec-
tric Co.'s process-control computer department, where he helped design 
and develop some of the industry's earliest computers. Goshorn sees his 
strength in technical concepts, but his marketing insight has obviously 
helped General Automation. 
One of Goshorn's favorite topics is that semiconductor companies are 

aggressively going after the markets that his and other minicomputer 
makers have opened. "Up to now, component companies have been going 
after loose-toothed tigers that roll over and die—old industries like electro-
mechanical calculators, meters, relays, and watches. They won't find such 
an easy fight when they try to take over the computer business. The com-
puter companies themselves are young, aggressive, and already electron-
ics-based. They won't fall down and let the components companies have 
the business." 
Goshorn isn't interested in helping the suppliers who are now becoming 

his competitors, hence his internal SOS-design group, and investment in 
MOS maker Synertek. He's also stated in the past that Texas Instruments, 
which is pursuing the minicomputer and automation markets, as well as 
making ICs, isn't a GA supplier for precisely that reason. 

President Noorda has had a strong background in process and automa-
tion control at General Electric—in fact, he was responsible for hiring Gosh-
orn at GE. After 21 years, Noorda decided that a lot of things he wanted to 
do technically couldn't be done at the giant company, and he joined his old 
friend's firm. 

Noorda feels his main contribution at GA has been to make it work on a 
business-like basis. "Before, they were going after too many markets in a 
somewhat haphazard way, and if there's one thing I learned in the 10 years 
I spent in marketing, it's that you've got to concentrate on a few markets to 
do well in any of them." Now, Noorda spends more and more time with le-
gal and financial people and requirements—areas that Goshorn appears to 
have left without many tears. "He keeps telling me about all the opportu-
nities I've gained," says Noorda, smiling. 

ucts from other mos suppliers. 
Goshorn points out that semicon-
ductor memory will account for 70% 
to 80% of the microcomputer busi-
ness. Meanwhile, the company and 
its investors are involved in a law-
suit with major mos maker Ameri-
can Microsystems Inc., which claims 
that Synertek management has mi-
sappropriated AMI trade secrets and 
recruited its employees. 

In forward integration. GA an-
nounced in February that it is ac-
quiring Tal-Star Computer Systems 
Inc., Princeton, N. J., GA's major 
printing-industry computer cus-

tomer for four years. Its systems are 
used to automate production, type-
setting, printing, and distribution of 
many major U. S. newspapers. 
Goshorn expects expansion down-
ward to smaller systems. And last 
year GA acquired Data Systems En-
gineering Inc., in Anaheim, a system 
development and product develop-
ment company. 

GA's foreign business already ac-
counts for significant 27% its sales. 
And in December, the company re-
ceived approval for a 50-50 joint 
venture with Koyo Electronics In-
dustries Co. in Tokyo. 
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Only one of these 
synchronous motors 

• 
is a genuine 
Synchrone Motor. 

Synchron motors are made in five 
major styles. Speeds from 900 rpms 
to one revolution per week. Torque 
from 8 through 98 oz-in at one rpm. 
Hundreds of output options. 

Look dikes aren't 
perform-alikes. 
Not by a mile. And once a motor is installed in your 
product, who cares what it looks like? As long as it 
does its job, is trouble-free and lasts a specified 
time. 

But how do you know which of the three will 
perform the best? Do you gamble and just pick one, 
assuming they're all about the same? Hardly. You 
specify the one that's made by a company that's 
just as interested in how well the motor performs 
as you are ... who will stand by it 100% ... who 
will deliver it when you need it ... at a fair price. 

But most of all, from a company dedicated to help-
ing you solve your problems with the best product 
made. The motor on the left is the one we're talk-
ing about. It's the genuine Synchron. 

Call or write for complete Synchron motor specifica-
tions and the name of your Hansen representative. 

MALLORY gi HANSEN •MANUFACTURING CO. 
a division of P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC. 
Princeton, Indiana 47870 

We make every Synchron motor as if our name were on your product. 
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Probing the news 

Education 

EE enrollment recovers from slump 
But the short-term outlook is for a shortage, now that engineers from 

recession-hit classes are beginning to enter the job market 

by Mary Chalupsky, staff writer 

EE enrollments are making a come-
back from the recession-fed decline 
of the early 1970s as college admin-
istrators push to make curriculums 
more flexible, broader-based, and 
more appealing. 

Still, some administrators say the 
short-term prospect is for a shortage 
of graduate EEs. Their forecast is 
based on smaller 1974 graduating 
classes that reflect the diminished 
interest in electrical engineering on 
the part of 1970's freshmen. Man-
power cutbacks, particularly in the 
aerospace industry, frightened po-
tential students, and schools are still 
struggling to attract people. 
Another recession now, says John 

Alden, director of the Engineers 
Joint Council, could really hurt 
those efforts. And looking still fur-
ther ahead, Alden points out that a 
decline in the U.S. birth rate is be-
ginning to slow elementary-school 
enrollment. This could mean an-
other reduction in college enroll-
ment and, ultimately, yet another 
problem for industry. 
One approach being taken by en-

gineering school administrators is to 
widen their curriculums in subjects 
like sociology, business, economics, 
and humanities. Thus, the tradi-
tional approach to engineering edu-
cation, with concentration on math 
and the sciences, is evolving into 
more flexible programs based upon 
the demands of a new breed of engi-
neer. 
"The guy with the slide rule, flat 

top, and white socks isn't the engi-
neer of today," says one educator. 
"In fact, a pocket calculator is re-
placing the symbolic slide rule." 
At the same time, more students 

are transferring to engineering pro-
grams from liberal arts curriculums 
as well as from junior and commu-
nity colleges. That shift stems from 
a growing scarcity of jobs for gradu-
ates in the humanities. 
David Boylan, dean of the college 

of engineering at Iowa State Uni-
versity, Ames, Iowa, terms the new 
emphasis on engineering education 
a "multi-disciplinary outlook." 
However, he points out, "although 
companies would like a broader-

educated individual, they are still 
looking for the specialized engi-
neer." 

But most administrators agree on 
their major predicament—that for 
the short term there's more demand 
for engineers than there are gradu-
ates entering the profession. One 
school reports that requests from in-
dustry recruiters are so plentiful that 
the recruiters are referred to other 
institutions. Some schools simply 
turn them away. 

Spending. Another tack being 
taken by colleges is to increase re-
cruiting budgets—double, in some 
instances—with college representa-
tives promoting their programs via 
TV, stepping up direct mail, and in-
creasing contact with high school 
counselors and science instructors. 
At Georgia Institute of Technology, 
an institution that draws easily from 
the southeastern part of the U.S., 
administrators are starting students 
early. They are skipping recruitment 
at the high school level and going 
straight to elementary and junior 
high students, with favorable re-

EE ENROLLMENT 1970 — 73 

AEROSPACE 

BIOMEDICAL 

ELECTRICAL 

TOTAL 

1970 

1st year total 

3,213 

43 

11,911 

15,167 

12,836 

212 

54,183 

67,231 

1971 

1st year total 

1,407 6,819 

88 363 

9,958 50,103 

11,453 60,285 

1972 

let year total 

1,028 

182 

8,255 

9,465 

4,656 

590 

45,061 

50,307 

Source: Engineering Manpower Commission of Engineers Joint Council 

1973 

1st year total 

966 3,923 

156 862 

9,141 43,447 

10,263 48,232 

Numbers picture. While over-all totals have been dropping for aerospace and electrical engineering, the amount of the slide has decreased 

significantly for the latter discipline. At the same time, the total of first-year students increased in 1973 for the first time in three years. 
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Probing the news 

suits. And the University of Mich-
igan has gone on the road with a 
mobile unit that travels to shopping 
centers, schools, and fairs to demon-
strate basic experiments in an effort 
to attract more students into engi-
neering. 

So while technical schools try to 
train more new engineers, industry 

has to wait for the lag to work itself 
out. According to a forecast by one 
New York consultant, a 50% in-
crease in demand for technical man-
power during 1973 is being carried 
over into 1974. Behind the surge in 
demand are the energy crisis and 
accompanying environmental prob-
lems, increased research and ex-
penditures, and continuing technical 
breakthroughs. 

In fact, the energy crisis has 

THINKING 
ABOUT LSI? 

Our new 'LSI Feasibility File' will help 
answer your questions about development 
procedures, costs, and how to evaluate 

the technology on your own terms. 

It also explains how we can help. 
The decision to employ the advanced technologies of Large-Scale Integration is 
seldom an easy one. And the facts on which to base your decision aren't always 
easy to come by. That's why we've just published our LSI Feasibility File. In it 
you'll find a lot of factual information about the technology and how you might 
be able to use individually developed LSI subsystems to improve your product. 
Use the coupon below to order your copy today We're sure it will help. 

MICRO POWER SYSTEMS 
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050, Phone (408) 247-5350, T1NX: 910-338-0154 
Japary Vas K‘marast,, 21 Moll Bldg., 2-2-5 Roppongl, MInato•ku, Tokyo, Phone. 586 0471 

riallalli..11111.1....1.111.1.1.11111.111111111111111.111111.1.111.11111.1 

If LSI subsystems can improve your TELL US ABOUT YOUR 
products performance, slash POTENTIAL APPLICATION: 
production costs and fatten profit 
margins, one or all of these three 
publications may tell you how. 
Ask for your copies now. 

D 

▪ LI 

▪ u 

LSI FEASIBILITY FILE—How to eval-
uate the technology and "get started' 
with LSI 

LSI COST ANALYSIS FILE—How to 
cope with the numbers game. includ-
ing four specific case histories. 

LSI DEVELOPMENT 8. SUPPORT— 
An illustrated description of our capa-
bilities and unusual way of doing 
business 

Name  

Title  

Company  

Address  

City  

State  ZIP  

WE CAN HELP 

brought a renewal of interest among 
students. But many administrators 
are apprehensive about the long-
lasting effect of the energy shortage 
on engineering education. While 
some see it as a top drawing card, 
others assert that energy reverbera-
tions could have an adverse effect by 
causing a complete reversal in the 
economy. 

Administrators also point to rela-
tively untapped sources of students: 
minority groups and women. Opin-
ion here is mixed, for while the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology notes that 20% of 1974's 
freshmen will be women and Co-
lumbia University reports that the 
enrollment of women has doubled, 
other schools say minority groups 
aren't responding to enrollment 
drives as expected. 

Eyes on goals. Another change 
noted by administrators of engineer-
ing schools in general, and EE pro-
grams in particular, is in the stu-
dents themselves. They agree that 
undergraduates today are more 
serious and goal-oriented than they 
were five years ago. For one thing, 
there is less anti-technology feeling 
now, what with concern about 
energy and environmental prob-
lems. MIT'S James Bruce, associate 
dean of engineering, says the about-
face is logical because the problems 
of the world today are of a technical 
nature, and they can be solved only 
by technical people. Moreover, he 
notes, engineering has evolved from 
device-oriented to a people-oriented 
discipline, with emphasis placed on 
social and urban concerns. 
At the California Istitute of Tech-

nology, Charles Wilts, EE depart-
ment head, says that he feels EEs 
have remained at the forefront of 
the engineering spectrum. "The fu-
ture of electronics is very, very 
bright and is limited only by the in-
genuity of man," he says. "Everyone 
recognizes it as a relevant and use-
ful field with a major part in the so-
lutions of today's energy-related 
problems." 
And Demetrius Paris, director of 

the EE department at Georgia Tech, 
offers this summation: "The future 
looks good, and enrollments can 
only go up. Since determining deci-
sions are made in the market, then 
that's where industry's needs will be 
met." EJ 
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Here's a good 
reason to buy HP 
Modular Power Supplies 

Value Plus . . . at HP that means selection, 
performance, reliability, price! HP value plus 
starts with a broad selection of models and 
ratings in our 62000 Series. Performance? It's 
yours with 0.01% line and load regulation, 
1mV rms/2mV p-p ripple and noise. Long a 
leader in the field, HP reliability means trouble-
free design utilizing conservatively rated, qual-
ity components, plus built-in protective fea-
tures. All this . . . and they're competitively 
priced (with quantity and OEM discounts). 

and another 
Program Support ...just as important, HP as-
sures you of total program support, now and 
later. We have accessories to make your sys-
tem designing easy, like: rack mounting trays, 
panels, slides and a compatible cooling unit. In 
fact, HP will build your entire system right to the 
custom front and rear panels. 

and another 
Switching Regulated Supplies...with advanced 
transistor switching design and up to 80% effi-
ciency ... which means a lot more power in a 
smaller, cooler operating package, with over-
voltage, overcurrent, overtemp. reverse voltage 
and protected remote sensing standard ... 4V to 
28V; with up to 300 Watts output. 

and another 
Confidence ... HP confidence is one feature 
you don't see, but it's reflected in every HP 
Laboratory, Modular, Industrial and Digitally 
Programmable Power Supply. This leadership 
is backed by the most comprehensive service 
manuals, a selection guide and catalog, a 140-
page power supply handbook, application as-
sistance and a world-wide network of 172 sales 
and service offices in 65 countries . . . now 
that's confidence . . . that's Hewlett-Packard. 

For new standards in power supplies — 
think HP. 

HEWLETT lee  PACKARD 

'''11111111111111111111110w, 
'111111111111111111\%\q»,, 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page PAM Road, Pelo Alto, Caldonle 94004 

21302 R 
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Before we wrote the only 
Computer User Plamwe built 
today's best planned computer. 

The Prime 300. 



+re' 

I 

The Prime Computer 
User Plan brings common sense 
to buying a computer. It recog-

',N nizes the simple fact that your 
needs might change someday. 

The Plan introduces 
the first two-year guaran-
teed trade-in policy. It details 
the upward and downward 
compatibility features only 

Prime offers. In short, it gives 
every assurance you can always put a Prime 
system to use. 

We consider The Plan a new way to 
buy, use and upgrade computer systems. We 
also give you the stems to consider The 
Prime 100,200 or 300. The chart below is a 
preview of what to expect in each. 

Standard Processor Features 
Prime 300 -• Virtual Memory- automatic paging, mapped 
Central address translation to 256K words, restricted 
Processor execution mode, and memory protect. 
(1 board) 

Prime 200 
Central 
Processor 
(1 board) 

Prime 100 
Central - 
Processor 
(1 board) 

• Stack Procedure Instructions 
• Micro Verification Routines" 
• Hardware Multiply/Divide and Double Precision 

Arith.• 
• DMC/DMT Capability* 
• Automatic Program Load From Input Devices 

(PTR, TTY, CR, MT, Disk)° 
• Memory Byte Parity 
• Processor Byte Parity 
• Full Addressing Modes-direct, indirect, and 

indexed in both sectored and relative modes 
• Virtual Instruction Package (VIP)- automatic 

trapping of unimplemented instructions and 
substitution of functionally equivalent 
software subroutines. 

• 8-Channel Programmable DMA 
• 4 Channel Full Duplex Asynchronous 

Serial Interface 
Multi-level Vectored Priority Interrupt System 

• Optionally available on Prime 100 and 200 
"Optionally available on Prime 200 

The chart suggests there's a little 300 in 
every Prime computer. Naturally, we planned 
it that way. Our 300 is just the reverse of the 
big box with a little computer inside. 

Other 300 features will tell you just 
how big it is. For instance, there's high-speed 
MOS memory with 32K words per board Up 
to 256K words per system. There's floating 
point arithmetic and writable control store, too. 
In short, there's everything you'll need in the 
computer you can plan with. Work out a multi-
function system or plan a multi-user arrange-
ment The diagram that follows is just one 
way to go. 

The Prime 300 supports a multi-user, 
virtual memory Disk Operating System 
(DOS VM) and a foreground/background Real 
Time Operating System (RTOS \W. 

A Prime 300 with virtual memory 
easily accommodates over a dozen users. 
What's more, each is guaranteed 64K words of 
virtual memory available to program in 
FORTRAN, BASIC, Macro Assembler and 
Micro Assembler. 

The system files and paging space are 
all provided by cartridge disk. Our new 
diskettes offer low cost storage for personal 
user files. 

A Prime 300 is good. How good can 
best be seen in The Plan. It shows how to up-
grade from the 100 right on to the 300. In the 
process, you don't change software. The time 
and expense of reprogramming are gone. You 
can also use the 300 as a software development 
system. The software will run on 100's or 200's 
without modification The Plan guarantees this 
kind of system compatibility. 

The Plan also goes into system integrity 
features. Memory Byte Parity and Processor 
Byte Parity are standard in the Prime 300. 
Micro-verification routines (also standard) and 
controller loop-back allow you to isolate faults 
to a single board. 

User Terrinnal> 

7  

jÓl\ A" 4; 

System 
Terminal 

—if/ 4iiiipi. 

" 
(-- 171.Zig70.1 • 

. Power Supply 

i--

3 M illion Word 
I Cartridge Disk 

Dual Diskettes 

32k Word 
Memory 

Central 
Processor 

System Option 
Controller 

DiskController 

Diskette Controller 

Asyric. Multiline Controller 

Prime 300 Multi-User Disk Operating System 

The Plan then spells out our total 
service options. They run from comprehensive 
on-call service contracts to Prime's unique Air 
Spare System. With Air Spare, we'll air 
express, for a minimal charge, any backup 
boards you may need from our nearest service 
center. We'll make repairs on faulty boards 
and have them back in no time. Meanwhile, 
you'll be operating full-time thanks to Prime. 

There's more to The Plan. The best 
way to discover how much is to have your own. 
Send for it. The coupon below, like the Prime 
300, will make it all possible. 

8 
8 

To: Prime Computer, Inc. 
23 Strathmore Rd. 
Natick, Ma. 01760 

0 Send The Plan 
D Send the Planner 

(He'll call for an appointment) 

Name 

Zip 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State 

LI .PRIME 
Learn more about The Plan at the National Computer Conference, Booth 109. 
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Remember the time 
you wanted something 
special in 3',/2 digits? 

Your time has come. 
When we at Analog Devices intro-
duced the 5-volt digital panel 
meter, we said there'd be more — 
a lot more. Look what we can offer 
you in 31/2 digits alone. 

Why so many? To give you a 
choice. So you won't have to order 
or build specials anymore. 
Because now we've made what 
you need a standard. 

Let's say you need 31/2 digit resolu-
tion. You can get it displayed in 
Numitron, LED, or even Sperry. 

In Numitron, we can even give 
you a choice of green or red. 

Now you have to power it. Most 
of our meters are 
5 volts DC 

because so much of what you're 
working on is in TTL logic. But if 
you need one that can run on 115 
volts AC, you've got it. The AD2006 
with Sperrys— in AC or DC. It's our 
latest DPM. But not our last. 

You may even be designing some-
thing that wi II end up in another 
country. We can help you there too. 
With meters that wi II operate on 
voltages in Europe, the U.K., Japan, 
and just about anywhere else. 

If you look closely, you'll see that 
one meter isn't a meter at all. It's a 
remote display. Sometimes you 
need that kind of thing. 

But then giving you what you need 
is what it is all about. Like relia-
bility And extra features like card 
edge connectors. Ratiometric 
inputs. .05% accuracy And low 
prices. Ours start at $49 in hundreds 
for the remote display. 

Now, would you like to see what we 
can do for you in 41/2 digits—or 21/2 
digits? Give us a call. We'll see that 
you get a copy of the "Designer's 
Guide to Digital Panel Meters." 
And any other help you may need. 

Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, 
Mass. 02062. On the East Coast, 
call (617) 329-4700. In the Midwest, 
(312) 297-8710. And on the West 
Coast, (213) 595-1783. 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

Then it was special. Now its a standard. 
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Technical articles 

Single-chip microprocessors open up 
a new world of applications 

Having freed system designers from 

the constraints of hard-wired logic, 

microprocessors are achieving new 

highs in performance and radically 

reducing the cost of computer control 

by Laurence Altman, So/id State Editor 
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D The first single-chip high-performance micro-
processors are rolling off the production lines, splendid 
confirmation of the power of large-scale integration. 
These second-generation microprocessors, together with 
a handful of matched memory and logic circuits, pro-
vide equipment designers with the full power of com-
puter hierarchy at unprecedentedly low cost—about the 
price of a dozen medium-scale Tn. integrated circuits. 

Inexpensive computer control—that is the miracle of 
the new microprocessor. All the other advantages inher-
ent in its innovative organization are secondary, even 
the versatility that results from the ability to simulate 
logic with software and to reprogram corrections and 
system changes quickly with no changes in hardware. 
The implications of such cheap, distributed one-quar-

ter-horse computer power are only beginning to be un-
derstood. A Teletype computer terminal capable of 
transmitting 300 bits of data per second can now be im-
plemented with 12 LSI packages costing less than $300. 
Traffic-light controllers can be built with 12 micro-
processor family packages, where an equivalent TrL de-
sign requires 200. A simple gas-pump meter needs one 
microprocessor and only nine other packages, an elec-
tronic scale needs eight chips. A digital instrument 
panel displaying five functions can be built from a five-
chip microprocessor family, plus display circuits. A mi-
croprocessor control system already is operating in ex-
perimental automobiles, monitoring dozens of oper-

ational parameters at a potential component cost of less 
than $200. No other electronic method could perform 
these functions at a practical cost. 

Indeed, the microprocessor is really the first truly 
general-purpose Ls! logic device—calculator chips are 
decidedly special-purpose. That's because the micro-
processor, replacing hard-wired logic, offers the twin ad-
vantages of Ls! circuitry and programability. 

Software-implemented logic, few packages, low 
power-supply and cooling requirements, and few pc 
cards and connectors simplify system re-evaluation, re-
design, and testing. They also reduce assembly costs 
and inventory requirements. 
Using software programs to affect the behavior of the 

processor instead of hardware interconnections may be 
an unfamiliar technique to many circuit designers, but 
pays off by boosting system performance. A typical soft-
ware program consists of a series of orders or com-
mands to the processor stored in a companion read-only 
memory. Since ROMS are easy to program—and pro-
gramable ROMS easy to reprogram—the micro-
processor's behavior can be much more conveniently 
adapted to a changed application than if extensive, 
time-consuming changes in hardware were necessary. 
New designs, too, can be turned around faster because a 
standard microprocessor architecture can be used along 
with a different Rom program for each new application. 

Designing systems with microprocessors is still largely 

1. The big attraction. Built using standard UL hardware, this microprogramable processor circuit requires 451 packages on five circuit 

boards. Using advanced MSI logic and read-only-memory programing, it requires 114 packages on one board. Yet the same circuit, when 

built with today's n-channel LSI techniques, can be packed into one 40-pin microprocessor package—Motorola's new M6800 system. 
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uncharted, but some rules of thumb are beginning to 
emerge. Since a complete microprocessor system re-
quires from five to 50 ICs—including clocks, control logic 
and memory, and peripheral buffering—microproces-
sors should only be considered for a sequential digital 
design requiring more than 50 hard-wired logic ics. 
Such a design will have more than a trivial number of 
steps to its logic flowchart and will also have some logic 
or arithmetic data-processing requirements. At the same 
time, the speed cannot be too fast, say, not more than 5 
to 10 microseconds per instruction. 
These system requirements, clearly less stringent than 

those handled by today's minicomputers, would cost 
$2,000 to $20,000 to build with hard-wired logic. But 
with microprocessors costing a 10th of that, their range 
is almost inexhaustible: point-of-sale terminals, elec-
tronic cash registers, inventory-control systems, credit-
card verification systems, process, numeric, and ma-
chine control, automatic test systems, digital instru-
ments, traffic controllers, communications systems, pe-
ripheral controllers, navigational systems, game 
machines. This is the domain of the microprocessor. 

How to choose a microprocessor 
Selecting a central processing unit (cPu), the major 

component in a microcomputer design, is a matter of 
deciding the best way to process the data. For example, 
data word length may be fixed by the processor design 
or it may be variable if the design allows multiple pro-
cessor chips in parallel. A variable data word length is 
to be preferred when the needs of a variety of appli-
cations must be satisfied. For instance, a 16-bit CPU chip 
could be programed into 4-bit words for BCD display 
control, calculators, or cash registers, 8-bit words for 
CRT terminals or data concentrators, 12-bit words for 
handling the output of a-d converters, 16-bit words for 
general-purpose processing, or even 24- to 32-bit words 
for high-accuracy or high-throughput applications. 

Instruction power is the next feature to watch out for 
in a CPU chip. Because the power of individual instruc-
tions and methods of counting may vary widely, the 
number of instructions in the set executed by a micro-
processor is a poor index of its usefulness. The only rea-
listic method of comparing instruction sets is to experi-
ment with programs typically required for the intended 
applications and to compare the execution times and 
number of bits of storage they use. 

Often overlooked in choosing a microprocessor is its 
interface structure—that part of the CPU which connects 
the arithmetic and logic unit and the control memory 
with the input/output peripheral circuitry. Clearly, this 
structure should adapt easily to a variety of system pa-
rameters without imposing a high overhead in hardware 
or software. The application may demand anything 
from a simple low-cost bus (either parallel or serial) 
having separate input, output, and address lines and 

heavily dependent for its control on the processor, to a 
sophisticated, high-speed, bidirectional bus with ad-
dresses and data multiplexed over the same lines. For 
maximum flexibility, look for provisions for in-
put/output control, which allow convenient interfacing 
with peripheral components of varying response time. 
On the other hand, fixed ho timing may provide higher 
Ito speed. In any case, the microprocessor 1/0 circuitry 
should directly interface with the 5-volt bipolar logic re-
quired to drive Ito lines; if not, buffers will be neces-
sary, adding expense and needing more in the way of 
power requirements and board space. 

Since the memory is often a major portion of the sys-
tem cost, its selection is nearly as crucial as the cPu's. 
Read/write memories (random-access memories or 
RAMS) are best used for variable data storage and for 
program storage during program development. Pro-
grams for prototype or preproduction systems are often 
stored in a programable ROM, while a ROM is used dur-
ing high-volume production. 

What's available 
The rush with which microprocessor devices are ap-

pearing—and will continue to appear throughout the 
year, according to semiconductor manufacturers—is a 
tribute to the intensity of the demand for them. They 
fall into three classes. 
The pioneering 4-bit microprocessor systems were 

What a microprocessor is. . • 

. . . but first, what it isn't. A microprocessor is not a 
computer but only part of one. To make a computer 
out of a microprocessor requires the addition of 
memory for its control program, plus input and output 
circuits to operate peripheral equipment. Also, the 
word is not short for microprogramable central pro-
cessing unit. For, though some microprocessors are 
controlled by a microprogram, most are not. 
What a microprocessor is, then, is the control and 

processing portion of a small computer or micro-
computer. Moreover, it has come to mean the kind of 
processor that can be built with LSI MOS circuitry, 
usually on one chip. Like all computer processors, mi-
croprocessors can handle both arithmetic and logic 
data in a bit-parallel fashion under control of a pro-
gram. But they are distinguished both from a mini-
computer processor by their use of LSI with its lower 
power and costs, and from other LSI devices (except 
calculator chips) by their programable behavior. 

In short, if a minicomputer is a 1-horsepower unit, 
the microprocessor plus supporting circuitry is a 1/4 -hp 
unit. But as LSI technology improves, it will become 
more powerful. Already single-chip bipolar and C-
MOS-on-sapphire processors are being developed 
that have almost the capability of the minicomputer. 
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built largely with p-channel mos calculator technology, 
examples being Intel Corp.'s MCS-4, Rockwell Inter-
national Corp.'s PPS-4 system, and Microsystem Inter-
national Ltd.'s MC-1. Next came the 8- and 16-bit 
p-channel processor sets that are extensions of the early 
4-bit units. These devices, while intended for appli-
cations up to the minicomputer level, generally require 
either multichip CPUS or considerable peripheral cir-
cuitry. Intel's MCS-8 and National Semiconductor 
Corp.'s IMP-16 are the most popular examples of each 
kind. Into the third and newest class, considered by 
many to be the second generation of microprocessors, 
fall the new n-channel 8-bit systems like Motorola's 
MC6800 and Intel's 8080 chips, which, together with 
matched memory and input/output circuit interfaces, 
form, a completely self-contained large-capacity micro-
computer family of chips (see pp. 88-100). 

Introduced late in 1972, the 4-bit microprocessor 
units were the first to provide the microprogramable 
parallel processing required in many keyboard and 
slow-throughput terminal and process-control appli-
cations. Indeed, using as few as two devices, like Intel's 
4004 CPU chip plus a 1,024-bit ROM, a 4-bit micro-
programed dedicated computer could cost less than $50. 

Intel's basic MCS-4 system, however, was designed 
for general applications. Its single-chip CPU performs all 

control and processing functions and interfaces directly 
with Roms, which store microprograms and data tables, 
and RAMS, which store data and pseudo-instructions. 
This system communicates with input/output devices, 
found here on each ROM and RAM chip. In addition, a 
10-bit parallel shift register is provided to expand the 
system's I/O capability. Thus just four chips are needed 
for complete microcomputer capability. 
Even this relatively simple 18-pin 4-bit package pro-

vides up to 45 instructions, cycling in 10.8 microseconds 
with standard two-phase clock operation. The system 
can drive up to 4,096 8-bit ROM words (16 chips), 1,280 
4-bit RAM characters (16 chips), 128 1/0 lines (without a 
shift register), and unlimited ho capability with shift 
registers. And, adding even more to the MCS-4's flexi-
bility and further accelerating the design cycle, the CPU 
and RAms may be interfaced with conventional electri-
cally programable and erasable Roms, allowing fast 
program development and quick prototype realization. 

Equally versatile is Rockwell's 4-bit PPS system, which 
comes complete with five compatible support circuits: a 
256-by-4-bit RAM, a 1,024-by-8-bit ROM, a RAM-ROM 
combination chip containing a 704-by-8-bit ROM and 
76-by-4-bit RAM, an 1/0 buffer, and a multiphase clock 
generator (Fig. 2). 
The CPU in this system can directly address up to 

8 
DISCRETE 
INPUTS 

4 
DISCRETE 
OUTPUTS 

CPU 
PN 10660 

ADDRESS BUS (12) 

12 
DATA 
OUT 

H 

12 
DATA 
IN 

-1 

/0 CHIP 
PN 10696 

INSTRUCTION/DATA BUS 181 

I/O ENABLE/WRITE COMMAND (1) 

ROM 
11 K x 81 
PN A05---

12 
DATA 
OUT 

12 
DATA 
IN 

/0 CHIP 
PN 10696 

ROM 
11 K x 81 
PN A05-

UP TO 16 ROMS 
116 K x 81 

RAM 
1256 x 41 
PN 10432 

RAM 
(256 x 4) 
PN 10432 

1 

UP TO 32 RAMS 
(8 K x 4) 

UP TO 16 1/0 CHIPS 
(192 POSSIBLE INPUTS, 
192 POSSIBLE OUTPUTS) 

CLOCK 
PN 

10706 

2. Four NW worth. In Rockwell's self-contained 4-bit PPS system, versatility is a major design asset. Five compatible elements—CPU, RAM, 

ROM, a RAM-ROM combination chip, and an input/output buffer—provide up to 4,096 8-bit ROM words and 4,096 4-bit RAM words. 
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4,096 8-bit Rom words and as many 4-bit RAM data 
words over its 12-bit parallel address bus. This large 
number of data words gives this family the capability of 
a 4-bit minicomputer. The basic instruction set contains 
50 instructions, and instruction fetch and execution time 
is a speedy 5 microseconds. 
Apart from power and clock-signal requirements, 21 

multiplexed lines interconnect the CPU with Rom, RAM, 
and Ito circuits. These lines, as shown in Fig. 2, are 
functionally grouped into 12 parallel address lines, eight 
parallel data lines, and one write command and Ito en-
able line. The address lines originate at the CPU and are 
time-multiplexed within it to provide direct addressing 
capability for up to 4,096 locations on both Rom and 
RAM. In addition, the Rom has two chip-select inputs 
and the RAM has one chip-select input, which may be 
directly controlled by discrete outputs from the CPU or 
Ito circuits to expand on memory without the need for 
auxiliary circuitry. 

The move to eight bits 
For greater capacity, both Intel and Rockwell are ex-

tending their 4-bit p-channel systems to 8-bit capability. 
The Intel MCS-8 is an 8-bit fixed instruction set and 
consists of a single mos chip in an 18-pin DIP. Also on 
the chip is an 8-bit data/address I/O bus that interfaces 
the processor with external memories. It contains a total 
of 14 instructions, which can control a lot of memory 
and I/O circuitry. It does, however, require substantial 
Tr L circuitry to implement most 8-bit systems, a condi-
tion corrected by Intel's newer, very flexible 8080 chip. 

Rockwell's soon-to-be-announced 8-bit system is a 
completely self-contained system. Prototypes will be op-
erational in July, with deliveries to begin late in 1974. 
The PPS system consists of a CPU, RAMs, ROMs, clock 
generator, a direct-memory-access controller, and an as-
sortment of general-purpose 'to devices, all of them ac-
cessible on the same bidirectional data/instruction bus 
(Fig. 3). This bus provides 8-bit parallel communication 
within the computer at a rate of 500 kilohertz—a most 
important factor for systems savings. 
With this setup, more than 90 instructions can be exe-

cuted in 4 microseconds each, which covers a Rom ac-
cess for instruction fetch and a RAM access for data 
fetch, as well as the processing of the data. In addition, 
the system can be supplemented with special-purpose 
and custom Ito devices for specific applications. Exam-
ples are a 1,200-baud modem device and a key-
board/display controller with independent input and 
output buffers. 

In Microsystem International's 4-bit system, the CPU 
contains two memory pointers—the usual program 
counter and a data pointer—which allow logical as well 
as physical separation of program and data. Both point-
ers are 12 bits long and can directly address 4,096 
memory locations. Each memory location contains 4 

bits of data. Up to 34 kilobytes may be addressed over 
field switching in the typical MC-1 microcomputer. 
Even more powerful is National Semiconductor's 

multi-chip CPCP CPU, shown in Fig. 4, from which Na-
tional's IMP-16 systems can be built. It can provide 
computing power that ranges from simple 4-bit key-
board address capability right up through full 16-bit 
minicomputer capability. In IMP-16 systems, processing 
is done by four 4-bit arithmetic logic units controlled by 
rnicroprogramable ROMs. With this arrangement, data 
exchange happens over a 16-bit-wide data bus, while 
Ito and control operations take place over a set of 16 
general-purpose addressable registers (called FLAGs). 

Consisting of a five chips, this CPU is contained on a 
board along with 256 words of random-access and 512 
words of read-only on-card memory. Also available on 
the card are external interface circuits such as an ad-
dress bus, data input and output buses, additional con-
trol FLAGs, system timing lines, and an interrupt input. 

In essence, the IMP-16, which is expandable to 32 
bits, is composed of four 4-bit ALU slices, each with con-
trol registers, ALU logic, and Ito data lines. The control 
Rom contains all control logic and microinstruction 
storage necessary to control the ALU chips. A total of 43 
instructions is available though, if one considers the 
multiplicity of branch conditions, Po FLAGs, and gen-
eral-purpose accumulators in the system, the effective 
instruction count comes to well over 150. (For smaller 
systems, National now also provides 4-bit and 8-bit ver-
sions of the IMP-16.) 
The microprocessors now appearing from a good 
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many semiconductor manufacturers take full advantage 

of the knowledge gained in the past two years and in-

corporate those features that have proven most effective 

for the greatest variety of applications. What is ob-

viously wanted is a single-chip 8-bit CPU device, offer-

ing 70 instructions or more, at speeds above 1 mega-
hertz, with an extremely flexible input and output 

structure, and requiring only a few support memory 

and logic circuits to do most 8-bit jobs. Above all, these 

support circuits must be easy to use—that is, work di-

rectly with the CPU without requiring additional buffers 

and power supplies. Moreover, the CPU must be able to 

work directly with standard memory products. This 

adds up to a need for a self-contained 8-bit micro-

computer set of chips—one CPU, and maybe five or six 

matched memory and logic hang-on packages. 

The new generation 
To build them, most manufacturers have settled on n-

channel technology because it can pack many memory 

and logic structures onto one CPU chip, provides high 

capacity, and operates at high speed from 5-v MO 
power supplies. Since the new n-channel memories 

would be directly compatible with such CPU chip, ease 

of use falls out automatically. 

Besides the 8-bit n-channel microprocessors that have 

already arrived from Intel and Motorola, standard 

n-mos products are being planned by Texas Instru-

ments, American Microsystems, Signetics, National, 

Fairchild, General Instruments, and Western Digital. 

Rockwell and mos Technology Inc. are staying with p-

channel, and RCA has already announced a c-mos mi-

croprocessor prototype. 

The Signetics device, called PIP for programable inte-

grated processor, is a single-chip 8-bit unit in a 40-pin 

DIP. The customary address logic, control memory and 

ALU are organized around a bidirectional 8-bit data 

bus, and there are also 15 address lines for handling ex-

ternal memory and ho circuitry. In the PIP device, the 

address logic handles all instructions. It also includes a 

return address stack that lets eight subroutine levels be 

stacked. 

As for RCA's c-mos microprocessor, the two-chip 8-bit 

design has all the advantages that c-mos circuits offer. 

(A single-chip version is under way.) It can operate off 

power supplies providing anywhere from 5 to 15 NI, it 
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has high noise immunity, and it dissipates power at the 
microwatt level. Needing so little power and being easy 
to use, the chip set will be particularly useful for low-
cost high-volume applications, and the c-mos process 
could make it especially attractive for use in cars. 
The microprocessor will come in a 40-pin package 

and can be used with any mixture of RAM, ROM, and pe-
ripheral Po circuits. It is capable of addressing up to 
65,536 8-bit bytes, so that quite large and flexible pro-
cessing systems could be implemented, even though it 
has only 25 instructions. What's more, when operating 
from a typical supply of 10-12 v, the machine cycle time 
is a respectable 3 microseconds. And using a standard 
1-microsecond RAM, the chip set has a maximum 6-its 
fetch-execute time for any instruction. 

Another manufacturer favoring c-mos for micro-
processors is Intersil, which is developing a 12-bit 
single-chip CPU to work with its c-mos and n-channel 
memories. Intersil chose a 12-bit structure so that de-
signers could use software programs that already exist 
for PDP-8A systems—and in fact, when combined with 
appropriate memory and 1/0 hang-ons, the 12-bit unit 
can perform all the Ms! functions of the PDP-8A mini-

computer but needs only a fraction of the packages. 
The implications of all this activity are tremendous. 

Indeed, many observers feel that the mos micro-
processor families now just emerging will have a bigger 
impact on the electronics industries than any other 
semiconductor device has had so far. Quite soon, too, 
improved LSI structures should result in single-chip 
microcomputers combining the CPU, I/O, and memory 
in one Ls! device. Moreover, the same sort of excite-
ment is being generated around the bipolar LSI proces-
sor work that's now a priority in many semiconductor 
laboratories; for that technology, too, points to full-in-
struction minicomputer capability on a few LSI chips, 
but at even faster speed. 
The next two articles take a look at the first two 

n-channel microprocessors—Motorola's M6800 chip set 
and Intel's 8080 chip. Both are second-generation de-
vices, offering high speed, ease of use, and flexible con-
trol capability for many new applications. 
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5. The rising generation. N-channel silicon-gate technology is bringing enlarged capacity, great versatility, and high speed to today's new 

microprocessor chips. This Intel 8080 CPU offers altogether 78 instructions in an 8-bit system. 
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N-channel MOS 
technology yields 
new generation 

of microprocessors 
The latest microprocessor chips are 

faster than p-MOS devices and handle 

many more peripherals; often, too, 
as in Motorola's M6800 family, a CPU 

chip will come in a matched set of 
memory and input and output chips, 

simplifying system production 

by Link Young, Tom Bennett, and Jeff LaveII, 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 

O The great promise that programable LSI circuits have 
for all kinds of control applications is fulfilled in the sec-
ond generation of microprocessors, such as Motorola's 
and Intel's 8-bit devices. These new n-channel mos 
chips have many more instructions and need much less 
in the way of costly systems circuit support than did the 
first wave of 4- and 8-bit p-channel systems. Their level 
of computing power is also high, and they are versatile 
and easy to use. 
The n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor micro-

processors are completely self-contained. They are de-
signed to work directly with a minimum number of 
memory and peripheral support chips, all of which are 
supplied in coordinated families to allow them to oper-
ate off the same voltage and power-supply conditions as 
the central processor chip. 
A typical set contains the CPU chip, a random-access 

memory for fast scratch-pad logic control, a read-only 
memory for storing the system's program parameters, 
and a set of input and output chips. These input/output 
chips enable the CPU to control a large variety of indus-
trial and communications equipment: process and man-
ufacturing control systems, peripheral and terminal 
hardware, parameter-control systems of all types—from 
microcomputers in the automobile to control systems 
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for traffic lights—and anywhere else that random-logic 
computer control needs optimizing. 
These second-generation n-channel units expand 

considerably on the system benefits offered by the first 
microprocessors. Over 70 instructions may be available, 
as against about 40 for the largest p-channel unit. As 
few as four packages are required to build a complete 8-
bit microcomputer. Moreover, in the Motorola family, 
the M6800, ra. compatibility is achieved with only a 
single + 5-volt power supply, instead of the usual three 
supplies. Therefore, board space, package count, and 
component costs are reduced, even while system capac-
ity is increased. 

Other benefits to the system 
Consequently, as with all microprocessor system de-

signs, board layouts are simplified. The complex inter-
connections required for large numbers of conventional 
ics are replaced by ROMS. The only interconnect wiring 
on printed-circuit cards runs between the various ad-
dress and data buses and input/output devices. 
The cost savings are not limited to direct circuit com-

ponent costs but they extend to other, related, system 
hardware costs. Connectors can be decreased in num-
ber, cabling can be simplified, the card cage can be re-
duced in size, and so on. Associated indirect costs also 
fall, of course, since assembly takes less time, documen-
tation is simpler, and maintenance is easier. 

Equally important to cost savings in hardware sys-
tems is the ability of system engineers to build a pro-
posed design quickly. No hardwire logic need be simu-
lated, optimized, or breadboarded. The logic design 
portion of the cycle now becomes the manipulation of 
functional building blocks, where the control sequence 
takes the form of writing a software program into an ex-

ternal ROM. Breadboarding consists of interconnecting a 
few LS! packages. 

Design changes, too, are simply a case of modifying 
the control program, in contrast to designing and laying 
out the logic afresh. The various microprocessor manu-
facturers offer the use of simulators, so that most of the 
design can be verified even before it is committed to 
hardware. This all cuts at least 90% from the design 
time. 
The numerous instructions and system versatility de-

spite the very few packages stems directly from the or-
ganization of the new CPU chips. For example, the 
MC6800 chip is organized around the popular parallel 
data bus concept (Fig. 1), so that all the memory and 
peripheral interface chips simply hang on the MC6800's 
eight bidirectional data lines (16 address lines are pro-
vided). Up to 10 LSI chips can be directly attached to 
the bus for operation up to 1 megahertz. To drive still 
more peripherals, a bipolar extender can be added. 
This direct access to a variety of interface and periph-

eral equipment, obtained with a minimum of packages 
(see "The M6800 microprocessing family," p. 92) is a 
tremendous advance on many of the early micro-
processor chip families—even though the first single-
chip microprocessor was introduced just two years ago. 

Intel's MCS-4 and MCS-8 and Rockwell's PPS-4, 
which all used p-mos silicon-gate technology, were ex-
cellent starting points, in that they were self-contained 
sets of circuits requiring no external logic. In the 4-bit 
MCS-4, for example, the CPU, random-access memory, 
and read-only memory interfaced optimally as a set 
(Fig. 2). However, these first microprocessors had major 
limitations. Selecting correct memory locations required 
complex address logic: 12-bit addresses needing three 4-
bit words had to be multiplexed onto the CPU's input 
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matrix. All instructions operated on complex 4-bit data 
signals, as did even simple word fetches for each in-
struction. Still more restrictive was the fact that input 
and output access was serial, not parallel, limiting the 
number of peripherals that could work with the CPU. In-
struction speeds were also slow—it could take 80 micro-
seconds to execute one—and power-supply requir--
ments were complex and costly. 
For larger systems, the 8-bit MSC-8 microprocessor 

chip set (Fig. 3) could be used, but it was not a self-con-
tained system, requiring external rrL for any appli-
cation. It was, however, quite powerful: the 8008 CPU of 
that system can interface with 16,384 8-bit words of 
read-only, random-access, or shift-register memory. It 
was also quite economical to build: all communication 
between functional units and the CPU is carried out over 
the single 8-bit data bus, a sync line, a ready line, an in-
terrupt line, and just three status lines. Its low cost, to-
gether with its respectably fast instruction execution 
time of 12.5 microseconds, makes the 8008 micro-
processor still very useful for moderate-performance 
systems in point-of-sale terminals, credit-card verifiers, 
calculators, and other keyboard-addressed applications. 

It does, however, fall short of being a useful general-
purpose microprocessor chip set, primarily because, un-
like its 4-bit predecessor, the MCS-4, it is not a system 
of compatible parts. Indeed, it requires many small-
scale packages to build even a moderately powerful sys-
tem—a simple modem hook-up would need about 50 
rrL packages, increasing circuit board area and systems 
costs. 
Another problem is addressing it. True, its 18-pin 

package saves board space, but it must be multiplexed 
both for address and data on common input/output 
pins, which in the end lengthens excessively the time it 
takes to execute an instruction. Not only that, the need 
for seven control registers on the CPU chip makes it dif-
ficult to manage the logic cycles, limiting subroutines 
and creating problems in programing and interrupt 
handling. Finally, its outputs are compatible, not with 
standard TTL, but with rarely used low-power rrL, so 
that circuits are needed to boost voltage level in most 
applications. 
Most of these problems were overcome with National 

Semiconductor's IMP-16 (Fig. 4), a 16-bit micro-
processor set that for the first time provided full mini-

7. At a minimum. The minimum M6800 system configuration contains four functional blocks but can be expanded to 10 modules of memo-
ries, I/O adapters, and even additional CPUs on the same data bus with no external interface packages. 
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computer CPU capability on a single board. Designed to 
operate on both ends of the MCS-8 performance curve, 
this p-channel microprocessor unit is central to a family 
of systems with typical execution times of 4.5 to 10 
for a system and 9 to 18 is for a 8-bit system. Although 
it gained wide strong acceptance for many 16-bit mini-
computer applications, it has been less used for 8-bit 
systems because the designer is forced to use micro-
programing—a far more complicated task than the pro-
graming techniques required for any of today's 8-bit 
microprocessors. (Because of this, National has now de-
signed 4-bit and 8-bit versions of the basic IMP system.) 
The problem then from a design point of view is how 

to incorporate the maximum system flexibility into an 
8-bit unit, make it self-contained, have it offer a large 
variety of instructions, but nevertheless require the few-
est possible external parts. Motorola's newly announced 
MC6800 microprocessor set and Intel's 8080 are exam-

ples of just such a system (Fig. 5). Using implanted n-
mos silicon-gate technology instead of slower p-mos 
and operating from a single clock, each is based on a 
single 40-pin package containing a CPU chip that's far 
more versatile than previous microprocessor products. 
(For details of the 8080, see pp. 95-100.) 

The M6800 family 
The M6800 microprocessor set incorporates many of 

the qualities of the 8080, but exhibits additional flexibil-
ity because it requires fewer external circuits to imple-
ment most control and communication systems. The 
fact that the family can operate from a single + 5-v 
power supply immediately reduces system cost by about 
$20 over a typical 8080 system, which needs three 
power supplies. What is more, the peripheral memory 
and input/output logic adapters, instead of needing ex-
ternal logic packages, have been designed so that they 

The M6800 microprocessing family 
The family comprises five chips: a single-chip central pro-
cessor unit, a 128-by-8-bit static random-access 
memory, a 1,024-by-8-bit read-only memory, and one 
from each of two groups of input/output interface cir-
cuits—a peripheral interface chip designed to provide a 
buffer to terminal and peripheral systems, and a commu-
nications interface adapter circuit for interfacing commu-
nications hardware. They all operate from one 5-V power 
supply, and for many applications require far fewer inter-
face packages than other microprocessor sets. 

Basis of the M6800 family is the CPU chip (MC6800) 
packaged in a 40-pin DIP (see figure). Built with ion-im-
planted, n-channel silicon-gate technology, this chip 
contains all the functions required for multi-instruction 
processing: an arithmetic and logic unit, instruction de-
code and address registers, an instruction register, all of 
the clock and logic circuits required for timing, and a full 
complement of data-bus input and output matrices and 
address bus drivers. 
The equivalent of about 120 MSI TTL packages, the 

chip provides 72 self-contained basic instructions that 
have decimal and binary arithmetic capability. The vari-
able-length instructions include double-byte operations 
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(such as increment or decrement, load, store and/or 
compare) and have tri-state outputs, two-accumulator 
capacity, and enough registers to provide seven address-
ing modes. A typical instruction time is under 5 micro-
seconds, and there is direct memory access on the chip. 
Up to 64 bytes of memory can be addressed in any com-
bination of RAM, ROM, or peripheral registers. 

All other members of the set (see table) have been de-
signed specifically to work directly with the CPU chip 
from the same 5-V power supply. The peripheral adapter 
(MC6820) is a bidirectional unit with two parallel 8-bit 
outputs that can either drive two peripherals or, if tied to-
gether, provide a higher throughput. The adapter can in-
terface with Teletype and display terminals, with cas-
settes and test equipment, with keyboards and control 
panels, and even with large computers for time-shared 
expansion of computer capability. 
The communications interface adapter (MC6850), on 

the other hand, couples the processor to most standard 
modems for communications with other computer sys-
tems via telephone lines. For still more system flexibility, 
it's possible to use without adapters not only the static 
RAM and ROM in the table but other memories, too. 
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can work directly with the chip containing the cm. 
The smallness of the package count is dramatically il-

lustrated by the comparison of the breadboard, engi-
neering model, and final chip design of an MC6800-
type CPU (see photograph on p. 82). The breadboard, a 
gate-to-gate implementation of the CPU employing 
basic gates and flip-flops, needs five 10-by-10-inch 
boards containing 451 packages. The engineering model 
is a functional implementation of the design and made 
extensive use of Ms! logic packages and programable 
ROMS to reduce package count to a mere 114, packed 
into a single 10-by-10-in. board by means of today's 
most effective hardwire logic techniques. Yet all this is 
replaced by the single 40-pin package containing the 
CPU chip. The example epitomizes the impact Ls! chip 
design is having on the implementation of complex 
computer functions. 
The new n-channel microprocessors go still further, 

by addressing themselves to other parts of the system as 
well. For the families of circuits are designed to min-
imize assembly costs by reducing the number of an-
cillary parts necessary to realize a design. 

Consider the block diagram of a typical small termi-
nal, a generalized point-of-sale terminal (Fig. 6). Since 
every CPU needs several peripheral interfaces, one key 

to cost-effective designs with a microcomputer lies in 
the input/output interface. 

Indeed, anything that has to interface with a micro-
computer ought to be compatible with the data-bus ar-
rangement and with the particular addressing scheme. 
Moreover, this bus-compatibility requirement holds 
good for not only in the input/output area but in the 
memory area as well. Consequently, since a micro-
processor is a word-oriented system, more and more 
word-oriented memories are beginning to appear. 
The M6800 family is directed at just these system 

needs. It includes flexible input/output adapters and 
word-oriented memories, in addition to the basic micro-
processing unit, as indicated in the minimum system 
configuration of Fig. 7. This system can maintain its 
1-MHz level of operation even when expanded to 10 
modules (memories, input/output adapters and addi-
tional CPUs) on the principal data bus, with no external 
interface package. 

In order to handle applications that require 1-MHz 
operation with more than 10 modules on the data bus, 
bus extenders are provided. For systems that do not re-
quire 1-MHz operation, up to 30 modules can be added 
to the data bus without requiring bus extenders—for ex-
ample, more than 20 modules can be added to the data 
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TO/FROM TELEPHONE 
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TELEPHONE COMPANY) 
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8. Communicating. A boon for communications systems, this microprocessor setup can be implemented using standard communication in-
terface adapters (ClAs). These adapters' function is to give the CPU system access to any standard modem. 
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FLOWCHART 
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M6800 SYSTEM 
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PUNCHED-PAPER 
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9. Working up the software. This design sequence, which is orga 
nized for ease of use with the GE time-sharing network, allows the 

designer to enter his specific program, which is then simulated on a 

cross assembler resident in the GE computer. 

bus in a design for a typical 500-KHz control system. 
Another example of how few packages are necessary 

with microprocessors is given by a typical modem com-
munications system (Fig. 8). Here the asynchronous 
communication interface adapter performs the basic 
serializing/deserializing function required to interface 
the modems with the CPU. It also provides such addi-
tional logic capability as start, stop, and parity compen-
sation. It can be used with a line driver/receiver for 
high-speed data transmission up to 5,000 bits per sec-
ond, or with standard modems like the single-chip Bell 
100 Series low-speed modem. Significantly, the 116 TTL 
and modem packages formerly required by this system 
are here replaced by only seven packages. The assembly 
costs alone are reduced by as much as two thirds. 

Using the microprocessor 
Most microprocessor manufacturers supply the soft-

ware required to program their devices in a form usable 
with readily available computer systems. The software 
programs for the MC6800, for instance, are currently 
available on the ubiquitous GE time-sharing network. A 
designer might use them in the sequence shown in Fig. 
9. Working with the GE edit program, the designer en-
ters his specific applications program, which is simu-
lated on a cross assembler resident in the same host 
computer. The cross assembler checks for obvious errors 
and violations and indicates them to the designer. 

After the program has been assembled, the designer 
has two choices—to go to hardware directly, or to simu-
late his system by making use of the large GE host com-
puter containing all the parameters of the particular 
system. If he chooses to simulate and his program 
works, he can then go to the hardware stage. If his pro-
gram does not run, the simulator will pinpoint his prob-
lem areas, and he can modify his program and go 
through the loop again. This process can be continued 
until the designer is completely satisfied with his pro-
gram. 

In addition, exercisers, hardware, and programs are 
provided by many manufacturers to verify breadboard 
operation. In the system that is described in Table 1, the 
designer chooses the cards required to breadboard his 
system, plugs them into the machine, cables the in-
put/output cards to his various peripherals, reads his 
program in through the Try, or equivalent, network 
that interfaces to the debugging card. His program is 
contained in the read/write memory until it is de-
bugged. 
Then, in the debugging stage, a panel switch enables 

the flexible RAM to look like the appropriate ROM. If his 
program does not run, the exerciser will help him find 
out why and enable him to modify the program. 

It's estimated that exercising aids like the off-the-shelf 
software and the Motorola Exorciser can save the de-
signer from six to 12 man-months by providing him 
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TABLE 1 

Hardware features: 
Stop-on-address 
Execute single instruction 
Abort 
Restart 
TTY interface (20-mA duplex) 
RS232 interface (selectable bit rates) 

Microprocessor cards Memory cards 

MEX 6800 CPU card 
MEX 6800-1 CPU card 

Basic exerciser and debug ca d 

MEX 6816 ROM card 
MEX 6816-1 ROM card 
MEX 6602 static RAM card 
MEX 6605 dynamic RAM card 

with battery backup 

Firmware features: 

Debug 

General interface cards 

MEX 6820 peripheral-interface-
adapter card 

MEX 6820-1 peripheral-interface-
adapter card 

Communications 
interface cards 

MEX 6850 ACIA card 
MEX 6850-1 ACIA card 
MEX 6860/6850 LS. modem card 

Miscellan out support 
equipmen 

MEX 68EX extender card 
MEX cables 
MEX 68WW universal 

wire-wrap card 

with a convenient method of communicating with the 
microcomputer. 

Systems that are based on microprocessors are 
cheaper to manufacture, require shorter design cycles— 
and are also easier to modify or upgrade. The person-
ality or function of the system, being determined by a 
master control program stored in a memory, is changed 
simply by modifying that program. 

In the case of market testing, systems can be adapted 
in the customer's own environment to meet his needs 
better. For the first time a manufacturer has the capac-
ity to make his product smarter and add features at any 
instant simply by expanding his master control pro-

gram. A whole range of products becomes potentially 
available by simply adding LSI modules with their asso-
dated features. 

System flexibility mostly depends on the new type of 
memory used, and here the choice is rich. For example, 
an inexpensive, volatile read/write buffer memory 
could be used in conjunction with a cassette or a floppy 
disk for very low-cost systems requiring moderate 
speed. For faster systems, such as modem interfaces, 
Roms, programable Roms, or even dynamic RAms with 
battery backup could be used. In this area, the emerging 
4,096-bit RAms appear to offer the best speed/cost 
tradeoff. 

In switch to n-MOS 
microprocessor gets 
a 2-ps cycle time 

Intel's 8-bit successor to its 
4-bit p-MOS CPU chip has 30 extra 

instructions, is 10 times faster 

by Masatoshi Shima and Federico Faggin, 
Intel Corp.. Santa Clara. Calif 

El The first microprocessors borrowed many desirable 
architectural features from minicomputers—but not 
their speed. The 8-bit Intel 8080, however, achieves typ-
ical execution times of 2 microseconds, which are com-
parable to those of many of today's minis. 

In so doing, it improves on the speed of its predeces-
sor, the Intel 8008, by an order of magnitude or more, 
and, since it also adds 30 new instructions to the 48 
shared with the 8008, it can be considered the start of a 
second, more powerful generation. 
The key to both improvements is the shift from the 

8008's p-channel mos technology to n-channel mos. In-
deed, the decision to develop the 8080 was taken about 
18 months ago, as soon as high-volume production of 
silicon-gate n-channel devices was feasible. The goal 
was a single-chip central processing unit (cPu) compat-
ible with but markedly superior to the earlier 8008. The 
8080's characteristics were to include: 
• A 10:1 speed improvement over the 8008. 
• None of the known limitations of the 8008 (such as 
interfacing problems and lack of multiple interrupts). 
• Improved functional capability plus retention of all 
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1. Comparison. Intel's earlier single-chip microprocessor, the 8008, has a separate scratch-pad memory and address stack (a). In the 

8080, these have been combined into the six 16-bit registers (b). The accumulator has been moved into the arithmetic and logic unit, avoid-

ing the use of the internal bus for data transfers between the scratch pad and the ALU during arithmetic and logic operations. 
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of the various features and instructions of the 8008. 
• Economic feasibility—a small chip and conventional 
packaging. 

If the higher mobility of electrons versus holes were 
the only difference between the n-channel and p-chan-
nel technologies, only a 2.4:1 improvement in speed 
could have been expected. But n-channel's lower 
threshold allows use of a 5-volt supply for internal logic, 
with a 4:1 improvement in speed-power product. 
There are other contributions to higher speed. The 

higher substrate concentration of the n-channel starting 
material, combined with the lower supply voltage, al-
lows channels to be shorter than with p-channel tech-
nology, so that input capacitance is lower and size 
smaller. Finally, lower junction capacitances and lower 
resistivities of diffusion and polysilicon areas, which re-
sult from the n-channel process and the use of substrate 
bias, reduce the interconnection time constants by a fac-
tor of four—and, in logic circuits of this type, one of the 
limiting speed constraint lies in the electrical properties 
of the interconnections. 

The interfacing requirements were simplified because 
n-channel technology allows a big reduction of the 
power dissipation of individual output buffer circuits, so 
that the 8080 could be packaged in a 40-pin package to 
include 30 buffers as against the 12 of the 8008. In the 
8008, each output buffer sinks two low-power TTL loads 
(440 microamperes) for a total dissipation of 250 milli-
watts. Eight of the 8008 buffers are shared (time-multi-
plexed) for addresses and data outputs, reducing the 
number of package pins but increasing the complexity 
of the interface. The 8080's 30 output buffers, on the 
other hand, are six times faster, sink 1.9 milliamperes 
each, and dissipate a total of 150 mw. The 100 mw 
saved was used to improve the speed of the internal cir-
cuits (a 40-pin ceramic package allows a maximum dis-
sipation of about 750 mw, so the power budget was lim-
ited). 
The layout effort took 18 man-months because it re-

quired great care to minimize parasitics and to optimize 
signal flow for increased speed and smaller size. The re-
sult was a 165-by-191-mil chip that is smaller than 
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2. 8080 at work. When connected in a microprocessor system, the 8080 requires only six external TTL packages, as against the 20 needed 
by the 8008. The address bus can access up to 64 kilobytes of memory and up to 256 input and 256 output ports. 
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2 

T4 YES 

NO 

5 

YES 

WAIT 

3. State diagram. A typical machine cycle requires three to five 

states. The operation is basically as follows: during T1, the content of 
the internal address register is sent to the address bus; during T2. 

READY is tested; during T3. data is transferred between the CPU and 
memory or I/O devices; T4 and T5 are used when necessary to com-

plete the instruction execution; and finally, the circuit goes back to 1-1 
for the next machine cycle. Only after the last state of the last ma-

chine cycle is the interrupt request line tested. 

many of today's single-chip calculators. Great effort 
went into both logic and circuit design minimization, as 
a result of which the complex functions of the 8080 were 
implemented in only about 5,000 transistors. 
The effectiveness of a CPU can be measured by its ex-

ecution speed and memory storage requirements for a 
representative class of practical benchmark programs. 
The real improvement in performance is highly depen-
dent on specific applications. If the 8080 had only the 
same 48 instructions as the 8008, it would handle the 
same problems about eight times faster (and five times 
faster than the 8008-1, a high-speed version of the 
8008). However, with the 30 new instructions, the 8080 
offers speed improvements on the order of 10:1 to 20:1 
with smaller storage requirements—from 95% to 70% for 
an equivalent program written for the 8080. 
The internal organization of the 8080 is shown in Fig. 

lb, while Fig. la shows the same detail for the 8080. 
The most important change concerns the internal 

memory organization. The 8008 has separate memories: 
an address stack—eight 14-bit registers which comprise 
one program counter storing the current effective ad-
dress and seven others that store the addresses of nested 
subroutines—and a scratch pad, which contains the 8-bit 
accumulator and six additional 8-bit registers used for 
memory addressing and temporary storage of operands. 
In the 8080, these memories have been combined into a 
single internal 16-bit-wide memory with paired 8-bit 
register organization. The 8080's program counter and 
stack pointer, also each 16 bits wide, replace the 8008's 
internal address stack. 
The 8008 has an internal 3-bit stack pointer, which 

gives the user up to seven levels of nesting of subrou-
tines. The 8080's 16-bit stack pointer can address up to 
64 kilobytes of external stack memory, providing essen-
tially as many nesting levels as needed. 
The 8080's accumulator and its associated circuitry 

have been moved into the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) 
section, to speed up the operation of the processor (data 
transfers between memory and ALU on the internal data 
bus are therefore not required for arithmetic and logic 
operations). Notice that the 8080 memory is double-
ended—information can be transferred from the inter-
nal bus 8 bits at a time, while 16-bit transfers can take 
place from the address register. 

Extra benefits 
This organization yields a number of other new fea-

tures for the 8080. The most important are: 
• New instructions allow the contents of any register 
pair (3-c, D-E, H-L, or ACCUMULATOR-FLAGS) to be 
quickly stored and retrieved by being "pushed into" or 
"popped from" the top of the external memory stack. 
This is a fast way to save the machine status (the con-
tents of the registers) when an interrupt occurs and then 
restore the status after the interrupt has been serviced. 
The stack can also be used as an extension of the inter-
nal registers. 
• Other new instructions allow easy manipulation of 
addresses and the memory stack, since the registers B-C, 
D-E and H-L, and STACK POINTER can be incremented 
and decremented with 16 bits in parallel. 
• The temporary register pair w-z can be used as a pro-
gram counter to hold a direct address to quickly load or 
store H-L or ACCUMULATOR. Also possible are double 
precision additions between any register pair and H-L. 
• Fast, parallel transfers of H-L to PROGRAM COUNTER 
or STACK POINTER are now possible with a minimum 
amount of internal control logic. 
• The addition of decimal correction to the ALU section 
enables binary and BCD arithmetic to be performed at 
about equal speeds. 
• The addition of many new, easy-to-use control and 
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The 8080's inputs and outputs 

The Intel 8080 takes four control inputs and generates six 
control outputs: 
SYNC—output; a synchronizing signal that indicates 

the beginning of each memory cycle. 
DATA BUS INPUT—output; a signal that indicates when 

the data bus is in the receiving mode, i.e. when data is 
expected by the CPU. 
READY—input; a signal to the CPU that valid data is 

available. If not activated, the CPU enters a WAIT state. 
WAIT—output; a signal that acknowledges that the 

CPU is in the WAIT state. 
WRITE—output; a signal that tells the memory and out-

put devices that valid data from the CPU is available on 
the data bus. 
HOLD—input; a signal used by an external device to 

request access to the CPU address and data bus. 
Request is granted upon completion of memory access 
and it is acknowledged on the HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE 
output pin. The CPU address and data buses become 
floating (in a high-impedance state), but internally, the 
CPU completes the execution of the current memory 
cycle. After that, the CPU idles for as long as HOLD is ac-
tive. HOLD and HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE can be used for 
DMA (direct memory access) control and in multiproces-
sor applications. 
HOLD ACKNOWLEDGE—output; signals acknowledg-

ment of the HOLD state. 

INTERRUPT REQUEST—input; the interrupt input is 
sampled at the end of the current instruction cycle and if 
the internal software control interrupt enable flip-flop is 
set, it initiates the interrupt servicing sequence. 

RESET—input; a signal that clears the content of the 
program counter so that program execution will start 
from location zero in memory. 
INTERRUPT ENABLE—output; a signal that displays 

the status of the interrupt enable flip-flop. 
The CPU also provides eight status bits on the data bus 

at SYNC time: 
HALT ACKNOWLEDGE—a response to the HALT in-

struction. 
INTERRUPT ACKNOWLEDGE—follows the acceptance 

by the CPU of an interrupt request. 
INPUT CYCLE—indicates that the address bus holds 

the address of an input device. 
OUTPUT CYCLE—indicates that the address bus holds 

the address of an output device. 
MEMORY READ—indicates that the data bus will have 

data coming from memory. 
M1—indicates that the current cycle is for fetching the 

first byte of an instruction. 
STACK—indicates that the address bus holds the push-

down stack address. 
WRITE OUTPUT—indicates that the data bus will have 

data for memory write or for an output operation. 
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4. Timing. The instruction LMB (load the content of register B into the location addressed by the contents of registers H and L) requires two 
machine cycles (M1 and M2). During M I, the address bus holds the program counter contents, and during M2 it holds the contents of the H-L 
register pair. DATA BUS INPUT shows when the CPU expects data from the data bus. WRITE shows when data from the CPU is available on 
the data bus. READY shows that valid data is available to the CPU. The bottom waveform shows the corresponding data-bus actions. 
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status signals simplifies interfacing, allows direct 
memory access, and helps in program debugging. 

Figure 2 shows how the 8080 interfaces with outside 
chips to make a microprocessor system. An external 
crystal-controlled oscillator supplies two non-over-
lapping clocks, 01, and 4)2. Buffers interface to external 
address and data buses, and a gate and eight latches set 
up status bits during sync time. All inputs and outputs 
are Tit-compatible, with the exception of the two 
clocks, which require + 12 V. A memory and the input-
output devices complete the system. 
The amount of external interface logic necessary to 

implement any system depends on that system's com-
plexity. The minimum requirement is six packages of 
conventional Tn., (the 8008 needs at least 20). 

External signals are organized on three buses. An ad-
dress bus with 16 lines addresses up to 65 kilobytes of 
memory and up to 256 input and 256 output ports. A 
bidirectional eight-line data bus carries data to and 
from memory and I/0 ports. A control bus synchronizes 

COMPARING THE GENERATIONS 

INTEL 
8008 

INTEL 
8080 

1.4,11,14109Y/threshold voltage pi1.5-2.5 V n/0.8-1.4 V 

Supply voltage +5, —9 V +12, +5, 0, —5 V 

Number of pins on package 18 40 

Number of interlace chips 20 6 

Number of instructions 48 78 148 4. 30) 

Instruction execution speed 12-22 po 2-9ps 

Internal memory type/number of bits dynamic/168 bits static/104 bits 

Chip size (mils) 124 x 173 164 x 191 

RAM size/speed (typical systems) 256/1 szs 1,024/500 os 

ROM size/speed (typical systems) 2,048/1 Ms 4,096/600 os 

the CPU, external memory, and Ito devices, and also has 
the job of handling interrupts, direct-memory-access 
(DMA) controls, and CPU status information. 

Instructions in the 8080, as in the 8008, use one, two, 
or three bytes of storage. Each instruction requires from 
one to five machine (or memory) cycles for fetching and 
execution. Machine cycles are called M I, M2, • • Ms• 
Each machine cycle requires from three to five states— 
Ti, T2,. . T5—for its completion. Each state has the 
duration of one clock period (0.5 microsecond). There 
are three other states (wArr, HOLD, and HALT) which 
last one to an indefinite number of clock periods, as 
controlled by external signals. Machine cycle Mi is al-
ways the operation-code fetch cycle and lasts four or 
five clock periods. Machine cycles M2, M3, M4, and M5 
normally last three clock periods each. 
To understand the basic operation of the 8080, let's 

refer to the simplified state diagram shown in Fig. 3, 
starting at cycle Mi and state Ti. 

During T1 the content of the program counter is sent 

to the address bus, SYNC is true, and the data bus has 
status information pertaining to the cycle that is cur-
rently being initiated. Ti is always followed by another 
state, T2, during which the condition of the READY in-
put is tested. If READY is true, T3 is entered; otherwise, 
the CPU will go into the wait state (Tv) and stay there 
for as long as READY is false. READY thus allows the 
CPU be synchronized to a memory with any access time 
and to any i/o device. Also, by controlling the READY 
line, the user can single-step through his program. 
During T3, the data coming from memory is available 

on the data bus and is transferred into the instruction 
register (during M i only). The instruction decoder and 
control sections then generate the basic signals to con-
trol the internal data transfers, the timing, and the ma-
chine-cycle requirements of the new instructions. 
At the end of T4, if the cycle is complete, or else at the 

end of Ts, the 8080 goes back to Ti and enters machine 
cycle M2, unless the instruction required only one ma-
chine cycle for its execution. In such cases, a new Mi 
cycle is entered. The loop is repeated for as many cycles 
and states as required by the instruction. 

It is only during the last state of the last machine 
cycle that the interrupt request line is tested and a spe-
cial Mi cycle is entered, during which no program-
counter incrementing takes place and INTERRUPT AC-
KNOWLEDGE status is sent out. During this cycle, one of 
eight possible single-byte calls will be sent to the CPU by 
the interrupting device. 

Execution times 
Instruction state requirements range from a min-

imum of four states for non-memory referencing in-
structions, like register and accumulator arithmetic in-
structions, up to a maximum of 18 states for the most 
complex instructions—such as XTHL (exchange the con-
tents of registers H and L with the content of the top two 
locations of the stack). At the maximum clock fre-
quency of 2 megahertz, this means that assembly-lan-
guage instructions can be executed in 2 to 9 ps. 
As an example of 8080 timing, Fig. 4 shows the tim-

ing diagram for the one-byte, two-cycle instruction LMB 
(load the content of register B into the memory location 
addressed by the contents of registers H and L). This ex-
ample also illustrates the timing when a WAIT state is 
entered after the execution of LMB. Notice that seven 
states (a total of 3.5 sis) are required to fetch and exe-
cute the LMB instruction. The same instruction would 
require 28 ¡is by the 8008, 17.5 e by the faster 8008-1. 
Though this example demonstrates an 8:1 improve-

ment in speed over the 8008, the real impact of the new 
8080 will not be as a replacement for the 8008. The 
8008 has, after all, adequate speed for a large number 
of applications. The 8080 will be used in new systems 
that were not feasible before because the first-gener-
ation microcomputers were not powerful enough. 
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• CERDIP Sealing Materials ... we sell the 
industry standard ... including the lowest 
temperature sealing glasses on the market 

• Substrates ... you can choose standard sizes 
off the shelf, or order special glasses 

• Diode Cases ... we're the largest supplier in 
the world 

• Infra-red Sealing Reed Switch Glass ... we 
developed it to give you fast, efficent 
processing 

• Glass Preforms ... more than 1,200 shapes 
of IC frames, beads, and other preforms 

• CRT Bulbs ... more than 100 standard 
shapes, from 1" to 36", plus special shapes 
and sizes 

• Quartz Crucibles ... 0.D. sizes up to 10" 

• Chemically Machinable Glass Ceramics ... for 
unique shapes and configurations 

• Display Materials ... cell sheets, back plates, 
mercury capsules and sealing frit, everything 
for flat panel displays 

We can do almost anything with glass for electronics. 
Got a problem? Write or call: 

Electronic Materials Department 

CORNING 
CORNING GLASS WORKS 

Corning, New York 14830 
(607) 974-8866 
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synthesizer 
that takes you 

from .01 Hz 
to 20 MHz 

without stopping 
at the bank 

Price: Model 801 $1,995. 
f.o.b. Hillsboro, Oregon 

Exact makes it 
The frequency low cost 

Exact ma es 
simple 

The new Model 801 Frequency 
Synthesizer takes its place be-
tween the highly sophisticated 
(and highly expensive) synthe-
sizers and the less versatile RC 
and LC oscillators. Now at a 
reasonable cost, you can have 
a signal source with crystal 
controlled stability, high fre-
quency accuracy and resolu-
tion, and the capability of re-
mote control programming. 

NEW! 
The new Model 802 offers all the capability 
of the Model 801 plus —69.99 dbm to 
+26.99 dbm amplitude control with 0.01 
dbm resolution. All 801 options are avail-
able plus an ASCII interlace option. Price 

Model 802 $2,650. 

EXACT 
electronics, inc. 

(A Subsidiary of Danalab, Inc.) 

BOX 160, HILLSBORO, OREGON 97123 
(503) 648-6661 TWX 910-460-8811 

Exact makes it 
stable and 
accurate 

Simple to operate, simple to 
calibrate, simple to maintain. 
Just six plug-in circuit boards 
plus a plug-in power supply 
perform all frequency synthe-
sis functions. Convenient test 
points make location of faulty 
cards quick and easy. And, in 
case of trouble, you can substi-
tute a new card without exten-
sive recalibration . 

The Model 801 offers fre-
quency stability of 10 ppm/ 
year and accuracy of .001% of 
setting. Bandswitching by 
decade ranges maintains a 
constant 6-digit resolution 
throughout the frequency 
range. Outstanding signal pur-
ity with low phase noise and 
low harmonic and non-har-
monic spurious outputs permit 
accurate measurement of nar-
row band communications cir-
cuits. Non-harmonic spurious 
is —60 db and harmonic levels 
are below —40 db from 1-to-20 
MHz, —50 db below 1 MHz. 

Exact makes it 
versatile 
In one instrument, the Model 
801 offers frequency coverage 
from 1 Hz to 20 MHz, or 0.01 
Hz to 20 MHz as an option, for 
an extremely stable source of 
signals typically requiring 
more than one instrument. Fre-
quency accuracy is 1, .001%, 
or by using the Model 801's 
phase lock input, it can be 
slaved to an external frequency 
standard for even higher ac-
curacy. Options include digital 
programming, low frequency 
extender (to 0.01 Hz), and rack 
mounting adapters. 
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Designer's casebook 

IC logic units simplify 
binary number conversion 
by Harvey F Hoffman 
Norden Division, United Aircraft Corp.. Norwalk, Conn. 

A variety of digital arithmetic processing applications 
require one arithmetic notation to be converted to an-
other. Six of the most widely used conversions can be 
accomplished easily with a pair of medium-scale inte-
grated circuits called arithmetic logic units. The table 
lists these six conversions and their associated rules. 
The function chart for an arithmetic logic unit is 

given in Fig. 1. As an example of how to wire the ics, 
consider circuit (a) in Fig. 2 for converting an 8-bit 
number in two's-complement notation to a number in 
signed-binary notation. The number to be converted is 
N, and the converted number is P. The eighth bit (N7, 
P7) is the sign bit, and the least significant bit is the first 
number bit (No, Po). 
The function-select inputs are So = 0, S1 = S2 = 

S3 = 1, and the mode (M) input controls the sign bit. 
The arithmetic function (when M = 0) that may be per-
formed is A plus (A OR ) with no carry (Cn) input to 
the first unit. (A and B are the input numbers.) The 
logic operation (when M = 1) for these same function-
select inputs is A OR B, no matter the state of the first 
unit's carry input. 

If number A is set to zero and the carry-in term is set 
to one, then to arithmetic operation (M = 0) is if plus 
1, which is the binary representation of a negative num-
ber in two's-complement notation. With number A 
again set to zero, the logic operation (M = 1) gives an 
output of B. 

Therefore, if the inverse of the sign bit is applied to 

ARITHMETIC NOTATI IN CONVERSION RULES 

From signed binary to two's complement: 

• If sign bit is negative, complement each number bit and 

add 1 to result. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

From two's complement to signed binary: 

• If sign bit is negative, complement each number bit and 

add 1 to result. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

From signed binary to one's complement: 

• If sign bit is negative, complement each number bit. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

From one's complement to signed binary: 

• If sign bit is negative, complement each number bit. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

From two's complement to one's complement: 

• If sign bit is negative, subtract 1 from number. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

From one's complement to two's complement: 

• If sign bit is negative, add 1 to number. 

• If sign bit is positive, output number equals input number. 

Notes: 

• The sign bit is the most significant bit. 

• A logic 1 in the sign bit location represents a negative number. 

• A logic 0 in the sign bit location represents a positive number. 

the mode (M) input, the A inputs are held at zero and 
the number in two's-complement form is applied to the 
B inputs. The resulting output is then in signed binary 
notation. If only the magnitude of the number is re-
quired, the sign bit, P7, should not be used. 

This notation conversion is completely reversible. 
That is, the identical circuit may be used to convert 
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F=A 

F = A + B 

F = A + 8- 

F = minus 1 (2's comp.) 

F = A plus Aà 

F = AB plus [A + fil 

F = A minus B minus 1 

F = Ali minus 1 

F = A plus Ari 

F = A plus 8 

F = A8 plus IA + Él 

F = AB minus 1 

F = A plus A (2 X A) 

F = A plus IA + Bj 

F = A plus IA + ril 

F = A minus 1 

F = À-

F = A + 8 

F = (À8  

F = Logic 0 

F = ÀT3 

F=B 

F = A q•B 

F = Aà 

F = À + B 

Co 

M 

So 
Si 
S2 
S3 

Fo 

Bo Ai Bi A2 82 A3 

54/74181 

4-BIT 
ARITHMETIC 
LOGIC UNIT 

Fi F2 F3 

83 

Cn+4 

A -= B 

X 

Y 

0 
0 

F = A •i• B 

F = 8 

F = AB 

F = Logic 1 

F = A + à 

F = A + 8 

F = A 

I I I 

. FunctIonal capability. The operation of an arithmetic logic unit is outlined in the table for all possible selection (So, SI, Sz, and Sz) inputs. 
The input numbers are A and B, and the output number is F. When the unit's mode (M) input is low, it produces the arithmetic function given 

in the middle column. When the mode input is high, a logic operation takes place, as indicated in the right-hand column. 
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from signed-binary notation to two's-complement nota-
tion. 
The wiring connections for the four other conversions 

listed in the table are also shown in the figure. Circuit 
(b) is for converting from one's-complement notation to 

signed-binary notation, or vice versa. Circuit (c) is for 
converting from two's-complement notation to one's-
complement notation. And circuit (d) is for converting 
from one's-complement notation to two's-complement 
notation. 
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2. Number conversion. Two arithmetic logic units can be interconnected to change a number's arithmetic notation. The circuit of (a) con-

verts two's-complement notation to signed-binary notation, or vice versa; circuit (b) converts one's complement to signed binary, or vice 

versa; circuit (c) converts two's complement to one's complement; and circuit (d) converts one's complement to two's complement. 

Storing computer data 
with a cassette recorder 
by Richard Eckhardt 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

Two simple interface circuits permit data from a tele-
typewriter to be recorded and played back on a por-
table cassette tape recorder. This means that a conven-
tional tape recorder can be employed as a compact 

reusable storage device for minicomputers, with a tele-
typewriter operating as the only input/output equip-
ment. And remember that a single 120-minute cassette 
will hold as much information as 600 feet of paper tape. 

Teletypewriter data is transmitted at the rate of 10 
characters per second (110 bits per second), a frequency 
that is far too low for most audio recorders. Therefore, 
the data is converted to tone bursts at a frequency the 
recorder can use. On playback, the tone bursts are de-
tected, and the original data format is reconstructed. 
The teletypewriter-to-recorder interface circuit (a) 

can be driven either directly by the teletypewriter out-
put or by the circuitry that drives the teletypewriter. 
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The output of a teletypewriter resembles the opening 
and closing of a switch. In the interface circuit, this 
switching waveform is first filtered slightly to remove 
bounce, and then it is used to gate a unijunction oscilla-
tor. If a teletypewriter driver is used instead as the input 
device, its drive current is fed to the base of a transistor 
that simulates the teletypewriter's switching action. 
The circuit's output is a sawtooth waveform having a 

frequency of 6 kilohertz. It is applied to the recorder's 
auxiliary input (high-impedance low-sensitivity input). 
If the recorder does not have this input, it can be simu-
lated by placing a 470-kilohm resistor in series with the 
microphone input. 

The recorder-to-teletypewriter interface circuit (b) de-
tects the recorder's output, and then rectifies and filters 
it so that a positive voltage is developed whenever a 
tone is present. A bleeder resistor is placed across the 
recorder output lines to produce the proper decay when 
the tone is removed. This decay voltage is then used to 
turn on a two-transistor driver that operates the tele-
typewriter. The output of this detector circuit can also 
be used to drive a reed relay to produce switch closures 
like those of a standard teletypewriter output. 

It should also be noted that both interface circuits run 
off of a 9-volt supply, which can often be taken from the 
recorder's battery pack. EJ 

Economical minicomputer data storage. Interface circuits for an everyday cassette tape recorder enable the unit to record and playback 

teletypewriter information. The recording circuit (a) can be driven by either the teletypewriter itself or by a teletypewriter driver. The playback 

circuit (b) can drive the teletypewriter directly or interface with a relay driver. The recorder's battery can run both circuits. 
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Making music 
with IC timers 
by Kenneth R. Dugan 
General Telephone and Electrorucs, Clearwater, Fia 

The versatile 555-type lc timer has yet another appli-
cation—as a poor-man's music synthesizer for playing 
the musical signature of simple songs. Two timers are 
needed: one generates the rhythm, while the other pro-
duces the tones. 
The circuit shown is intended for use as an audible 

alarm for a telephone exchange; it plays the first 10 
notes of "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody." With the 
CONTROL INPUT lead of Timen i returned to the Vcc 
supply line, the tune will recycle continuously. But if a 
relay or flip-flop is connected to this lead, the number of 
times that the tune recycles can be controlled. 

Since the output for Timer2 is a pulse train having a 
duty cycle between 40% and 60%, a low-pass filter is 
used to soften the somewhat harsh audio quality of this 
waveshape. The setting of the STYLE switch causes the 
notes to either step or glide through the tune. 
When used in conjunction with a diode bridge that 

detects the presence or absence of a ringing generator 
on the telephone line, the circuit can be programed to 
play a distinctive musical signature as a personalized 
telephone bell signal. Of course, many different combi-
nations of resistors and capacitors can be used to obtain 
the desired music frequencies. 

TONE-GENERATOR FREQUENCIES FOR 
"A PRETTY GIRL IS LIKE A MELODY" 

COUNT 
TONE 

CAPACITOR 

(brF) 

FREQUENCY 

(Hz) 

0 0.042 329 

1 0.040 349 

2 0.038 370 

3 0.033 440 

4 0.038 370 

5 0.036 392 

6 0.034 415 

7 0.033 440 

8 0.027 523 

9 0.033 440 

One less IC package is needed if a dual 556-type timer 
is employed, as done here, instead of two individual 
555-type timers. 

Designer s casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems Explain briefly but thor-

oughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose We'll pay $50 for each item published. 
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HF 
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Tuneful timers. This music synthesizer, which relies on two IC timers, can play a simple 10-note song. Timeri generates the rhythm for the 

tune, while Timer2 generates the tones. If the CONTROL INPUT is tied to the supply line, the tune recycles continuously. The position of the 

STYLE switch determines whether the tones are played individually or blended. This circuit plays "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody." 
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150 Microwatt 
Triple Op Amp 

The L144 monolithic triple op amp draws only 50µ,A of current 
per amplifier, from a ±1.5 V supply. What's more, it is 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR! 
L144 features include: 

• Monolithic triple op amp in DIP or Flatpac packages 
• Wide power supply range— ±- 1.5 V to ±- 15 V 
• Internal compensation 

• Programmable power dissipation 
• Programmable input bias current 
• Single programming resistor 
• 80 dB gain with 20 KI2 load 
• Cost effective: $1.63 per single op ame 

"'Ll44CJ 100-piece price 

Applications examples: 

V - 10 V 

75 KII 75 KR (ONO or 
NULL) 

DOUBLE-ENDED LIMIT COMPARATOR 

V - -1.5 V 

INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 

IN 

1000 

î 

8 loo 

lo 

--miraaermi me-aei-an 
mmimmule•••• 

ummounlimmiumeuli 

mrne,.;a2cmazzu::: 
IM11.1.05A111.11.13.111.1.1.1.11 

1•111111nall11•111•11111311111 
MR 111111111111111•111111 

211111111111111111111 
100 

Is., IAA) 

1000 

ACTIVE FILTER 

The L144 is a practical industry-standard operational amplifier for use when low current 
drain, low voltage, low power, or very small physical size are controlling criteria. If your 

circuit requirements are unique—and whose aren't —our applications people are eager to help. 
For complete information 

write for data 
IC Applications: (408) 246 8000, Ext. 120 

Ir 
Siliconix incorporated 
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Here are two of the world's best oscilloscopes. 

Hewlett-Packard 1707B Tektronix 465 

Here's why you shouldn't own either one. 
You can lease one for as little as 

$45 per month. 
We can give you immediate 

delivery on either the Hewlett-
Packard 1707B or the Tektronix 465, 
in quantity. 
The Hewlett-Packard scope lease 

is $45 per month for 36 months. 
The Tektronix 465 is $50 per month 
for 36 months. 
Anyway you choose, leasing is the 

best thing that ever happened to a 
tight capital equipment budget. 
You pay for your scope as you use it 
... and you pay for it out of the 
profits it generates. 

Call your closest Instant Inven-
tory Center and ask us about short 
term rentals, delivery, and other 
lease terms for scopes or any other 
electronic equipment you need, up 
to and including minicomputers. 

Anaheim, California (714) 879-0561 
Dallas, Texas (214) 661-8082 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida (305)771-3500 

Gaithersburg, Maryland (301) 948-0620 
Burlington, Massachusetts (617) 273-2770 
Mountain View, California (415) 968-8845 
Oakland, New Jersey (201) 337-3757 
Rexdale (Toronto) Ont., Canada (416) 677-7513 
Des Plaines, Illinois (312) 827-6670 

Rental Electronics, Inc. 
A PEP's1M leasing company. 
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Program called ASTAP makes fast work 
of analyzing large-scale circuits 
No programing experience is needed to use this new software program, 

though it can handle networks containing thousands of elements and can 

perform dc, ac, and transient analysis as well as statistical simulation 

By G. W. Mahoney, D. A. Mehta, H. Qassemzadeh, T. R. Scott, and W. T. Weeks, IBM Corp., System Products Division, 
Hopewell Junction, N.Y. and A. J. Jimenez, IBM Corp., General Systems Division, Boca Raton, Fla. 

D Paralleling the development of more complex cir-
cuits, particularly large-scale ics, circuit-analysis pro-
grams are becoming more and more indispensable as 
design tools. They are helping to speed up design cycles, 
reduce redesign, and enhance reliability prediction. Yet 
the demands being made of these programs continue to 
grow. Their capacity must be expanded to handle to-
day's larger and denser circuits. What's more, they must 
operate ever faster to keep computational costs low and 
to improve computer turnaround time. 
Advanced Statistical Analysis Program (ASTAP), a 

newly introduced software system, features those two 
essential characteristics: extensive capacity and high 
speed. ASTAP is basically a batch program that requires 
an IBM S/360 or S/370 computer, as well as suitable 
peripherals and memory storage. It was released just 
last year [Electronics, April 26, 1973, p. 40] and is avail-

able as one of IBM's Installed-User programs. 
Unlike earlier programs, which are limited to one or 

two analysis modes, ASTAP can perform dc, ac, and tran-
sient analyses. This means that the same language can 
be used for all three analysis modes, and data can be 
transfered easily from one mode to another. Further-
more, since ASTAP employs a user-oriented language, 
the engineer need not have previous programing experi-
ence. ASTAP can analyze networks containing thousands 
of elements, and it can accept new device models with-
out reprograming. 

Analysis capabilities 
With this new software package, the designer can pre-

dict how circuit performance will be affected by compo-
nent tolerances, component aging, or ambient tempera-
ture. He can also simulate his circuit statistically so that 

1. Determining propagation delay. A computer transient analysis can be used to find the turn-on and turn-off delays of this current-switch 

logic circuit. With ASTAP, the analysis can be done with either nominal element values or statistically distributed element values. 
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ASTAP versus Sceptre 
ASTAP (Advanced Statistical Analysis Program) is one 
of the newer high-power general-purpose circuit-anal-
ysis computer programs. It can handle exceptionally 
large circuits very quickly, and it can perform a dc, ac, 
or transient analysis for a linear or nonlinear network. 
The program can also provide a Monte-Carlo statis-
tical simulation for all three analysis modes, and it per-
mits unlimited model nesting. 
One of ASTAP's chief competitors is Sceptre (Sys-

tem for Circuit Evaluation and Prediction of Transient 
Radiation Effects), a tried-and-true nonlinear com-
puter program that is used principally for transient 
analysis. While Sceptre is currently limited to a capac-
ity of around 300 elements, ASTAP can accommodate 
up to approximately 3,000 elements. 

Like Sceptre, ASTAP employs a model library, 
rather than taking the built-in-model approach. The 
languages used by both of these programs permit ar-
bitrary device models to be described easily and then 
stored in the programs' model libraries. This means 
that a user can choose the model that suits his design 
best from the model library. He is not restricted to a 
single model that is built into the program, nor does he 
need a programmer's assistance if he wishes to 
change models. 

Additionally, ASTAP employs an implicit-integration 
technique to solve transient responses. This elimi-
nates the time-constant pattern that plagued the expli-
cit integrators used in programs like Sceptre. It should 
be noted, however, that a recently released version of 
Sceptre does provide an implicit-integration approach. 

he can estimate the output variations due to these ef-
fdcts. Even quality-assurance determinations, like yields 
and defect levels, can be predicted with ASTAP. 
The program can compute the transient response of 

both linear and general nonlinear networks. The output 
for this analysis mode is in two formats: a tabulated one 
and an automatically scaled printer plot. Variable-order 
formulas' are used for the implicit numerical integra-
tion of the differential equations used in the solution. 
The time step-size during integration is controlled auto-
matically, and even initial conditions can be determined 
automatically prior to a transient analysis. 
Dc analysis can also be performed for linear and gen-

eral nonlinear networks, and dc problems are solved 
automatically by adding pseudo-reactive elements to 
the network, converting the elements to a transient 
form. The resulting network is then integrated until dc 
levels are reached. Approximate dc solutions may be 
entered by supplying a set of initial conditions from 
which the correct dc levels are found. In this way, the 
network may be put in the region of the desired state of 
a multi-state network. 
For a steady-state small-signal ac analysis, ASTAP can 

accept a linear or nonlinear network for which an oper-
ating point is specified. The network is automatically 
linearized at the operating point, and the resulting net-
work is analyzed in the frequency domain. General fre-
quency dependencies can be expressed for all types of 
elements. The real and imaginary components, as well 
as the magnitude and phase components, of complex-

value response variables may be tabulated and plotted 
against frequency. In addition, transfer functions repre-
sented by seven different types of matrix parameters 
(i.e., Z, Y, S, etc.) may be requested as outputs. Bode 
and Nyquist plots are also available. 
The operating point for a nonlinear network can be 

supplied by the user, or it can be obtained automati-
cally from a dc or transient analysis. In determining this 
point automatically, the user can supply one network 
description for both modes of analysis; this requires a 
common topology. Or he can supply a separate network 
description for each mode, permitting elements to be 
added or deleted at will during the ac analysis. 

Furthermore, a network can be simulated statistically 
for either ac, dc, or transient analysis. A Monte-Carlo 
technique is used to compute the probability distribu-
tion of a system's output parameters from known distri-
butions of its inputs. Element values are specified in 
terms of a tolerance and a statistical distribution. Non-
linearities are entered as statistical tables that give a tol-
erance and distribution to the nonlinear curve. Parame-
ters may also be statistical variables and may be used to 
define other element and parameter values, as can gen-
eral statistically dependent or tracking relationships. 
The basic output of a statistical simulation consists of 

histograms of specified output parameters. For a tran-
sient or ac analysis, outputs such as delay or transition 
times and bandwidths may be defined as output param-
eters. Moreover, for these two analysis modes, envelope 
plots can be obtained that display the envelope of the 
responses as functions of time or frequency. A scatter 
diagram indicating the correlation of one output to an-
other can also be requested. 

Data is entered into ASTAP for all three modes of 
analysis with a common input language. This free-form 
language is easy to use and almost entirely unrestrictive. 
For example, there are no limits on the length of names, 
the number of points in a table, and the number of con-
tinuation cards. 

Device descriptions 
For large-signal analysis, semiconductor devices re-

quire equivalent circuits that contain nonlinear ele-
ments. With ASTAP, any element voltage or current can 
be used to describe a nonlinear dependence that defines 
any element value in the network description. Fortran-
like expressions and tables of points can be employed 
for defining element values, and Fortran function-type 
subroutine references, which may be Fortran-supplied, 
system-supplied, or user-supplied, can be included in 
these expressions. (Two examples of system-supplied 
subroutines are a diode equation and a field-effect-tran-
sistor characteristic.) Parameters may be defined along 
with the elements, enabling them to be used as auxiliary 
quantities in element-value expressions or for estab-
lishing special outputs. 

ASTAP's modeling facilities considerably simplify the 
process of describing networks that are formed by re-
petitive subnetworks—for example, an equivalent circuit 
representing a transistor. In ASTAP, the subnetwork can 
be defined in terms of basic elements as a model itself, 
and this model can be used repeatedly to build a more 
complicated network. Each time the model is called for, 
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individual element values within the model may be 
changed. A model can also be referenced to another 
lower-level model. This model nesting can be carried to 
any level. 
Another advantage of AsTAP's language is that it al-

lows arbitrary device models to be described easily. The 
designer can express characteristic device equations that 
constitute mathematical device models in terms of 
mathematical expressions or tables defining linear or 
nonlinear dependent elements. Therefore, the designer 
is given a good deal of freedom in defining element val-
ues in device models, but he must exercise care in con-
structing his definitions so that the model is physically 
realizable. 

Also, the designer must be certain that element val-
ues are mathematically valid under all circumstances. 
For example, values of R, C, or L elements must never 
be identically zero, and expressions or tables defining 
these elements must be greater than zero for all values 
of the independent variable. The user must avoid situ-
ations where element values become unrealistically 
large or small, leading to possible overflow or underflow 
conditions. Most problems of this sort can be avoided as 
long as the user is careful to define dependent elements 
over all possible values of the independent variables. 
The program's model library provides additional 

flexibility. Any model can be stored in one of two librar-
ies—the user-model library or the program-model li-
brary. Once stored, models in either library can be ref-
erenced by any user. The program-model library is 
intended for standard general-usage models at a given 
installation. Models may be stored or deleted from this 
library only through the use of a special key. Any user 
may store his model in the user library. 

No internal size limits 
Because ASTAP employs dynamic storage allocation to 

manage program data, there are no internal restrictions 
on the various dimensions—such as the number of ele-
ments or the number of nodes—of a problem. The size 
of the network that can be analyzed by ASTAP is limited 
only by the amount of main storage available. Under 
virtual storage on an IBM 370 machine, even this restric-
tion is removed. Furthermore, the program is auto-
matically extendable to the amount of storage specified 
for each job. On an IBM 360 computer, networks of up 
to about 200 elements can be analyzed using 220 
kilobytes of storage, and networks of up to 3,000 ele-
ments require less than 1.5 megabytes of storage. 

In the solution of a network, a tableau formulation2 
of the network equations is used for all three analysis 
modes. This approach combines traditional topological 
concepts with a modification of an earlier tableau for-
mulation3. Only the voltages across and currents 
through the network elements are employed in the 
modified tableau. 

Sparse-matrix techniques are used to solve the lin-
earized equations that occur in the solution of the gen-
eral network equations. When the linear equations are 
being solved, the growth of fill-in elements is controlled 
by the joint action of a weighted-tree selection scheme 
and an optimal ordering strategy. The u.r can select 
any one of three techniques to solve the linear equa-

tions. The three methods provide a tradeoff between the 
amount of storage needed and computation speed, al-
lowing the user to optimize ASTAP for his installation. 
The first method is the slowest but uses the least storage, 
the second is faster but uses more storage, and the third 
is the fastest but requires the most storage. 

Default values are built into ASTAP for all the run 
controls. For most standard analyses, these controls 
need not be set, and they can be overridden if neces-
sary. The program also has a rerun facility that permits 
a network to be modified and then re-analyzed. In this 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 
MODEL CURRENT SWITCH 0 
ELEMENTS 

RIN, 1-2 = .077 
REF, 5-6 . .077 
R1, 7-11 = 1.0 
R2, P-3 = .4 
R3, P-4 = .455% 
R4, 8-N = .615 
R5, 9-N = .615 
RL1, 8-GND = .093 
RL2, 9-GND = .093 

L/N, EIN-1 = .01 
LREF, 5-GND = .01 

CIN, 
CL1, 
CL2, 

1-GND = .68 
8-GND = 1 
9-GND = 1 

Ti = MODEL JCNTRAN 
12 = MODEL JCNTRAN 
13 = MODEL JCNTRAN 
T4 = MODEL JCNTRAN 

(2-3-7) 
(6-4-7) 
(3-P-8) 
(4-P-9) 

EP, P-GND = -1.25 
EN, N-GND = 3 
EIN, GND-EIN = TABLE EIN(TIME) 

PTOND/N = (TRISE(VRL2,0) - 5.125) 
PTONDOUT = (TFALL(VRL1,0) - 5.125) 
PTOFFD/N = (TFALL(VRL2,0) - 33.125) 
PTOPFDOUT = (TRISE(VRL1,0) - 33.125) 

FUNCTIONS 
TABLE RIN, 2,-.4, 8.25,.4, 10,.4, 

16.25,-.4, 50,-.4 

FEATURES 
GROUND = (GND) 

MODEL JCNTRAN (B-C-E) 
ELEMENTS 

RE, 6-E = .0005 
RC, C-5 = .008 
RB, D-4 = (.182 + 
CRB, B-4 = 2.5 
CC1,11-5=(.626 4/(.8-DM/N1( 11,VCC1))**.311) 
CC 2,4-5=( 0.108/(.8-DMIN1(0, 11(.C1))*+.113) 
CE ,4-6. (0.4+10 .4•JE+DMAX1(.01,JE/5)**4.4) 
JE, 4-6 = (D/ODEQ(2.1E-13,18.1,VJE)) 
JC, 5-4 = (.983 4..7E) 

EXECUTION CONTROLS 
ANALYZE CURRENT SWITCH (TRANSIENT) 

CURRENT SWITCH EMITTER FOLLOWER USING 
BIPOLAR JUNC7ION TRANSISTORS. 

RUN CONTROLS 
STOP TIME = 50 
MAXIMUM STEP SIZE 
TOPOLOGY 

OUTPUTS 

PRINT PTOND/N,PTONDOUT,PTOFEDIN,PTOFFDOUT 
PRINT IRE.T1,/RE.T2,TRE.T1,IRE.T4 
PLOT N1,N2,N3,N4 
PR/NT,PLOT (LABEL=(PROPAGAT/ON DELAY), 

COMMON SCALES) vRt2(VRL2-TN-PHASE). 
VRL1(VRL1-OUTOF-PBASE),E/N 

.5 

2. Nominal transient analysis. Nominal element values are used 

here as the input data to ASTAP. The program will tabulate the input-

to-output propagation delays of the circuit drawn in Fig. 1, as well as 

plot the voltage (with respect to ground) at nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
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MODEL DESCRIPTION 
MODEL CURRENT MI/TCH () 

CURRENT MIITCH EMITTER FOLLOWER CIRCUIT. 

STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION. 

ELEMENTS 
¡'TRACE = DISTRIBUTION NORMAL 

R/N, 1-2 = D NORMAL (PTRACK, 
"El', 5-6 = D NORMAL (PTRACK, 

PS = D NORMAL (.15, 
R1, 7-N = D NORMAL 
R2, P-3 = D NORMAL 
R3, P-4 = D NORMAL 
nu, 8-P = D NORMAL 
R5, 9-U = D NORMAL 
pm, = .093 
rL2, 9-CND = .093 

LIN, FIN-1 = .01 
LREF, 5-MID = .01 

C/N, 1-CND = .68 
CL1, 8-CND = 1 
CL2, 9-CND = 1 

T1 . MODEL JCNTRAN 
T2 . MODEL JCNTRAN 
T3 . MODEL JCNTRAN 
T4 = MODEL JCNTRAN 

(.077, 
5!) 
5..) 

8') 
(6.67*PS, 3.6) 
(2.66*PS, 3.6') 
(2.97*PS, 3.6 1) 
(4.1*PS, 3.61) 
(4.1*PS, 3.61) 

(2-3-7) 
(6-4-7) 
(3-P-8) 
(4-P-9) 

EP, CND-r = 1.25 
FN, 1ND-N = -3 
rIN, CND-E/N = TABLE EIN(TIME) 

PTONDIN = (TRISE(VRL2,0) 
PTONDOUT = (TFALL(VRL1,0) 
PTOFFDIN = (TFALL(VRL2,0) 

PTOFFDOUT = (TRISE(VRL1,0) 

151 

- 5.125) 
- 5.125) 
_ 33.125) 

- 33.125) 

PIDBC . DISTRIBUTION 3 (4, 20, 47.3) 

FUNCTIONS 
TABLE FIN, 0,-.4, 2,-.4, 8.25,.4, 

30,.4, 36.25,-.4, 50,-.4 

DISTRIBUTION 3 (NORMAL) MIN=4, MEAN=20, 
MAX=47.3, SICMA=9.1 

FEATURES 
GROUND . (CNn) 

MODEL JCNTRAN (B-C-E) 

DIFFUSED UPN JUNCTION TRANSISTOR MODEL. 

STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION. 

ELEMENTS 
nr, 6-r = .0005 
PC, C-5 = .008 
PIDB = D NORMAL (PIDBC, 201) 
RB,B-4=(2/PIDB**.8+DLOG(3/(JE+. 1 ))/PIDB ) 

CRB, B-4 . TABLE 1 (PIDB) 
py D NORMAL (0.27, 20!) 
CC1,B-5=(2.32*PY/(.8- DM/N 1 (0 ,VCC 1 )) ** .33333) 

CC2,4-5=(0.4*PY/(.8- DM/N 1 (0 ,VCC 1))4,4, .33333) 
CF, 4-6 = (0.4 + (2.6*PIDB**0.464*JE) 

+ DMAX1(0.01, JE/5)**4.4) 
PISAT = (2.6r-13*(2nernr)d.*.su) 
JE, 4-6 = (DIODEO(PISAT, 38.1, 'JE)) 
PBETA = (12on*(1 - 1/PIDB)/PIDB) 
PALPHA = (PBETA/(1 + PBETA)) 
3C, 5-4 = (PALPPA*JE) 

FUNCTIONS 
TABLE 1, 5,3.5,10,3.5,20,2.5, 40 ,. 1 ,50 ,. 1 

FEATURES 
GLOBAL = (PIDBG) 

EXECUTION CONTROLS 
ANALYZE CURRENT SWITCH (TRANSIENT) 

CURRENT SWITCH EMITTER FOLLOWER 
USING BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOrS. 

RUN CONTROLS 
STOP TIME = 50 
MAXIMUM STEP SIZE = .1 

CASES = 100 
OUTPUTS 

PRINT EIN,VRL1,VRL2 
PRINT /RE.T1,IRE.T2,IRE.T3,/RF.T 4 

PLOT N1,M2,N3,N4 
HISTOGRAM PTONDIN,PTONDOUT,PTOFFDIN,MOFFDOUT 

PIST (SAMPLE=(0,30,50)) 'RL2 
PLOT(ENVELOPE,COMMON SCALES, 

LABEL=(IN PHASE DELAY)) EIN,VRL2 
PLOT(ENVELOPE,COMMON SCALES, 

LABEL=(OUT or PHASE DELAY)) EIN,VRL1 
SCATTERCRN' PTONDIN, vS PIDBC 
SCATTERCRAM PTOFFDIN, VS rim: 

END 

way, parameter studies can be carried out under any of 
the analysis modes. During the re-analysis, only the 
analysis phase of the program is repeated; the set-up 
phase is executed only once. 

Error checking is performed throughout a program 
run. Either warnings or error messages may be issued; 
an error message will terminate the job. There are over 
300 diagnostic messages designed to assist the user find 
the problem so that he can continue his job run. 

A sample problem 
As an illustration of how ASTAP works, the propaga-

tion delay of a current-switch emitter-follower logic cir-
cuit will be investigated through both a nominal tran-
sient analysis and a statistical transient analysis. Fig-
ure 1 shows the circuit. The propagation delays between 
its input and output are defined as the time differences 
between zero-crossings of the input signal and the cor-
responding zero-crossing of the output signals. 
When many of these circuits are tied together to form 

various logic functions, it is necessary to know the delay 
through the logic chain and the statistical distribution of 
this chain delay. The sample-problem circuit is first 
analyzed by using nominal values for the circuit param-
eters, and then statistical distributions are assigned to 
the parameters so that a statistical simulation can be 
performed. In actual practice, a nominal transient anal-
ysis need not be performed first, since the nominal re-
sults are part of the statistical analysis output. 
The equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 includes parasitic ele-

ments, like lead inductance and stray capacitance—in 
this case, LIN, CIN, LREF, CL1, and CL2. All the cir-
cuit elements and nodes are named, and model refer-
ence names are given to the transistors—T1, T2, T3, and 
T4. Element values may be expressed in any consistent 
set of units. Here, the units are volts, milliamperes, 
kilohms, picofarads, microhenries, and nanoseconds. 

Figure 2 shows what the input data to ASTAP looks 
like for this circuit. Individual elements are assigned 
nominal values, which are all numeric constants except 
for the independent voltage source, EIN. The value of 
this independent input signal is given by a table of 
points (under the FUNCTIONS heading) that describes 
the time-dependent input pulse shown in Fig. I. 
The use of parameters for defining special output 

quantities is shown under the ELEMENTS group. Param-
eters PTONDIN and PTONDOUT define the turn-on in-
phase and out-of-phase delays, respectively. Parameters 
PTOFFDIN and PTOFFDOUT define the turn-off in-phase 
and out-of-phase delays, respectively. The values of 
these parameters are established by the system-supplied 
mathematical functions of TRISE and TFALL. 
The basic variables computed during an analysis con-

sist of all the element voltages and currents. These vari-
ables can be used for output quantities or in general 
mathematical expressions for defining element values. 

3. Statistical transient analysis. In this ASTAP input data listing, 

element values for the current-switch circuit are represented as 

statistical distributions, rather than nominal numerical constants. 

Even the circuit's four transistors are modeled statistically. This 

type of simulation allows actual manufacturing variations to be taken 

into consideration. 
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Node voltages can also be requested as output data, as 
long as a ground node is defined explicitly. (This is done 
here under the FEATURES heading.) A node name that 
is prefaced by the letter N refers to a node voltage that 
is referenced to ground. One of the PLOT statements 
requests node voltages N1, N2, N3, and N4. 
Under the ELEMENTS group, the transistor model ref-

erences—T1, T2, T3, and T4—refer to transistor model 
JCNTRAN, which is a modified Ebers-Moll model that is 
not driven into saturation. Whenever the transistor 
model reference name is listed, the elements that make 
up this model are inserted automatically into the over-
all circuit. 
As mentioned previously, the equations defining the 

nominal element values for the transistor model can be 
translated directly into Fortran-like expressions, which 
can be general provided that they represent physically 
meaningful relationships. Additionally, standard For-
tran library functions or functions supplied by the sys-
tem or user may be used in these expressions. 
For example, the current source JE, which models the 

base-emitter junction characteristic, references the sys-
tem-supplied function, DIODEQ. This sort of generality 
of element definition permits models to be developed 
easily for a variety of devices. And the model data can 
be described in either tabular or equation form. 
The EXECUTION CONTROLS heading contains the ma-

jor program instructions. It is here that ASTAP is told to 
do a transient analysis of the current-switch circuit: 
ANALYZE CURRENT SWITCH (TRANSIENT). A stop time 
of 50 ns is set under the RUN CONTROLS listing. This is 
the only transient run control that must be set, since all 
the other program controls have assigned default val-
ues. The maximum step size can be specified, as done 
here, to assure that the program properly describes the 
pulse rise times needed for this problem. 

In addition to the circuit's four propagation delays, 
the OUTPUTS listing requests a printout of the emitter 
current in each of the transistors and a plot of four node 
voltages. The quantities requested here for tabular 
printout are grouped in one block at each time point, 
and each PLOT statement produces a separate plot. 
For the Monte-Carlo statistical transient analysis of 

the current-switch circuit, the constant values used for 
the elements in the previous nominal transient analysis 
are described as statistical distributions instead. In gen-
eral, the Monte-Carlo technique assumes the variables 
to be statistically independent. However, elements are 
sometimes dependent on a common factor; such ele-
ment and parameter dependence is called tracking. 

Figure 3 shows the input data for the statistical de-
scription of the current-switch circuit. Resistors RI 
through R5 depend on the sheet resistivity of the mate-
rial used to fabricate them. Additional variations within 
their dimensional tolerances produce yet another statis-
tical spread about their nominal resistance values. 

In the program listing, parameter PS represents the 
sheet resistivity. It is normally distributed about a nomi-
nal value of 0.15 and varies ±-8% from this nominal at 
-±3-sigma points of the distribution. The nominal values 
of resistors R1 through R5 are each defined as some fac-
tor of parameter PS in order to model the tracking be-
tween these elements as a function of sheet resistivity. 

In addition, each resistor has an independent normal 
distribution of ±-3.6% about its nominal value. The lead 
resistors, RIN and REF, form a separate independent 
tracking group with respect to parameter PTRACK. 
An appropriate statistical description of the transistor 

model is called for under the MODEL JCNTRAN heading. 
Such a description can include nonlinear elements, as 
well as correlate the relationships between dependent 
and independent parameters. The model elements can 
be described in either equation or table format. 
Many of the elements of the transistor model are 

nonlinear. Also, they are correlated with each other. To 
describe this correlation to the program, independent 
parameters are found on which the parameters of inter-
est depend. For instance, several transistor parameters 
depend on total base doping; and an intrinsic current, 
IDB, which is proportional to the sheet conductivity, is 
an independent parameter that is correlated with the to-
tal base doping. 
To request ASTAP to run a statistical simulation for 

any of the modes of analysis, the CASES run control is 
set equal to the number of individual statistical analysis 
runs needed for the simulation. For each individual 
analysis run, values for the statistical elements and pa-
rameters are randomly selected from their associated 
distributions. 
The outputs produced for the first three OUTPUT 

statements are similar to those obtained for the nominal 
transient analysis. However, special outputs are avail-
able for showing statistical responses. 
The HISTOGRAM statement generally requests the 

program to plot histograms of the single-valued vari-
ables listed in the statement. Here, the first HISTOGRAM 
listing asks for histograms of the four delay parameters. 
For variables that are functions of time, the SAMPLE op-
tion can be requested to sample a certain variable at 
specified times. In the example, variable VRL2 is sam-
pled at 0, 30, and 50 ns. 
Another available statistical output for variables that 

are functions of time (or frequency) can be requested by 
the ENVELOPE option in a standard PLOT statement. 
This instruction produces an envelope of all the re-
sponses of each variable over all the cases in the statis-
tical simulation. The mean value at each time point is 
also plotted with the upper and lower envelope values. 
The example shows how to request envelope plots for 
the in-phase and out-of-phase outputs. 
The SCATrERGRAM statement requests another form 

of statistical output—a scatter diagram of one or more 
variables plotted against another variable over all the 
statistical cases. This sort of diagram can be used to de-
termine visually the correlation between variables. In 
the example, the turn-on and turn-off in-phase delays 
are plotted against a transistor parameter (PIDBG) to 
evaluate the correlation of the circuit's delay with this 
parameter. 
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Converting tables to equations cuts 
program length for calculator use 
Eight basic equations can describe most tables of physical variables, 

and all the other factors can be handled by power-series expansions; 

lengths of the programs can often be reduced by more than half 

by Roger Story, Hewlett-Packard Co Loveland Colo 

E Modern programable calculators are unquestionably 
the answer for those individuals and organizations 
whose needs do not justify the expense of even a mini-
computer and its peripherals. Of course, when com-
pared to computers, calculators have certain short-
comings, particularly in their storage capacity. Users of 
calculators are finding that many programs, often writ-
ten with computer execution in mind, cannot be run 
with the 4,000 words of memory to which a program-
able calculator is typically limited. 

Store equations, not tables 
The solution to this problem, in many cases, is to use 

curve-fitting techniques to convert tabular or graphic 
data into equation form. In many scientific programs, it 
turns out, much of the program's length is taken up by 
tables of data. For these programs, dramatic reductions 
in length can be obtained if the data is calculated as it is 
needed, instead of simply being pulled out of a look-up 
table. In addition to reducing memory requirements, re-
placing tables with equations may allow increased ac-
curacy through interpolation between data points.. 

Obviously, not all data is amenable to this treatment. 
Tables with only a small number of entries, for ex-
ample, probably require less space than would the 
equations needed to reproduce them. More often than 
not, however, considerable space can be saved by using 
equations. By way of illustration, our department 
recently developed a program for the design of power 
transformers. The program, written in Basic, was run on 
a time-shared computer terminal. By rewriting the pro-
gram to use equations rather than data tables, we were 
able to reduce its memory requirement from 7,000 
words to 4,000 and thus were able to run it on an HP-
9830 calculator. 
Although reducing the memory requirements was the 

motivation behind the rewriting of the program, the use 
of equations turned out to have another important ad-
vantage: the information in the program is more easily 
updated because an equation is much easier to change 
than a data file. Although for purely mathematical data 
this may not be much of an advantage, much industrial 
data is constantly in need of revision—either to elimi-
nate small errors that have been discovered through ex-



MODEL 1. y = a + bx 

MODEL 2. y = a + b/x 

MODEL 3. 1/y = a + bx 

MODEL 4. 1/y = a + b/x 

MODEL 5. y = a explbx) 

MODEL G. y - 

MODEL 7. y = t) nix) 

MODEL 8. y - a Lx cx 2 

. Equa tions. ost tables or Cu ves of physical variables can be 

represented by one of these eight equations. Canned programs for 

fitting data to equations and for estimating quality of the fit are avail-

able from calculator and computer manufacturers, as well as from 

operators of computer-time-sharing services. 

WIRE GAUGE TURNS/IN 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

44 

8 

15 

26 

3/ 

65 

114 

224 

340 

y  = ael. 

a = 2.83 

b = .109 

x = Wire gauge 

y = Turns/in. 

2. Exponential. Turns-per-inch data in table is represented by ex-

ponential equation with constants as shown. The data shown here 

applies to double-film coated wire. 

perience in the use of the data or because of changes in 
some process on which the data is based. For these situ-
ations, equations can be of significant value, even when 
memory space is not severely limited. 

Writing the equations 
Nearly any data table can be converted into an equa-

tion by developing a power-series expansion for it. The 
only proviso is that the data be sufficiently well ordered 
for the series to converge. It turns out, however, that 
many tables involving physical variables can be repre-
sented by an exponential function or by one of the 
handful of other functions listed in Fig. 1. When this 
can be done, program length can be reduced even more 
than with a straightforward power-series approach. 
To get a feel for the kinds of savings equations can 

provide, consider the reduction of wire tables to equa-
tion form. In the design of most magnetic components, 
one refers to a table of wire sizes to determine such pa-
rameters as turns per inch, ohms per foot, cross-sec-
tional area, and turns per square inch. Two listings of 
turns per square inch are needed—one for layer-wound 
coils, and one for random-wound coils. Thus, for the 37 
wire gauges spanning #8 through #45, 185 data en-
tries, or about 740 16-bit words, must be stored. 

All of this data happens to be of the form y = a 
exp(bx). The wire-table excerpt of Fig. 2, for example, 
shows the values of a and b needed to write the equa-
tion for turns per inch of double-film coated wire. By 
taking advantage of the exponential nature of the wire-
table data, the 185 data entries can be reduced to five 
equations, or 50 words. The saving in this case is 73%. 
What's more, equations are particularly useful when 

the original data is in the form of a family of curves. 
When designing the filter for a power supply, for ex-
ample, certain parameters describing the diodes, the 
transformer, and the various filter components are re-

3. Interpolation. Family of Schade voltage curves shows how ratio 

of dc voltage to peak voltage (y-axis) varies with changes in the 

product of frequency, load resistance, and filter capacitance (x-axis) 

for different values of the ratio of source resistance to load resist-

ance. For such values of Rs/FIL as A2, for which no curve is plotted, 

the formula provides a linear interpolation that can greatly increase 
the accuracy of the calculated results. 

lated by a family of curves known as Schade curves. For 
a capacitor-input filter following a full-wave rectifier 
bridge, the Schade curves, which relate power-supply 
ripple to power-supply loading, are plotted for values of 
the ratio of source resistance to load resistance. 

Plotting curves 
A total of 23 curves-14 for voltage and nine for cur-

rent—is needed for a typical application. To represent 
each curve with sufficient precision for most design 
work requires at least 20 data points per curve. The 
storage needed for this example is thus 460 data entries, 
or 1,840 words. 
The Schade voltage curves are found to be of the 

form y = a + b/x (Fig. 3) while the current curves sat-
isfy the relationship 1/y = a + b/x. The coefficients of 
these equations are data entries, each pair defining a 
curve. The memory capacity required to store 23 curves 
in equation form is 46 entries (184 words) for the coeffi-
cients and 129 words for the two equations. The total of 
313 words represents a saving of 83%. If the coefficients 
of the equations can themselves be fitted to an equation, 
still greater simplification will result. 
However, one problem with families of curves is that 

data points frequently fall between the curves. When 
high accuracy is not required, it is probably sufficient to 
use the curve that comes closest to the one that is 
needed. For higher precision, a linear interpolation can 
yield greatly increased accuracy, as illustrated by the 
Schade-curve example of Fig. 3. The formula shown in 
Fig. 3 is, of course, universal; once the values of y3 and 
yi are taken from the curves, it simply interpolates be-
tween them. 
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Engineer's notebook  

Production logic tester 
checks a variety of ICs 
by T.K. Tawfiq 
Allerod, Denmark 

A complete stand-alone lc logic tester, which is ideal for 
small production lines, can be built at low cost by mak-
ing use of Hewlett-Packard's model 10529A logic com-
parator. This production lc tester performs full func-
tional testing of a logic circuit, yet is compact enough to 
fit on a small metal plate. 
The performances of two identical circuits—that of 

the device being tested, and that of a reference device— 
are compared. All possible binary combinations are ap-
plied to the inputs of both devices, and the states of 
their outputs compared. A defective lc will light the dis-
play on the logic comparator. 
The figure shows the schematic for the tester, and the 

photograph depicts an assembled tester (excluding the 
main body of the logic comparator). Three decade 
counters are connected in series; their outputs, which 
are designated A through M, are brought out to a row 
of jacks. The clock signal is applied to a BNc-type con-
nector before it is gated to the counter chain. 

To fix the duration of a test, a patch cord is run from 
the STOP jack to the counter output jack following the 
last-used counter output. This output goes high at the 
end of the test cycle, preventing the clock from reaching 
the counter input. When the test ends, the light-emitting 
diode on the top card turns on. The START push button 
manually clears the counters for a new test cycle. 
The power-supply terminals labeled 7.5-30 volts dc 

and GND are for the counters, while the ones labeled 5 v 
and DEVICE GND are for the package being tested. Here, 
a 22-pin socket serves as the socket for the device to be 
checked, and a 16-pin dummy package receives . the 
probe of the logic comparator. 
The pins of the dummy package are connected in 

parallel to the pins of the lc test socket. These same pin 
connections are also brought out to two rows of jacks 
and numbered to correspond with the two sets of socket 
pins. Patch cords can be used to connect the pin jacks to 
the appropriate supply terminals and counter outputs. 
To test a device, begin by inserting a reference circuit 

into the logic comparator and plugging the compara-
tor's probe into the dummy package. Next connect the 
dc power supply to the tester's supply terminals, and 
then run patch cords from the 5-v and DEVICE GND 
jacks to the appropriate numbered jacks of the IC to be 
tested. The on-indicating LED in the logic-comparator's 
display will now light. 

Using a data sheet as a guide, connect patch cords be-

Functional checkout. Compact IC tester makes a complete functional check of many different logic circuits. The performance of the device 

under test is compared with that of a reference circuit. Series-connected decade counters provide the necessary binary inputs for the test 

device. A defective unit will light the display on the logic comparator. The assembled tester occupies a small metal panel (see photo). 
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tween the counter output jacks and the numbered jacks 
to the inputs of the lc to be tested. Run another lead 
from the STOP jack to the jack following the last-used 
counter output. The clock signal generator can now be 
hooked up to the CLOCK jack. (The maximum clock am-
plitude should not exceed 5 v, nor the maximum clock 
frequency 10 megahertz.) 

After inserting the test device, depress the START but-
ton and observe the LED display on the logic compara-
tor. If any LED position in this display lights, the test de-
vice is defective. At the end of the test cycle, the LED on 
the top card lights. 
To speed up the testing process, patch-cord connec-

tion charts can be prepared for various logic ICs. 

Oscilloscope probes 
can do many jobs 
by Arthur D. Delagrange 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring. Md. 

If you walk into a design prototyping area and see oscil-
loscope probes sprouting not only from scopes but from 
oscillators, counters, meters, filters, and even power sup-
plies, don't jump to the conclusion that either you or the 
engineer who works there is a bit daffy. On the contrary, 
when you are working with breadboarded circuits, espe-
cially the sloppy variety, scope probes are useful for get-
ting signals both in and out of a circuit. 
Scope probes are handy, shielded, insulated lines that 

have a built-in ground connection. They attach readily 
to component leads on one end and are equipped with 
BNc-type connectors on the other, as is most test equip-
ment. An ordinary probe from one maker will work fine 
on equipment from another manufacturer. 
For example, a Tektronix P6011 1 X probe has a 

series resistance of about 300 ohms. This is insignificant 
when the probe is used with a measuring instrument 
providing an input resistance of 1 megohm, which is 
generally the case. A 1X probe is also usually accept-
able for inserting signals into circuits that have an input 
impedance of 1 kilohm to 1 megohm. However, if the 

exact input signal amplitude or phase must be known, it 
may be necessary to measure the signal at the circuit, 
instead of at the driving source. 
A Tektronix P6012 10x probe has a series resistance 

of 9 megohms; it operates into an input resistance of 
1 megohm shunted by a capacitance of 15 to 47 pico-
farads. Many measuring instruments other than oscillo-
scopes have a similar input impedance, and the probe 
works equally well with them. At low frequencies 
(roughly those below 1 kilohertz), it is not even neces-
sary to adjust the capacitance. 
Sometimes when you're inserting a signal, you must 

either greatly attenuate the voltage (as for a preampli-
fier) or insert a current rather than a voltage (as for the 
virtual ground of an op-amp circuit). For these sorts of 
jobs, a series resistance is necessary, and the 10 X probe 
with its 9-megohm resistance is handy. 

If it is properly matched to the input impedance of a 
measuring instrument, a probe is accurate from dc to 
well up in the megahertz region. In fact, a probe can of-
ten improve the accuracy of your measurements, suffer-
ing from neither the noise picked up by unshielded test 
leads nor the loading caused by high-capacitance 
shielded cables. 
When you insert a sine wave with a scope probe, 

there is no loss in accuracy provided that the signal's 
amplitude and phase are measured at the circuit. And if 
you are applying complex waveforms to your circuit, 
you must also check to see that distortion has not oc-
curred because of attenuation and phase shift. 
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Continuous monitor 
for seven-segment displays 
by Kenneth J. Wellington 
Syracuse University. Syracuse, N.Y. 

One of the major drawbacks of seven-segment dis-
plays is the ever-present possibility that one of the seg-
ments may fail and go undetected for some time. All the 
readings taken in the interim would, of course, be er-
roneous. 

Here's a circuit that solves this problem by testing ev-
ery segment automatically once every second. It is a 
full-time monitor that can be used with either incandes-
cent or light-emitting-diode displays operating from a 
segment supply voltage of between 5 and 15 volts. 

Unlike other failsafe circuits, this one does not re-
quire a separate differential amplifier for each segment 
being monitored. Instead, the circuit uses a resistor at 
each segment and a single multiple-input NAND gate to 
which the segment resistors are connected. 
The gate is a complementary-MOs device that has its 

high-impedance inputs tied to the open-collector out-
puts of a decoder/driver. The segment resistors perform 
as the pull-down resistors for the multiple-input c-mos 
NAND gate. 

When the blanking-input/ripple-blanking-output 
(BPRso) line of the decoder/driver is activated, all 
seven of this device's outputs become open circuits, and 
the NAND gate checks the continuity between each seg-
ment and the segment supply voltage. An open filament 
or LED will result in a logic 1 at the gate's output. 
The monitoring circuitry for each digit of the over-all 

display is identical to that drawn within the dashed 
color rule in the diagram. The outputs from all the di-
gits drive the c-mos NOR gate, whose output is inverted 
and shifted to Tn., levels by the transistor. The trans-
lated gate output is then stored by the data latch. 
A 555-type timer, operated in its astable mode, gener-

ates the waveform for controlling the BURRO line of 
each decoder/driver in the overall display. The inver-
ters activate the BI/RBO output of each decoder/driver 
for 500 microseconds once every second. Since these in-
verters have open-collector outputs, the normal oper-
ation of an individual display's ripple-blanking is not 
affected. 
The data latch is strobed at the end of the 500-its 

pulse. Its Q output will normally be a logic 0, but will go 
to logic 1 if a segment failure is detected. This output 
can be used to turn off the display, turn on a warning 
light, or indicate in some other way when a segment has 
failed. 

Engineer's Notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for 
saying engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 
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Watching for failures. Open segments in a seven-segment readout are detected by this failsate circuit, which automatically checks the con-

tinuity of each segment once a second. As long as the segments are operating normally, the output of the latch remains at logic O. If a seg-

ment fails, this output goes to logic 1. Either incandescent or solid-state readouts can be monitored by the circuit. 
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ITHACO 

Chances are you own a continuously 
tunable electronic filter. So by now you 
probably realize that continuously 
tunable filters are low performance 
instruments with, at best, eie accuracy. 
And with poor reproducibility of settings, 
poor frequency accuracy and poor phase 
drift characteristics. And although 
continuously tunable filters provide 
infinite resolution, most users find 
infinite resolution neither important 
nor desirable unless there's 
corresponding accuracy. 

But all this isn't why we say "junk it." 

WHAT YOU SET, ISN'T WHAT YOU 
GET. 

Take a look at the graph. As you can see, 
the front panel filter settings don't tell 
you the -3dB cutoff frequencies, the 
bandwidth, the noise bandwidth, and the 
center frequency. Or the insertion 
loss. You have to measure them — a 
time consuming, costly procedure. 
THERE'S A BETTER WAY. 
Ithaco offers two types of filters with 
switch selectable frequency settings. 
One type has 3 decimal digit frequency 
resolution for the user who not only 
needs resolution but also wants to know 
where he is without measuring. 
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Normalized gain, attenuation, phase, 
and pulse response curves are printed 
on top of the filter. The other type uses 
the internationally accepted 1/10 
decade [1/3 octave] frequency step — 
so you can operate with octave, 
decade and other convenient band 
pass settings, and still have sufficient 
frequency resolution for general lab 
and data acquisition applications. 
These filters have all the information 
shown on the graph printed on top — 
for all filter settings. And that's why 
we say "take your laboratory filter 
and junk it." 

MORE NAILS IN YOUR FILTER'S 
COFFIN... 

Standard accuracy of all Ithaco filters is 
+ 1% in frequency.± 2° in phase. and + .1dB 
—insertion loss — all at least twice as good 
as the best the competition can offer. 
Plus, output drift is an order of 
magnitude lower than the competition. 
And self-noise is minimal. Best of all, 
Ithaco filters are competitively priced. 

NOW THAT YOU NEED A NEW 
FILTER... 
Write to Ithaco Inc., 735 W. Clinton 
Street, Ithaca, N. Y. 14850. Or, if you 
can't wait [we understand] call 
607-272-7640, TWX 510-255-9307. 

laboratory 
filter 

and junk it. 
ITHACO 
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Engineer's newsletter  

To control load Here's a novel idea for those versatile three-terminal lc voltage regu-

conditions use c lators—use them to control load conditions instead of supply condi-
tions, suggests John van den Heuvel, Singer Business Machines, San 

voltage regulators Leandro, Calif. Adding a single resistor between the regulator's output 
and ground terminals will produce a very effective constant-current load 
between the regulator's input and ground terminals. 

This load characteristic can be obtained even at relatively low cur-
rent levels because these regulators have excellent temperature and 
voltage stability. Also, the device's internal current limiting and ther-
mal shutdown, which make it virtually indestructible, protect the power 
transistor at the output of a circuit from gross overvoltages. 
To determine the resistor value needed, just divide the regulator's 

output voltage by the difference between the constant current desired 
and the regulator's output quiescent current. For larger constant-cur-
rent levels, a power transistor can be included at the regulator's output. 
(Its base is connected to the IC's output pin, its collector to the IC's in-
put pin, and its emitter to the load resistor, which is then returned to 
the IC's ground pin.) 

DTL is on 

the way out . . 

. . . and 8k RAMs 

will never arrive 

Lighten the load 

of cable tying 

If you're designing any equipment around diode-transistor logic, better 
get back to the drawing board. That's the advice of Charles Clough, 
marketing vice president for Texas Instruments, who says DTL is fading 
fast as a market, and as a result it's hard to get and prices are rising rap-
idly. In this semiconductor "crunch," Clough says you can do much 
better with the newer logic families. 

And if you're waiting for an 8,192-bit RAM, forget it. According to the 
"Gordon Moore Rule of Four" (Moore is vice president of engineering 
at Intel Corp.), it's not worth merely doubling the capacity of a semicon-
ductor memory. Previously RAMs have increased by factors of four— 
from 256 to 1,024 to 4,096 bits. So the next level of integration in a RAM 
should be 16 kilobits, but that probably won't happen for two or three 
years yet. 

Have your shop manager check out Panduit Corp.'s new tool for tying 
cable. It's fully automatic, hand-held, and less than 2 pounds in weight 
(a fraction of the weight of other tiers) and ties cable bundles 1/16 in. 
to 1/4 in. in diameter. Operating from air pressure, the tool holds 100 
cable ties that meet Mil Spec standards. Write Panduit Corp., 17301 
Ridgeland Ave., Tinley Park, Ill. 60477 

Service helps Information Handling Services of Englewood, Colo.—the people who 

user cope with run the VSMF (Visual Search Micro Film) service— have announced the 
addition of a new Integrated Circuit Parameter Retrieval system to 

parts shortages their Design Engineer's package. The service will list approximately 
16,000 of the ICs most commonly used and, by grouping similar devices 
side by side, provide the user with large numbers of alternate sources. 
The service begins in June. 
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ZELTEX' 12 bit, 10 µ sec A DC is just one of our strong, fast, silent types. 

ADC 

CONTROL 

OFFSET ADJ •-21 

Circle 121 on reader service card 

STATUS 

And, aside from 
performance like 8 
its at 3M. seconds up 

to 12 bits at 10 or 20 
seconds, you get: 

[:=I Lowest 
oise/repeatability 

error of any ADCs on 
he market 
• Zeltex' unique 
thick film small size 
packaging 
E: Fully monotonic 
over their full 
specified 
temperature range 
E All fully specified 
to ± 1/2 LSB linearity 
• Models pin 
nterchangeable for 
upgrading specs. 

Plus they truly 
meet their 
pecifications so you 

are getting a lot of 
onverter for your 
money. 
The new ZAD 1000 

Series is a result of 
eltex' unique 

product design and 
manufacturing 
technologies which 
have produced a 
comprehensive line 
of D/A and A/D 
onverter problem 

solvers. 
So phone (415) 

686-6660 to find out 
ow you can put 

Zeltex' great Micro 
iants to work 

solving your systems 
esign problems. 

ZELTEX, INC. 
40 Detroit, Concord 

California 94518 
415) 686-6660 
TWX 910-481-9477 

The Micro Giants. 



El Automobiles 

New Devices and Componentry...Computer-Aided Design...Automatic Test & Inspection.. . 
Laboratory Instrumentation...Displays...On-Board Equipment... 

Diagnostic Systems...New and Applicable Technology 

It's Coming! A conference and exposition exclusively concerned with automotive electronics—to be 
presented in the world's capital of automotive engineering and production. The first annual 

Automotive Electronics Conference and Exposition in Cobo Hall, Detroit, June 11, 12, 13, 1974! 

Automotive electronics—everything from systems and IC 
chips to passenger safety devices—will have the exclusive 
attention of thousands of automotive engineering profes-
sionals in Detroit next June. Engineers who use electronics 
in the manufacturing of the vehicle, or who design and spe-
cify electronics for "on board use". The leadership manu-
facturers of high-reliability electronic components and 
devices, instruments and testers, EDP mainframes and peri-
pherals, will be there to provide hands-on demonstrations 
and description of new and important hardware. Automo-
tive designers and production engineers will be there to 
evaluate and compare, and to forecast their future needs to 
electronic suppliers. Three full days of professional show-
and-tell among the suppliers and the users of electronics for 
autos, trucks, and buses. And all under one beautiful roof 
in Detroit...the "world headquarters for automobiles". 

CONFERENCE SESSIONS 
Three conference sessions will be held concurrently, start-
ing at 9:30 a.m. daily and running until noon. Authorita-
tive author/panelists telling it how it is—and how it needs 

to be. 

EXPOSITION HOURS 

The Cobo Hall equipment expo will open at 11:30 a.m. 
daily and run until 6 p.m. (Visitors can sit in on morning 
sessions, then attend the show in the afternoon.) 

SPECIAL Fl LM THEATER 

New and relevant technical films will be screened in a spe-
cial film theater starting at noon daily. 

For detailed exhibit information and application, write, or 
telephone today. 

Robert D. Rankin, General Manager 
Automotive Electronic Conference & Exposition 
5544 E. La Palma Avenue 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
A copy of the Preview Program, available—April may also 
be requested 
(714) 528-2400 

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS ACir 

Cobo Hall, Detroit, June 11, 12, 13 
Conference and Exposition 

AECEA;ir 
Sponsored by Electronic 
Representatives Association 

Endorsed by the Engineering 
Society of Detroit 
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COUNT ON IT... 
ND SAVE! 

6i 

l ' 
_ iie0,,ee 

• t" 
Bourns new Model H-357 KNOBPOT® Dial is the lowest cost digital turns-counting 
dial we know of. It's designed for use with 1/4 -inch shaft (Dia.) precision potenti-
ometers — or other rotating devices. The H-357 is ruggedly made, features excep-
tional readout accuracy . . . and pairs nicely with Bourns Model 3540 low-cost 
10-turn wirewound potentiometer. 

Best of all, the H-357 is a BOURNS product ... and costs only $5.00 each in produc-
tion quantities. 

FEATURES INCLUDE: Rugged, industrial grade construction • Large, easy-to-read 
numbers • Protective lens covers readout • Readability of 1 part in 2,000 • Readout 
accuracy of 0.1% • Size (7/8" Dia.) and appearance compatible with Bourns 
KNOBPOT potentiometer family • Brake available at no additional cost. 

Delivery is off-the-shelf. For complete details, contact your 
local Bourns field office, representative or the Factory direct. 

P CYÇ.TRNS 

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION • 1200 COLUMBIA AVE., RIVERSIDE, CALIF. 92507 
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HERMES 
LOOP 
ANTENNA 

THREE SAMPLE SITES 
ON THE NORTH AMERICAN 
CONTINENT — 

DIFFERENT LATITUDES 
DIFFERENT CLIMATE 

.1/i. :4; lot jr,"N„, - •-• 

FROBISHER BAY, CANADA 

MARSHFIELD, MASS. 

NEAR SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 

Gooc 
Listeners maintain 
a low profile 
Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops, 
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, 'neath snow, 
sand or ice, 
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky. 
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log 
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna 
farms. 
Excellent directional characteristics in rosette 
configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides an 
omnidirectional broadband receiving array in space 
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm. 
More than 53 government agencies around the world have 
pressed the loop antenna into service. 
A new, even more compact version is available.' 2-32MHz 
Only Hermes Electronics makes it. BROADBAND 

ASK US Send for our Brochure 
,_,111i1UCA 

Suite 315 
2020 F Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 USA 

202-296 2978 
TWX 710 822 1106 
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Celanex 
tunes in the 
best cost and 
pFrformance 
picture. 

By injection molding rotor and sta-
tor strips in Celanex thermoplastic 
polyester, instead of slower com-
pression molding in alkyd resins 
formerly used, South American 
manufacturers cut finished part 
costs, speed production and improve 
performance of these TV tuners. 
Among the many advantages of 

Celanex in this application are its 
excellent dimensional stability and 
electrical properties. Its impact 
strength and resistance to wear. Its 
moldability and fast-cycling charac-
teristics. And the long shelf-life of 
parts molded of Celanex eliminate 
an especially knotty problem caused 
by the hot, humid Brazilian climate. 

No wonder numerous 
television manufacturers 
worldwide are tuning in 
to Celanex thermoplastic 
polyester. Particularly 
since it also has the 
highest flammability rat-
ing (VE-0 by UL 94 to 
1/32") from Underwrit-
ers'Laboratories. 
Compared to thermosets, metals 

and other thermoplastics, Celanex 
can do a lot to improve your prod-
ucts and finished part costs. Let us 
give you the facts. Write Celanese 
Plastics Company, Dept. X-609, 
550 Broad Street, 
Newark, N.J. 07102. 

Celanese Plastics Company Is a division of Celanese Corporation. Canadian Affiliate: Celanese Canada Ltd. EkOon 
Amcei Co., Inc., and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York 10036. 

Circle 125 on reader service card 

abr.-

CELANESE 

ENGINEERING 
RESINS 

' 

Tuner 
shown 
actual 
size. 
Molded by 

Begli Componentes Ltda. 
São Paulo, Brazil. 

A TOUGH TEAM 
FOR TOUGH TIMES: 

CELCON: 

CELANESE' NYLON. 
CELANEX: 



Performance for pennies. 
TI's new SN54S/74S189 and SN54S/74S289. 

Fast. Stable. Versatile. 
Either one of these fully-
clamped Schottky RAMs will 
outperform standard TTL 
RAMs. As much as 60% at 
the system level and up to 
40% at the component level— 
whether in processors or 
peripherals, military or indus-
trial applications. 
Their highly useful organ-

ization-16 words of 4-bits each 
—and fast 35-ns maximum 
address access time (enable 
time 17-ns) make them ideal 
candidates for your new 
designs. Or, as a pin-for-pin 
replacement for older 64-bit 
RAMs you're now using. 
The SN54S/74S189 has a 

0 1974 Texas Instruments, Incorporated 

3-state totem pole output that 
drives system data bus-lines 
directly. External pull-up 
resistors are not required. 
The SN54S/74S289 (3101A 

equivalent) has an open-
collector output to use when-
ever data-bus line impedances 
are defined by other sources. 
Both have PNP inputs biased 
for standard 54S/74S thresh-
old levels. 
But the best is price. Both the 

SN74S189N and SN74S289N 
are only $4.24 in the 100-piece 
quantity. At under 7e/bit, that's 
j em than other 64-bit Schottky 
RAMs now on the market. 
For data sheets, indicate by 

type number and write: Texas 
Instruments Incorpo- ç o 
rated, P. 0. Box 5012, 
M/S 3 08, Dallas, 
Texas 75222. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 83029 



New products  

Minicomputer family adopts 4k RAM 
Semiconductor device is main memory in new H-P line to bow at NCC; 
extensive microprograming capability for user is designed into machines 

Predictions that 4,096-bit semicon-
ductor memories would break into 
the mainframes of computers this 
year have been fulfilled with the in-
troduction by Hewlett-Packard of a 
new family of minicomputers using 
4,096-bit random-access memories 
as the main memory. The first two 
models of the new 
family of 16-bit 
minicomputers wil1. 
be demonstrated at 
the National-Com-
puter Conference 
and Exposition, 
running May 6-10 
in Chicago. 

In addition to 
employing semi-
conductor main 
memory, the ma-
chines can be mi-
croprogramed by 
the user to an un-
precedented extent, 
enabling him to 
tailor a mini-
computer more 
precisely to his spe-
cific application. 
Use of the new 

memory system, 
H-P points out, 
makes it possible to 
achieve reductions 
in size, weight, 
power consumption, and cost, as 
well as improvements in memory 
speed and reliability. The 4k mos 
RAms are being supplied to H-P by 
Texas Instruments, Motorola, and 
Mostek. What's more, H-P says, de-
vices of other vendors are under 
test. H-P expects that mean time be-
tween failures of the new mini-
computers will be from two to 15 
times better than core-based ma-

chines, and extensive tests are un-
derway to confirm that expectation. 
In addition to the memory, the pro-
cessor, power system, and main-
frame packaging of the machines 
are all new. 
The first two models to be intro-

duced are fully microprogramed. 

year to twice as many words, all 
within the mainframe. 

There are 42 new instructions, in-
cluding 28 index register instruc-
tions, bit and byte manipulation in-
structions, move and compare 
firmware, and floating-point hard-
ware (optional on the 2105A and 

standard on the 
2108A). Another 
option is fast For-
tran processor 
firmware which, by 
speeding a number 
of popular Fortran 
routines, causes 
some programs to 
run as much as 28 
times faster than 
before, the com-
pany says. 
The program and 

Po compatibility 
are maintained 
throughout the 
new family. Com-
patibility is also 
maintained with 
earlier (HP 2100) 
minicomputers. 
Emulating earlier 
processors, the new 
series delivers com-
parable perform-
ance when running 
earlier programs. 

The entire instruction set of the ear-
lier models is microprogramed 
within the new mini's processor-con-
trol address space. Emulation of 
earlier processors occupies less than 
an eighth of the new units' much en-
larged processor-control address 
space. There is no loss in speed from 
the emulation procedure. 

H-P user-accessible processors 
treat language instructions as direc-

Beginnings of family. The model 2108A, at top, and the 2105A are the first in a line 

of minicomputers from Hewlett-Packard that uses 4,096-bit semiconductor memories 

for main storage. The machines are fully microprogramed with a 24-bit processor. 

Memory parity, power-fail provi-
sions, and extended arithmetic units 
are standard on both. The smaller 
unit, designated the model 2105A, is 
only 51/4 inches high and can contain 
within its mainframe 32,768 16-bit 
words of memory. It has four pow-
ered input/output channels. The 
model 2108A, which is 83/4 in. high, 
has nine powered ho channels and 
a 32k memory, expandable later this 
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YOUR SAKATA 
REPRESENTATIVE 
CAN DELIVER 

CAPAI IT 
( 

Meet 

Ben Tollefson 

716/271-4141 

9 111.0 11111111 ?4' 

CERAMIC DISC 
CAPACITORS 
in 14-15 weeks, 
at 10-15% less 

Ben Tollefson 
(pictured above) is the 
Sakata representative for the 
upper New York area. Like all 
Sakata representatives, he can 
give you faster delivery and better 
prices on a wide variety of top 
quality components. These include 
resistors (composition, carbon 
and metal film), capacitors, 
(ceramic disc, electrolytics), 
panel meters, lamps and tape 
heads. Wire or phone for our 
price and delivery before you 
buy. Free catalog and engineering 
available. Delivery of many 
items from stock. 

sakata international, Inc. 
312/593-3211 

651 Bonnie Lane, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 
resistors • Capacitors • lamps • meters • tape heads 

New products 

fives to processor programs, which 
actually execute the instructions 
much more rapidly than they can 
assembly-language instructions. The 
new processor, common to both 
models, now has control address 
space for 4,096 24-bit words, up 
from the 1,024 words of earlier 
units, and 14 16-bit hardware 
scratch-pad registers. These are use-
ful in storing temporary values lo-
cally during computing operations, 
adding speed by avoiding main-
memory references. 

For specific needs. Processor-con-
trol store and scratch-pad registers 
are easily accessible by the user. He 
can tailor microroutines precisely to 
his own needs, using writeable con-
trol store or programable-Rom 
writer options. Firmware microcode 
instructions can be plugged into the 
processor. 
From the front panel, as many as 

four Rom-stored programs can be 
loaded by the user. A LOAD button 
and a new bootstrap loader auto-
matically set the program counter to 
the starting address of the bootstrap 
program. 
Beyond the usual direct memory 

access, a two-channel selector is 
available that connects any two pe-
ripherals, under program control, 
directly to the memory system. The 
two-channel selector contains con-
trol logic, memory address, and 
word-count registers not contained 
in the direct-memory-access facil-
ities commonly found in mini-
computers. 

All H-P device interfaces include 
the ability to use the selector at no 
extra charge. This controller is 
dynamically assignable under pro-
gram control to any two device 
channels simultaneously. 

Memory-protect is obtainable on 
either new model, to protect the in-
tegrity of operating systems against 
accidental modifications. Memory-
protect sets up a fence that divides 
memory space into areas, separating 
the operating system from user pro-
grams. If any part of a user program 
seeks to modify system space, the 
system will interrupt and take con-
trol. 
Any of the more than 70 periph-

erals attachable to earlier H-P pro-

cessors can be plugged into the new 
computers through powered Po 
channels. As many as 34 more ho 
channels can be added to either 
mainframe with an external exten-
der. 
An efficient power module copes 

with a wide range of power fluctua-
tions and brownouts. If the power 
line should fail for as long as 10 
cycles, the new minicomputers will 
operate normally, instead of going 
into a power-fail routine with loss of 
a single power cycle. Specified per-
formance is maintained even if line 
voltage drops to 88 volts or as low as 
176 v in a 220-v connection. Line 
frequency may vary from 47 to 66 
hertz. Power supply efficiency is 
above 70%. The model 2105A con-
sumes less than 300 watts; typical 
power consumption for the model 
2108A is 400 w. 
Power can be removed from ev-

erything but the semiconductor 
memory with a front-panel 
STANDBY switch. An optional power 
standby system—battery and charg-
ing and automatic-switching cir-
cuitry—preserves memory content 
for at least two hours if a total line 
failure is experienced. Power failure 
detection and automatic restart is 
available. 

Self-protection. Unusual environ-
mental immunity has been designed 
into the new minicomputers. Not 
only do they operate normally with 
varying line frequencies or low line 
voltages, but they protect them-
selves automatically against high-
voltage conditions, and function to 
specification at temperatures from 
0° to 55°C. Also, they are tested to 
withstand the same shock and vi-
bration conditions as are H-P instru-
ments. 

Availability of both models is re-
stricted to purchasers of five or 
more. The price to OEMs for model 
2105A is $7,400 each with 16k 
memory; $11,000 with 32k memory. 
The price of model 2108A, with the 
same memory but with more ho 
channels and with floating point as 
standard, is $1,000 higher. First de-
liveries are expected in June. 
Inquiries Manager, Hewlett Packard Co., 

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 

[338] 
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Program waveforms 
with 
or 

without 
lifting a finger. 

With Your finger, and 
Model I59's keyboard, can 

generate sines, 
squares, triangles, 
and ramps. 
Control 
frequency, 

amplitude, and offset to three 
digits. Reverse phase, polarity, 
activate triggered and gated 
modes at the touch of a button. 
A bright L.E.D. display shows 

,‘c 
each command as you enter it 
on the keyboard. 

Without. Model 159 
and its remote-control-only 
version, Model 158, can be 

programmed by 
all types of remote 
ASCII sources, 
including 
computers, TTYs, 

even other Model 159 

keyboards. Model 158/159 
ranges: frequency— I Hz to 
3 MHz; amplitude-20 mV to 
10 V; DC offset—up to 
± 5 V. For more information, 
circle our reader service 
number or contact Wavetek 
direct. 

N.A./AvE-ric 
P.O. Box 651 
San Diego, CA 92112 
Tel (7(4) 279-2200 TWX 910-335-2007 
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New products 

Counter/timers cover 80 MHz to 1 GHz 
Line of portable instruments to be introduced at Hannover Fair features 
factory-modular design, with extensive use of common subassemblies 

by Arthur Erikson, Managing Editor, International 

In recent years, fast-paced tech-
nology changes and heavy competi-
tion have sent prices of digital 
counter/timers tumbling by as 
much as 50%. And though prices 
have at the moment firmed up 
somewhat, instrument makers have 
to give customers a lot more for 
their money to hold their market 
shares. 

Philips Industries so far has stuck 
to the upper and lower brackets of 
the counter/timer market, but now 
the company has readied an assault 
on the mid-range, which last year 
accounted for about $16 million of 

the $30-million counter/timer mar-
ket in Western Europe. After a 
sneak preview early this month at 
the Paris Components Show, a new 
family of Philips counter/timers will 
have its big premiere at the Hanno-
ver Fair in late April. 

Designated the PM6610 series, 
the family has five basic models—all 
portables—that span a frequency 
range from 80 megahertz to 1 gi-
gahertz. The price tag for the bot-
tom-of-the-line PM6611 runs 
roughly $800. For the most sophis-
ticated version, the top-of-the-line 
PM6615, the basic price will be 

PM 6614 universal counter 520MHz 

DISPLAY TIME 
L FOR Qc 

RESET MEMORY 

START/STOP 

f -I -I -I II -I 
L - .7t 

FREQUENCY 

kHz 0 111.1. n:11 

around $1,950. Sensitivity for the 
whole family is 10 millivolts, and 
time resolution for all models is 100 
nanoseconds. 

Jan C. van der Windt, product 
line manager for Philips counter-
timers, calls the new family of in-
struments "factory-modular." All 
five basic models and the many dif-
ferent options possible were de-
signed at the same time at the Phil-
ips group counter/timer supply 
center in Stockholm, using as many 
common parts and subassemblies as 
possible. 
With that strategy, a large multi-

SENSITIVITY 
PULL FOR 20 

.1100 k Ns r-- SOMA, SO-520MHz 

•••., XL IX AG C 

SOU 

io.v-i2v(mAxi 
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The first modular 
instrumentation 
calculator. 

Just $5905 as shown. 
It's our 31/53 Calculator 
Instrumentation System 

A powerful, yet inexpensive 
calculator combined with our 
TM 500 power supply and 
system software. You add the 
instrumentation modules you 
need. It's all there and it's 
portable. Now that's versatility! 

With our 31 Calculator, you can 
read input from our DMM's and 
counters. You can log data 
selectively, calculate results 
and output data or trigger 
signals. 

Programming? Little more than 
natural math. Go ahead, write 
your own. Also, our standard 
software gives you data logging 
(on the optional printer) and 
data capture on the 31 at 
operator selected intervals. 

For numerical monitor 

analysis, there's our 21/53 for $2895 
less plug-ins. And in case you wondered, 
our TM 500 plug-ins are less 
expensive, too. 

Energy monitoring. 
Quality control test-
ing. Laboratory 
and production 
instrumentation. 
The applica-
tions go on, 
and so does 
our system's 
potential. Just 
add the main-

g31) 
K 71.10011136 

For a demonstration circle 82 on reader service card 
Circle 131 on reader service card 

frames and modules you need. 
We have a graphic calculator 
system, too. Let our sales engi-
neer fill you in. Pick up youf 
phone and call our nearest 
center. Or write 
Tektronix, P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 

Our programmable 
calculators. Natural. Powerful. 
Significantly less expensive. 

TEKTRONIX 



New products 

Low package count. In PM6610-series 

counters from Philips, four custom C-MOS 

circuits handle the functions that would oth-

erwise require about 50 TTL packages. 

purpose c-mos circuit could be in-
corporated to cut costs and boost 
performance—and in fact each of 
the new models contains four identi-
cal ceramic c-mos packages. Other 
major common subassemblies in-
clude a thin-film hybrid front-end 
circuit, a special transistor-heated 
crystal oven for the time base, and a 
nine-digit "mini planar Pandicon" 
gas-discharge display. "By design-
ing everything at once," maintains 
van der Windt, "we cut design costs 
by half." 
The c-mos circuit serves in both 

the instrument's time base and dec-
ade counters, a pair for each pur-
pose. The chip itself measures 9 
square millimeters (3.77 by 2.42 
mm) and has the equivalent of 450 
gates on it. The functions available 
are four decade counters plus 
latches, a multiplexer, and a three-
stage output for cascading decades. 
About 90% of the functions avail-

able are used by the decade count-
ers and rather less than 50% in the 
time base. The clock rate at 10 volts 
is guaranteed as 10 wiz. "Actually," 
says van der Windt, "it usually mea-
sures out between 15 and 17 wiz. 
Van der Windt's list of advan-

tages that can be traced back to the 
LSI/C-MOS packages is a long one. 
Among other things, the instrument 
has a high 100-nanosecond time res-
olution, very low power consump-
tion for the digital circuitry, small 
size, and high reliability. However, 
the benefits of the front-end cir-
cuitry are equally remarkable, he 
points out. 

In the rf channel, there's a multi-
stage p-i-n diode circuit that attenu-
ates the input signal to a level just 
slightly above 5 to 6 millivolts, the 
value of the trigger window. For the 
user, this means no worries about 
the level of the input signal, as long 
as its amplitude lies between 10 mv 

If this is all you're seeing, this is what you're missing. 
The AO DICV Series 10 Differential Interference 
Contrast Microscope can make a big differ-
ence. A standard brightfield microscope 6 
reveals only what is shown in the specimen 
on the left. 
Now look at the specimen on the right. With 

this ability to reveal significant detail in 
outstanding relief in black and white or color, 
the AO DICV Series 10 can help you spot 
surfxe irregularities, inclusions and faults. 
By using incident light, after Nomarski, it 

provides contrast enhancement of opaque 

and semi-opaque materials. Helps you make critical 
quality control checks of semi-conductors, inte-

grated circuits and metallurgical samples. 
AO DICV Microscopes convert quicldy from 

interference contrast to brightfield. 
So if you can't afford to miss something, 

you can't afford to overlook the AO 
DICV Microscope. For details, write 

American Optical Corporation, Scientific 
Instrument Division, Buffalo, N.Y. 14215. 

AMERICAN OPTICAL 
CORPORATION 

SCIENTIPIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION • BURRALO, N.Y. 14215 
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For built-in reliability, 
design with 

‘`Scotchflex"  

Flat Cable/Connector 
Systems. 

SCO C ISA NIAI  OP MP CO. 

"Scotchflex" Flat Cable and Connectors 
can offer you trouble-free packaging for 
your next generation equipment. 

There's built-in reliability for your circuit 
inter-connects. Our flat, flexible PVC Cable 
has up to 50 precisely spaced conductors. 
The gold plated U-contacts are set into a 
plastic body to provide positive alignment. 
They strip through the insulation, capture 
the conductor, and provide a gas-tight 
pressure connection. 
Assembly cost reductions are built-in, 

too. "Scotchflex" Connectors make up to 
50 simultaneous connections without strip-
ping or soldering. No special training or 

•••• 

4. 

costly assembly equipment is needed. 
Off-the-shelf stock offers you flat cable 

in a choice of lengths and number of con-
ductors from 14 to 50. Connector models 
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap 
posts on .100 x .100 in. grid, or printed 
circuit boards. Headers are available to 
provide a de-pluggable inter-connection 
between cable jumpers and printed circuit 
boards (as shown). Custom assemblies are 
also available on request. 

For full information on the "Scotchflex" 
systems approach to circuit-
ry, write to Dept. EAH-1, 3M 
Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101. 

11111 
COMPANY 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT RELAYS 
Without 

Socket or Soldering 

Plugs directly into your 

PC board. Plated pads 
are the fixed contacts. 

PFUÈ O 

MAGNETIC 

qee  

LATCHING AND RELAYS 
NON-LATCHING 

Fully utilizing printed circuit technology 
Printact provides custom features. This 
compact low cost general purpose relay 
can be used in RF, Thermocouple and 
other specialized circuitry. The pivoting 
contact armature, hinged to a permanent 
magnet, is the only moving part. Elimina-
tion of pigtails, return springs, and me-
chanical inter-connections assures long 
life and reliability for millions of cycles. 

Relays with 6, 12, or 24 Vdc 500 mw 
coils have 2, 3, or 4 double break contact 
blades. Each blade can switch a form C 
or A and B in separate circuits, up to 2 
amps. These small lightweight highly re-
liable Printact relays can save you space, 
time, money and manhours. 
General purpose PC Boards for 

point-to-point wiring or solder-in mount-
ing for multi-pole switching, cost less 
than plug-in sockets. 

For a sample and catalog NOW write 
direct or call (212) EX 2-4800 for specs, 
design aids, and cost data on relays and 
PC boards. 

fralt PRINTACT DIV. 

Inherent 
Custom Features: 

• Low Thermal EMF 
Less than 2 micro-volts 

• Cross Talk Isolation 
70-50 db. over 50-500 Mhz 

• Characteristic Impedance 
75 ohms PC board pads 

• Low Contact Bounce 
Less than 0.5 ms 

• Bifurcated Blades 
Contact resistance stability 

• Encapsulated Coil 
Corrosion protection 

• Switching Versatility 
Blade functions as 2 poles 

• Plug-In Replacement 
Without solder or socket 

Box 1430, Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

New products 

Ovenized. A transistor heats the crystal 
oven that is incorporated into high-stability 

versions of the PM6610 series. 

and 12 V. (In other words, the dy-
namic range is 62 dB.) Better still, 
the p-i-n diode attenuator elimi-
nates false counts from noise on the 
measured signal. The noise is sup-
pressed so much that it cannot span 
the trigger window. Actually, most 
models in the line offer two input 
channels, one for signals up to 80 
wiz and one for signals higher than 
that. For noise-free low-frequency 
measurements, there's a low-pass 
filter that wipes out signal compo-
nents that are higher than 100 
kilohertz. 
Van der Windt sees telecom-

munications servicing as a major 
market for medium-range counters, 
and for that reason the first model 
of the family to be marketed by 
Philips will be the PM6614. It spans 
the frequency range from 10 HZ to 
520 MHz, has two input channels 
and the choice of four time bases (as 
do all models in the line). Other op-
tions include a battery pack for por-
table operation, binary-coded-deci-
mal output to drive a printer, and a 
digital-to-analog converter that con-
verts any three consecutive digits or 
the two least significant digits of the 
nine-digit readout. Room for the 
batteries and the BCD, a-d or 
printed-circuit cards is designed into 
the basic instrument. 
Philips Industries, P.O. Box 42099, 

S-126.12, Stockholm, Sweden [339] 
Philips Test and Measuring Instruments Inc., 

400 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury, N.Y. 
11797 [364] 
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Data Precision's new Model 134 
is the least expensive full function digital 
multimeter you can buy. 

A real workhorse. 

Designed as the first real alternative to analog 
meters, the Model 134 delivers digital precision at 
analog prices. 

Measurements appear on a bright, 7-segment 
planar gaseous display, a full half inch tall and 31/2 

digits wide. 
And they're precise measurements. Approximate-

ly 5 to 10 times more accurate than what you'll get 
from an analog meter. And a great deal easier to read. 

Model 134 measures DC and AC volts, DC and 
AC current and resistance through a total of 22 range 
scales. No interpolations are necessary. 

ElectronIcs/April 18, 1974 

MODEL 134 DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

1868 

Lim DATA PRECISION 

A FULL RANGE, Se-FUNCTION 
3%2 DIGIT MULTIMETER 

48900 
And the specs speak for themselves: 

basic accuracy of ±0.2% reading 
± 0.2% f.s. with autopolarity, auto-decimal 

positioning and 100% overrange.Optional Isolation and 
High Voltage Probes available. 

To get your hands on a 134, simply contact the 
representative nearest you for immediate delivery. 

AL (205) 536-1941 MO (3011 552-2200 OH (N) 1216) 243.7430 
AZ 16021 948-8410 MI 13131 482-1229 OH (s) (513) 298-3033 
CA (N) 1408) 733-9000 MN (612) 781-1611 OR (503) 238-0001 
CA (s) (7141 540-7160 MO (w)(8161 737-0066 TX (N) (214) 234-4137 
CO 1303) 449-5294 MO (E) (314) 731-2331 TX (s) 1713) 461-4487 
CT 12031 525-7647 NC 1919) 275-3725 UT (801) 268-3181 
HI (808) 262-6286 NJ (2151 925-8711 WA (206) 763-2210 
IL (312) 593-0282 NM (505) 265.6471 
IN (317) 293- 9827 NY (N) (315) 446-0220 CAN (w)(416) 661-1404 
MA (617) 273-0198 NY (s) (516) 482-3500 CAN (E) (514) 731-9328 

Data Precision Corporation 
Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA 01880 (617) 246-1600 

DATA PRECISION 
„years ahead 
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COO POWER SEMTECH NEWS FROM 
SEMTE 

Published from time to time by SEMTECH CORPORATION • 652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park, California 91320 / Phone: (805) 498-2111 

FAST RECOVERY 
POWER RECTIFIERS 
Reverse Recovery(Trr) 200ns and 2ps 

CUPAC 150 
... the power house 

CuPac 150 is specifically designed for high 
frequency-high power applications. CuPac 150 
is capable of supplying up to 150 amperes with 
proper heat sinking. Available as half wave 
rectifier, doublers, center taps and three phase 
half wave bridge circuits. 
Internally, CuPac 150 titilizes Semtech's 
Metoxilite rectifiers mounted on an (OFHC) 
oxygen-free hard copper insert base. Inherent 
rugged design and reliability enables the 
CuPac 150 to be used in stringent commercial, 
industrial, military and space applications. 

Body Dimensions: 1.12" D x .70" H (± stud) 
FAST RECOVERY - (Trr) 200ns. (Fig. A) 

Peak Inverse Voltage: 50, 100, 200 & 400V. 
VF (max.) (@ 100A): 1.40V, Tj ( 25°C; 

1.35V, Tj @ 100°C. 
Reverse Current (max.) @ PIV 
25pA @ 25°C; 1 MA e 100°C. 
MEDIUM RECOVERY (Trr) 2 ps. 

PIV: 50, 100, 200, 400, & 600V. 
VF(max.)(@ 100A): 1.22V, Tj @ 25°C; 

1.17V, Tj @ 100°C. 
Reverse Current (max.) @ PIV: 
25pA @ 25°C; lmA @ 100°C. 

'DOUBLERS & CENTER TAPS Figs. (B) & (C) 
Body Dimensions: 1.12" D x .9" H 1+ leads). 

FAST RECOVERY (Trr) 200ns 
PIV: 50, 100, 200 & 400V. 
VF (max.)fti, 50A): 1.40V(s. 25°C; 1.35V@ 100°C 
Reverse Current, per leg (max.): 

13 pA @ 25°C; 500 µA e 100°C. 
MEDIUM RECOVERY (Trr) 2 ¡LS. 

PIV: 50, 100, 200, 400 & 600V. 
VF (max.)( e 50A): 1.22V (ei 25°C; 1.17Ve 100°C. 
Reverse Current, per leg (max.): 

13 ItA @ 100°C; 500 ILA @ 100°C. 

• 3 PHASE 1/2  WAVE BRIDGE Fig. (D) 
Body Dimensions: 1.12" D x .9" H (± leads). 

FAST RECOVERY (Trr 200ns) 
PIV, per leg : 50, 100, 200 & 400V. 
VF (max.) @ 33A: 1.40V, Tj 25°C; 

1.35V, Tj @ 100°C. 
Reverse Current , Per Leg @ PIV: 

10 µA @ 25°C; 350 µA @ 100°C. 

MEDIUM RECOVERY (Trr) 2 ps. 
PIV, Per Leg : 50, 100, 200, 400 & 600V. 
VF (max.) @ 33A: 1.22V, Tj @ 25°C; 

1.17V, Tj @ 100°C. 
Reverse Current , Per Leg @ PIV: 

10 pit @ 25°C; 350 µA @ 100°C. 

CUPAC 150, LO-11F 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 30 & 50V. 
Reverse Recovery: 85ns (typ.) & 100ns (max.) 

e 1/2  WAVE RECTIFIER 
@ 25°C @ 100°C @ 150°C 

VF (typ.) @ 20A .86V .77V .72V 
VF (typ.) @ 60A .95V .88V .85V 
VF (typ.) @ 100A 1.02V .97V .93V 

•DOUBLERS & CENTER TAPS 
@ 25°C @ 100°C @ 150°C 

VF (typ.) @ 10A .86V .77V .72V 
VF (typ.) @ 30A .95V .88V .85V 
VF (typ.) @ 50A 1.02V .97V .93V 

• 3 PHASE 1/2  WAVE BRIDGE 
@ 25°C @ 100°C @ 150°C 

VF (typ.) @ 5A .86V .77V .72V 
VF (typ.) @ 15A .95V .88V .85V 
VF (typ.) @ 25A 1.02V .97V .93V 

NEW "STUD" 
... Super stud rectifier 

Semtech Corporation 
introduces the DO-5 Stud, 
a new series of high 
current silicon stud 
rectifiers for high frequency applications. 
Capable of supplying up to 50 amperes with 
proper heat sinking, the DO-5 Stud has been 
specifically designed for industrial, military 
and space applications. 
Metoxilite rectifiers are used internally, the 
base is a DO-5 configuration and terminals 
offer easy soldering properties. 

Body Dimensions: .69" D x .45" H. 
FAST RECOVERY (Trr) 150ns 

PIV: 100, 200, 300 & 400 V. 
IR (e, PIV), Per Leg: 13 µA @ 25°C; 

500 e 100°C. 
VF (max.)@ 50A 1.40V @ 25°C; 

1.35V e, 100°C. 
MEDIUM RECOVERY (Trr) 2 µS. 

PIV: 100, 200, 300, 400 & 600V. 
IR (p PIV), Per Leg: 13 pA @ 25°C; 

500 µA @ 100°C. 
VF (max.) @ 50A : 1.22V @ 25°C; 

1.17V 100°C. 

LO 
"STUD" 
. . . Low forward voltage drop. 

LO-VF stud rectifier is specifically designed for 
high frequency, high power applications. 

VERY FAST RECOVERY (Trr) 100 ns. 
Peak Inverse Voltage: 30V. 

@ 25°C @ 100°C @ 150°C 
VF (typ.) @ 10A .86V .77V .72V 
VF (typ.) @ 30A .95V .88V .85V 
VF (typ.) @ 50A 1.02V .97V .93V 

"We're number I because we try harder" 

CORPORATION 

652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park, California 91320 
(805 498-2111, (213) 628-5392 / TWX: 910-336-1264 

CHICAGO: (312) 352-3227 
DALLAS: (214) 253-7644 
FLORIDA: (305) 644-5404 
NEW JERSEY, (201) 654-4884 
SAN FRANCISCO: (415) 328-8025 
EUROPEAN SALES:. (Switzerland) (042) 323-242 
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Unless you have mass, 
atomic-absorption, infrared 
and X-ray spectrographs, 
scanning and transmission-
electron microscopes, scan-
ning electron microprobes, 
X-ray fluorescence. Or us. 

New independent 
analytical service. 

Airco's new Analytical 
Services provides a full line 
of services for industrial, 
scientific and educational 
applications. We offer full 
gas analyses including cali-
bration gas, gas identifica-
tion and gases in metals and 
ceramics. We also provide 
environmental, organic and 
inorganic analyses. And 
we have portable instrumen-
tation to conduct on-site 
analyses for many areas. 

Asa major supplier of 
industrial and rare and 

specialty gases, we have an 
experienced staff and fully 
equipped lab to handle any 
analysis problem. They'll 
provide a complete gas 
analysis from any supplier 
(you don't even have to tell 
them who it's from) and they 
won't hesitate to tell you when 
a gas isn't as pure as it should 
be, even if it's ours. 

For complete informa-
tion, write or call Hank Grieco, 
Airco Industrial Gases, 575 
Mountain Ave., Murray Hill, 
New Jersey 07974 
(201)464-8100. 

Industrial Gases 
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You can save time and money 
with our VHF 
TV tetrodesicavities 
from 2 kW up to 30 kW. 

Our newest line of high gain tetrodes with Pyrobloc* 
grids gives you ruggedness -reliability- low cost. 

• THOMSON-CSF Trade mark 

Common Amplification 
(Class A) 

Peak Video output 
(Class B) 

Cavity 
type 

TH 298 2 kW 
TH 361 5 kW 
TH 371 10 kW 

TH 298 3 kW 
TH 361 15 kW 
TH 371 30 kW 

TH 18124 
TH 18116 
TH 18117 

TYPICAL GAIN 16 dB 

THOMSON-CSF 
THOMSON-CSF ELECTRON TUBES, INC. / 50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA / NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020 / TEL. (212) 489.0400 
France - THOMSON-CSF Groupement Tubes Electroniques / 8, rue Chasseloup-Laubat / 75737 PARIS CEDEX 15 / Tél. 566 70.04 
Germany - THOMSON-CSF Elektronenreren GmbH / Am Leonhardsbrunn 10 / 6 FRANKFURT/MAIN / Tél. 7020.99 
Italy - THOMSON-CSF Tubi Elettronici SRL / Viale degli Ammiragli 71 / ROMA / Tél. 63814.58 
Japan - THOMSON-CSF Japan K.K. / Kyosho Building / 1-9-3 Hirakawa-cho / Chiyoda-ku / TOKYO / 7- 102 / Tel. (03) 264.6341 
Sweden - THOMSON-CSF Elektronrór AB / Box 27080 / S 10251 STOCKHOLM 27 / Tél. (08) 22 5815 
United Kiligdom - THOMSON-CSF Electronic Tubes Ltd / Bilton House, Uxbridge Road, Ealing / LONDON W 5 2TT / Tel. (01) 579 55.11 / Telex : 25 659 
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The new 1-1/4-inch cermet trimmer 
that replaces all these... 
55 215 949 3051 AB-MH 
56 235 993 3052 AB-NP 
58 272 995 3059 AB-NX 
78 276 2855 6011 AB-RP 
140 450 3011 6022 AB-RH 
185 650 3012 AB-MP ET-12 

...with the most advanced features, too! 
• Improved wiper and unique slider block design 
• Excellent setability and stability 
• TEMPCO of 100 PPM/ °C 
• 1 W @ 85°C 
• Five configurations 
• Conforms to MIL-R-22097. 

Send for data sheet and quantity price information, or contact 
your local Spectrol representative or distributor. 

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS GROUP 

UNITED STATES Spectrol Electronics Corporation 17070 E. Gale Avenue, City of Industry, Calif. 91745, U.S.A. • (213) 964-6565 • Twx (910) 584-1314 

UNITED KINGDOM Spectrol Reliance Ltd. Drakes Way, Swindon, Wiltshire, England • Swindon 21351 • TELEX: 44692 

ITALY SP Elettronica spa Via Carlo Pisacane 7, 20016 Pero (Milan) Italy • 35 30 241 • TELEX: 32242 
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macs 
3 Ampere 
Sensitive Gate TRIAC's. 
3mA, 4mA, 5mA, 10mA and 
25mA DC Gate Current. 
All Quadrant Gating. 
50 to 600 Volts (VDRom 

4 Ampere 
Sensitive Gate SCR's. 
200 Microamp, 
1mA DC Gate Current. 
30 to 600 Volts (VoRom 

If its a TRIAC or SCR you 
need, Hutson's state-of-the 
art thyristor technology as-
sures reliability and econ-
omy. All Hutson TRIAC's and 
SCR's available as void-free, 
glass-passivated chips or in 
standard package configura-
tion. Call or write Hutson for 
complete information. 

If Box 34235 IND. UST2019 W iRIES 
View 

HUTSON 

Dallas. Tea 75234 (214) 241-3511 
TWX 910-1360-5537 

Hutson Ind., International 
30 Rue Pierre Semard Yerres. 
91 France Tel Paris 925-8258 
TELEX 21-311 

Distributors: 
New York City 201/399-4350. Seattle 
206/454-0300, Los Angeles 213/240-
3151. Dallas 214/231-6181. Baltimore 
301/944-8262. Denver 303/757-7679. 
Ft Lauderdale 305/772-5100. Chicago 
312/286-1500. Detroit 313/499-0188. 
Syracuse 315/699-2671. Indianapolis 
317/888-2260. Atlanta 404/427-0241. 
Canada 416/638-1322, Beaverton 503/ 
643-1644. Dayton 513/433-2511, 
Phoenix 602/968-9037, Minneapolis 
612/866-3035, Waltham 617/890-8040. 
Kansas City 816/765-2998. 

Distributors: 
Elizabeth 201/345-2420. Los Angeles 
213/240-3151. Denver 303/934-5505. 
Chicago 312/323-9670. Canada 416/ 
635-9880. Rochester 716/454-7800, 
Belgium 02362135. Brussels 
02352135. Denmark (01) 295622. 
Norway 472702272, Spain 234-62-62, 
Sweden 08-28-5940, Switzerland 
051-852201 

New products 

Instruments 

Counter/timers 
are programable 

Factoring types permit 

transducer readouts 

in any desired unit 

Electronic instrumentation does not 
always interface easily with indus-
trial transducers—but United Sys-
tems' 8100 series of programable 
factoring counter/timers should 
make the job easier. Each instru-

ment in the panel-mountable series 
contains a crystal-controlled clock 
and a programable divide-by-N 
chip which combine to yield a time 
base that can be varied from 0.05 
millisecond to 13 seconds in steps of 
0.05 ms. This enables standard 
transducers to produce readouts in 
any desired units—English today 
and, if necessary, metric tomorrow— 
when some pin-to-pin wiring is 
changed. 
The three instruments in the 8100 

series feature full five-digit Mon-
santo LED displays. The model 8110 
is a frequency counter that will 
transform the output of any fre-
quency-producing transducer into 
any desired units. The model 8120, 
a totalizer, accumulates the output 
of any pulse-producing transducer 
and then factors it to read in such 
units as dozens, gross, cases, etc. The 

8130 is a timer that is designed to 
measure time intervals and produce 
a direct reading in any desired units 
proportional to the time interval. 
The trio also belongs to United 

Systems' new HT series [Electronics, 
March 7, p. 25] and have the same 
distinctive case design. Operating 
power is either 115 or 230 volts ac, 
at any frequency from 50 to 400 
hertz. The meters mount in a stan-
dard panel cutout measuring 3.75 
inch wide by 1.72 in. high. 
The instruments, which are being 

sold under the Digitec tradename, 
cost $275 apiece and are obtainable 
from stock. Substantial quantity dis-
counts are available. 
United Systems Corp., 918 Woodley Road, 

Dayton, Ohio 45403 [361] 

Digital panel instrument 

is all things to all users 

The biggest problem confronting 
the user of digital panel meters is 
how to interface them into his sys-
tems. To help him, Analogic Corp., 
Wakefield, Mass., has developed a 
31/2 -digit (2,000-count) panel meter 
with a built-in edge connector into 
which a customized signal-condi-
tioning network (see photo) can be 
plugged. Thus, for just a few dollars' 
worth of parts—typically $1 to $3—a 
user can convert the instrument into 
a pH meter, a linearized cold-junc-
tion-compensated thermocouple 
meter, a microwave power meter, a 
position of force indicator, or any of 

hundreds of other measuring instru-
ments. 

According to Bernard M. Gor-
don, President of Analogic, more 
than 200 instruments have already 
been designed and are described in 
a handbook which will be available 
later this month. The instrument, it 
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Nylon. Everything you want 
for electrical applications. 

Connectors, switches, ter-
minal blocks—just about 
everything electrical or elec-
tronic—gets a head start on 
performance and economics 
when you mold in Celanese 
Nylon. 
For good reasons. Like the 

fact that Celanese Nylon has 
U/L rating on electrical prop-
erties of 105°C. Great me-

chanical strength and 
toughness. Plus high dielec-
tric properties, so you can 
design more compact units 
with thinner walls. Good 
thermal properties. And fine 
processability. 

There are many formu-
lations of Celanese Nylon, 
including fast-cycling, high-
flow grades, super mold re-

lease grades, glass-reinforced 
and heat-stabilized. We'll be 
glad to help select the best 
one for your electrical or elec-
tronic application. 

Write for a copy of our bro-
chure on Celanese Nylon. And 
a U/L Yellow Card. Celanese 
Plastics Company, Dept. 
N-507, 550 Broad Street, 
Newark, N.J. 07102. 

Celanese Plastics Company is a division of Celanese Corporation. Canadian Affiliate: Celanese Canada Ltd Export: Amcel Co., Inc , and Pan Amcel Co., Inc., 522 Filth Ave., New York 10036 

A TOUGH TEAM FOR TOUGH TIMES: CELCON: CELANEX: CELANESE' NYLON. 
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Domestic or Professional 
YOUR potentiometer is here 



With our range of preset, rotary 
indle, slider and rectilinear 

otentiometers -all designed 
ound the prime requirements of 
oise-free operation and long life 
we have brought new standards 
f quality and reliability to the 
otentiometer market for domestic 
r professional use 

In a technology not normally 
ssociated with dramatic break-
hroughs we have introduced new 
deas to component design and 
anufacture 

Like our Series PT preset pots 
hich are fully enclosed in flame 
etardent plastic for protection 
rom environmental factors And 
he new PL40 slider pot, with its 
nclosed track and specially 
esigned wiper movement that 
liminates jitter, giving ultra-
mooth operation 

Of course we also provide the 
sual options, like matched pairs 
or stereo applications, various 
erminal arrangements, earth 
creening and mains switches 

There's also the new PL25, a 20-
urn rectilinear preset control for 
adio and tv vancap tuning 
pplications. 

In short, in any situation calling 
or high quality potentiometers, the 
'seeming engineer should turn to 
iher. 

Write or ring for full details 

.K. -PIHER International LTD.. 
ornar House, The Causeway, 
tames, Middlesex, England. 
el: Staines 56157 Telex 934167. 

.S.A.- PIHER International Corp., 
.239 Rand Road. Des Plaines, 
linois 60016. U.S.A. 
el: 312 2971560. Telex 282154. 

ermany- PIHER International GmbH., 
5 Nurnberg, Tuchergartenstrasse 4. 
.Germany. 

el: 0911 533 051. Telex 623354. 

rance- PIHER International SARL. 
3, Rue Etienne Dolet, 94230. 
achan, France. 
el: 656 26 07 Telex 27107. 

aly- FINER International SPA., 
ja Censio 34,20154 Milan, 14111.' 
el: 314532/316213. 

ead Office- Riera CarIado, 
In Apartado de Correos 53, 
adalona (garclona), Spain. 
el: 389 03 00. Telex 59521. 

PIHER 

should be noted, provides regulated 
voltages of -±12 volts dc and + 5 v 
dc to the plug-in board so that ac-
tive as well as passive components 
can be used in the signal-condi-
tioning circuitry. 
Even if its novel pluggable-trans-

form feature is ignored, the new me-
ter is impressive. It has a sym-
metrical, balanced, bipolar, true-
differential front end, a power trans-
former that lets it run off any ac line 
voltage, a choice of LED or Beckman 
gas-discharge display, and a single-
unit price of $119, which drops to 
$97 for quantities of 100 and up. A 
straight panel meter version, with-
out the pluggable-transform capa-
bility, costs $109 in singles, and $87 
in hundreds. Delivery of the meter 
is from stock. 
Analogic Corp., Audubon Road, Wakefield, 
Mass. 01880 [363] 

Low-cost generator 

operates up to 1 MHz 

When is a frequency synthesizer not 
a frequency synthesizer? When it 
does not use the phase-lock tech-
nique, says Schneider Electronics 
Inc. The company prefers to call its 
model GF102 a frequency-synthe-
sized generator, because the device 
reconstructs the sine wave by suc-
cessive steps—a technique that keeps 
costs low. 

Price of the GF102 is in fact $495. 
It generates both sine and square 
waves in the range from 0.01 hertz 
to 100 kilohertz. The GF102A, 
priced at $595, operates at up to 1 
megahertz. 
The sine-wave reconstruction 

works like this: the output from an 
18-megahertz crystal-controlled os-
cillator is divided into segments, the 
length of which depends on the set-
ting of thumbwheel switches. These 
segments are fed into a complex rm.. 
system, which generates a code that 
goes to a digital-to-analog converter 
and an output amplifier. Each code 
constitutes an address which the 
converter sees as another step in 
building the sine wave. The dura-
tion of each step depends on the 
code that is going through the 

thumbwheel switches. Between fre-
quencies of 0 to 10 kHz there are 
400 steps per sine wave, and up to 
100 kHz there are 40 steps per sine 
wave. 

Sine wave output has harmonic 
rejection of better than 50 decibels 
up to 10 kHz, 45 dB up to 100 kHz, 
and better than 40 dB for the model 
102A. The nonharmonic rejection is 
respectively 50, 40, and 60 dB at 1 
kHz from the carrier. Distortion is 
lower than 0.5% on the 102, and 
lower than 1% on the 102A. 
As for the relative noise level, at 

10 kHz it is 100 dB, and at 10-100 
kHz, it is 90 dB. Relative noise level 
is also 90 dB in the 102A. Output 
voltage is 10 watts peak to peak. At-
tenuation is 50 dB with an accuracy 
within 0.1 dB. 
The square-wave output has a 

rise and fall time of less than 50 na-
noseconds. The duty cycle, which is 
fixed at 50%, has an accuracy within 
better than 0.5% for frequencies 
above 10 kHz, while below 10 kHz 
displacement is less than 100 micro-
seconds. Output voltage is 5 volts on 
50 ohms, and impedance is 50 ohms 
-±5%. 
For both sine and square waves, 

output is floating, and frequency is 
accurate to within 0.005%. Internal 
impedance of both the 102 and 
102A is 50 ohms ±-5%, while induc-
tance in the 102A is 15 microhenrys 
±-20%. Both units have a maximum 
output power of 0.2 watt and can 
operate in a temperature range of 
0-50°C, with a temperature coeffi-
cient of 0.001%/°C. Since the units 
are digital, there is no drift over 
time. 
Although the reconstructed-sine-

wave technique limits the units to 
frequencies of not more than 1 MHz 
and introduces some phase jitter, 
Schneider believes the 102 and 
102A can be used in most appli-
cations except control of trans-
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EIDEPINE 
TRAMBAL 
Fluorescent Lighting 
From D. Ca Power 
•Transistorized inverter ballast for operating fluorescent lamps from low 
voltage D.C. current. 
•Designed for applications requiring long life, reliability and efficiency. 

• Models can be synchronized to prevent beat notes between lamps in 
multiple lamp installation. 
• eRaEeplii dmprisonttaaertctet ailoannmd ap  n instantfl ickster rs etwva eri ttr hs modeehpigohlal fsrri ftryouamevna4cilyatobol 4e .0 r wataiottns.. 

• Replaceable transistors and in line fuses. 
• Solves many photo electric problems. 

1 Hipholillz eg 
mANuFACTuRERS OF ELECTRON C ECWIRmEN 

:le ,47 PLIMANT 11000 • COLLIEllvILLE tENNES$LE 3e0 

Area Code 901/853-7211 
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Are you in 
High-Speed 
Digital 
Communications? 

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

We make really fast test 
equipment. Imagine! Bit rates 
to 1.0 GHz and a BERT, too. 
If you work in high-speed 
PCM communications, state-
of-the-art device design, or 
other engineering R&D, you 
should contact us. We also 
have pulse sources and data/ 
word generators. Call or write. 

tau-tron .n. 
11 Esquire Road. North Billerica. Mess. 01862 
Tel (817) 887-3874 

$500* 

BALANCED 

MIXER 
MODEL MD-108 

• DC - 500 MHz 

• 7dB Conversion Loss 

• 30dB Isolation 

• 8 - Pin Relay Header 

500 piece qty. 1-49 pieces (S7.00) 

50-499 pieces ($6.00). 

anzac ,((, T CONIC S 
39 Green Street, Waltham, Mass. 

(6171 899-1900 • TWX 710-324-6484 

New products 

mitters. And on the plus side, 
Schneider claims there is no limit on 
low frequency: the sine wave always 
starts at zero. 

Both instruments are one-half 19-
inch-rack size. Delivery time is 8 
days. 
Schneider Electronics Inc., 3 Hazel St., 
Peabody, Mass [352] 

Error rate tester has 

automatic synchronization 

The use of emitter-coupled logic 
throughout a new bit error rate 
tester from Tau-tron Inc. yields a 
good increase in speed for only a 
small increase in cost over conven-
tional testers, according to Tau-tron 
vice president John Connolly. The 
tester has a frequency range of 1 
hertz to 75 megahertz, a minimum 
width of 5 nanoseconds, and a price 
of $1,800. 

Designated the MB-1, the unit is 
the latest addition to a line of plug-
in, modular instruments that pro-
vide various electrical stimulus and 
measuring functions. Intended for 
use in production, they are a depar-
ture for a company known princi-
pally for its expensive, laboratory-
type test equipment and instru-
ments. 
The new tester provides auto-

matic synchronization, with two er-
ror thresholds of 20 errors in 100 
bits, and 2 x 104 errors in 105 bits. 
A burst-error-rate indicator lights 
whenever the auto sync error thres-
hold is exceeded. The unit can also 
be synchronized manually from the 
front panel or by an external-stan-
dard level. 
The unit operates at six different 

sequence lengths. A six-position 
code switch selects the number of 
bits per frame, expressed as 2"-1 
where n equals 6, 9, 11, 15, 17, or 20. 
Frame sync is derived from a 20-bit 
digital comparator. After link-up, 
error rates are displayed on a four-
digit LED display with overflow and 
gate time indicators. 

Also measured by the MB-1 is 
block error, something Connolly 
says few units above a few mega-
hertz do. A four-position switch se-

Circle 221 on reader service card 
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SCR CONTROLLED BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
AND POWER SWITCHES 

The VCB series qf 25A and 50A controlled bridges and power 
switches are available in a 3/4 " press-fit package, with three 
mounting options and in epoxy packages. All units are her-
metically sealed. 

The epoxy packages are explosion proof and electrically 
isolated with double isolation available. SCR's are glass 
passivated. All chips are soldered to an integral copper 
mounting pad for improved thermal characteristics, typically 
<1°C/W(Re,c). Epoxy barriers have been placed between 
standard .250" Faston and/or -7:10-32 terminals. Spacing ex-
ceeds NEMA standards. 

Typical applications include DC motor speed controls, tem-
perature controllers, battery chargers, inverters, frequency 
changers, D.C. power supplies, and servo systems. 

All units are available in 60V, 115V or 230V, (V8445). 

Typical economical pricing: VCB252-7 (200V, 25A) $9.00 ea., 
100 qnty. 

Design us in ... we'll stay there 

PRESS FIT ELEC. ISO. EPDXY BARRIER PACKAGES 

25 AMP 
AC POMAR rota 

G2.14  

413 252 I 
.3254 1 
.:B7561 

DC &pawl 
1•03tage 
»Pi 43. 
4004 Ma. 
6004 Mat 

25 AMP 
MAU WAVE POWS R %MICR 

G 

OC %ea.« 
Voltage 

5522 2004 Ma. 
. "•51 2 400414m 
. 3562 Pi» Mu 

CIMIIR TAP •,-. 
• Waffled 

DI i 

02 
• RID DOT 

(0.4) 
DC 13646.1 
*MAC 

468 257 3 7004 Ma. 
3213 254 3 400V MO 
VC8 756 3 6004 

tS AMP 50 AMP 
COW:S tatHOC( CONTROtIED BM( 

A • .1 !RI( VIIMEIING [KKK 

DC Btett-bmg 

25 AMP A 50 AMP 
3 PHASE COMMON WHO« CONTROLLED 8DIDGE 

m184944 816111« [MOE 

elff rs.•: - , ...:„ ki 
VCR 25fi , t . tt • . a 

1140 ' 

VCR 506 7 

50 MP 
COMMON CA114006 CONTR011t0 MIDGE 

•Pos 

DC 131446ne 
4441444 

5 7.1.1P1 
068 252 10 20011 
44.8 251 10 4004 Mu 
VC8 256 10 WV Maa 

150 AMP) 
KB 502 10 2001/ Mat 
VCEI 504 10 4009MM 
KB 506 10 600V Alaa 

62 DC Wear« 
vone 

5•C13 502 8 2004 
VC8 5048 4004 Me 
43506 8 6004 Mu 

50 AVP 
3 RUSE [DAIMON WHOM CONIFOILID BRIDGE 

Ca 
AC3 DC 81cery 

beau 
6646 502 11 »V Um 
1613 504 11 4» Max 
Val 506 11 6004 Mu 

25 AMP 
C.046106 6419008 CONTRatED 

'POS 

— 
DC Dfilmi 
Wave 

VARO 

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC. 
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 N. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX. 75040 (214) 272-4551 TWX 910-860-5178 
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New products 

For Capacitance 
at High Voltage 

and 
High Current 

With low loss, stability of capac-
itance, easy variability and punc-
ture-proof dielectric, Lapp Gas-
Filled Capacitors provide for high-
voltage application the same oper-
ating advantages as open-air plate 
capacitors—in compact design. 
From the earliest days of high-

power radio transmission, Lapp 
gas-filled capacitors have provided 
a high order of reliability. Avail-
able for broadcast or industrial RF 
generator use to 85kv peak, at cur-
rent ratings to 390 amps at 1 MHz, 
and capacitances to 22,000 pf. 

Write for Bulletin 302. Lapp 
Insulator Division, Interpace Cor-
poration, LeRoy, N.Y. 14482. 

Gas-fillid 
Capacitors by 

TeRPACE 
CORPORATION 

JJ[P 

lects bit rate or block lengths of 
10,000 or 1,000 bits per frame. Block 
error is also displayed on the LED 
panel. 
A three-position switch selects the 

counter mode; "time rate" selects 
bit or block error mode, "frame" 
displays errors per pseudo-random 
bits sequence, and "totalize" ac-
cumulates error pulses on an inter-
nal time base or a time defined by 
the external counter gate. 
The unit is intended for standard 

communications markets such as 
microwave radio, as well as offbeat 
applications like magnetic record-
ing. The 7-by-8-by-19 inch unit is 
priced at $1,800, or $3,500 when 
Tau-tron's MN-1 random-sequence 
generator, frame, and power supply 
are included. 
Tau-tron Inc., 11 Esquire Rd., No. Billerica, 

Mass. 01862 [362] 

Noise-power ratio 

is displayed digitally 

One of the most useful techniques 
for testing broadband communi-
cations channels is measurement of 
the noise-power ratio. An automatic 
white-noise loading receiver, desig-
nated the model 2092C, was de-
signed for this type of test and can 
be used in conjunction with existing 
generators in the semiautomatic 
mode. The receiver automatically 
adjusts its sensitivity to the incom-
ing noise level, intermodulation 
noise level, or residual noise level. 
The noise-power ratio is automati-
cally determined and the result 
presented in a three-digit display. 
Programable control and digital 
output permit use of the unit in 
automatic test systems at central ra-
dio sites and satellite ground sta-
tions. Price is $3,500. 
Marconi Instruments, 111 Cedar Lane, 

Englewood, N.J. 07631 [353] 

Frequency synthesizer 

covers to 20 MHz 

Designed to allow users of test os-
cillators to economically step up to 
frequency synthesis, the model 801 
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This member 
of our family 
is still the 
thriftiest ASR 
terminal 
around. 

Dollar for dollar, the Teletype® 
model 33 is the least expensive, 
most reliable data terminal in its 
class. Because once you see how 
well it performs, you won't believe 
its price. 

That's one reason why the 
model 33 is the most popular 
terminal in the industry. But it's 
hardly the only reason. 

The model 33 is designed and 
built for extremely reliable 
operation at100 wpm. And since 

it operates on the eight-level 
ASCII code, it speaks the language 
most computers understand. 
Both mini-computers and 
maxi-computers. Which makes 
compatibility another reason 
behind its popularity. 

Then there are some reasons 
you can't see. But they're there 
just the same. Like complete 
technical sales and service back-up 
to help you with installation 
and maintenance. 

Available in three basic 
configurations, the model 33 is a 
lot of machine. At a very small 
price. 

It takes more than manu-
facturing facilities to build the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for message communications 
and computers. 

That's why we invented a new 
name for who we are and what we 
make. The computercations people. 

TELETYPE 

The computercations people. 

For more information about any Teletype product, write or call: TERMINAL CENTRAL, 
Teletype Corporation, Dept. 53P, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076: Phone 312/982-2500. 
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Centralab 
5c;7speebwg 

IBM 

95% Alumina Substrates 
Now you can get standard sizes 
from your Centralab Distributor. 
For the first time, anywhere, your Centralab 
Distributor is now stocking 10 of the most 
popular sizes of substrates. He can provide 
fast delivery on 100 to 10,000 pieces at prices 
as low as 5 cents each, depending on size 
and quantity. All are 95% alumina . . . white 
. . . in .025" thickness . . . 25-50 microinch 
surface finish . . . for up to 1700°C use. They 
match your specifications for dimensional tol-
erance, dielectric and mechanical strength 
and more. 
Until now, prototype and limited production 
quantities of ceramic substrates were only 
available on factory orders with the usual 
minimum billing. We've changed that. .. to 
help you quickly and economically meet your 
need for the finest precision substrates. 

Get complete specifications from your 
Centralab Distributor or send coupon. 

Centralab Distributor Products 
5757 N. Green Bay Ave. Dept. AS-2 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Name: 

Company: 

City: State Zip 

DLSTAIBUTOP PPODUCTS 

Min 

gli167:1 
IBM MI 

CENTRALAB 
Electron,cs DIvIsion 

u INC 

New products 

frequency synthesizer offers a signal 
source with crystal-controlled stabil-
ity, high frequency accuracy and 
resolution, and remote-control pro-
graming. The unit offers coverage to 
20 megahertz in four synthesized 
digits, plus two additional vernier 
digits. Using the first four digits, fre-
quency error is -±0.001% and, by us-
ing the instrument's phase-lock in-
put, the unit can be slaved to an 
external frequency standard for 
higher accuracy. Price is $1,995. 
Exact Electronics Inc., Box 160, Hillsboro, 

Ore. 97123 [357] 

Sound-level meter includes 

miniature microphone 

The model db-202 sound-level me-
ter provides a remote miniature mi-
crophone, which is placed next to 
the user's ear to determine sound-
level measurements. In this way, 
sounds are measured in real time. 
Pendant-type and boom micro-
phones are also offered. The small 
pendant microphone is attached to 
a subminiature 5-foot shielded 
cable, while the boom microphone, 
which is smaller than a pencil, is at-
tached directly to the sound meter. 
Metrosonics Inc., Box 18090, Rochester, 

N.Y. 14618 [358] 

Portable oscilloscope 

has 120-MHz bandwidth 

Providing a remote de switching 
function for optimum control-panel 
layout, the model PM3260 portable 
oscilloscope operates over a line 
variation of 90 to 250 volts and 46 to 
440 hertz. Its basic specifications in-
clude a 5-millivolt-per-division sen-
sitivity, as well as a 5-nanosecond-
per-division maximum sweep rate. 
Bandwidth is 120 megahertz. In ad-
dition, the 3-nanosecond rise time 
can be displayed in separate, alter-
nate, chopped, or X-Y mode, and a 
1-MHz chopping rate helps to elimi-
nate interference in the displayed 
signals. Price is $1,850. 
Test and Measuring Instruments Inc., 224 

Duffy Ave., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 [359] 
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A flexcircuit for low-light home movies. 

We did it for 
Kodak. 

In turning the idea of low-light home movie making into the reality of the KODAK 
XL-55 Movie Camera, Kodak engineers solved tough design problems at every step. 
Among these problems, the design of a circuitry system of minimal bulk and 
maximum reliability. 

They accomplished this with a Schjeldahl flexcircuit. 
Flexing in four planes, this Schjeldahl flexcircuit has two 180 degree fold-over 

sections. This provides circuit reversal, transfers conductors to opposite sides of the 
circuit without the expense of plated-through holes and permits placement of seven 
conductors in a five conductor Space — all without two-sided circuitry. 

This Schjeldahl flexcircuit makes all electrical connections in the camera and 
carries all electronic components. For manufacturing efficiency, a hardboard back-up 
section permits auto insertion of components and continuous process wave soldering. 

The flexcircuit fits available space and is designed for volume production. It does 
for Kodak what flexcircuitry does best. 

Perhaps Schjeldahl flexcircuitry advantages can help in your design problems. 
It only takes a call to Schjeldahl to find out. 

Schjeldahl did it for Kodak. 

0 Schjeldahl Company Electrical Products Division 
Northfield, Minnesota 55057 
Phone: (507) 645-5633 

The state of the art people in volume flexible circuits 

And we can do it for you. 
Circle 149 on reader service card 
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Now you can intermix 
low level, high level and 

simultaneous sample & hold inputs 

With amplifier-per-channel System 620 

SYSTEM 620. 
A BETTER MOUSETRAP 

In less than 2 years, our 
amplifier-per-channel System 
620 has become industry's most 
popular high speed data 
acquisition system. Today, 
thousands of channels are per-
forming reliably in the field. In 
scores of applications from 
Turbine Engine Test to Earthquake 
Engineering. Now System 620 is 
even more flexible than before. 
With 3 input amplifier options, four 
analog-to-digital converters and 
several computer interfaces to 
choose from. So here's the latest 
chapter on System 620, the new 
approach in data acquisition. 

LOW LEVEL 
AMPLIFIERS 

Our field proven low-level 
differential amplifiers are perfect 
for strain gages & thermocouples 
since transducer signals are 
isolated right at the source. Our 
specs are impressive, too. With gain 
accuracy of 0.01%, 2 microvolt 
stability and 120 dB common mode 
rejection. More protection, too. If one 
channel gets wiped out by an 
overload, the rest don't feel a thing. 

Circle 150 on reader service card 

NEW HIGH LEVEL 
AMPLIFIERS 

Since high galn isn't always 
required, we've added an amplifier 
option which, for just $80 a channel, 
provides system gain of 1 to 400. 
That's more than adequate for many 
applications. Yet, retains all the 
features of our low-level amplifiers. 

NEW SIMULTANEOUS 
SAMPLE & HOLD 
AMPLIFIERS 

Low level sample & hold 
amplifiers are absolutely necessary 
in applications such as transient 
and vibration analysis, where data 
must be grabbed in a few 
nanoseconds or time correlation of 
data is important. 

Low level, high level and 
sample & hold amplifiers can be 
freely intermixed in System 620. 

And each amplifier in the 
system includes an active low 
pass filter with selectable cutoff 
frequency. Another important 
point. Continuous analog output 
is available on all channels. 

1.f .)UR ADC 

System 620 now has four 
analog-to-digital converters to 
choose from. If you need high 

accuracy, we can give you 14 bits at 
20kHz. In most systems our 
economical 12 bit, 10 kHz analog-
to-digital converter will suffice. 
Or if higher speed is your need, 
specify 12 or 15 bits at 50 kHz. 

COMPUTER INTERFACE 

System 620 has been interfaced 
with a number of computers, both 
large & small. Interface hardware 
and software is available for most 
popular computers. 

For the up-to-date story on 
System 620 — the new approach to 
data acquisition — phone or send 
for our brochure today. 

EFF 
IN5TIIUMENT CORpnpayinet 

1088 E. Hamilton Rd., Duarte, Calif. 91010 
Tel. (213) 357-2281 TWX 910-585-1833 



New products 

Packaging & production 

IC socket keeps 
board profile low 

Terminals are on same side 

as sockets, giving over-all 

height of 0.355 inch 

Each printed-circuit board in a den-
sely packaged electronic system 
should have a low over-all profile. 
But that goal can be difficult to 
achieve if the designer uses wire-
wrapped tails, because they jut out 

from the side of the board opposite 
the component side. 

This problem is eliminated by an 
integrated-circuit socket developed 
by Robinson-Nugent Inc. Socket 
and terminals are mounted on the 
same side of the board, and the re-
sult is an over-all board height of 
0.355 inch. The close proximity of 
socket contacts and wiring terminals 
also makes it easy to identify pins 
and component leads, thus eliminat-
ing a major cause of wiring errors. 
"The pressure for a low profile is 

growing," says Marc Amster, Rob-
inson-Nugent's national sales man-
ager, "because designers are eager 
to mount many ic functions in 
equipment such as point-of-sale ter-
minals, reservations systems, and 
credit-card validators—and still end 
up with a compact package." 
The contact/terminal system de 

veloped by the Indiana company is 
also said to provide a good electro-
mechanical mating of socket contact 
and ic lead. Since the contact bears 
on the flat side rather than on the 
edge, contact surface area is about 
60% greater, lowering contact resist-
ance and increasing the reliability of 
the contact interface. 

Made from a spring-tempered 
beryllium copper, the contact pro-
vides a good mating with IC leads 
ranging in thickness from 8 to 18 
mils. The socket is available with ei-
ther gold- or tin-plated contacts. 
Socket bodies are molded of glass-
filled nylon and are end-notched to 
facilitate mounting either singly or 
in series with #2 fillister-head, self-
tapping screws. 
Robinson-Nugent Inc., 802 E. Eighth St., 
New Albany, Ind. 47150 [391] 

Panel mount accepts 

any dual in-line LED 

A universal panel mount accepts 
any dual in-line LED display pack-
aged with a 0.3-inch row spacing. 
The unit consists of a one-piece ny-
lon bezel, a circular polarizing win-
dow, and a one-piece socket assem-
bly that is located behind the panel, 
thus eliminating the need for indi-
vidual DIP sockets. Dual in-line dis-
plays with 14 or 16 pins can be ac-
commodated in presentations from 
two to eight units. The socket as-

sembly has wire-wrapping termi-
nations and a 20-pin capacity. Fur-
ther, no mounting holes are needed 
other than a single panel cutout, 
and after installation of the bezel, 
the display package aligns itself. 
Industrial Electronic Engineers Inc., 7720-40 
Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 [393] 

Pc connector eliminates 

need for interfaces 

A printed-circuit connector, which 
eliminates the need for a hybrid in-
terface between electrical and elec-
tronic circuitry, substitutes for as 
many as four conventional inter-

OPTO - 
ISOLATED 
SOLID STATE 
RELAY for 
switching at 115 V.A.C. or 
240 V.A.C. 

13 amp continuous rating. 
Zero voltage switch-on for low 
R.F.I. 

Low level D.C. triggering 
3 volts min. 

High surge — 150 amp single 
cycle. 

All solid state integrity. 

Integral heat sink. 

Used in •- Industrial Control, 
Office Machinery, Medical 
Electronics, Computer 
Systems. 

LL 

ELECTRONICS LTO 
WIMBORNE - DORSET - ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE WIMBORNE 2442 TELEX 41247 
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1974 
Heath/Schlumberger 
electronic instrumentation 
catalog. 

The new '74 Heath/ Schlumberger instrumentation catalog is 
here ... 32 pages of high performance electronic equipment 
...all at budget-stretching prices. Whatever it is that you 
need in electronic equipment for test and design work, R&D 
applications or for teaching, Heath/ Schlumberger has it... 

at less than you planned 
to spend. 600 MHz 
frequency counter 

with 7-digit LED 
readout and com-

plete programmabil-
ity for only $795* 

(left)...dua I trace 
15 MHz scope only 

$595*... multi-range, 
multi-speed strip 

chart recorder 
system just $335* 

...a patchable mini-computer interface system, just $1250* 

...the famous Malmstadt-Enke Lab Stations...dozens of 
plug-in circuit cards...power supplies...generators...digi-
tal multimeters...and hundreds of other instruments. To get 
your FREE copy of this catalog now, visit your local Heathkit 
Electronic Center or use the coupon below. 

Heathaehlumberger Instruments 
Dept. 531-286 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

D Please send 1974 Electronic Instrumentation catalog. 

HEATFI 

Schlumberger 

Name  

Title  

Company/ Institution 

Add res'  

City 

— 1 

 State 743  

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. EK-419 

New products 

connect techniques. It does away 
with many connections among logic 
boards, flexible cable, barrier blocks 
and terminal blocks. Designated the 
PCB Block, the connector permits 
direct plug-in of 0.200-inch-contact-
spaced pc boards on which compo-
nents or flat flexible cable can be 
mounted. The block also provides 
300-volt insulation between circuits, 
and each circuit can carry up to 5 
amperes. Blocks can accommodate 
six, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 circuits. 
Amerace Corp., Control Products division, 
2330 Vauxhall Rd., Union, N.J. 07089 [394] 

Terminating machine 

offers low deflection 

The UTM-2 universal terminating 
machine provides high-volume in-
stallation of open-barrel strip termi-

nals and contacts, with end- and 
side-feed capability. Low deflection 
is achieved by using a 5-ton steel 
press and a roller clutch, which in-
sure crimps of consistent quality 
and long tool life. A dial permits 
fast selection of crimp and insula-
tion height for a wide range of AWG 
sizes without changing the crimp 
tooling. 
Burndy Corp., Norwalk, Conn. 06852 [396] 

IC socket board 

replaces solder joints 

An integrated-circuit socket board 
with 108 patterns is a wire-wrapping 
system; it contains a two-piece wire-
wrapping-to-wire-wrapping connec-
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The case for 
Liquid Crystal Displays 

Liquid crystal displays; light emitting diodes; incandes-
cent and flourescent displays and "Nixie" tubes are 
popping up frequently in circuit designs as the trend to 
digital readout continues. Each has a purpose and the 
design engineer should become familiar with all types. 
We make liquid crystal displays. 

The display of the future? 
Our display is a sandwich of two plates, joined and 
hermetically sealed at the perimeters. A space of about 
.005" separates the plates, and this is filled with 
a nematic liquid crystal solution. 

CONTACTS 

FRONT PLATE FLUID 

BACK PLATE 

SEGMENTS 

CONTACT TO SEGMENT 
LEAD- IN 

When the liquid is not electrically excited, its long, 
cigar-shaped molecules are parallel to one another in a 
position perpendicular to the plates. Thus, the liquid 
appears transparent. Applying an electric current 
creates ion activity which leads to turbulence and 
causes the liquid to scatter incident light. The visual 
effect is that of a frosted glass. LCD's can be made 
completely transmissive for back-lighting, reflective for 
ambient light or semi-reflective for dual mode operation. 

Producing an image — digital or other — simply 
requires a conductive surface the shape of the desired 
image on the glass plate toward the viewer. Current 
flowing from the conductive image on the front plate 
through the crystal liquid to the common-ground back 
plate causes the liquid to change from clear to a frosted 
appearance in the current-carrying area. 

These images are almost always in the form of seven 
segments that make up the numerals 1 through 0. 
Energizing the proper segments produces the desired 
numerals. Lead-ins connect the segments to external 
contacts on the sandwich (display). 

Consider the advantages. 
Liquid crystal displays have a number of distinct 
advantages. Simplicity is the reason for several of these. 
The elements are few and passive — very little 
can go wrong with an LCD and this means 
reliability and long life. 

Simplicity means low cost, too — lower than that of most 
comparable displays. Packaging costs are low because 
LCD's can be driven directly by MOS and C/MOS circuits. 
In our dynamic scattering displays very narrow character 
widths are possible and still provide a good viewing angle 
— 60 degrees in many cases. 

Low power consumption makes the LCD a logical choice 
where power limitations rule out other display types. Watch 
type LCD's use only 30 mW, for example, with all segments 
energized at 15 volts. 

LCD's offer the greatest flexibility of any display type. 
Several standard displays are immediately available from 
Hamlin's stock. Special displays with virtually any type 
of image can be produced with surprisingly low preparation 
or "tooling" cost. Because of the LCD's simplicity, lead 
time on specials is only a matter of weeks. 

A few limitations. 
LCD's have limitations, too. Operating temperature range 
is one. Liquid crystals slow down and may even cease 
to function at temperatures below 0°C. Above 50-60°C, 
crystals go into solution and will not function normally. 

DYNAMIC SCATTERING 
Electrecal charge rearranges ro, 

molecules Much scatter the light Regularly fen« ea l,ght 

Extremes do not damage LCD's. Once the temperature 
returns to normal, operation is automatically resumed. 

LCD's do not generate light, and they are somewhat 
difficult to read under low ambient light conditions. (Side or 
back lighting can remedy this.) Visibility under medium 
to high ambient light conditions is excellent. 

In the majority of display applications, MOS and C/MOS 
compatibility, reliability, flexibility and low power 
requirement are important considerations. No other display 
type can match the liquid crystal display on these jobs. 
They could become the display of the future. And that's the 
case for the LCD. For specification and application data, 
write Hamlin, Inc., Lake Mills, Wisconsin 53551. Or call, 
414/648-2361. (Evaluation samples are available at 
moderate cost.) 

MIIKIM111.111,4111 
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NEW! Build and test circuits 
as fast as you can think! 

No soldering or patch cords! 
Four new Continental Specialties Proto 
Boards let you make all circuit and power 
interconnections with common #22 AWG 
solid hook-up wire, while power distribu-
tion buses make wiring a snap. Aluminum 
base plates offer solid work surfaces 
and perfect ground plane. Rubber feet 
prevent scratching. Each Proto Board 
features one or more 5-way binding 
posts to tie into system or power 
supply gnd. All are compatible with 
ICs (digital or linear), in TO5s, DIP 
packs and discrete components. 
Each is completely assembled, 
ready-to-use. 

Proto Board 14 Pin DIP Size Price 

PAT. PENDING 

FREE 
Model No. Capacity (L"sW") (U.S. only) METRIC 

101 10 5.8"x4.5" $29.95 
102 12 7.0"x4.5" $39.95 
103 24 9.0"x6.0" $59.95 
104 32 9.5"x8.0" $79.95 

Order today — or send for free selection guide, 
with applications, photos, specs and more. 

Continental Specialties Corp. 
325 East St., Box 1942 
New Haven, CT 06509 
Telephone (203) 624-3103 

CANADA: Available thru Len Finkler, Ltd., Downsview, Ontario 

=M= 
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TO 
ENGLISH 
SLIDE 
RULE 
Convert 

length,. area, 
weight, InstanVtolylu me 

Yours FREE 
With each 

Proto Board orderl 

LOW-COST ABSOLUTE 
OPTICAL MI:011E1M 

• BCD outputs are DTL/TTL compatible. 
• Available range up to 99,999. 
• Ultra-reliable LED light source. 
• Low-torque, high-speed operation. 
• Rugged heavy duty industrial design. 
• Operates at 5 VDC. 
• External electronics not required. 

Contact Theta application specialists today for 
further details, and ask for our brochure. 

INSTRUMENT CORP. 
Specialists in Digital Automation 

Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 
Phone: 201 - 227-1700 

New products 

tor, which eliminates the need for 
solder joints on the feed-through 
pins. With the system, there is no 
need for bridged pins, copper pads, 
or gold-plated copper fingers on the 
input and output of the panel, so 
that tolerances on the routing of the 
panels need not be exact. This re-

duces the chances of misalignment 
of edge fingers to the connector con-
tacts. Price is less than $170 for 10 
pieces. 
Mupac Corp., 646 Sunner St., Brockton, 

Mass. 02402 [395] 

DIP sockets contain 

built-in heat sinks 

A series of dual in-line sockets, 
called the PD1000 series, has built-
in heat sinks for 14-, 16-, and 18-pin 
integrated circuits. The heat sink is 
located under the ic, where most 
heat occurs and packaging density is 
not affected. The socket insulator 
features a closed-entry front end 
that is probe-proof and is designed 
to accommodate a finned extrusion 
for heat dissipation. The resultant 
increase in thermal conductivity im-
proves the reliability of high-wat-
tage ICs. Also offered are a tuning-
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We can optimize your design and save you money, too! 
You don't have to have a big hairy 
system full of complex devices to get 
economies out of custom C/MOS. 

Even if your module has as few as a 
half dozen standard C/MOS devices 
in it—we may be able to provide you 
with a single custom C/MOS circuit 
that will do it all...cost you less than 
you think.., and could save your corn-

------------------------------

pany thousands of dollars in produc-
tion costs. 

Many designers have switched to 
C/MOS because of its inherent low-
battery drain and high noise immunity. 
And now many users of standard C/ 
MOS devices are looking to custom 
C/MOS circuits to optimize their de-
signs and save money, too. They see 
no reason to go on using 5 or 6 stand-

ard devices where 1 custom circuit 
will do. 

For less than you think, we may 
be able to provide you with a proto-
type custom C/MOS circuit that could 
give your company a competitive edge. 
It costs nothing to send in the coupon 
and be brought up to date on the cus-
tom C/MOS scene. Do it now! 

Name 

Company 

Phone 

Address 

City State Zip 

Briefly, my application is: 
Please call me, I want to talk about 
custom C/MOS. 

Please send me more information. 

SYMe°1" STEWART-WARNER MICROCIRCUITS DIVISION 

STE WART-WAVIER CORPORAT1011 
EXCELLENCE t ,, A, • builliV.Pe L 4u• 4'.;b. L'4:1 jt 
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You say you want a 

low-profile snap-in-mount-
ing push button switch or 
matching indicator that is 
interchangeable with most 
4-lamp displays ...available 
In a full range of cap colors 
...with a choice of bezels 
with or without barriers in 
black, gray, dark gray or 
white. 

anda 
legend presentation that's 
positive (like this one) or 
negative (like the one below) 
or just plain (like the one 
above)... one that's white 
when "off" and red, green, 
yellow (amber), blue or light 
yellow when "on"... or 
colored both "on" and "off." 

and a 
highly reliable switch proven 
in thousands of installations 
... available in momentary 
or alternate action ... 
N.C. or two circuit (one N.O., 
one N.C.) ...that accommo-
dates a T-134 bulb with 
midget flanged base, incan-
descent, in a range of volt-
ages from 6-28V. 

etc. 
etc. 
etc. 

Now, for the first time 
Dialight gives you 
custom panel designing 
with a standard line of 
push-button switches and 
matching indicators 

Dialight offers a broader range of switch and 
indicator possibilities than you'll find 

anywhere in a standard single-lamp line. 
Sizes: 3/4" x 1", 5/8" and 3/4" square and round. 

Send today for our new full-color catalog. 

13/A LIGHT 
A North American Philips Company 

Dialight Corporation, 60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 

New products 

fork contact design and various 
plating options to meet environmen-
tal requirements. 
Teradyne Inc., 183 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 

02111 [397] 

Universal panel disconnect 

suits modular systems 

A universal panel disconnect, called 
the model PD-20 and designed for 
modular component systems, uses 
the Elcon helix connector, which 
provides many points of contact 
with the male pin. This feature pro-
vides low contact resistance and low 

temperature rise in high-current ap-
plications—a 2,000-ampere load ap-
plied for one minute results in a 75-
millivolt drop through the helix con-
nector. Insertion and retraction 
forces of 5 pounds nominal permit 
easy removal and insertion of the 
modular panels. 
Elcon Division, Icore International Inc., 180 

N. Wolfe Rd., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [398] 

Chip-removal machine 

uses shaving action 

A chip-removal machine has a four-
directional pendulum arm and a 
positive-rake angle scraper, the 
depth of which is adjusted so that 
the machine does not injure conduc-
tor paths, land areas or substrates. 
Using a shaving rather than a cut-
ting action, the tungsten carbide 
scraper slices smoothly without 
creepage or roughness. The arm can 
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Monsanto introdures its 
CHTSERIES(cIitalti°nutogmy) 
with four Universal Lounternimers 
Monsanto's new HT Series (High Technology) of fre-
quency and time instruments designed to meet the rigid 
requirements of laboratory and field use, is the 8500 
family of Universal Counter/Timers. They constitute an-
other major achievement in our continuing R & D program 
to produce digital instrumentation of ultimate reliability 
and performance. These demanding standards have been 
realized by using field proven technology, unique designs 

MI MICK 

and state-of-the-art components and circuitry. The appli-
cation of human engineering principles enables simple 
and self-evident use of the instrument. Our proudest 
achievements, these HT Series instruments are housed in 
attractive, designer-styled. diecast aluminum enclosures 
that provide an outward appearance as advanced as the 
technological innovations they contain. 

8500 Series 
prices range from 

650. 
The 8500 Series of Universal Counter/Timers consists of four separate models 

with ranges of 50 MHz, 150 MHz, 550 MHz and 1 GHz. 

All models feature: Complete Counter-Timer functions of Frequency, Period, Period Average, Time Interval, 
Time Interval A to B, Ratio and Totalize/Full 9 digit, Monsanto, easy-to-read amber LED display/Opti-ranging 
for optimum display resolution/10 mV rms sensitivity with AGC for VHF & UHF measurements/High stability, 

oven controlled, crystal oscillator/Optional parallel BCD output/Optional higher stability TCXO 
oscillator/Available from stock/Generous OEM quantity discounts. 

UNITED SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
918 Woodley Road Dayton Ohio 45403 
Ph (513) 254-6251 Twx (810) 459-1728 
a subsidiary of 

Monsanto Monsanto 
R.Information only circle 157 on readers service card. Demonstration wanted circle 268 on readers service card. 



DI G I SCOPE 
AMC 1320 

-7 
2X10 SEC i 
00 TE 0 00 11  

Digital timing, analog problems-only the Digiscope 
shows you both 
"A radically new logic 
state analyzer from E-H 
Research gives you the 
equivalent of an 8 or 16 
gun, 50 MHz, real time 
scope display of logic 
timing. It lets you see 
such analog paraméters 
as glitches, ringing, 
rise and fall times, 
and voltage levels." 

— Jerome Lyman, 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 
Magazine, 1/19/74 

The Digiscope gives you eight channels of digital data 
simultaneously acquired at 50 MHz, up to 100 bits of pre-
trigger lookback, and single shot measurements without 
sacrificing critical analog information in the signals. 
Now Digiscope lets you see such anomalies as glitches 

(Channel 14), slow rise times (Channel 6), low "one" 
levels (Channel 12), high "zero" levels and ringing 
(Channel 10) that are often the cause of mysterious sys-

tem failures. 

Analog information is preserved with unique, 
double-limit threshold comparators. Screen 

displays all instrument settings for photo-
graphic recording. 

You can trigger on any logical 
combination of the eight inputs. 

Probe impedance is greater than 
20 megohms, shunted by less than 

8pF, so you don't have to worry 
about a probe loading the circuit. 
We think when you see it, you'll 

agree: Digiscope is the most 
efficient, error-free test instru-
ment ever made for designing, 
debugging, and maintaining 
digital electronic equipment. 

If you're interested in the whole story about this radi-
cally new logic state analyzer, let us know. We'll send 
you the AMC 1320 Digiscope brochure immediately. 

E-H Research 

Laboratories, Inc. 

515-11th Street, Box 1289 
Oakland, California 94604 

(415) 834-3030 

European Subsidiary: P. O. Box 1018, Eindhoven,The Netherlands, (040) 433704 
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Type UPG/APG 
Electromagnetic 

Circuit Protectors 
with patented Inertial Delay. 

Typical XFMR Transients 
(Peak currents to 20X 

nominal) results in 
NUISANCE TRIPS. Solution: 

Use Airpax Inertial Delay. 

Airpax Type UPG/APG circuit protectors assure positive 
protection without nuisance tripping. This is accomplished by 
an exclusive Airpax inertial delay that provides tolerance of 
short duration inrush currents without decreasing steady 
state protection. 

The UPG/APG line of low cost, compact circuit protec-
tors offers series, shunt, and relay configurations with a choice 
of delays and ratings. Ratings are from 20 milliamperes to 30 
amperes, 250 volts maximum at 60Hz, 250 volts at 400Hz, and 
65 volts dc maximum. A SPDT auxiliary switch, for remote sig-
nalling or alarm, rated at 5 amperes, can be supplied with 
series trip types. 

Available in 1, 2, and 3 pole versions, UPG/APG circuit 
protectors offer a choice of toggle, rocker arm, or thumbwheel 
actuators. All multipole assemblies can be furnished with a mix 
of current ratings, delays, internal circuit configurations, and 
terminal styles. 

To get the full story on Airpax Type UPG/APG electro-
magnetic circuit protectors, write for Bulletin 2003. 

Airpax Electronics 
CAMBRIDGE DIVISION 

Cambridge, Maryland 21613 
Phone (301) 228-4600 
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To Cool Hot Power Semiconductors 
Cali your local Electronic Distributor.... 

WAKEPWELD 
`,E DUCT On 
NEAT SINKS 

74 

Phone your local distributor today for your free 
copy of the Wakefield Distributor Products Catalog :103, 
which contains product and applications 
data on heat sinks, extrusions, thermal joint 
compound and thermally conductive epoxy. 
For complete product information on semiconductor 
cooling extrusions including cross sections for 
101 shapes, ask for your copy of the 
NEW Wakefield Distributor Extrusion Bulletin :104A. 

See your 1974 Thomas Register, "SINKS, HEAT" Section, Volume 5, 
page 8114, for Wakefield shortform Distributor Products Catalog. 

N 
E 

Phone distributor or check coupon to request any of these 
Distributor Catalogs which contain listings of Wakefield 
Thermal Products. 

WAKEFIELD ENGINEERING, INC. 
Wakefield, Mass. 01880 (617) 245-5900 

ALABAMA 
CRAMER/EW/Huntsvolle 
Hall.Mark/Huntsvolle 

ARIZONA 
CRAMER/Phoenix 

ARKANSAS 
CARLETON-BATES/Lottle Rock 

CALIFORNIA.0 A 1.IFO 
NIA ELECT/Los Angeles 

•CRAMER/Irvong 
CRAMER/San Diego 
CRAMER/Sunnyvale 

•ELMAR/Mountain Voew 
•NEWARK ELECT/Inglewood 
COLORADO 

CRAMER/Denver 
•NEWARK ELECT/Denver 
CONNECTICUT 

CRAMER/North Haven 
•NEWARK ELECT/Westport 

FLORIDA 
CRAMER/EIN/Hollywood 
CRAMER/EW/Orlando 

•HALL-MARK/Orlando 
NEWARK ELECT/Ft. Lauderdale 

GEORGIA 
CRAMER/EW/Atlanta 

HALL•MARK/Atlanta 

ILLINOIS 
CRAMER/Mt. Prospect 

•NEWARK ELECT/Chocago 
•OHM ELECT/Palatone 

INDIANA 
41FORT WAYNE ELECT/Ft. Wayne 
•GRAHAM ELECT/Indranapolos 
PIONEER/Incloanapolis 

KANSAS 
•HALUMARK/tenexa 
RADIO SUPPLY/Great Bend 
RADIO SUPPLY/Salona 

•RADIO SUPPLY/Wichota 

MARYLAND 
CRAMER/EW/Hanover 
CRAMER/EW/Gaithersburg 
NEWARK ELECT/Beltsvolle 
PYTTRONIC/Savage 

MASSACHUSETTS 
•CRAMER / Newton 
NEWARK ELECT/Woburn 

•RuSH IND/Woburn 

MICHIGAN 
CRAMER /lovonoa 
NEWARK ELECT/Oak Park 
NEWARK ELECT/wyornong 

•RS RECT/Detroot 
•WEDEMETER/Ann Arbor 

MINNESOTA 
CRAMER/EOrna 

•COPHER/St Paul 
NEWARK ELECT/Monneal301Is 

MISSOURI 
SMALL-MARK/St. Lows 

NEW JERSEY 
CRAMER/Cherry Holl 
CRAMER/Moonachoe 

•GENERAL RADIO/Camden 
•NE,AARK ELECT/Kenolworth 
•ROuTE ELECTRONICS/Springfield 

NEW MEXICO 
CRAMER/Albuquerque 

NEW YORK 
SCAR-LAC ELECT/Bohemia 
CRAMER/East Syracuse 
CRAMER/Endwell 
CRAMER/Hauppauge 
CRAMER/Rochester 

•GENESEE RADIO/Butlalo 
MILGRAY/Freeport 

•NEI.NARK ELECT/PlaonvIew 
NEWARK ELECT /Rochester 

NORTH CAROLINA 
CRAMER /EW/winston•Salern 
HALIMARK/Raleggh 

•KIRKMAN ELECT/Wonston.Salem 
PYTTRONIC/Raleogh 

OHIO 
BECKER ELECT/Dayton 

CRAMER/Concinnato 
CRAMER /Cleveland 

•HuGHES.PETERS/Conconnato 
•HuGHES•PETERS/Colurnbus 
NEWARK ELECT/Conconnato 
NEWARK ELECT/Cleveland 

•PIONEER/Cleveland 
•PIONEER/Dayton 
RPC ELECTRONICS/Cleveland 

OKLAHOMA 
HALL-MARK/Tulsa 

OREGON 
•CENTRAL DISTiPortland 

PENNSYLVANIA 
PIONEER/Pottsburgh 
PYTTRONIC/Carnegoe 
PY TTRON IC /Harrosburg 

• PY TTRON IC /Montgomeryvolle 
•RPC ELECTRON1CS/Pottsburgh 

PUERTO RICO 
CRAMER/ San German 

TEXAS 
ALTAIR/Houston 

• ALTAIR/Rochardson 
CRAMER/Dallas 

SHALL-MARK/Dallas 
•HALL-MARK/Houston 
NEWARK ELECT/Dallas 
NEWARK ELECT/Houston 

UTAH 
CRAMER/  Lake Coty 

•NEWARK ELECT/Salt Lake City 

WASHINGTON 
CRAMER /Seattle 

• STERL ING ELECT/Seattle 

WEST VIRGINIA 
RPC ELECTRONICS/Wheefing 

WISCONSIN 
CRAMER/Oak Creek 
NEWARK ELECT/Brookfield 

(205) 539.5722 
(205) 539-0691 

(602) 263.1112 

(501) 562-9100 

(213) 477-8561 
(213) 771.8300 
(714) 565-1881 
(408) 739-3011 
(415) 961-3611 
(213) 678-0441 

(303) 758-2100 
(303) 757-3351 

(203) 239.5641 
(203) 226,6921 

(3051 923.8181 
(305) 894-1511 
13051 855-4020 
(305) 587.2372 

(404) 448-9050 

(800) 633-2918 

(3121 593-8230 
(312) 638,4411 
(312) 359.5500 

(219) 423-3422 
(317) 634-8202 
(3171 632 ,5676 

(913) 888,4747 
(316) 793-3507 
(913) 823-6353 
(316) 267.5216 

(3011 354-0100 
(301) 948-0110 
(301) 937-5085 
(301) 792-7000 

(617) 969.7700 
(617) 935-8350 
(617) 935-2400 

(313) 425.7000 
(313) 548-0250 
(6161 241.6681 
(313) 491-1012 
(313) 665-8611 

(612) 835-7811 
(6121 645-0241 
(612) 331-6350 

(314) 52)-3800 

(609) 424-5993 
(2011 935-5600 
(609) 964-8560 
(2011 272.8410 
(201) 379-7710 

(505) 265-5767 

(5161 567-4200 
(3151 437.6671 
(607) 754.6661 
(516) 231-5600 
(716) 275 ,0300 
1716) 873-9661 
(5161 546-6000 
(516) 822,5000 
016; 473-6600 

1919) 725-8711 
(919) 832.4465 
19191 724-0541 
(919) 782.6370 

(513) 226.1341 
(5131 771-6111 
(2161 248,8400 
1513) 351-2000 
(6141 294-5351 
(513 , 874-5115 
(216) 361-4700 
(2161 587-3600 
(5131 236-9900 
(216) 461-4700 

(9181 835-8458 

1513) 234-0711 

(412) 782.2300 
(412) 276-6722 

1(800) 232 ,0640 
(215) 643-2850 
(412) 782-3770 

(809) 892-1130 

(713) 462.3029 
(2141 231-5166 
1214) 350-1355 
(214) 231-5101 
17131 781.6100 
(2141 271-2511 
(7131 782 4800 

1801 1 487-3681 
(801 , 486-1048 

1206, 762.5755 
au. 762-9100 

r304 , 232-7630 

,414, 764-1700 
0114 , 781-2450 

•Principal stocking points 
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HP gives you 
weeks of continuous data, 

marking by the minute or second, 
a 50 or100 mm picture 
and full remote control... 

all rolled up into one low cost, plug-in 
oscillographic recorder. 
Now there's a way to get precisely the 
recorder you want, without paying for 
more recorder than you need. Start with 
Hewlett-Packard's two-channel 7402A 
Oscillographic Recorder. For just 
$2,000* you can have two versatile 
lmV/div DC plug-ins. 
Then build from there. 
For long-term measurements, add our 

seconds-to-minutes (60:1) chart speed 
reducer at $150. You can choose from 
eight speeds, I mm/min to 125mm/sec. 
And there's an optional take-up avail-
able that neatly rolls up enough paper 
for up to 58 days of continuous opera-
tion. It's $110. 
You can have a combination event 

marker and minutes-or-seconds timer 

with both TTL and 
contact closure 
remote control. It 
only adds $125. 

High or low 
gain plug-in 
modules, priced 
from $145, 
provide increased 
capability when 
you need it. 

But no matter how you customize 
your 7402A, HP gives you standard 
features you'll want to have in almost 
any situation. To study a single chan-
nel in minute detail, you can double 
picture size from 50 to 100mm. The 
performance-proven writing system 

puts down a crisp, 
bone-dry trace with 

non-fatiguing 
stainless steel pens. 

And since full remote 
control capability can 
be built in, you can 
easily use a 7402A 

recorder as part of a 
computerized data system. 

There's more. Just compare the 
7402A with recorders costing even 
twice as much. It gives you features, 
options and HP reliability. All rolled 
up into one. For details, write Hewlett-
Packard, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo 
Alto, California 94304. 11406 

'All prices domestic U.S.A. only 

HEWLETT ek PACKARD 
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Everything 
in precision 
voltage 
sources born 
A to B. 

6-digit Model M106 A. Accuracy 
• 0.002%. Range 1 microvolt to 
1,000 VDC in 4 ranges. Solid-state 

voltage selections and digital display. 
Isolated remote BCD programming 
optional. A proven, versatile perform-
er for bench, production or computer-
controlled test systems ... with a low 
basic price of $2,375. 

5-digit Model M106 B. Same as A 
version except: Accuracy 0.008%, 
range ± 10 to • 100 VDC in 3 
ranges. (± 1000 VDC ranges optional) 
No need to pay for super-precision if 
you don't need it: basic price is only 

$1,795. 

For further details on both A and B. 
Contact your Scientific Devices office 
or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron Drive, 
Concord, CA 94518. For immediate 
details, call our Quick Reaction line 
(415) 682-6471 collect. 

SYSTRON—DONNER 

New products 

Subassemblies 

Unit changes V 
to Hz, Hz to V 

Closed-loop design permits 

converter to operate 

in either direction 

A designer at Date! Systems Inc. set 
out to build a voltage-to-frequency 
converter, but discovered that his 
closed-loop design could also do fre-
quency-to-voltage conversions. This 
was the inadvertent birth of a series 
of "universal" converters: the VFV-
10K, covering frequencies from 0 to 
10 kilohertz, and the VFV-100K, 
covering 10 to 100 kHz. The respec-
tive unit prices of $59 and $79 are 
comparable to those of modules that 
can convert in one direction only, 
Date! says. 
The converters use a charge-bal-

ancing feedback method to generate 
an extremely linear and tempera-
ture-stable output pulse frequency. 
Since this is a closed-loop feedback 
system, it can be used as a v-to-f or 
f-to-v converter depending on where 
the feedback loop is broken. In v-to-
f applications, the integrator puts 
out a voltage to control timing of 
the pulses, and the pulses feed back 
as a charge to the summing point of 
the integrator. 

If the loop is broken, the user can 
inject his own pulses and use the in-

tegrator output as the voltage out-
put of an f-to-v converter. The in-
tegrator compares the input voltage 
with output frequency and inte-
grates the error, giving linearity 
within ±-0.005% maximum in the 
10K, and -±0.05% maximum in the 
100K. Linearity holds all the way 
from full scale to zero. 

Different operating characteristics 
can be determined by external pin 
connection, including v-to-f or f-to-
v conversion, v-to-f with voltage in-
puts of either 0 to + 10 volts or 0 to 
-10 v, v-to-f with current inputs of 
either 0 to +1 milliampere or 0 to 
-1 MA, f-to-v with output of either 0 
to + 10 or 0 to -10 v, v-to-f with ei-
ther positive or negative output 
pulses, and v-to-f with output logic 
levels either Du/ill-compatible or 
c-mos-compatible. 

Both units have full-scale and 
zero-offset adjustments, and inputs 
and output have a 10% overrange. 
Widths of the output pulses are con-
stant, 75 milliseconds for the 10K 
and 7.5 microseconds for the 100K, 
with a repetition rate proportional 
to input voltage or current. If a step 
in voltage or current is applied to 
the input, the output pulse fre-
quency settles to 0.01% of its new 
value after one pulse. In the f-to-v 
mode, the 10K accepts input pulse 
widths of 10-60 Ms; and the 100K, 
widths of 1-61.1s. 
The VFV series can replace an 

analog-to-digital converter in many 
applications; it can measure the dif-
ference between two frequencies as 
an analog value and, subtracting the 
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This is a 
4000 series 
C/MOS logic 

IC... 

These are also 
4000 series 
C/MOS logic 

IC's... 

Now- for hybrid circuits... 
Amperex introduces 

microminiature LU versions 
of 14 of the most popular C/MOS logic IC's 

of the 4000 series. 
Until now, hybrid circuit manufacturers have had only 

two ways to use C/MOS logic: the conventional pack-
ages that traded away space for C/MOS performance... 
or individual C/MOS chips trading away production-
economy and yield to get C/MOS performance. 
Now there's a third choice — C/MOS IC's in micro-

miniature LID packages — and now you have C/MOS 
performance in small space with production-economy 
and high circuit yields. 

With Amperex LID C/MOS IC's, you get a 20 times 
reduction in volume that allows you to take full advan-
tage of the inherent high-density possibilities of C/MOS 
circuitry...and you get fully pre-tested packaged de-
vices that mount directly, economically and reliably onto 
the substrate by ordinary reflow solder techniques. Your 
costly semiconductor-bonding operations are eliminated 
along with the need for expensive equipment and the 
skilled labor to handle it. 
We can deliver LID versions of 14 of the most popular 

of the 4000 series C/MOS IC's off-the-shelf, in produc-
tion quantities. They are available, with either 14 or 16 
terminals, as indicated at right. Delivery schedules on 
others of the 4000 series can be obtained via telephone. 

Actual Size 

For technical data and details of how you can design 
C/MOS circuitry into your hybrid IC's with LID densities 
and LID economy .... or for information on the full line of 
Amperex LIDS for hybrids ... write: Amperex Electronic 
Corporation, Solid State and Active Devices Division, 
Slatersville. Rhode Island 02876. Tel : 401-762-9000. 

TYPE FUNCTION TERMINALS 

LFG4000 Dual 3-Input NOR Gate Plus Inverter MA-14 

LFG4001 Quad 2-Input NOR Gate MA-14 

LFE14009 Hex Buffer/Converter (Inverting) MA-16 

LFE14010 Hex Buffer/Converter (Non-inverting) MA-16 

LFG4011 Quad 2-Input NAND Gate MA-14 

LFF4013 Dual "D" Type Flip-Flop MA-14 

LFR4015 Dual 4-Stage Static Shift Register MA-16X 

LFS4016 Quad Bilateral Switch MA-14 

LFC4017 Decade Counter/Divider MA-16X 

LFC4020 14-Stage Ripple-Carry Binary Counter MA-16X 

LFR4021 8-Stage Static Shift Register MA-16X 

LFG4023 Triple 3-Input NAND Gate MA-14 

LFF4027 Dual J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop MA-16 

LFG4030 Quad Exclusive-OR Gate MA-14 

Amperex 
10,4ORRO. S 1.114RING IN TODAY S PRODUCTS 

Sold Iluough iNorth Ameman etmllen flea noon Component Commanon 
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If 
you 

think all card 
readers 

are alike... 

take a look 
at 

CON RAC 
Take a good, long look before you 
specify... check and compare all the 
features offered by the CONRAC 
A-31 Series Magnetic Card Reader. 
Here are only a few: • Read or write 
on Standard Magnetic Cards • In-
dustry Compatible Credit Cards— 
IATA, ABA, THRIFT, NTT • Card re-
mains stationary and visible at all 
times—minimizing chances of card 
loss, damage or jamming • Card-in-
place switch—insures proper inser-
tion of card before operation • USA 
designed and made for OEM appli-
cations requiring rugged, long life 
• All this plus more and it's one of 
the lowest priced. 500 

Write For Descriptive Literature. 

PCORPORATION 
CRAMER CIVIMION 

Mill Rock Road, Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475 
(203) 388-3574 

New products 

values of the voltages, can be used 
for high-voltage isolation of a sig-
nal. In digital data transmission, it 
can convert pulses driven over a line 
back to the original signal. 

Both units measure 2 by 2 by 
0.375 inches. Delivery time is 4 
weeks, starting in June. 
Datel Systems Inc., 1020 Turnpike St., Can-

ton, Mass. 02021 [381] 

Data-acquisition modules 

run off minicomputer supply 

Data-acquisition modules—small in-
tegrated subsystems that sit in a 
minicomputer on the same printed-
circuit boards as the digital logic cir-
cuits—are a new kind of animal. But 
Data Translation Inc. is betting that 
their appeal is growing. As its first 
product, the Framingham. Mass. 
company has introduced the Datax 
series of modules, one 16-channel 

and the other 64-channel, which run 
off the minicomputer's 5-volt power 
supply through a dc-dc converter. 
The company believes its larger 

system is the first module to offer 
64-channel data-acquisition capa-
bility. Until now, it says, users either 
had to build their own systems or 
buy one in a rack-mountable 
chassis. The larger system includes a 
16-channel DT1620 data-acquisi-
tion module and a 4g-channel 
DT48EX expander module, each in 
a plug-in package measuring 3 by 
4.6 by 0.375 inches. (The DT1620 is 
also available separately). Cycle 
time is 20 microseconds, and 
throughput rate is 50,000 12-bit 
words per second with accuracy to 
within ±-0.03%. The unit can be 
short-cycled by pin-strapping to 10 

bits, giving a 40% increase in 
throughput. 
The DT1640 is a 16-channel mod-

ule of the same small size. But its 
cycle time is slower-40 micro-
seconds—and throughput is 25 
kilohertz for each 12-bit word. Both 
single-ended and differential inputs 
are available, with system accuracy 
within ±-0.03% worst case. 

Both units provide multi-channel 
multiplexing, sample-and-hold, 12-
bit analog-to-digital conversion, and 
all programing and control logic in 
a plug-in module small enough to fit 
the 0.5-inch spacing that is common 
to minicomputers. Temperature co-
efficient is ±-30 parts per million per 
degree centrigrade, and full-scale 
voltage inputs of ±-5 volts, ±-10 V, 
and 0 to +10 V are pin-selectable. 
To prevent digital logic noise 

from getting into analog circuits, 
both systems have maximum sepa-
ration between analog and digital 
circuits within the module, as well 
as a maximum of ground-plane 
shielding for the analog circuitry. 
Ground loops are further prevented 
by bringing all analog and digital 
grounds together at one point. A 
metal housing protects the modules 
from electromagnetic and electro-
static noise in the computer. 

Sales will be to OEM houses—units 
have already been designed for Dig-
ital Equipment Corp.'s PDP-11 and 
Data General's Nova line—and 
probably to systems companies as 
well. Interface of the Datax series to 
terminals is left to the OEM. 

Price of the DT 1640 is $495, or 
$395 in quantities of 100. Price of 
the two-module 64-channel system 
is $1,195 for a single unit; the 
DT1620 is priced at $595 as a sepa-
rate unit. 

Delivery time is 4 weeks. 
Data Translation Inc., 109 Concord St., 

Framingham, Mass. 01701 [382] 

Compact thick-film networks 

provide variety of circuits 

Standard and custom micro-
networks for end-users consist of 
various conductors and mounting 
pads laid out on a ceramic substrate. 
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Trimmed thick-film resistors and 
chip capacitors and inductors are 
added. Input and output terminals 
are connected to the specified re-

quirements of the circuit, and the 
user then bonds the semiconductors 
on the mounting pads provided. A 
wide variety of circuits can be devel-
oped this way, and in ordering, the 
customer need only furnish the cir-
cuit schematic with passive compo-
nents identified, the quantity re-
quired, size limitations, maximum 
electrical and environmental 
stresses to be encountered, active 
devices to be bonded or not, and 
bonding technique preferred. 
Solitron Devices Inc., 256 Oak Tree Rd., 

Tappan, N.Y. 10983 [384] 

Telephone tone filters 

operate to 1,633 hertz 

The series 882 telephone tone filters 
are pretuned band-pass active de-
vices. Center frequency is set -±0.5% 
to a standard tone frequency of 697, 
770, 852, 941, 1,209, 1,336, 1,477, or 
1,633 hertz, and Q is set to 18 -±10%. 
Gain is set at unity at the bandpass 
center frequency and, in addition, 

each unit has an input impedance of 
30 kilohms and can supply ±-2 mil-
liamperes output current with less 
than 1-ohm output impedance. Cen-
ter frequency temperature coeffi-
cient is less than -±100 ppm/°C over 
0° to 70°C. 
Helipot Division, Beckman Instruments Inc., 

D962, Fullerton, Calif. 92634 [385] 

Miniature amplifier 

covers 5 to 400 MHz 

A miniature amplifier, designated 
the A-M series, is flat ( + 1.0 decibel) 
over the range from 5.0 megahertz 

to 400 MHz with a nominal gain of 
12 dB. Other specifications include a 
noise figure of 5 dB maximum, with 
the input-output impedance avail-
able in either 50 or 75 ohms. Con-
structed with solder pin connections, 
the enclosure is 1 by 34 inch. Price is 
$27 in quantities up to 100. Delivery 
is from stock. 
Spectrum Microwave Corp., 328 Maple 

Ave., Horasham, Pa. 19044 [387] 

Mounted keyswitches are 

aligned in a metal plate 

Arrays of the Lo-Pro keyswitches 
are provided premounted and 
aligned in a metal plate, ready for 
insertion into a pc board. The com-
pany claims that savings in assem-
bly cost are achieved through th 
elimination of handling individual 
switches and the elimination of an 
extra pc board, cables and connec-
tors. The arrays are available in 1 by 

We've made 
a 

great tape 
transport 
a lot better. 

ilk 

take a look 
at 

CON RAC 

Now, there's no reason for you to 
"trade-off" when specifying an audio 
cassette tape transport...not if you 
specify the Conrac CAS-4. Here are 
only a few reasons why: • USA de-
signed and manufactured • 3 motor 
design • No mechanical clutches or 
brake bands required • Designed for 
remote control • OEM priced. 501 

Write for descriptive brochure 

CORPORATION ORARAC RATION 

CRAINŒR OIVIIIIION 

Mill Rock Road, Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475 
(203) 388-3574 
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TRIMLINE ENCLOSURES BY New products 

PREMIER METAL PRODUCTS CO. 
337 Manida St., Bronx, N.Y. 10414/(212) 991-6600 

OVER 1300 ITEMS IN OUR CATALOG 

Complete catalog 

and prices on request. 

Circle 168 on reader service card 

Noise sensitivity 
problems go away 

with Topaz Ultra-Isolation Transformers 

Box-shielding techniques achieve maximum coupling be-
tween windings while offering a very low impedance for 
common-mode noise to ground. 

Primary to secondary effective interwinding capacitances of: 
0.005 picofarads 
0.001 picofarads 
0.0005 picofarads 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Common-Mode Noise Rejection: 
to more than 145 dB 

Transverse Noise Suppression: 
greater than 125 dB at 1 kHz. 
Input/Output Voltages Available: 
115, 230, 240 and 480 VAC 
at 50 or 60 Hz. 
Models Available: 
125 VA to 20 kVA 1 phase: 
3 kVA to 60 kVA 3 phase. 

Priced from $75.00 

TOPAZ 
ELECTRONICS 

3855 Ruffin Road. San Diego, CA 92123 

SOLUTIONS TO 
POWER PROBLEMS 

Phone (714) 279-0831 

4, 2 by 4, 3 by 4, and 4 by 4 keys. 
The mounting plates are also avail-
able in special shapes to receive 
other components such aS LEDs. 
Stackpole Components Co., Box 14466, 

Raleigh, N.C. 27610 [388] 

Solid-state timer 

is convertible 

The model 1013U ac solid-state con-
vertible timer offers on-delay or off-
delay, normally open or normally 
closed static output by means of one 

positive detent selector switch. Static 
output is rated for more than 100 
million operations. The convertible 
unit also has an optically isolated ac 
control circuit with transient protec-
tion to 1,500 volts. Time ranges are 
from 0.02 to 2.6 seconds to 0.5 to 
250 seconds. 
Industrial Solid State Controls Inc., 435 W. 

Philadelphia St., York, Pa. 17405 [389] 

Op amp is aimed at 

medium-power audio uses 

Designed for medium-power audio 
applications, a low-noise oper-
ational amplifier, called the model 
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We take your reputation 
seriously. 

That's why we build and test our Standard Power Modules so carefully. 

A basic component like the power supply can put an expensive machine out of 
business. And, while the shutdown may be temporary-the loss of reputation and 

customer confidence may be permanent. 

This is why many 0.E.M.'s are taking another look at their power supply "economies' 
When they do, North Electric looks better and better. 

This is because our line of Standard Power Modules offers the highest levels of engin-
eering and quality control in the industry-the same standards that have made North 
the leading custom power source for more than 40 years. 

That's why, when North delivers power-you can bet your reputation on it. 

Send for a catalog today, or call your North Product Manager at 419/468-8874. 

MODEL 11000 12000 13000 14000 15000 16000 17000 18000 

VDC AMPERES 

50 39 5.3 11.3 130 200 32.5 490 820 

120 28 4.2 80 10.5 Ise 23.0 36.0 580 

150 2.4 37 7.5 9.5 140 205 270 470 

18.0 2.1 3.3 6.0 8.0 13e 18.0 260 400 
240 1 5 28 4.2 70 110 150 210 330 

280 1.0 2.4 4.0 6.3 90 140 200 29.0 

360 1 2 2.2 31 56 80 11.0 140 230 

480 .95 18 2.6 4.2 6.0 80 10.0 180 

Listed here are the more popular models-
many other voltages are available. 

NORTH MM 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

North Electric Company /Galion. Ohio 44833 /A United Telecom Co. 

SP-18  

DUAL OUTPUT 
SUPPLIES 

MODEL 503052 
AMPS 
40054A 

560052 
AMPS 
10A 

VDC 
t15.12 
MODEL 
VDC 
115-12 

MODEL 10000 

VDC AMPS 

0-75 
ne 

0- 25 
0- 33 

2 10 
125 
085 
ONE Ai 

\'àdik411  
Circle 169 on reader service card 

New 
Coaxial Switches 
For 
ATE 

Systron-Donner's remotely programmable coaxial switches 
handle high-speed signal switching and multiplexing in 50 
and 75 ohm systems. Choose from these 3 models: 

Model Number 7714 7718 7732 

Pole arrangement 1X4 1X8 
(1P4T) (1P8T) 

3X2 
(3P2T) 

Rise time <500ps <1ns <350ps 

Transient aberrations 2% 2% 1% 
(Pk - Pk, 1 ns step) 

Price $130 $185 $185 

For full details, call your Scientific Devices office or contact 
S-D at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518. For immediate 
details, call our Quick Reaction line (415) 682-6471 collect. 

The Brush 
recorder module. 

ft gives your system 
the competitive edge. 

OEM recorder modules give you design flexibility 
along with all the Brush exclusives. 

Choose single or dual channel, low profile or 
vertical models. There's a wide range of chart 
speed options. 

Plus Brush exclusives like pressurized ink writ-
ing and Metrisitee servo loop feedback system 
that assures 99.5% linearity. 

Write Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division, 
3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or 
Kouterveldstraat Z/N, B 1920 Diegem, Belgium. 
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8K BYTES COMPLETE MEMORY CARD 
& 65K BYTES DRAWER FOR ADD-ON MEMORY 

MB2000 CMS2400 series 

The CMS2401 and CMS2402 are 3 wire-3D core memory systems, fully contained on a 
single printed circuit card. The dimensions are 10" x15" x0.5': It mounts on 0.6" con-
nector centers. The single memory card has a maximum capacity of 4096 words x18 
bits per word, smaller capacity by means of depopulation. Eight cards can be bussed to 
provide up to 32K words x18 bits capacity. Also byte control is standard so that the 
4K-18 can be logically alterable as 8K-9. Low power consumption, high reliability and 
rugged structure are key advantages of the CMS2400 series. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

CMS2401  
CMS2402 

Access time 
330 os 
280 ns 

Cycle time 
s 

750 ns 

Temp. range 

0°C to +50°C 

Power supply voltage 
+51./ ±3% 1.64 max., —5V ±3% 0.24 max. 
+15V ±3% 3.54 max. 

FUJI RECTROCHEMICAI CULTO. 
Head Office: Hamagomu Bldg.. 5-36-11. Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo. Japan. TEL: 434-1271 
Overseas Office: 
New York, TEL: (212) 532-5630/Los Angeles, TEL: (2131 620-1640/Dusseldorf, TEL: (211) 89031 

Circle 170 on reader service card 

Variations 
of Light 

National Semiconductors Limited 
electric devices, including: 

photocells 
ph otod iodes 
phototransistors 

offers a complete line of photo-

photoelectric arrays 
optoelectronic couplers 
customized photoelectric devices 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTORS LTD 
331 Cornel la.Street, Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901 (518) 561-3160 
2150 Ward Street, Montreal 378, Quebec (514)744-5507 
On the West Coast. call: Varigon. (213)644-3611 

New products 

2731, is a dual device with two am-
plifiers in one package. This enables 
the user to design two combina-
tional circuits with a minimum of 
extra components. With the addi-

tion of an output transformer, the 
module can drive a speaker to 4 
watts continuous peak power. Out-
put power is 2 w per channel. The 
unit comes in a 14-pin dual in-line 
configuration for pc-board mount-
ing. Price is $39 in small quantity. 
Modular Devices Inc., 1385 Lakeland Ave., 

Airport International Plaza, Bohemia, N.Y. 
11716 [386] 

Sample-and-hold module 

offers fast acquisition 

The model 5025 sample-and-hold 
module provides an acquisition time 
of 30 nanoseconds for a 20-volt sig-
nal-level change and also offers a 

signal bandwidth of typically 50 
megahertz. Slewing rate is greater 
than 600 volts per microsecond. 
Other specifications include a 50-ns 
maximum settling time and a 100-
picosecond maximum aperture un-
certainty. Price ranges from $160 to 
$130, depending on quantity. 
Optical Electronics Inc., Box 11140, Tucson, 

Ariz. 85706 [390] 
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Memoiy Options 
Unlimited 

Our talent for combining 
design and manufac-

turing skills is 
only one reason 
large and small 
OEMs choose 
us to produce 
their memory 
systems. The 
other is the 
range of op-
ons we offer. 

For some OEMs, 
we create systems with our standard card sets. 
For others, we design special cards. And we 
produce everything from cards to systems with 
power supplies, cooling fans, cables, even self 
testers. Some examples follow. 

We designed a 48 megabit solid-state 
system with our IN-60 20K x 10 serial memory 
card to replace a rotating drum memory with 
a .1 MHz data rate. 

The IN-62 88 kilobit serial card was de-
signed into a 500 kilobit, 10 MHz memory to 
replace a small fixed head disc. The system 
can be expanded to several million bits, 
operates on batteries should power fail and 
has its own internal cooling. 

And the IN-50, our 100 nanosecond 
random access card, is the basis 
for what we believe to be the 
world's fastest large buffer 
memory. Used with an analog 
to digital converter, the memory 
offers a data rate of 80 
MHz-1.3 gigabits a second. 

Memory Options Unlimited 

As for custom cards, how about an 8K x 
18, 650 nanosecond RAM designed to fit a 
special card rack? Or an 8K x 12, 450 ns 
design for a point of sale computer, or 1K x 
20 for an intelligent CRT terminal? 

The list is almost 
endless. Intel Memory 
Systems boards have 
cycle times ranging 
from 100 nanoseconds 
to 1 microsecond and 
go into anything from 
telephone network 
monitors to ground 
support equipment. 

And our customers 
will tell you that service 
is grade A+ on both 
short and long produc-
tion runs. We have a long 
list of customers. The list, 
a catalog with details on 
standard and custom mem-
ory system products along 
with the name of our nearest 
representatives are yours for 

the asking. 
If you call Intel at (408) 246-7501, demand 

to be connected to the Memory Systems 
Division. Intel only makes the 

chips— we make the systems. 
We have our own billion-bit 
production plant at 
345 Middlefield Road, 
Mountain View, California 
94042. 

inteJ memory systems 
A DIVISION OF INTEL CORPORATION 
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Who's got the track record 
for automotive IC development? 
When you need custom-developed integrated circuits for auto-

motive applications, why go with a company that hasn't won 
its spurs? Pick ITT instead. We've already developed circuits 
for speedometers, tachometers, digital clocks and flashers; 

they're being installed daily by the automotive industry. And 
we have more developments on the way. When you need cus-
tom circuits for electronic ignition, instrument voltage regula-

tors, fuel injection, automatic dimmers or any of the other 
automotive applications, look up the company that has the track 
record. Write today for details of our custom circuit capability. 

ITT...Logically 
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New products 

Materials 

Jacketing for 
cables is tough 

High tear-resistance of 

thermoplastic urethane 

permits reduced thickness 

As a jacketing material for flexible 
cable, polychloroprene—better 
known as neoprene—has been 
widely used for generations to shield 
the wires from weather and abra-
sion. But now a new thermoplastic 
urethane material made by the Uni-
royal Chemical Co. is challenging 
neoprene. A key factor is the tear 
strength of urethane-250 to 400 
pounds per lineal inch, which is 10 
times higher than that of neoprene. 

Admittedly, at $1.20 to $1.75 per 
pound it is more costly than neo-
prene, which sells for 55 cents a 
pound. However, the extraor-
dinarily high resistance to tearing 
means that the wall thickness can be 
reduced and still provide the same 
protection to the enclosed wires. 
What's more, since urethane is a 
plastic, rather than a rubber, no vul-
canizing step is required. Doing 
away with this step, which requires 
curing with heat and pressure, low-
ers cable-fabrication cost, putting 
urethane in a cost-competitive posi-
tion. 
As one example of the desirability 

of the new material, Mohawk Wire 
and Cable Corp., Leominster, 
Mass., switched from neoprene to 
thermoplastic urethane for tele-
vision-camera cables, reducing the 
jacket from a 0.10-inch to a 0.055-in. 
wall thickness and still providing 
equivalent protection. 
Another advantage of the ure-

thane, which Uniroyal calls Roylar, 
is its tensile strength, 6,000 psi com-
pared to 1,500 to 1,800 psi for neo-
prene. This property enables the 
jacket to play a second role by act-
ing as a support cable. In one appli-
cation, a urethane-sheathed cable 
supports a sonar detector lowered 
from a helicopter. The cable suc-

cessfully survives pulls of 50 to 100 
pounds as the aircraft flies about 
searching for submarines. 
Times Wire and Cable Co., Wall-

ingford, Conn., a manufacturer with 
a reputation for innovation, is re-
placing polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
jacketing on many multiconductor 
and coaxial cables with the ure-
thane. PVC has been in very short 
supply recently. David Peterson, 
marketing manager for OEM-engi-
neered products at Times, says that 
a urethane-jacketed cable has deliv-
ered high performance in the sub-
zero temperatures in Canada's Hud-
son Bay. Says Peterson: "PVC won't 
crack at low temperatures, but it 
does stiffen. However, the urethane 
not only resists cracking but stays 
flexible at temperatures all the way 
down to -80°F." 
As for supply, neoprene has be-

come hard to obtain due to short-
ages of chlorine, which is an impor-
tant ingredient in its manufacture. 
The basic material for thermoplastic 
urethane is corncobs. 
Uniroyal Chemical Co., Division of Uniroyal, 

Inc., Spencer St., Naugatuck, Conn. [476] 

Clear taping film aids 

printed-circuit artwork 

A clear, antistatic, stable-based 
polyester film is specifically de-
signed for use in the preparation of 
printed-circuit artwork. Called Ac-
cufilm CTF, the film is dust- and 
lint-free and it will not stick to the 
cylinders of reproducing equipment, 
such as white print or diazo ma-
chines. The taping film is also resist-
ant to humidity and temperature 
changes and is available in sheets 
and rolls, with a thickness of either 
0.005 or 0.007 inch. 
Bishop Graphics Inc., 7300 Radford, Ave., 

North Hollywood, Calif. 91605 [478] 

Graphite adhesive bonds 

glass-to-metal fixtures 

Graphi-Bond 551-R is a graphite-
base adhesive for the repair and res-
toration of glass-to-metal seal fix-

P 

0 

R47 

1 1 AME ICAN MADE 

Tolerance 

SCHAUER 
1-Watt 

ZENERS  
Immediate Shipment 

Low Prices 
ANY voltage from 2.0 to 16 0 

Quantity 
1-99 
100-499 
500-999 
1000-4999 

, 5000 up 

o 

o .-

Gold 
plated 

leads 

Price each 
$1.07 

.97 

.91 

.86 

.82 

All welded and 
brazed assembly 

Write for complete 
rating data and other 
tolerance prices. 

No fragile 
nail heads 

Buy the kit-
Save 
a lot 

feet-...=: 

<1.11.111 tl••• .1 

go se 
..... 

Kit contains a 51-piece assortment 
of SCHAUER 1% tolerance 1-watt 
zeners covering the voltage range 
of 2.7 to 16.0. Three diodes of each 
voltage packaged in reusable poly 
bags. Stored in a handy file box. 
Contact your distributor or order 
direct. 

A $54.57 value for 

ONLY  
Senuconductor Division 

SCHAUER 
Manufacturing Corp. 

4514 Alpine Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 
Telephone: 513/791-3030 

\ gel.  
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OEM'S 
MODEL 5110 
U.S. Pat. No. 3,735,269 

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER 
• Low Cost AS LITTLE AS $1,880 IN OEM QUANTITIES 
• DC to 2 MHz 
• 0.001 Hz Resolution 
Full Programmability 81RNTD 
No Switching Transients 
Direct Digital Techniques 
NO MIXING OR PHASE LOCKING 

High Spectral Purity17,05,d b EL 
b SPURIOUS C 

High Illy )><( 1(0)18111);CSeIDA RADL Stability 
YOUR OWN EXTERNAL REFERENCE STANDARD) 

SOME APPLICATIONS 

• Automated Test Systems 

• High Speed Signal Processing 

• Computer controlled frequency generation, sweeping 
& hopping (FSK) 

For immediate information on how Rockland can meet your specific application 

and delivery requirements — call our local rep or Dave Kohn directly at: 

ROCICI-RIUD 
Rockland Systems Corporation 230 W. Nyack Road, West Nyack, N.Y. 10994 

(914) 623-6666 TWX 710-575-2631 

New products/materials 

tures. Suitable for use at tempera-
tures to 5,400°F, the material will 
not deteriorate rapidly in the sealing 
atmosphere, as some glass-to-metal 
seals do, when exposed to tempera-
tures of around 1,900°F, and will in 

many instances outlast the base ma-
terial. The new adhesive, which al-
lows users to repair and retain fix-
tures that may otherwise have been 
discarded, is available in 1-pint and 
1-quart containers priced at $25 and 
$40, respectively. Delivery time is 
two weeks. 
Aremco Products Inc Box 429, Ossining, 

N.Y 10562 [479] 

Conductive epoxy designed 

for microcircuit chip-bonding 

Developed for microelectronic chip-
bonding applications requiring 
rapid curing at relatively low tem-
peratures, an electrically conductive 
silver epoxy called Epo-Tek H2OE 
can be cured in 45 seconds at 175° 
C, 5 minutes at 150° C and 90 min-
utes at 80° C. The two-part system, 
because of its fast-curing properties, 
is suitable for use with the latest 
generation of high-speed automated 
epoxy-bonding equipment. Pure sil-
ver powder is dispersed in both the 
epoxy and the hardening agent. Pot 
life is four days at room tempera-
ture, and shelf life is two years at 
room temperature. Refrigeration is 
not recommended in shipping or 
storage. A 1-ounce trial kit is priced 
at $22. 
Epoxy Technology Inc, 65 Grove St, Water-

town, Mass 02172 [480] 
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NEVV:Only General Electric 
offers you all these 
benefits in green 
Solid State Lamps 
(LED's)! 

Four new lamps— 

Two light outputs 

You can select both the lamp size 
and light output you need with 
GE's new green bright visible SSL's. 
The two brightest, SSL44-2 and 
the 1/8" longer SSL44L-2, provide a 
minimum initial light output of 1.8 
millicandela with a typical output 
of 2.4 mcd. Equivalent light outputs 
for the standard, less expensive 
SSL44 -1 and SSL44L-1 are 0.8 
minimum and 1.4 typical mcd. 

Available now 

These new GE green SSL's are in 
stock now, ready for off-shelf de-
livery. Contact your GE SSL distrib-
utor or your local GE representative 
today to get the newest spec sheets, 
delivery dates and prices. (Or circle 
request number at bottom of ad.) 

Exclusive 

GE 
guarantees 

Only GE gives you all these 
guarantees on every visible 
SSL you buy: Initial light out-
put will be at or above the 
published minimum. Each 
lamp made is inspected at rated 
current for light output and 
forward voltage; reverse volt-
age at 10p.A is 3 volts or great-
er. General Electric will refund 
the lamp purchase price to the 
original purchaser or provide 
replacements for all returned 
lamps not meeting these guar-
antees. 

FREE: Designers data kit 

Write today on your company letter-
head to get our free Designers Data 
Kit, which includes a free sample of 
our new green lamp as well as com-
plete technical data. General Electric, 
Miniature Lamp Products Dept., 
Inquiry Bureau, Dept.M Nela Park, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44112. 

DESIGNER'S 
DATA 
KIT 

GE electronic distributors (listed alphabetically by company name) 
Almac/Stroum Electronics 
Seattle, WA 

Almo Electronics 
Philadelphia, PA 

Barnhill Five, Inc. 
Denver, CO 

Brill Electronics 
Oakland, CA 

Carlton-Bates Co. 
Little Rock, AR 

Cramer Electronics 
Albuquerque. NM 
East Syracuse, NY 
Endwell, NY 
Irvine, CA 
Mt. Prospect, IL 
Newton Center, MA 
North Haven, CT 
Sunnyvale, CA 

Electra Distributing Co. 
Nashville, TN 

Electronics Marketing Corp. 
Columbus, OH 

Electronics Parts Co. 
Denver, CO 

Electronic Supply 
Riverside, CA 

Elmer Electronics 
Mt. View, CA 

General Electric Supply Co. 
Rochester, NY 

General Radio Supply Co. 
Camden, NJ 

Gerber Electronics 
Dedham, MA 

Graham Electronics Supply Co. 
Indianapolis, IN 

G. S. Marshall Co. 
El Monte, CA 

Hamilton /Avnet Electronics 
Albuquerque, NM 
Bellevue, WA 
Burlington, MA 
Cedar Grove, NJ 
Culver City, CA 
Dallas, TX 
Denver, CO 
Georgetown, CT 
Hànover, MD 
Hazelwood, MO 
Hollywood, FL 
Houston, TX 
Livonia, MI 
Lenexa, KS 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 
Mt. View, CA 
Phoenix, AZ 
Salt Lake City, UT 
San Diego, CA 
Schiller Park, IL 
Syracuse, NY 
Westbury, NY 

GENERAL 

Hammond Electronics 
Orlando, FL 
Harpe Electronics, Inc. 
Chattanooga, TN 
Hughes/Peters, Inc. 
Cincinnati, OH 
Columbus, OH 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
Los Angeles, CA 
L Comp 
North Kansas City, MO 
Lykes Electronics Corp. 
Atlanta, GA 
Milgray Electronics 
Freeport, NY 
Newark Electronics 
Chicago, IL 
Salt Lake City, UT 
Oil Capitol Electronics Corp. 
Tulsa, OK 

Olive Industrial Electronics, Inc. 
St. Lours, MO 

Pioneer Standard Electronics 
Cleveland, OH 
Dayton, OH 
R. S. Electronics 
Detroit, MI 

ELECTRIC 

Rem Electronics 
Warren, OH 

Rochester Radio Supply Co., Inc. 
Rochester, NY 

Rome Electronics, Inc. 
Rome, NY 

Schweber Electronics 
Atlanta, GA 
Beachwood, OH 
Bridgeport, CT 
Danbury, CT 
Elk Grove Village, IL 
Hollywood, FL 
Rochester, NY 
Rockville, MD 
Somerset, NJ 
Waltham, MA 
Westbury, NY 

Semiconductor Specialists, Inc. 
Elmhurst, IL 
Indianapolis, IN 
Pittsburgh, PA 

Southeastern Radio Supply Co. 
Raleigh, NC 

Standard Electronics, Inc. 
Cheektowage, NY 

Sterling Electronics 
Dallas, TX 
Houston, TX 

Western Electromotive 
Culver City, CA 

Zack Electronics 
San Francisco, CA 
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CHIEF SCIENTIST 
Air Force Avionics Laboratory 

The United States Air Force is looking for an R&D manager, with a broad scientific and 
technical applications background and recognized ability, to serve as Chief Scientist for 
the Air Force Systems Command, Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio. The Laboratory provides new avionics technology, products and services to 
the Air Force by performing R&D and managing R&D contracts with industry and uni-
versities oriented to new AF systems in planning or development. The Laboratory is at 
the leading edge of navigation, communication, electronic warfare, surveillance, re-
connaissance, and weapon delivery technologies. It is a leader in electronic component 
and device development and is now pioneering in system avionics. 

The Chief Scientist: 

• Is the top level advisor and consultant to the Commander on all scientific 
and technical matters. 

• Coordinates all scientific and technicaractivities. 

• Evaluates the Technical Program of the Laboratory. 

• Identifies research requirements and tasks appropriate to research 
laboratories. 

• Analyzes advancements in a wide variety of areas to determine applica-
bility to laboratory programs and effects on Laboratory objectives. 

• Represents the Laboratory to the general research community. 

In addition to a broad inter-disciplinary knowledge of electromagnetic technologies - 
e.g., computer hardware and software, radar, laser, E/O and communications-the 
Chief Scientist must have a Doctoral degree in a directly relevant field. 

Salary ranges from $32,806 to $36,000, depending on qualifications. Please send a 
detailed resume or Standard Form 171, specifying this position to: 

ASD/DPCE 
ATTN: Mr. M. E. Semler 

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433 

U.S. Citizenship Required 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F) 

POSITIONS VACANT 

Positions Available-Electrical & Elec-
tronic Eng's. Over 1000 US client co's 
pay our fees for selected technical refer-
rals. Est. 1959. Send resume with pres. 
sal. Atomic Personnel, Inc., Box L. 1518 
Walnut St., Phila., Pa. 19102. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES 

Growth Positions, $14-30,000. Fees Paid. 
Nationwide. Longberp, of Pittsburgh. 
Suite 962-G, Two Gateway Center, Pitts-
burgh. Pa. 15222. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

•,, 
t ay. 

GRANBY, QUEBEC 

CANADA 

\Tel: 15141 378-9977 - TWX 610-532-651 

IMMEDIATE DELIVil-irel\ 
Minis & Peripherals 
DEC-HIS-NOVA 

SEL -HP - MOHAWK 
CPU, Card, Printer. Tape, Disk 

NEW • MOHAWK 4320 PRINTERS 

PDP 11 PERIPHERALS IPrilleRSY 

PDP 8 CPU $1500 

$750 Minis 
TELETYPE 35 & 37 

DEC & HONEYWELL Modules 
617/261-1100 

Send t,,, I, erupt Maintenance QI Computer,. 

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP. 
po Boo 68. Kenmore Sta Boston. MA 02215 
member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Q. Whom do I contact or call to re-
new my classified ad or make 
corrections? 

A. Write Electronics. Cla:ss. Adv. 
Dept., P.O. Box 900, NY. NY 
10020 or call: (2121 997-6585 
or 6586. Give full company 
name, size of ad. & date or dates 
it is scheduled to appear. 

SPECTROL CERMET 
Any 2 L '-"MICRO" POTS 

Modal No. 41-2-1 
for $1, t a x .3 x .1110" rectan-

Ohm. , 500 guiar, 15-turn, wedge-
to , 1K 5011. shaped pin.. for easY 
20 ; 2K 100K work. watt 20 'r 
55 5K ,„ 200K screwdriver side. 

too • 10K .2; 50" C mode No 53-1-1 
200 209 J 1 Meg • • • .3.1 1 Ma. 5/ IC," MAW 

Mod..1 No. 53.2-1 - Single-turn, 3-leada. 
5/16” cube, single-turn, screwdriver top. t a watt. 
screw-adjust, front. TO-5 transistor sire, fits 

watt . tranststnr 

L Low.. r»» t  • F  
Buy 10 0-Marked   

Take 20.5 

...to,- 

°sages 
Selection TTL 

• Money Back G aaaaa to* 

Tyr,* 5•4  5147455 .55 5074126 .71 
L 503400 50-30 507460 .30 58174139 1.25 
• 5747401 .30 ' 5847461 .35 5074140 1.25 
L 507402 .30 $07482 .35 
• 007403 .30 t L 30.7464 .30 

507404 .35 5N7465 .50 
7. 500774406 4 5 :355 pi 0 35 4 0;477i 5 

0 .. 3,0 
0 s 

.. 5747407 .SS ' 507472 .50 5074153 1.60 
a: 307408 .33 007473 .55 58174154 2.10 
;_; 507410 .30 507474 .55 58174155 1.55 

507411 .35 
507476 5074157 1.55 
5817475 1.00 58174156 1.45 

L: 05007744 1153 ..59s5 
507478 .95 5074158 1.55 

.65 

E 507416 .55 507480 .65 5074160 1.95 
.1. 507417 .55 507481 1.35 H 5074161 1.95 
C. 507482 .99 57474163 1.95 557110 774422 0i : 5305 

507483 1.2g H 5074164 2.95 
5817422 .35 507485 1.41 _; 51474165 2.10 
507425 .50 507486 .35 C. 5074166 2.05 
507426 .36 507489 4.50 H 5074173 2.50 
507430 .30 507490 1.49 L 58174174 3.20 

' 507432 .35 5147491 1.35 : 5074175 3.20 
507437 .55 5147492 1.35 58174176 2.10 
507438 .55 5147493 1.35 5074177 2.10 

, 507440 .3C „ 507494 1.35 , 5074179 2.10 
' 507441 1.40 j 5187495 1.35 5074180 1.20 
H 507442 1.50 507498 1.35 H 57474181 4.90 
t 507443 1.50 5074106 •95 57474182 1.20 

507444 1.50 5074107 .70 5074185 2.50 
507445 1.50 51474108 .9S • 51874192 1.95 
507446 1.65 5074112 .95 57474193 1.95 

' 5147447 1.45 5074113 .95; 5074194 1.95 
5747448 1.50 5074114 .95 ' 57474195 1.25 
507450 .30 5074121 .60 L: 5074196 2.50 

' 507451 .30 5074122 .95 L. 57474197 2.50 
• 507453 .30 51874123 1.20: 5074198 2.65 

507454 .30 5074125 .71 "DIP" 1,..‘1.•.• 

5817 1 5 1.55 
51474148 4.50 
5074150 1.61 
5074151 1.25, 
58174152 4.95 

'ICs'. 

P.O. BOX 9425. LYNNFIELD.SEASS. 01940 Pads 

Semi's 
I 

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Tern.: tiii ,tage Rated: net :10 
Phone Orders: Wakefield. Maas. 16171 245-3829 
R•tail: 11)- I Del Carmine St.. Wakefield. Matta. 

iitT Water Street t C.O.D.'S MAY BE PHONED 

POLY PAKS 

CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS 
Lists more than 2000 items-pliers, 
tweezers, wire Shippers, vacuum systems, 
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits 
and cases. Also includes ten pages of 
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection. 

RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRSORNE AUTOMATIC 
TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS NIEL AJAX NIKE NCR. 
CULES M-33 MSO-IA MPS•I9 MPS-9 SCR 584 TPS-10 

IPS•28 FAA-ASR-2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS APN-84 APN-102 

APS-20 APS-27 APS-4S DPN-19 DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

IBM 650 I8M 704 

A INVENTORY OF RADAR AND 

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD 

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO. 
3 OUINCY ST. NORWALK CONO 06850 11031853-14100 

CIRCLE 954 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

free catalog 
POTTING APPLICATORS 
MANUAL OR AIR OPERATED 

21/2 cc 6cc 12cc 30cc 

FOR POTTING, ENCAPSULATING ETC 

PHILIP FISHMAN CO., INC. 
7 CAMERON ST WELLESLEY MASS 02181 

CIRCLE 956 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

\Tel: 15141 378-9977 - TWX 610-532-6510 

CIRCLE 950 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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/leader introductory offer to new members of the 
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 

• SHIICIOnh 
IllClKU 011131115 

ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 
MANUAL 

by J. Markus 

Pub. price, $22.00 
Club price, $15.75 

637/458 

DESIGNING 
WITH TTL 
INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 
by Texas 
Instruments 
Inc. 

Pub. price, $19.50 
Club price, $13.50 

404/437 

SOURCEBOOK 
OF ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 
by J. Markus 

Pub. price, $21.50 
Club price, $17.50 

484/368 

COMMUNICA-
TION SYSTEMS 
DESIGN 
by P. F. Panter 

Pub. price, $19.50 
Club price, $13.50 

491/364 

THE DESIGN OF 
DIGITAL 
SYSTEMS 
by J. B. Peatman 

Pub. price, $15.50 

Club price, $11.75 

MAIL ATTACHED POSTPAID CARD 
(If card removed, send coupon below) 

286 515 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS: 
A Basic Course 
for Engineers 
and Technicians 
by R. G. Hibberd 

Pub. price, $10.25 
Club price, $8.45 

100/1310 

MOS/LSI 
DESIGN AND 
APPLICATION 
by Carr & Mize 

Pub. price, $18.50 
Club price, $13.50 

313 059 

HANDBOOK OF 
SEMI-
CONDUCTOR 
ELECTRONICS, 
3/e 
by P. Hunter 

Pub. price, $29.85 
Club price, $21.50 

.'87/341 

STANDARD 
HANDBOOK OF 
ENGINEERING 
CALCULATIONS 
by T. G. Hicks 

Pub. price, $19.50 
Club price, $14.25 

124 035 

HANDBOOK OF 
PHYSICS, 2/e 
by Condon and 
Offishaw 

Pub price. ,3745 

Club prise, 014 95 

orÀ 
Save time and money by joining the . 
Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club Irbil 

HERE is a professional club designed specifically to meet your 
day-to-day engineering needs by providing practical books 

in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. 

How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publi-
cation, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club 
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to 
members without cost, it announces and describes in detail the 
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections 
which are available at special members' prices. 

When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month, 
you do nothing. The book will be mailed to you as a regular part 
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selec-
tions—or if you want no book at all for that month—you notify 
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each 
Bulletin. 

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four 
books over a two-year period. Considering the many books pub-
lished annually in your field, there will surely be at least four 
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you 
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books 

cial $1.00 bonus book 
comes to you with your 

first club selection 

773/777 

NOMOGRAPHS 
FOR 
ELECTRONICS 
by R. L. Peters 

Pub. price, $27.50 
Club price, $19.95 

353/387 

MINICOMPUT-
ERS FOR 
ENGINEERS & 
SCIENTISTS 
by G Korn 
Pub. price, $17.75 

Club price, $10.50 

649/170 

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 
by Tobey, 
Graeme & 
Huelsman 
Pub. price, $15.00 
Club price, $11.50 

209/731 

STANDARD 
HANDBOOK FOR 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS, 
10/e 
by Fink and 
Carroll 
Pub. price, $34.85 
Club price, $24.95 

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 
582 Princeton Road, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520 

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engi-
neers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. I am 
to receive the higher priced of the two for just $1, and my first 
selection at the special Club price. A small charge for postage and 
handling will be included. These books are to be shipped on 
approval, and I may return them both without cost or further obli-
gation. If I decide to keep the books, I agree to purchase as few as 
four additional books (including this first selection) during the next 
two years at special Club prices (guaranteed 15% discount, often 
more). 

Write Code No. of Write Code No. of 
bonus book first selection 

here here 

Name 

Address 

City 

State  Zip  

E33257 
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The HS-200S...a wire memory offering 
speed, capacity, cost and reliability 

of ample proportions. 
This is our latest wire memory. It gives you access time of 180 ns and 
cycle time of 250 ns. Memory elements, of course, consist of our own 
special development, magnetic wires. Non-destructive read-out is 
featured. HS-200S means maximum reliability at minimum cost. In 
fact, you get a 65 kilo-byte assembly with an MTBF figure of 10,000 
hours. HS-200S is a component precisely matched 
to computers of the new age. 

Wire Memory System HS-200S Specifications 

1. Memory elements Non-destructive read-out 
2. Storage capacity 8 kwords/80 bits, 16 kwords 
40 bits, 32 kwords/20 bits 3. Access time 180 
nanoseconds 4. Cycle time Write-in Read-out 
250 nanoseconds 5. Interface levels TTL logic... 
H +2.4— +5V L —0.5—+0.5V 6. Dimensions 
500 x 300x 112mm (Basic unit capacity is 65 
Kbytes. Expansion to one megabyte is possible.) 
7. Required power + 30V, 15V, • 5V, —15V 

Please contact our sales department if you have 
special requirements. 

rol a TOKO, INC • 

Head Office: 1-17, 2-rhorne. Iligashi-Yukigaya. Ohia-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

I ; 11111161à  \ l•W York Toko New York Inc. 
350 fifth Avenue. New York. N Y. 10001 U SA. Tel 565-3767 

i 0, Angeles Toko, Inc. Los Angeles liaison Office 
3440 Wilshire Blvd. Tishman Building, Suite 1106 los Angeles. Calif. 
90010. U S A. Tel 380-0417 

Dússeldorl 'folio, Inc. Europe liaison Office 
4 Dusseldorl, Kolner Singe 246, Düsseldork W. Germany Tel: 78-7064 

Circle 180 on reader service card 

Team up with 
PERMAG MAGNETS 
The Permag team's a winner. Perma-
nent magnets, assemblies, Alnico, and 
ceramics. What a lineup! 24 hour off-
the-shelf delivery. Design and 
engineering assistance. Complete 
magnetizing, grinding, and cutting fa-
cilities. Call or write for our new cat-
alogs. Permag ... worth cheering for. 

Consult your Yellow Pages 

for address and 

telephone number of 

Permag near you. 

Cdbie Address 

MAGNETS NEWYORK 

,fl 40 • 50..ACA 

'OR A.. MAC,E1.0 VA TE Al•AlS 

•iictex-4-

PC4iXAC 

11.111111 

New literature 

Microwave components. RLC Elec-
tronics Inc., 83 Radio Circle, Mt. 
Kisco, N.Y. 10549, has released a 
new catalog on the company's line 
of precision microwave components. 
The 80 pages list more than 200 
standard, passive, and coaxial com-
ponents, such as filters, switches, at-
tenuators, terminations, and detec-
tors. Circle 421 on reader service 
card. 

D-a converters. From Datel Systems 
Inc., 120 Turnpike St., Canton, 
Mass. 02021, comes a new brochure 
describing the DAC-HR series of 
digital-to-analog converter modules 
and giving applications information, 
specifications, and mechanical di-
mensions. [422] 

Magnetic foil. The use of magnetic 
foil for determining the amount of 
shielding required in electronic cir-
cuits is discussed in a data sheet 
available from James Millen Manu-
facturing Co., 150 Exchange St., 
Malden, Mass. 02148 [423] 

Semiconductor materials. A catalog 
of bonding agents, etchants, and 
other materials for semiconductor 
applications is available from the 
Transene Co. Inc., Rte. 1, Rowley, 
Mass. 01969 [424] 

Powder cores. A technical bulletin 
describing the performance charac-
teristics of moly-permalloy powder 
cores, which can operate at up to six 
times the flux density of other cores, 
can be obtained from Magnetic 
Core Corp., Box 368, Newburgh, 
N.Y. 12550 [425] 

De op amps. A 20-page catalog giv-
ing details of the company's line of 
dc operational amplifiers is avail-
able from Modular Devices Inc., 
1385 Lakeland Ave., Airport Inter-
national Plaza, Bohemia, N.Y. 
11716. Block diagrams, specifica-
tions, and applications and price 
data are provided. [426] 

Test equipment. Baynton Electron-
ics Corp., 2709 N. Broad St., Phila-
delphia, Pa. 19132, has issued a 64-
page catalog with information on 
electronic test equipment. Included 
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if it's a meter 
or meter relay, 

Stock or Special... 

makes it. 

AALA, 

3326Alui Col M. 
CEIGANNET. 166SI 

Model 523 Cat, Ne. 
SC MICROAMMEIER 15017 

a. 

umactum 
NET 
NIL/ 

Stock: 
Simpson distributors nationwide stock over 
1.500 types, ranges. styles and sizes of panel 
meters, relays and controllers. They're all 
listed in Catalog 4200. Write for your free 
copy. 

Mude Ibti Cdt :to 
DC MILLIAMMtl ER 18L14 

ir - 
Model 1397 Cat. Ile 

FREQUENCY MEIER 3493 

feiLILLJR.TAA Let 

OC ATILLIYOLIMEIMI 16E50 

Mu, L.“ 
OC MIllIAMME» 10,4 

Model 3323XA 
METER INIPAO 

• ''' 

"MOLLY 

METER 

RELAY 

4S,S0 SS Mt 

Model 2122 Cat. S.  
OC VOLTMETER 17448 

SI O „,,„ 
UZI 

Modem 1.124AA CAA 
IC 111C+KAANUMiAA lS Y-. 

Special: 
Need a special or unusual meter? Let Simpson 
help you custom design it. Send us your specs 
and we'll send you a quote. But check our 
catalog first—that -special- may be a standard 
Simpson stock item. 

Get off-the-shelf delivery from your local electronics distributor. 

.•• • • L/ 

INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY AC RAT FA 

• 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120 
(312) 695-1121 • Cable: SIMELCO • Telex: 72-2416 

IN CANADA: Bach-Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario 

IN ENGLAND: Bach-Simpson (U.K.) Limited, Wadebridge. Cornwall 
IN INDIA: F-(uttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay 

KATY INDUSTRIES 

ELECTRICAL EDUIPMENT 
GROUP 
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Micaply OhmegaT" 
A different way to design 
without discrete resistors. 

For printed circuits and microelectronics 

MICAPLY 
OHMEGATu 

THIN FILM 
TYPE RESISTIVE 
LAYER 

BEFORE ETCHING 

Micaply Ohmegarm can reduce 

costs and eliminate the need for 

discrete resistors. And it's available 
immediately. 

It's a proven resistor-conductor 
laminate with a bi-layer cladding 
on one or both sides. 

Etch integral resistors and 
conductors on the same surface. 

The entire process is subtractive. 

EPDXY GLASS 
SUBSTRATE 

AFTER ETCHING 

No screening, firing or vacuum 
equipment is required. 

• 25 and 100 ohms-per-square 
materials. 

• Line widths consistent with thin 
film microelectronic techniques 
are possible. 

• 10" x 36" sheets for processing 

economy. 
• Design assistance and circuit 

COPPER 
CONDUCTOR 

production available. 

It's being used now for termination 
resistor networks, calculator circuits 
and microelectronics. Get the facts. 

Write today. 

The Mica Corporation 
Culver City, California 
(213) 870-6861 and 
Micaply International, Silloth, England 

Circle 182 on reader service card 

Is the STATE-OF-THE-ART 

CREEPING UP 
on YOU? 

„ilk» 
The Center offers several informal programs 
for Engineers and Technicians who want to ad-
vance or keep abreast of the State-of-the-Art! 

We have courses for you, or others in your organiza-
tion, that will help bridge the gap from relays (or 
wherever you're at) to today•s latest devices 

We have LOW COST 'hands-on' learning programs which 
include: TTL, ECL and MOS , Digital I.C.'s, Transistors, 
Zeners, UJT's MOS/FET's & J/FET's ... plus more. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
or Call Gene Presta at 513/296-1020 

r-
I The 

I %enter, L ifor technics> 

Yes, I'm interested in learning about your programs! 

Name 

▪ Street  

City 

c-) 

State Zip_ 

Phone 513/296-1020 
2876 CULVER AVENUE 
DAYTON, OHIO 45429m  

E474 

The Ballantine 

512 MHz DIGITAL 
COUNTER 

MIN 
1P • • 

IMF 

The 5700A Frequency Counter. Range 10 Hz 
to more than 512 MHz. Nine digit display. 
Carrier measurements to 1 Hz resolution in 
2 seconds of keyed transmitter time. Selective 
signal tone checks to 0.1 Hz resolution. 
Sensitivity 10 mV rms with AGC. Stability 
3/107/month. 3/109/day optional. 

• HIGHEST SENSITIVITY 
• BEST RESOLUTION 
• FASTEST COUNT RATE 
• LOWEST PRICE $945 

Meets FCC Requirements 

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc. 
P.O Box 97, Boonton. New Jersey 07005 
201-335-0900. TWX 710-987-8380 
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New literature 

are specifications and prices for sig-
nal generators, frequency conver-
ters, power supplies, counters, 
timers, microwave components, pro-
duction tools, and other parts. [427] 

Spectrum analyzer. An applications 
note from Sivers Lab, Box 420 18, S-
126 12 Stockholm 42, Sweden, gives 
ideal measurements for the Yb-
tuned, wide-dispersion wide-dispersion spectrum 
analyzer designated model PM 
7800. [428] 

Microwave laminates. Keene Corp., 
Chase-Foster Laminates division, 
199 Amaral St., Box 4305, E. Provi-
dence, R.I., has published a four-
page bulletin on Di-Clad microwave 
stripline laminates. Di-Clad is a la-
mination of polytetrafluoroethy-
lene-coated glass fabric with copper 
cladding on one or both surfaces. 
[429] 

Wideband couplers. A seven-page 
catalog from Werlatone Inc., Rte. 
22, Brewster, N.Y., contains specifi-
cations and outline drawings of the 
company's line of wideband direc-
tional couplers, which are available 
in both printed-circuit and connec-
tor versions. [430] 

Optical components. A 62-page 
catalog of optical components and 
coatings from Spectrum Systems, 
Barnes Engineering Co., 44 Com-
merce Rd., Stamford, Conn. 06904, 
covers interferometer flats and win-
dows, laser reflectors, quartz lenses, 
and Littrow prisms. [431] 

Wall chart. A wall chart, including 
design tips, applications notes, pro-
cess technology, and a selector guide 
to Darlington power transistors is 
available from Motorola Semicon-
ductor Products Division, Box 
20924, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [432] 

Temperature controls. Love Con-
trols Corp., 1714 S. Wolfe Rd., 
Wheeling, Ill. 60090. A line of single 
and dual digital setpoint tempera-
ture controls is described in bulletin 
9460. [433] 

Op amps. Siliconix Inc., 2201 Lau-
relwood Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 

CALCKArree 

CZL-550... 
a super-powerful, four function, 
eight digit calculator chip with direct 
segment LED drive, supplied with the 
digit driver, at a super-low price. 

For complete information call (5161 733-3354 or write 

General Instrument Corporation. Microelectronics. 

600 West John Street. Hicksuolle, N Y 11802 

Grs Gorr IT! 
Circle 220 on reader service card 

Own your own holder to hold your own! 

Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially de-
signed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics 
library neat and handy—a permanent information file, 
issue by issue. 
Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones. 

He'll process your order upon receipt, postpaid. 

ELECTRONICS BOXER 
Jesse Jones Box Corporation 
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137 

Please send me: fl boxes $4.25 each; D 3 boxes $12.00; ID 6 boxes @. $22.00. 
My check or money order is enclosed. 

Name•  

Address'  

City:  State . Zip   

MAGNETIC INSTRUMENTATION 

Gaussmeters • Fluxmeters 

Magnetizers • Stabilizers • Demagnetizers 

Automatic Magnet Processing Systems 

Alnico Permanent Magnets • El Laminations 

Thomas 5 Skinner! Ina 
1120 East 23rd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205 • 923-2501 
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Different 
hopes 

for different 
folks. 

People want different 
things from a college 
education. 
But they all agree 

on one thing. It takes 
more than brains to 
get a diploma. 
Why not make the 

burden a little easier? 
Start buying U.S. 
Savings Bonds now. 
Bonds are a depend-

able way to build a 
college fund for your 
children. And an easy 
way to start saving 
them is by joining the 
Payroll Savings Plan. 

Start a college fund 

now with U.S. Savings 
Bonds. They just might 
let your kids spend more 
time studying and less 
time working to stay in 
school—whatever they 
hope to be. 

eL _ 
,grztze 

Take 
. stock 
America. 

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds 
..1 art I, ,...,.. h. r h. Mel Itond• 

.an at •oor bank Int. r. et ...not 1.• 

dd.,. A unul 

e
Tne u S Government (foes not CM mave.memem 

W . (»penmen, of Me Tmasum anc roe •Meet.s., Covnc.. 
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New literature 

95054, has published an appli-
cations note that provides informa-
tion on multiple micropower oper-
ational-amplifier integrated circuits 
for use where low current drain and 
low voltage are important. The bul-
letin outlines the functions of the 
devices, elements of programing, 
and the effects of slew-rate limiting. 
[434] 

Power supplies. Deltron Inc., Wis-
sahickon Ave., N. Wales, Pa. 19454. 
Bulletin 118A gives details of a new 
series of laboratory power supplies 
and also advises on the use of inte-
grated circuits that give line and 
load regulation of 0.01% and ripple 
of 250 microvolts. [435] 

Ac motor control. Ramsey Controls 
Inc., 333 Rte. 17, Mahwah, NJ. 
07430., presents a discussion of ad-
justable-frequency ac motor speed 
control in a booklet that also gives 
information on applications. 

Components. A catalog of more 
than 3,500 rf coils, rf chokes, and 
other electronic components has 
been released by J.W. Miller divi-
sion, Bell Industries, 19070 Reyers 
Ave., Box 5825, Compton, Calif. 
90224. A selection guide is included 
along with specifications, prices, and 
schematics. [437] 

Microwave diodes. A 16-page cata-
log of microwave semiconductors, 
available in chip and beam-lead 
form for microstrip and stripline ap-
plications, is obtainable from Alpha 
Industries Inc., 20 Sylvan Rd., Wo-
burn, Mass. 01801 [436] 

Microwave 
Semicooductu 

Ces 

Carriers • 

Alpha 



The Bright Gulf Jumbo 
Diffused LED Digits 
are Lighter on the Eyes, 

Easier on the 
Wallet and 
Bolder 
than the 

other guys. 
Help out yourself and 

your customers by putting 
Litronix DL-747 0.6" diffused LED 
digits into that new control, instru-
ment, clock or point of sales display. 
You'll save money and get bolder 
brighter displays. 

Everybody benefits because we pro-
duce these jumbos with our Encapsulated Light 
Diffusion process, which makes them look bet-
ter while reducing their cost. The ELD process 
captures the LEDs' light in special light pipes 
molded in a high contract background plastic. 

Brightness is high — 5.0 mcd at 20mA. 
But the light is soft and the digits are perfectly 
shaped — you can see how the segments are 
mitered. 

The DL-747 jumbos are our second 

family of low-cost, diffused LED digits. 
DL-746 -±-1 overflow common 

anode 
DL-747 seven segment common 

anode 
DL-749 ±- 1 overflow common 

cathode 
DL-750 seven segment common 

cathode 
We also use the ELD process to produce equally 
neat DL-707 0.3" digits. 

You can't get more economical, reliable 
displays. Prices in 1K quantities are only $3.60 for 
the 0.6" digit series. And the savings really rise 
when you figure in the savings on support 
components. 

See our diffused LED digits for yourself. 
Call or write today. 

litronix 
Litronix, Inc. 19000 Cupertino, California 95014 
14081 257-7910 TWX: 910-338-0022 
European Headquarters: Litronix. Inc. Bevan House, Bancroft Court 
Hitchin, Hertfordshire 5G5 I LW England Tel, 2676 Telex, 825-497 
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14é. ese to call 
ourneele-eue 
Syecteuenalyier 

Ofilnielelt 
anQuell continue to! 

With a name like that you have to measure up, and the 
EMR Model 1510 does. It goes anywhere, does any job 
...It's a Fourier Analyzer, a Spectrum Averager and a Display 
in one convenient, portable package. And most impo rtant, 

it performs its tasks digitally...no interactive controls to 
fumble with. .no compl icated computer interface problems. 

But to be Omniscient there must be more...and there is! 

• Switch it on, it's ready to operate without calibration 

• Analyze a signal repeatedly and get repeatable answers 
...over and over again 

• 60 dB dynamic range at the input and no gimmickry 
• Foolproof LED display of signal amplitude, frequency and 

•Control setting status appears on graticule of CRT for 

averaging time 

permanent photographic record 

• Availability of many options ...Peak Hold, 3-0 Display, Computer Interface, Low Frequency Sync, Any Window, etc. 

.Possessed of universal or complete knowledge 

Well.. .What else could we call it? 
W rite today for a comprehensive technical brochure or call 

for a demonstration. 

Emu Schlumberger 

EMIR Telemetry 
Weston Instruments, Inc 

Box 3041, Sarasota, Florida 33578 
813-958-0811 
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GERALD METALS Inc. 

Leading Refiner of: 
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Group Metals 
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Supplier of: 
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subsidiary of GERALD METALS INC. 
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Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W Bartlett 
1400 Fisher Bldg 
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Three Parkway. 
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Robert J. Rielly. 425 Battery Street. 
[415] 362-4600 

Paris: Alain Offergeld 
17 Rue-Georges Bizet. 75 Paris 16. France 
Tel 720-73-01 

Geneva: Alain Off ergeld 
1 rue du Temple, Geneva. Switzerland 
Tel 32-35-63 

United Kingdom 8 Scandinavia: Keith Mantle 
Tel 01-493-1451. 34 Dover Street. London W1 

Milan: Robert Saidel 
1 via Baracchini, Italy Phone 87-90-656 

Brussels: Alain Offergeld 
23 Chaussee de Wavre 
Brussels 1040, Belgium 
Tel 13-73-95 

Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker 
Liebigstrasse 27c. Germany 
Phone 72 01 81 

Tokyo: Ta1sumi Katagin, McGraw-Hill 
Publications Overseas Corporation, 
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome, 
Kasumigaseki. Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo, Japan 
[581] 9811 

Osaka: Rypi Kobayashi. McGraw-Hill 
Publications Overseas Corporation. Kondo 
Bldg 163. Umegae-cho Kita-ku. Japan [362] 8771 

Australasia: Warren E Ball, (PO Box 5106 
Tokyo. Japan 

Business Department 
Stephen R. Weiss, Manager 
[212] 997-2044 

Thomas M. Egan, 
Production Manager [212] 997-3140 

Carol Gallagher 
Assistant Production Manager [212] 997-2045 

Dorothy Carter, Contracts and Billings 
[212] 997-2908 

Frances Valione, Reader Service Manager 
[212] 997-6057 
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George F. Werner, Associate Publisher 
1212)997-3139 
Regina Hera, Directory Manager 
[212) 997-2544 

If you 
‘vanted our 
equipment 
last year 

but 
couldn't 
afford it... 

...call us 
now! 

We've added new lines that out-per-
form our older, high quality products. 
but at a lower cost to you . . thanks to 
some nifty packaging and clever cir-
cuit design 

We have two new lines of FM tele-
metry equipment: 
• A 5'/.1" FM Multiplex/Demultiplex 
line for Aerospace applications at less 

than $1.000 per channel, complete, 
• An Industrial FM line that provides 
aerospace specifications in an in-
dustrial package. at an even lower 
cost! 

We also have a new PCM Decom 
that's priced to sell for under $4.000' 

And. a Tunable Bit Synchronizer that 
sells for less than $4.5001 

Sound interesting? Call (203) 743-
9241 today for details. (Ask for Joe 
Lombardo) 

DATA-CONTROL SYSTEMS, INC. 
Commerce Drive P 0 Box 584 

Danbury, Cl 06810 (203) 743-9241 
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Control Logic Programming 

turn to CTS 
for DIP set-up switches 

New CTS 206 Series switches will streamline 
your logic programming. These dual-in-line 
packages mount on the same PC board 
as other circuit components, eliminating 
the need for special mounting hardware/ 
interconnection wiring. Program up to 
10 different functions and/or signal levels 
with one compact switch. 

CTS offers 7 different packages with 4 
through 10 individual SPST slide switches 
per package. Automatic insertion saves 
you time and money. Units have .100" x .300" 
centers for inserting into either PC boards 
or standard IC sockets. Gold plated contacts 
that wipe on make and break assure low 
contact resistance over long life. 

Designed for computer, computer peripheral, 
communication, test equipment and 
numerous other programming applications. 
Use good logic, turn to CTS. Find out more 
about our new, economical 206 series 
switch today. CTS Keene, Inc., 
3230 Riverside Avenue, Paso Robles, 
California 93446. Phone: (805) 238-0350. 

Circle 189 on reader service card 

CTS CORPORATION 
Elkhart Indiana 

A world leader in cermet and variable resistor technology. 



TREAT THIS 300 NSEC, 
NMOS MEMORY 

LIKE A COMPONENT 

JUST 
PLUG 
IT IN 

You're looking at the new MICRORAM 3000N, a com-

plete NMOS semiconductor memory on a single 

printed circuit card assembly. Just plug in a power 

supply (-±15VDC, +5VDC) and you have a fully func-

tional memory system that cycles at 300 nsec, and 

accesses at 180. (A high speed version that cycles 

at 180 nsec. is available, too.) 

The MICRORAM 3000N is available for delivery to 

meet your production schedules. It mounts on a 

printed circuit card 11.74" by 15.4", and is basically 

compatible with our MICROMEMORY 3000 core mem-

ories. The standard 16K by 20 configuration is alter-

able to 32K by 10. Numerous other capacities and 

word lengths are also available. 

Like all members of the MICROMEMORY 3000 Family, 

the MICRORAM 3000N is available either as a single 

card memory or as a multi-card system in a chassis 

containing up to 16 memory cards, power supply, 

self-test and interface cards and various other options. 

Get the full story on the MICRORAM 3000N from your 

local EMM office or call Commercial Memory Products 

Marketing Department at (213) 644-9881. 

EMM ELECTRONIC 
MEMORIES 

COMMERCIAL MEMORY PRODUCTS 

A Division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation 
12621 Chadron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250 
Belgium 03/76.69.75; United Kingdom 01/751-1213; W. Germany 0811/74.30.40 

"See us at the NCC Show in Chicago, Booth 677" Circle 190 on reader service card 
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6 26 46 66 86 106 126 146 166 186 206 226 246 266 348 368 388 408 428 448 468 488 508 718 
7 27 47 67 87 107 127 147 167 187 207 227 247 267 349 369 389 409 429 449 469 489 509 719 
8 28 48 68 88 108 128 148 168 188 208 228 248 268 350 370 390 410 430 450 470 490 510 720 
9 29 49 69 89 109 129 149 169 189 209 229 249 269 351371 391 411 431 451 471 491701 900 

10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230 250 270 352372 392 412 432 452 472 492 702 901 

11 31 51 71 91 Ill 131 151 171 191 211 231 251 271 353 373 393 413 433 453 473 493703 902 
12 32 52 72 92 112 132 152 172 192 212 232 252 272 354 374 394 414 434 454 474 494704 951 
13 33 53 73 93 113 133 153 173 193 213 233 253 273 355375 395 415 435 455 475 495705 952 
14 34 54 74 94 114 134 154 174 194 214 234 254 274 356 376 396 416 436 456 476 496 706 953 
15 35 55 75 95 115 135 155 175 195 215 235 255 275 357 377 397 417 437 457 477 497 707 954 

16 36 56 76 96 116 136 156 176 196 216 236 256 338 358 378 398 418 438 458 478 498708 956 
17 37 57 77 97 117 137 157 177 197 217 237 257 339 359 379 399 419 439 459 479 499709 957 
18 38 58 78 98 118 138 158 178 198 218 238 258 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500710 958 
19 39 59 79 99 119 139 159 179 199 219 239 259 341 361 381 401 421 441 461 481 501711 959 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 342 362 382 402 422 442 462 482 502712 960 

MMI 
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Electronics Reprint Service 

Bulk reprints of editorial matter can be 
ordered from current or past issues. The 
minimum quantity is 500 copies. Prices 
quoted on request: call 609-448-1700 
Ext. 5494, or write to address below. 

Bringing Sight to the Blind 
8 pages $2.00 
Key no. R-408 

Logic's New Design Tools 
16 pages $3.00 
Key R-406 

U.S. Market Report 
28 pages $2.00 
Key R-404 

European Market Report 1974 
24 pages $2.00 
Key R-402 

Japan Market Report 1974 
18 pages $2.00 
Key R-400 

The Pervasiveness of Electronics 
Complete issue 284 pages $2.00 
Key no. R-328 

The Optical Spectrum 
$2.00 Key no. R-326 

Semiconductor Memory Systems 
16 pages $3.00 Key no. R-324 

New Electronic Displays 
10 pages $2.00 Key no. R-322 

Planar Interconnection Techniques 
13 pages $3.00 Key no. R-320 

Automotive Electronics 
16 pages $3.00 Key no. R-318 

Hybrid Circuit Technology 
16 pages $3.00 Key no. R-316 

Leadless, Pluggable IC Packages 
Reduce Costs 7 pages $2.00 
Key no. R-312 

Penetration Color Tubes are Enhancing 
Information Displays 6 pages $2.00 
Key no. R-310 

Program for Transition from Non Linear 
to Linear Transistor Model 
6 pages $2.00 Key no. R-308 

Charge Coupling Improves Its Image 
8 pages $2.00 Key no. R-306 

Electromagnetic Spectrum Chart 
Key no. R-213 $2.00 

Electromagnetic Spectrum Report 
16 pages plus Wall Chart $4.00 
Key no. R-211 

Active Filters 
96 pages $4.00 Key no. R-032 

Circuit Designer's Casebook 
162 pages $4.00 Key no. R-031 

To order reprints or for further informa-
tion, please write to: 

Electronics Reprint Department 
P.O. Box 889 
Hightstown, N.J. 08520 

Only orders with cash, check, or money 
order will be accepted. No invoicing will 
be done. 



3 WIRE SYNCHRO TO 
LINEAR D.C. CONVERTER 

ACCURACY 1/2 % 

=MAC 1422-1 

Provides a linear conversion of 
a synchro angle to a DC Voltage 

SYNCHRO ANGLE 

180 135 

Specifications 

Accuracy: +1% over temperature range 

Input: 11.8V, 400 HZ line to line 3 wire synchro voltage 
Output Impedance: less than 10 Ohms 
Input Impedance: 10K minimum line to line 
Reference: 26V +10% 400HZ (Unit can be altered to 

accommodate 115V if available at no extra cost) 
Operating temp. range: —25°C to +85°C 
Storage temp. range: —55°C to +100°C 

DC power: +15V -±-1% @ 75ma (approx.) 
Case material: High permeability Nickel Alloy 
Weight: 6 Ozs. Size: 3.6" x 2.5" x 0.6" 

+45 90 135 180 

4 With better 
6 than 

1/2 "Ye accuracy 

10 

SOLID STATE SINE-COSINE 
SYNCHRO CONVERTER - 
NON VARIANT 
This new encapsulated circuit converts a 3 wire synchro input to a 
pair of dc outputs proportional to the sine and cosine of the 
synchro angle independent of a-c line fluctuations. 

• Complete solid state construction. 

B Operates over a wide temperature range. 

B Independent of reference line fluctuations. 

• Conversion accuracy — 6 minutes. 

B Reference and synchro inputs isolated from ground. 

Specifications Model DMD 1508-2 

Accuracy: Overall conversion accuracy 6 minutes. Absolute value of 
sine and cosine outputs accurate to ±-30MV 

Temperature Range: 
Operating —40°C to +85°C 
Storage —55°C to +125°C 

Synchro Input: 90V RMS ±5%LL 400Hz -±5% 

DC Power: +15V DC +10% @ 50MA 

Reference: 115VRMS +5% 400Hz +5% 

Output: 10V DC full scale output on either channel @ 5ma load 

Temperature coefficient of accuracy: 
+15 seconds/ °C avg. on conversion accuracy 
+1 MY/ °C on absolute output voltages 

Size: 2.0" x 1.5" x 2.5" 

Units are available with wider temperature ranges and 11.8V LL, 26V 
reference synchro inputs. Information will be supplied upon request. 

There is No Substitute for Reliability 

A.C. LINE REGULATION 

A new method has been developed which allows 
us to provide a low distortion highly regulated 
AC waveform without using tuned circuits or 
solid state active filters of any kind. 

The result is a frequency independent AC output 
regulated to 0.1% for line and load with greater 
than 20% line variations over a wide temperature 
range. 

Features: 

• 0.1% total line and load regulation 

• Independent of 20% frequency fluctuation 

• 1 watt output 

• Extremely small size 

• Isolation between input and output 

Specifications: Model MIR 1476-1 
AC Line Voltage: 26V +20% @ 400Hz -±-20% 
Output: 26V +1% for set point 
Load: 0 to 40ma 

Total Regulation: +0.1% 
Distortion: 0.5% maximum rms 

Temperature Range: —55°C to +125°C 
Size: 2.0" x 1.8" x 0.5" 

Other units are available at different power and voltage levels as well 
as wider temperature ranges. Information will be furnished 
upon request. 

4 QUADRANT MAGNETIC 

ANALOG MULTIPLIER 
DC x DC DC OUTPUT 

MCM 1478-1 

Specifications Include: 

Transfer Equation: E XY/10 

X & Y Input Signal Ranges: 0 to +10V peak 

Maximum Static and Dynamic Product Error: 1/2% of point or 
2MV, whichever is greater, over entire temperature range 

Input Impedance: X 10K, Y 10K 

Full Scale Output: -±-10V peak 

Minimum Load for Full Scale Output: 2000 ohms 

Output Impedance: Less than 10 ohms 

Bandwidth: 1000Hz 

DC Power: +15V, unless otherwise required, at 20ma 

Size: 1.3" x 1.8" x 0.5" 

Output is short circuit protected 

Product Accuracy is 
--t 1/2 °A, of all theoretical 
product output readings 
over Full Temperature 
Range of - 55°C to 
+125 -C. 

Maximum Output 
Error for Either 
X --= 0, Y = 10V 
Y = 0, X = 10V 
X = 0, Y = 

would be -±-2 MV over 
Entire Temperature 
Range. 

Circle 901 on reader service card 

GENERAL MAGNETICS • INC 
135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 - Tel. (201) 743-2700 



Extend the spectrum you control... 

WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS 

with Clairex 
Photoconductors and Phototransistors 
With Clairex solid-state sensors and opto-isolators you can 
sense, measure, and control throughout the visible spectrum 
and beyond—wavelengths from 245 to 1100 nanometers. 

For complete specifications or for design assistance with 
your "light" problems, call (914) 664-6602 or write 
Clairex, 560 S. Third Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550. 

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS® 
A DIVISION OF CLAIREX CORPORATION 

Circle 902 on reader service card 


